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PREFACE

This book has developed from courses given by the authors and

probably contains more material than will ordinarily be covered in a

one-year course. The selection of material is partly conditioned by the

interests of the authors.

It is hoped that the book will be a useful text in the application of

differential equations as well as for the pure mathematician. Pre-

requisite for this book is a knowledge of matrices and of the essentials of

functions of a complex variable. The notion of the Lebesgue integral is

used in Chaps. 2, 7, 9, and 10. However, Chap. 2 is needed only for

certain parts of Chap. 15, which, so far as applications go, are ade-

quately covered by Chap. 13. The Lebesgue integral can easily be

avoided in Chap. 7, as is indicated there. However, a rigorous study of

Chaps. 9 and 10 requires a mathematical sophistication that would

certainly include the ability to understand the statements of the theorems

required from integration theory. An alternative approach is to apply

the theory of Chaps. 9 and 10 to a restricted class of functions as is done

in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of Chap. 9. This approach requires a

knowledge of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral only.

Chapters 3 through 12 are on linear equations. For linear theory,

it is not necessary to cover the existence theory of Chap, 1. For Chap. 3,

the necessary theorem is sketched in Prob. 1 at the end of that chapter.

The discussion in Sec. 7 of Chap, 3 suffices for Chaps. 4 and 5. For

Chaps. 7 through 12, Prob. 7 of Chap. 1 provides the additional existence

theory needed.

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are not needed for any later chapters. Chapter 8

is not required for any later chapter, nor are Chaps. 9 and 10. Chapter 8

does not depend on Chap. 7.

Chapter 12 requires only Chap. 7 and, for Sec. 5, also Chap. 11.

Chapters 1 and 3 only are required for Chaps. 13 and 14. Chapter 1

will suffice for most of Chap. 15 and for Chaps. 16 and 17.

No attempt has been made to give the historical origin of the theory,

and only a limited number of references are given at the end of the book.

In keeping with this approach, the authors make no mention in the text

where they present new results.
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viii PREFACE

The problems, in some cases, give additional material not considered
in the text.

The preparation of this book was greatly facilitated by a grant from the
Office of Naval Research.

The authors are indebted to a number of colleagues and students who
read portions of the manuscript, in particular, F. G. Brauer, Prof. A.
Horn, and Dr. J. J. Levin.

Earl A. Coddington
Norman Levinson
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CHAPTER 1

EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS

1. Existence of Solutions

Let I denote an open interval on the real line — <» <t< <»
,
that is, the

set of all real t satisfying o < i < 6 for some real constants o and b. The

set of all complex-valued functions having fc continuous derivatives on I

is denoted by C*(/). If / is a member of this set, one writes / e €’‘(1), or

/ e C'*’ on I. The symbol e is to be read “ is a member of ” or “ belongs to.”

It is convenient to extend the definition of C* to intervals I which may
not be open. The real intervals a<t<b, a^t^b, a^t<b, and

a <t ^b will be denoted by (a,b), [a,b], [o,6), and (o,f>], respectively.

If/e C* on (a,6), and in addition the right-hand fcth derivative of / exists

at a and is continuous from the right at a,, then /is said to be of class C'*’

on [a,l)). Similarly, if the kth derivative is continuous from the left at b,

then / e C'*’ on (a,b] . If both these conditions hold, one says / e C* on [a,b].

If D is a domain, that is, an open connected set, in the real {t,z) plane,

the set of all complex-valued functions / defined on D such that all

fcth-order partial derivatives d’°f/dP‘dx'^ (p + 5 = Ic) exist and are con-

tinuous on D is denoted by C’‘(D), and one writes/ e or/e C* on D.

The sets C'®(/) and C’‘(D), the continuous functions on I and D, will be

denoted by 0(1) and C(D), respectively.

Let D be a domain in the (t,x) plane and suppose /is a real-valued func-

tion such that /e C(D). Then the central problem of this chapter may
be phrased as follows:

Problem. To find a differentiable function ip defined on a real t interval

I stick that

(i) (t,<p{t)) eD (tel)

(ii) <p'(t) = f(t,<p(t)) (te I,' = ^
This problem is called an ordinary differential equation of the first order,

and is denoted by

(E) x^=f(t,x)

1



2 OKDINARY DIPFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS [ChAP. 1

If such an interval I and function <p exist, then ip is called a solution of the

differential equation (E) on /. Clearly if 9? is a solution of (E) on /, then

9 s on Ij on account of (ii).

In geometrical language, (E) prescribes a slope /(^, a:) at each point of D.

A solution ^ on / is a function whose graph [the set of all points {t^ipif)),

tsi] has the slope fit,<p(t)) for each t e 1.

The problem (E) may have many solutions on an interval L For
example, the simple equation

x' = 1

has, for any given real constant c, the solution (pc given by

<pe(t) = ^ -f* C

on any t interval L However, there exists only one solution passing

through the point (1,1), say, and existing on an interval I containing

^ 1
,
namely, ^0 . Therefore, in order to be able to talk about unique-

ness of solutions of (E), one is led to the problem of finding a solution

passing through a given point in the {t^x) plane.

Suppose (r,^) is a given point in JD. Then an initial-value problem

associated with (E) and this point is defined in the follomng way:
Initial-value Problem. To find an interval I containing r and a solution

ip of (E) on I satisfying

<p(t) = f

This problem is denoted by

^ f(tj^) ^

Suppose <p is such a solution which exists on an interval I, Then by
integrating (ii) one obtains immediately the integral equation

<p{t) = f ^ f(Sj<p{8)) ds (t e I)

Conversely, suppose <p e C is a function satisfying the above integral

equation on 7. Then clearly <p{r) = and by differentiating the equa-
tion it follows that ^ is a solution of (E) on 7. In other words, there is a
correspondence between solutions tp of (E) on 7 satisfying <p(t) = and
continuous functions <p satisfying the above integral relation on 7. Thus
the initial-value problem for (E) and (r,^) on 7 is completely equivalent to
the finding of all continuous <p on I satisfying the integral equation.

Given a continuous function / on a domain 7) as above, the first ques-
tion to be answered is whether there exists a solution of the equation (E).

The answer is yes, if 7 is properly prescribed. An indication of the limita-

tion of any general existence theorem can be seen by considering the sim-
ple example
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a?' =:

It is clear that a solution of this equation which passes through the point

(1,-1) is given by <p{t) = — However, this solution does not exist

at < = 0, although f(tjx) = is continuous there. This shows that any

general existence theorem will necessarily have to be of a local nature, and

existence in the large can only be asserted under additional conditions

on/.

The local existence proof proceeds by two stages. First, it is shown

by an actual construction that there exists an '^approximate” solution

to (E), in a sense to be made precise below. Then one proves that there

exists a sequence of these approximate solutions which tend to a solution

of (E).

Let / be a real-valued continuous function on a domain D in the (t^x)

plane. An e-approximate solution of (E) on a ^ interval / is a functiop

^ e C on 7 such that

(i) {is I)

(ii) ^ e on 7, except possibly for a finite set of points S on 7, where
<p' may have simple discontinuitiesf

(iii) k(«) -/(<,^W)1 ^6 (^6 7-5)
,

Any function tpsC satisfying property (ii) on 7 is said to have a piecewise

continuous derivative on 7, and this is denoted by ^ e Cl(I),

If / e C on the rectangle

R: |«
— r] g a \x — ^ b (a,6 > 0)

about the point (r,{), it is bounded there. Let

M = max \fitjX)\ ((tjx) e R)

and

Theorem 1.1. Letf e Con the rectangle R, Given any € > 0, there exists

an ^-approximate solution ip of (E) on\t — t\ g a such that ^(r) =

Proof, Let € > 0 be given. An eapproximate solution will be con-

structed for the interval [r, r + «]; a similar construction will define it for

[r — a, r]. This approximate solution will consist of a polygonal path

starting at (r,f), that is, a finite number of straight-line segments joined

end to end,

t A function g is said to have a simple discontinuity at a point c if the right and left

limits of ^ at c exist but are not equal. In case « — 0, it will be understood that the

set S is empty.
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Since / e C on iZ, it is uniformly continuous there, and hence, for the

given €, there exists a > 0 such that

\Kt,x) -/(?,:g)| ^6 (1.1)

if

(tjX) e Rj 6 Rj and |< — ?| ^ 5* \x — ^ 5«

Now divide the interval [r, r + a] into n parts

r = <o<^i< **• <^n = 'r + a

in such a way that

max \h
- g min ^S„^ (1.2)

From (r,Q, construct a straight-line segment with slope /(r,?) proceeding

to the right of r until it intersects the line t = h a.t some point (ii,a;i).

Fig. 1

This segment must lie inside the triangular region T bounded by the lines

issuing from (t,^) with slopeM and —M, and the line t == t + a (see Fig.

1, where a is shown as b/M), This follows immediately from the defini-

tion of a and the fact that l/(^,a;)| ^ Jkf. In particular, the constructed

segment actually meets the line t = tiin T. At the point (^i,a;i) construct

to the right of ti a straight-line segment with slope /(^i,a;i) up to the inter-

section with t = say at Continuing in this fashion, in a finite

number of steps the resultant path q> will meet the line t — r + a. Fur-

ther, the path will lie completely writhin T.

This tp is the required ^approximate solution. Analytically it may be

expressed as

{

<p{{) = — fc-i)

tk—l ^ t ^ tje

(1.3)
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From the construction of <p it is clear that ^ e Cp on [r, r + a], and that

Wit) - ^(?)1 S M\t - l\ (<,nn [r, r + oc]) (1.4)

If t is such that < t < tk, then (1.4) together with (1.2) imply that

Wit) — v?(^A:-i)| ^ 5*. But from (1.3) and (1.1),

Wit) -fitWt))\ = |/(^.-.i,^(fc-i))-/(^,^(0)l ^ €

This shows that (p is an e-approximate solution, as desired.

The construction of Theorem 1.1 is sometimes used as a practical means
for finding an approximate solution. In fact, what has been found is

really a set of points itkWtk)) and these are joined by line segments. The
points, by (1.3), satisfy the difference equation

Xk Xk—l = itk tk-^T^fitk^lfXk~~i)

This is a formulation that might be used on a digital computing machine,

for example.

The existence of a solution of (E) will now be deduced. For the reader

mainly interested in the applications, other existence proofs, under more
restricted assumptions on /, are given in Theorems 2.3 and 3.1; the rest

of this section can be omitted.

In order to prove the existence of a sequence of approximate solutions

tending to a solution of (E), where the only hypothesis is/e C on iZ, the

notion of an equicontinuous set of functions is required. A set of func-

tions F = {/} defined on a real interval I is said to be equicontinuous on
I if, given any c > 0, there exists a > 0, independent of/eF and also

? e / such that

1/(0 “ /(Ol < € whenever —
?| < 5*

The- fundamental property of such sets of functions needed here is given

in the following lemma:
Lemma (Ascoli). On a hounded interval 7, let F = {/} he an infinite^

uniformly hounded^ equicontinuous set of functions. Then F contains a
sequence {/n}, n = 1, 2, . . . ,

which is uniformly convergent on 7.

Proof, Let{rA:},fc= 1, 2, . . . ,
be the rational numbers in 7 enumer-

ated in some order. The set of numbers {/(ri)}, /eF, is bounded, and
hence there exists a sequence of distinct functions {/ni}, /m eF, such that

the sequence {/ni(ri)} is convergent. Similarly, the set of numbers
(/»u(r2)} has a convergent subsequence {/n2(r2)}. Continuing in this

way, an infinite set of functions /n* e F, n, fc ^ 1, 2, . . . ,
is obtained

which have the property that [fnk] converges at ri, . . . ,
r*. Define/,

to be the function An. Then {/«} is the required sequence which in

uniformly convergent on 7.

Clearly {/»} converges at each of the rationale on 7. Thus, given any
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e > 0 and rational number s /, there exists an integer N^{rj^ such that

l/«(rfc) - /m(rjb)l < € {n,m > Nt{n))

For the given e there exists a independent of i,? and / e F such that

W) -m\<e It-fl <3.

Divide the interval I into a finite number of subintervals /i, . . . ,
Ip

such that the length of the largest subinterval is less than 5*. For each

Ifc choose a rational number h e I** If ^ e I, then t is in some Ih, and

hence

l/n(<) -Ut)\ ^ l/n(<) -Un)\ + \Uh) -Uh)\
+ iA(n) -um <36

provided that n,m > max {Ne(ri), . . . ,
Nt(fp)), This proves the

uniform convergence of the sequence {/«} on I.

Theorem 1.2 (Cauchy-Peano Existence Theorem). 7/ / e C on the

rectangle R, then there exists a solution <psC^ of (E) on \t -- t\ ^ a for

which <p(r) =
Proof. Let {€n}, ^ = 1, 2, . . . ,

be a monotone decreasing sequence

of positive real numbers tending to zero as n —>- «> . By Theorem 1.1, for

each €n there exists an €«-approximate solution, of (E) on 1^ — r] ^ a

such that <pn(r) — Choose one such solution (pn for each €«. From

(1.4) it follows that

\<Pn(t) - <Pnm ^M\t^l\ (1.5)

Applying (1.5) to ? — r, one readily sees, since — rj ^ b/iH, that the

sequence {v?n} is uniformly bounded by |{1 + b. Moreover, (1.5) implies

that {^n} is an equicontinuous set. By the Ascoli lemma, there exists a

subsequence fc = 1, 2, . . . ,
of {v?n}, converging uniformly on

[r — a, r + a] to a limit function <pj which must be continuous since each

<Pn is continuous. [Indeed, it follows from (1.5) that 1^(0 — <piT)\ ^
M\t - ?|.]

This limit function ^ is a solution of (E) which meets the required

specifications. To see this, one writes the relation defining <pn as an

€n-approximate solution in an integral form, as follows:

<Pn(t) = f ^ if(^j<pn{s)) + An(s)) ds (1.6)

where An(0 = <Pn(t) “ /(^>^n(0) those points where <pn exists, and

An(0 == 0 otherwise. Because <pn is an Cn-approximate solution, \An(t)
|
^

€n. Since f is uniformly continuous on R, and <pnj, <p uniformly on
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[t — a, T + a], as ft —> 00, it follows that unifonnlj’

on [t — a, t + a], as ft « . Replacing n by n* in (1.6) one obtains, in

letting ft 00

,

<p(t) ^ fisMs)) ds (1.7)

But from (1.7), <p{t) = f, and, upon differentiation, <p'(t) = f{t,<p(t))j for

f{t^<p(t)) is a continuous function. It is clear from this that 99 is a solution

of (E) on |^
— r| ^ OL of class

In general, the choice of a subsequence of {(pn] in the above proof is

necessary, for there exist polygonal paths [<pn] which diverge everywhere

on a whole interval about i = t as 6n^ 0; see Prob. 12.

If it is assumed that a solution of (E) through (r,?) (if it exists) is

unique, then every sequence of polygonal paths {<pn} for which Cn-^O

must converge on \t — r\ g a, and hence uniformly, to a solution, for {<pn}

is an equicontinuous set on — t] ^ a. Suppose this were false. Then

there would exist a sequence of polygonal paths {v?n} divergent at some

point on — r| ^ a. This implies the existence of at least two sub-

sequences of {<f>n] tending to different limit functions. Both will be solu-

tions, and this gives a contradiction. Therefore, if uniqueness is assured,

the choice of a subsequence in Theorem 1.2 is unnecessary.

It can happen that the choice of a subsequence is unnecessary even

though uniqueness is not satisfied. The example

x' = re* (1.8)

illustrates this. There are an infinite number of solutions starting at

(0,0) which exist on [0,1]. For any c, 0 i c ^ 1, the function defined

by
= 0 (0 g ^ ^ c)

<Pc(.t) = ^ ^ (1-^)

is a solution of (1,8) on [0,1]. If the construction of Theorem 1.1 is

applied to Eq. (1.8), one finds that the only polygonal path starting at the

point (0,0) is ^1. This shows that this method cannot, in general, give

all solutions of (E).

Theorem 1.3. Let f zC on a domain D in the {t^x) plane
j
and suppose

(r,f) is any point in D. Then there exists a solution <p of (E) on some t

interval containing r in its interior.

Proof. Since D is open, there exists an r > 0 such that all points,

whose distance from (r,f) is less than r, are contained in D. Let R be any

closed rectangle containing (t,{), and contained in this open circle of

radius r. Then Theorem L2 applied to (E) on R gives the required result.
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2. Uxiiqueness of Solutions

The example (1.8), with the solutions given in (1.9), shows that some-

thing more than the continuity of/ in (E) is required in order to guarantee

that a solution passing through a given point be unique. A simple condi-

tion which permits one to imply uniqueness is the Lipschitz condition.

Suppose / is defined in a domain D of the (i,x) plane. If there exists a

constant ft > 0 such that for every {t,x^ and (^,^2) in D

\f(t,xi) - fit,

X

2)\ ^ k\xi - Xil

then f is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition (with respect to x) in 2), and
this fact will be denoted by / e Lip in D, The constant ft is called the

Lipschitz constant. If, in addition / e C in D, one writes / e (C,Lip) in Z).

If/ e Lip in D, then / is uniformly continuous in x for each fixed t, although

nothing is implied concerning the continuity of / with respect to f. If D
is convex (that is, D contains the line segment connecting any two points

in D), then an application of the mean-value theorem of differential

calculus shows that the existence and boundedness of /, (= df/dx) in D
are sufficient for /e Lip in D.

Before proceeding to the uniqueness proof, an important inequality

will be deduced. In the following, I> is a domain in the (t^x) plane.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose f e (C,Lip) in D, with Lipschitz constant ft.

Let fpi,(p2 he €i- and ^^-approximate solutions of (E) of class Cp on some

interval (a,b), satisfying for some r^a <r < b,

ki(^) — <P2{r)\ g 5 (2.1)

where b is a nonnegative constant If e = €1 + 62, then for all t e (a,b),

l
«»x («) - V>*(<)1 ^ + I

- 1) (2.2)

Theorem 2.1 is of practical as well as theoretical interest since in com-
putational procedures it is always approximate solutions of a differential

equation that are found.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the case where r ^ ^ < b; a corre-

sponding proof holds for a < ^ ^ r. . Since 91,^2 are 61- and €2-approxi-

mate solutions of (E),

\vi(8) -f{8Ms))\ ^ a = 1, 2) (2.3)

at all but a finite number of points on t g s < &.

Integrating from r to t, -where r ^ t <b, (2.3) yields

I

ds g - t) (i = 1, 2)
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Using the'fact that \a — ^ \oi\ + 1/3|, the above gives

—
<92(<)) - («?i (t) — <P2(t)) — j* [/(S,^l(s)) - f{s,Vi(s))\ ds

[

Let r be the function defined on [r,fe) by r{t) = — ^2(<)|. Then the

preceding inequality gives

r(0 ^ r{r) + |/(s,^i(s)) - /(s,^s(s)')l is + e0 - t)

and using the fact that / e, Lip in D, one gets

r(/) S r{r) + k r(s) ds + «(t — t) (2.4)

Define the function iB by

R{t) = r(s) ds (r ^ t <V)

In terms of B, (2.4) is

R'(t) - kRit) ^S + €it-T)

since by (2.1) r(T) ^ S. Multiply both sides of this inequality by
g-*(«-r) ani integrate the resulting expression from r to t, obtaining

er-*«-)iB(0 ^ I
(1 - e-*<‘->) - jpe-*«->(l + A(i - r)) + ^

or

m ^ I
(6*<‘--> _ 1) _J (1 + *(« _ ^)) + ^ (2.6)

Combining (2.5) with (2.4), there results finally

r(<) ^ + I
(e*’^'-^) - 1

)

which is the desired result on [T,b).

A particularly important case of Theorem 2.1 occurs when ^>1 = ^ is an
actual solution of (E). The theorem then shows that as e2 and 5 —> 0 the

approximate solution tends to the actual solution.

The inequality (2.2) is the best possible, in the sense that equality can
be attained for nontrivisil (pi and ^2- For example, let k, ei, 62 be any real

constants, and let Pi: (P,|i), P2: (0,f2) be two points in the {t,x) plane.

Let »»i(0) = (1, and <e>2(0) = {2 and let v’l and <pi be solutions of the
equations

z' — kx — ti x' = kx + ta
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respectively, on [0,1]. Then <pi and ^2 are clearly ei- and €2-approximate

solutions of

35
' = hx

there. A simple calculation shows that for and the equality sign in

(2.2) must hold if ?2 ?i.

Note that, roughly speaking, the inequality says that, if 5 and € are

small, then so is — <p 2 it). In fact, if 5 = € — 0, then <px = and

there is at most one solution of (E) going through any given point (t,^)

in D. This proves the following uniqueness result:

Theorem 2.2. Let f e (C,Lip) in D, and (r,S) e D. If <pi and <p2 arc

any two solutions of (E) on (a,b), a < r < 6, such that

then “
<P2 *

Actually, in order to obtain uniqueness, it is not necessary to assume

as strong a restriction on f as the Lipschitz condition. However, a more

general discussion of the uniqueness problem will be deferred until Chap.

2, Sec. 2.

An existence proof can be based on the inequality (2.2) also..

Theorem 2.3. Suppose f e (C,Lip) on the rectangle

Ri \t — r\ S a jx — fl ^ b (a,6 > 0)

and let

M = max l/(^,x)l {(t,x) e R)
and

Then there exists a {unique) solution (pzC^ of (E) on\t t\ ^ a for which

<p{r) =
Proof. Let {cn} be a monotone decreasing sequence of positive real

numbers tending to zero as n — <»

.

Choose for each €n an cn-approximate

solution <pn- These functions satisfy the relation

<pS) = I + j! (f(s,<Pn(s)) + An(s)) ds (2.6)

where An(i) = at those points where <p'„ exists, and

An(0 = 0 otherwise. Now A„(i) -4 0, as w »
,
uniformly on |i — rj ^ a,

by the very definition of €«. From (2.2) applied to <pn and one

obtains for |( — tI g a,
,

\Mt) - ^

where k is the Lipschitz constant. Thus the sequence {^n} is uniformly

convergent on — rj ^ a, and therefore there exists a continuous limit
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function <p on this interval such that <pn(t) —

»

<p{t) as n —» “ uniformly on

|< — rj ^ a. This fact, plus the uniform continuity of / on 22, implies

that

-» f(t,<p(t)) (n^ 00
)

uniformly on — rj g a. Hence

lim r (f(s,v„(s)) + An(s)) ds = £*/(«,<»(«)) ds
n-4 00

and from (2.6) one gets finally, by letting n—> oo

,

v>(t) = f + j[
/(«,(p(s)) d^

which proves the existence of a solution #> e of (E) on |< — t] g a. It

is unique by Theorem 2.2. Clearly

\vit)
- ~

(2.7)

3. The Method of Successive Approxunations

The existence proof given in Theorem 1.2 is unsatisfactory in one

respect in that there is no constructive method given for obtaining a solu-

tion of (E). However, as was pointed out after that proof, if the solution

through the given point is known to be unique, then the original polygonal

approximate solutions can be used to obtain the solution; no subsequence

need be chosen. In particular, if / satisfies a Lipschitz condition, the

inequality (2.7) gives a bound for the error in using an €n-approximate

solution in place of the actual solution. In the following a very useful

method, known as the method of successive approximations

,

will be con-

sidered, and the existence of a solution will be deduced with its aid. Here
again one can conveniently compute an upper bound on the error involved

in stopping the process after a finite number of steps.

The results will be deduced for the case of the rectangle R defined by

R>- \t — t\ ^ a ja; — {1 ^ &

where (r,f) is some point in the (t^x) plane, and a > 0, & > 0. It will be

clear that the analogue of Theorem 1.3 also holds.

If / e C on 22, then f is bounded there; let max |/|
= AT on 22, and, as

before, a — min (a,6/ikf). It is clear that a solution <p of (E) on \t — t]

^ a for which ^(r) = f must satisfy the integral equation

v(t) = i + ///(s,«>(«)) ds (If - rl s a) (3.1)

and conversely, if satisfies (3.1), it satisfies (E) and <p(f) = The
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successive approximaticns for (E) are defined to be the functions <pot

^ 1,
. . . ,

given recursively by the formulas

;
^o(0 = J

<Pk+i(t) = { + f‘f(sM^) ds (fc = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; IJ
- ri S a) (3.2)

It is shown below that these functions actually exist oii \t — r\ ^ a.

Theorem 3.1 (Picard-Lindelof). /// e (C,Lip) on iZ, then the successive

approximations <pk exist on |^ — t| ^ a as continuous functions, and con-

verge uniformly on this interval to the unique solution of (E) such that

<p(r) =
Proof, Consider the interval [r, t + a]; similar arguments hold for

[r - 05
,
t].

It will be shown that every <pk exists on [r, r + a], e thete> and

M{t — r) {t E [r, r + a]) (3.3)

Obviously ^o, being the constant satisfies these conditions. Assume

(pk does the same; then f{t,<pk{t)) is defined and continuous on [t, r + a].

From (3.2) this implies ^*+1 exists on [t, t + 05], there, and

I^As+iC^) — ^ il5f(^ — r). Therefore these properties are shared by all

the (pk by induction. Geometrically, this means that all the <pk start at

(t,{) and stay within a triangular region T between the lines

' a; — f = ±M(t — r)

and < =* T + o£.

It remains to prove the convergence of the <pk- Let Ak be defined by

Ak(t) = l^fc4.i(0 — ^*(01 e [r, T + a])

Then from (3.2) by subtraction and the fact that f e Lip on R with some
constant c >0,

Ak{t) ^ c Ak-i{s) ds (3.4)

But (3.3) gives for A; = 1,

Ao(0 == |^i(0 - <po{t)\ S M{t - r)

and an easy induction on (3.4) implies that

Afc(0 ^ ^ 1) t

® ^ + “])

os

This shows that the terms of the series \ Ak(t) are majorized by those

of the power series for (M/c)e*“, and therefore the series ^ Ak(t) is uni-

ib-Q
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formly convergent on [r, r + a]. Thus the series

13

Jb-0

is absolutely and uniformly convergent on [t, t + a]; consequently the

partial sum
n—

1

^>0(0 + T (<Pk+l(t) ~ Vhii)) — <Pn(t)

Jii-0

tends uniformly on [r, t -4- «] to a continuous limit function <p.

It will be shown that the function ip satisfies (3.1), and is hence a solu-

tion of (E) on [t, T + a] for which ^(t) = Since all the <ph are within

the region T, so is <p. Therefore f(s,<p(s)) exists for s e [t, t + a]. Clearly

I

[/(s,v(s)) - KsMs))] ds ^ j* l/(s.¥»(s)) -/(s,«»*(«) )1 ds

^ C j* |^(s) - v>t(s)l ds

the latter inequality being due to the fact that / s Lip on R. Now

1^(5) _ ^t(s)l 0 ask^ “ uniformly on [t, t -|- a], and thus the above

inequalities show that (3.2) yields (3.1) as k—* “

.

The solution <p is unique by Theorem 2.2, and this completes the proof.

An upper bound for the error in approximating the solution <p by the

nth approximation <p„ is easily computed. It is given by

* _

”
1

k(0 " Vn {t)\ ^ ^ l»’*+l(0 ~ <‘’*(<)l ^ ~ ^
k^n

C*(< - ry
k \

i-n+l

(00:)* ^ M (ca!)“+*

fc!
^ c (n -H 1)

Y (ca)* M (ca)»+i

I A “
c (n-t- 1)1'

Ife-O

4. Continuation of Solutions

Suppose that/ s C in some domain D of the (t,x) plane and that (E) has

a solution <p which exists on a finite interval {a,h) and passes through some

point (t,{) e D, o < t < b. If |/| is bounded by some constant M < »

on D, then it is easy to see that both the limits

(p{a -|- 0) = lim v(t) <p(b — 0) = lim </>{£)

exist. This follows at once from the fact that

v(f) f "f" j[
/(*><’(*)) da (t e (a,5))
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and therefore, ii a < h < it < b,

k(«i) - vih)] S
ll'

\f(.sMs))\ ds g M\ti - ti\

Thus, as ^1 andj52 tend to a + 0, ^(^i) — <p{t 2) —^ 0, which implies, by the

Cauchy criterion for convergence, that (p(a + 0) exists; similarly for

^(6-0).
Suppose that the point (b,<p(b — 0)) is in D. If is the function

defined by

m = <pit) it^(a,b))

9(0 = <p(h - 0) (« = 6)

then ^ is a solution of (E) of class on (a, 6]. Indeed,

= I + jj fis,Hs)) ds (jt e (o,6])

which implies that the left-hand derivative of ^ at 6 exists, and

P.ib) = <p'(b - 0) = f{b,m)

The function <p is called a continuation of the solution tp to

The equation x' = has a solution = —ir^ through (— 1,1) which

exists on (-^1,0) but cannot be continued to (
— 1,0]. Here <p does not

stay within a region D, where S{t,x). = a:“ is bounded.

Actually the process can be carried further, for by Theorem 1.3 the

equation (E) has a solution, ^ e C* passing through Q),<pQ>
— 0)) which

exists on some interval [h, b + 0], p > 0. If now 0 is defined by

${t)=m {ts[b,b + 0])

then ^ is a solution of (E) of class on (a, b -1- 0], and 0(t) = f. The
only point to check is the existence and continuity of the derivative 0' at

b. It will be shown that

^(0 = f + f*fis,0is)) ds (<e (o, b + 0]) (4.1)

This is obvious for a < ^ ^ For ^ & it follows from the definition

of 0 that

m = <p(b - 0) + fis,0is)) ds

But

^(6 - 0) = l-h f{s,i0{s)) ds

which proves (4.1) for t >b. The continuity of ^ in (4.1) implies that of

f(s,0(s)), and by differentiation of this integral equation for 0, one obtains
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the fact that ^'(0 = « e (a, 6 + jS]. Naturally, 0 is called a

continuation of the solution (p to (u, 6 + ^]. There are just as many con-

tinuations of <p to (a, 6 + |9] as there are solutions ,of (E) issuing from

{b,<p(b - 0)) which exist on [6, b + /5]. If it is known that there exists at

most one solution through (b,(p(f> - 0)) (for example, if/ s Lip on D), then

one can speak of the continuation of to (o, 6 + ^]- In general, if a con-

tinuation of a solution (p on (a,6) exists on some interval containing {ajb)^

then one says <p can be continued, or has a continuation.

The above remarks are summarized in the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. LetfzC in a domain D of the {t,x) 'plane, and suppose f

is bounded on D. If <p is a solution of (E) on an interval (a,6) then the

limits <p(a + 0) and <p(b - 0) exist If {a,<p(a + 0)) [or (b,<p(b - 0))] is

in D, then the solution <p may be continued to the left of a (or to the right of b),

A more general analysis of the continuation problem appears in Chap.

2, Sec. 1.

6. Systems of Differential Equations

Suppose n is a positive integer and /i, . . . , /n are n real continuous

functions defined on some domain D of the real (t,Xi, . . . ,
Xn) space.

Just as in the case where — 1, this is abbreviated fisC in D, i 1,

. . . ,
71 . One can then formulate the following problem:

Problem. To find n differentiable functions . . . ?
defined on a

real t interval I such that

(i) (i)<Pi(f)j - • • J ^n(O) ® (^^I)

(ii) <pi(t) = fi(tj<pi(t), ...» <pn(t))
^ • • ‘ ’

This problem is called a system of n ordinary differential equations of the

first order, and is denoted by

(E) Xi =* fi(t,Xi, . . . ,
3Jn) (t — 1, , . . ,

fi)

Correspondingly, if such an interval I and functions (cpi, . . . , v?n) exist,

then the set of functions (^i, . . . , <pn) is called a solution of the system (E)

on L
Let , ?n) e 15. The initiaUvalue problem consists of finding

a solution (^i, . . . , ^n) of (E) on an interval I containing r such that

It turns out that the results so far obtained for the case ti = 1 can be

carried over successfully to the system (E). Let X denote the Euclidean

n-dimensional space with points x having coordinates (xx, . , . ,
Xn)

Then the functions /,• defined on the (t,xi, , . . , Xn) space give rise to
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functions /j on the (t,x) space defined by

/<(<.*) = . . . ,Xn)

Also associated with any point x in the x space is the one-column matrix

I
± =

called the vector associated with a:; a:* is called the ith component of £.

Clearly defines a function /,• of t and the vector i by

= Mt,x)

Associated with the point {t,x) in the (t,x) space one has the vector

(

/lO,®)'

and this gives rise to a vector defined by

If the Xi are differentiable functions of t, then A', the derivative of A, is

defined by

A' =

Then the equation (E) may be written simply as

In actuality, there is seldom any chance of confusing the point x with
the vector A, and so the same notation will be used for both; the circumflex

will be dropped. This has the effect of identifying the space X with the
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space^ of all n-rowed one-column matrices, considered as a vector space.

Similarly, no confusion results by identifying the functions /», and /»*,

and this will be done in all that follows. With this understanding, Eq.

(E) may be written as

(E)

where / may be thought of as a vector function of real t andthe point

a; e X, or as a function of t and the one-column matrix

A solution of (E) on an interval I becomes a vector function <p with com-

ponents <pif • • • i <Pn defined on I satisfying

(i) itMt)) = (tMt), . . . , <Pn{t)) e D (tel)

(ii) <P^{t) = fitMt)) {t 6 /)

The (ornorm) lx| of a vector ac e X with components Xi, . , » ,Xn

is defined byt

»» 1

The Euclidean length ||a;|l of a vector a: e X is defined by

The distance between two vectors x,y e X is defined to be|2/ — x\. It is

t Other definitions for the magnitude of a vector can be used, such as

|x| max (\xi\) (i 1, . . . , n)

or the Euclidean length |{x||. As a matter of fact, the following inequalities relating

the various norms are readily^seen to hold:

|x| ^ |z| ^ n\x\ |a;| g ^ n}|x|
and

11*11 ^ 1*1 ^ n»ll*ll n-*l*l S 11*11 S 1*1
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obvious that this distance satisfies the ordinary rules for a distance

function

(a) \y - x\ = \x - y\

(b) ly — ®1 ^ 0 and 1^
— sj = 0 if and only if y = ®

(o) \y - A '^\y - A + \» - A

This distance function allows one to consider X as a metric space; a
sequence of vectors (xt) is said to be convergent if it is convergent with
respect to this distance function. Note that here the x* are vectors and
not components of a vector. Clearly {x*} is convergent if and only if

each of the component sequences {x*.} (x* having components xtj,

t = 1, ...,«) is convergent.

If y is a differentiable vector function on some t interval (a,b), that is,

g' exists on (a,b), and r = ly| is the function defined by

K0 = Ii7(0l itEia,b))

then, if sgn a = a/|a| for a 0,

n

At) = ^ P<(0 sgn gi{t)

1

If none of the components y.(0 of g(t) vanishes, clearly

n

r'(t) = ^ g'iit) sgn y,(<)

<••1

exists and

\r'(t)\ ^ W{t)\ (5.1)

In any case [whether a component of g{t) is zero or not], it is always true
that if g'(t) exists, then the right- and left-hand derivatives r+(0 and
rl(0 existf and satisfy

(5.2)

For if t is an isolated zero of any component Qi of g, a straightforward
calculation shows that the right- and left-hand derivatives of Igr^l exist

at t and do not exceed \gi \ ;
and if ^ is a zero of gi which is not isolated (that

is, ^ is a limit point of zeros of gi), then an approach to t through a sequence
of these zeros shows that gi{t) = 0, and hence l^i|^(^) = 0. In either case,

(5.2) is valid.

t Notice that if j is absolutely continuous, then so is r, since

|r(<s) - r(<i)l S
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K llfl^WII 0) and 1|^1| is the function dejfined by il^lKO = UNCO IL then

1|^||'(<) exists, and it is easily verified that

iyi'wi^ii^'(oii (5.3)

For integration purposes the magnitude
\ |

is more useful than the

length
II 11. If ^ and r = Igrl are integrable over an interval (a,b), then

g{t) dt
I

g r(«) dt (5.4)

where by g(t) dt, of course, is meant the vector whose ith component

is gi(t) dt.

Suppose a vector / (which may have any finite number of components,

not necessarily n) is defined on a domain D of the (t^x) space. If there

exists a constant fc > 0 such that for every {t,x) and (t,£) in D

\Kt,x) -f{t,£)\ g k\x-£\ (5.5)

then the vector /is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition (with respect to x)

in D, and one writes / e Lip in D.

Suppose / 6 C on a domain D in the {t^x) space. An ^-approximate solu-

tion of (E) on an interval / is a vector function <pbC on I such that

(a) , {tMt))^D (U/)
(jS) ^ e on / except for a finite set of points S on I

M \<p'{t) - f{tMt))\ ^ ^ (fe/-S)

In terms of the definitions introduced above, all the theorems in Secs.

1-4 are valid for the vector equation (E) if, in their statements and proofs,

xj are replaced by the vectors xj and the magnitude is understood in the

sense defined above for vectors. (The Ascoli lemma is valid for vectors

also.) Therefore it will be assumed from now on that these theorems

have been proved for the more general vector equation (E).

A particularly interesting system is the linear system

n

(L) x'i
=
^ aij(t)xj {i = 1, ... ,n)
y-1

where the Ot,- are continuous functions on some closed bounded t interval

[a,b]. If / is the vector with components /< defined by

n

/i(^j^) — ^ (^ ^ Ij • • • » ^)
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then clearly / satisfies a Lipschitz condition on the {n + l)-dimensional

region

D: a ^ t la;| < <»

(Here D is not a domain since it is not open.) In fact, if (tjX) and

are in D,

\f(t,x) ~ fit,£)\ ^ k\x - £\

where
n

k = max 2 |oiy(01 (<s[o,6];i

Theorem 6.1. For the linear system (L), where the functions CijS C on

[o,6], there exists one and only one solution tp of (L) on [a,b] passing through

any point (r,5) s D, that is, ip{r) =
Proof, Since the vector / satisfies a Lipschitz condition on Z), the

existence and uniqueness of a solution ^ through (t,J) over some interval

[c,d] Q [a, 6] are guaranteed. It remains to show that ^ can be continued

to a unique solution <p on the whole interval [a, 6].

If ^ is any solution of (L) through (r,{) existing on any subinterval of

[a, 6], then applying the inequality of Theorem 2.1 to v?i — ^ and <p 2 = 0,

one obtains

1^(01 ^ (5.6)

for t in the domain of definition of Now suppose ^ does not have a

continuation to [a, 6], and for definiteness assume ^ has a continuation ^
existing up to I <b, but cannot be continued past I, But, from (5.6), the

path remains inside a closed bounded subset of Z), where / e C and
satisfies a Lipschitz condition. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1 (interpreted

for systems), ^ may be continued beyond t This results in a contradic-

tion, thus proving a continuation 9 of ^ exists on [a,b]. It is unique, for/

satisfies a Lipschitz condition on D,

Theorem 5.2. Let the functions aij (ij = 1, . . . ,
n) be continuous on

an open interval /, which may be unbounded. Then there exists on I one and
only one solution <p of (L) satisfying

^(r) = f (re/, |f|<oo) (5.7)

Proof, By Theorem 5.1 there exists a solution of (L) satisfying (5.7)

on every closed subinterval of I containing r; using the same argument as

in that proof, any such solution may be continued to the whole of I
uniquely.

A more detailed treatment of the linear system will be the subject of

Chap. 3.
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6. The nth-order Equation

Suppose/is a real continuous function defined in a domain D of the real

,
Xn) space. Then the nth-order equation associated withf,

(En) = f(t,x,x%

is defined to be the following problem:

Problem. To find a function <p defined on a real t interval I possessing n

derivatives there stick that

(i) (t,<pit),<p'(t), , . . ,
<P^”-^it))sD (.tel)

(ii) ^ f(t,<p(t),v'(t), .... »><"-«(«)) (i^r)

If such an interval I and function <p exist, then <p is said to be a solution

of (En) on I. If is a solution, clearly ¥> e C" on /. Note that x, f, and

<p are not vectors here.

Let , in) e -D. Then the initial-value problem consists of

finding a solution <p of (E*) on an interval I containing t such that

<f>(r) = {i, <p'(r) = £2,
. . . ,

= £».
. ^

The theory of the equation (E«) can be reduced to the theory of a

system of n first-order differential equations. Indeed, associated with

Eq. (En) is the system of equations

x'l = Xi

x\ = Xa

(fi.)

which is defined for {t,x) = (t,Xi, . . . , Xn) e D. If the vector with

components • • • j
is a solution of (fin) on /, then since

/ 7 , /> « — u
^2 = ^3 = ^2 *“ ^1 >

• • • f f

fitviit), • • , <p4y) = fMii • • V (0

and the first component ^1 of ^ is a solution of (En) on. I. Conversely, if

<pi is a solution of (E„) bn /, then the vector «p with comporiehts vi,<p'i,

. . • ,
is a solution of the system (£„) bn I. The system (fi„) is

called the system (or vector equation) associated with the nth-order equa-

tion (En). If vi(r) = €i, . . . ,
=> fn, then the vector ^ satisfies

v(t) = £, where £ = (£i, . . . , £a), and conversely.

It is thus clear that all statements proved about the system (En) carry

over directly to statements about the nth-order equation (En) • In par-
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ticTilar, if / s C on a domain D of the
,

a:*) space, and P is a

point of D, there exists a solution <psC’^ of (En) on some t interval and

passing through P. If, in addition, f s Lip in D, that is, if

n

,
Xn)

,
i2n)| ^ ^ \Xi £i\

for some constant fc > 0, then the solution through P is unique.

7. Dependence of Solutions on Initial Conditions and Parameters

A solution of a differential equation on an interval I can be considered

as a function, riot only oi te I, but of the coordinates of a point through

which the solution passes. For example, the first-order equation in one

dimension x' — x has the solution (p(t) = through the point (t,J).

This determines a function of (i,T,5), which is also calledf given by

In the general situation, it is important to know how <p

behaves as a function of together, and, in particular, under what

circumstances <p is continuous, in (i,r,{). In the following the behavior

of the solutions as functions of the initial conditions will be investigated

for the general case of a system.

Let jD be a domain in the (n + l)-dimensional real (tyx) space and sup-

pose / 6 (C,Lip) in D. Let ^ be a solution of the equation

(E) a:' ^Ktyx)

on some interval J. Thus (^,^(0) e jD for ^ e 7. It follows from the

existence theorem that (E) has a unique solution through any point (r,5)

close enough to the given solution. However, the existence theorem

assures the existence of the solution only over some short t interval con-

taining r. Actually, it can be shown that the solution exists over the

whole interval 7, and is a continuous function of The following

theorem will be proved.

Theorem 7.1. Letf e (C,Lip) in a domain D of the {n + l)-dimensional

(tyX) spaccj and suppose
yf/

is a solution of (E) on an interval I: a ^ t ^ h.

There exists a 6 > 0 such that for any (r,^) e C/, where

U\ a < T < b |{ — ^(t)| < d

there exists a unique solution <p of (E) on I with ^(r,r,£) = Moreovery

<peC on the {n + 2ydimensional set

V: a<t<b (r,f) 6 U

t There will be little chance of confusing these two functions. If is thought of

as a function of then <p' will always mean d<p/dL
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Remabes: In many applications t is fixed, and in this case U can be

considered as the set of all f satisfying If — ^(t)| < 5, and V the domain

a <t <b, f 8 17. The proof for this case is contained in the proof of

Theorem 7.1. An important consequence of the proof in this case is that

the mapping Tt which associates with each point (T,f), f e 17, the point

({,¥>(<,r,f)) for some fixed t, a < t < b, is & topological mapping.t The

uniqueness of the solutions guarantees that Ti is one-to-one, and the con-

tinuity of ^ in f implies Tt is continuous. Since f can be considered as the

point f = where f the continuity of <p again

implies is continuous. Actually, the uniqueness of the solutions

passing through (t,!), f s U", is sufficient for the continuity of in f ; see

Theorem 4.3, Chap. 2.

Often ^ can be continued outside of /, in which case U, V would include

the end points a and b of I.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Choose 5i > 0 so that the (t,x) region Ui,

given by

Ui: tel

is in D. Then let S be chosen so that 5 < where k is the

Lipschitz constant. With this 5, define U as in the statement of the

theorem; see Fig. 2 for the case » = 1. If (T,f) s 17, there exists a solution

V through (T,f) locally, and this satisfies

v(<,T,f) = f + f‘f(s,v(8,r,^)) ds (7.1)

as far as it exists. Moreover, for tel,

Ht) = ^(r) + f*f(s,Hs)) ds (7.2)

t A topological inappiiig T of a set 3 onto a set T(5) is a one-to-one mapping such,

that T and are continuous.
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Thus, using the fundamental inequality (2.2) with € = 0, there results

S Is - < Si

This proves cp cannot leave Ui, and can therefore, by Theorem 4.1, be

continued to the whole interval 7.

The continuity of v? on F will be proved by showing that <p is the uni-

form limit of continuous functions on F. Note that <p satisfies (7.1) on

L Define the successive approximations [<pj} for (7.1) by

V9o(^,r,f) = }p(t) + { - rp{r)

= S + f‘f(s,<Pi(s,r,m ds • O' = 0, 1, 2, . . .)

Thea for (r,^) e U

lvo(<,T,f) — ^(t)\ = Is - i^(t)| < 5i

which shows that it,<pc{t,T,^)) s Ui for tel. Clearly <posC on V. From
(7.3) for j = 0, and (7.2), it follows that

ki(<.r.S) - =
I

{/(s,^o(s,T,S)) - fMmds\
^ *

I X l<Po(s,T,^) — ^(s)! ds = k\^ — i^(t)| \t

and hence

ki(<,r,S) - m\ ^ (1 + k\t - r|)|^ - ^(r)|

provided that t e I, (t,|) e U. Thus (<,vi(<,t,S)) e Ui and <pisC on V.

An induction shows that if <pe,<pi, . , . , <pj are all in XJi and continuous
oh V, then

\vi+i(},r,^) — v>i(t,r,^)\ ^ \i
—

i^(t)| (7.4)

if ^ e 7 and (t,^) e U. This implies that

lmi(<>r,S) - iA(<)| < e*l‘-^l|{ - iJ'(t)
1
< 5i

proving that it,<pj+i{t,T,^)) eUi. Also, from (7.3), <p}+ieC on V. Thus
by induction (<,#>,(<,r,f)) e Ui and <pj eC on V for all j.

Using (7.4), it follows that the <pj converge uniformly on Y to (p, which
proves the continuity of <p on V. (Note that the uniform convergence of

the (pj also proves the existence of <p on 7.)

Having established the existence and continuity of 9 as a function of

(^rjS), it is natural, and for purposes of application also important, to
give reasonable suflScient conditions for the existence and continuity of
the partial derivatives d<p/dr, d^/d^ (j = 1

,
. . . , »), where the ^ are
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the components of Such a sufficient condition is the existence and
continuity of the partial derivatives df/dXj on D.

Let fx denote the matrix (if it exists) with element dfifdXj in the ith

row and jth column (ij = 1, . . . ,
9i). Also let (p^ be the matrix (if it

exists) with element d<pi/d^j in the ith row and jth column (ij = 1,

. , . j
n). A matrix is said to be continuous if all its elements are. If

A = (oij) is an n-by-n matrix, its determinant will be denoted by det A,
n

and its trace, ^ oa, by tr A. The symbol exp u denotes
t*i

Theorem 7.2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 7.1 he satisfied, and suppose

fx exists and fxsC on D, Then <peC^ on V, and moreover

det = exp tv fxis,<p{s,r,i)) ds (7.5)

Remarks: The fact that /* e C on D actually makes the explicit Lip-

schitz hypothesis for / superfluous.

Notice that det (p^{t,T,^) is just the Jacobian of the transformation,

taking | into <p{t,r,i), which was considered in the remarks following

Theorem 7.1.

For the case where / is an analytic function, Theorem 7.2 is easily

obtained from Theorem 7.1, as is shown in Sec. 8. The reader interested

mainly in this important case can therefore omit Theorem 7.2.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. In order to prove the existence of it is suffi-

cient to consider the case of d <p/dii ,
where $ = (fi, . . . , $n). Let

h = (Ai, 0, . . . , 0), f = £ + A, and let (r,$) and (r,|) be in U. If x
is the function defined by

for e V, then what has to be proved is that

lim (7.6)

exists. It will be shown that the limit in (7.6) exists uniformly on V and
that the limit function is continuous on V. This will prove d<p/dii exists

and is continuous on V .

The motivation behind the proof is very simple: The solution <f> satisfies

(E), and so

v'(t,r,f) =

Thus, if V and / are sufficiently differentiable,
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where the latter product is an ordinary matrix product. Therefore

is a solution of a linear diiBferential equation. All the following

proof does is to justify this procedure.

Let

Using the inequality (2.2), there results

\e(t,r,lh)\ g ^ (7.7)

Thus as fei 0, ^ » 0 uniformly for e 7.

Since ^ is a solution of (E)

- f(t,<p{t,T,i)) - /(«,v?(«,r,5)) (7.8)

Using the theorem of the meanron the right side of (7.8), and recalling

that /* e C on D, there exists a matrix T = (Tij) such that

e'(Mh) = + T)d{t,T,^,h) (7.9)

where, given any €i > 0, there exists a 6i, which depends on 6i, such that

n

lr| = 2 lr<,-l < ei if le| < Sx for e F.f By (7.7), then, |r| 0

as Ai —> 0 uniformly for (<,r,{) e 7.

Since x = (7*9) yields

x'{tjr,^,h) + y (7.10)

where y = Td/hi so that by (7.7)

ItI g

Thus 7 —> 0 as /ii -> 0 uniformly on 7. In particular, given any « > 0,

there exists a > 0 such that I7I < eif |/ii| < 5*. Thus (7.10) states that

X as a function of t is an e-approximate solution of the linear equation

y' (7A1)

provided that |Ai| < The initial value x(^»i',{;A) is where ei is the

vector with components (1, 0, . . . , 0).

Consider now for fixed (r,f) e U the solution /3 of (7.11) which assumes

the initial value ei at t — r. That this solution exists on I: a ^ t ^ b

follows from Theorem 5.1. The fact that x is an eapproximate solution

of (7.11) for \hi\ < 5* implies by Theorem 2.1 that

|x(«,r,f,A) - /3(«,r,{)| S
^

- 1)

t Here use is made of the fact that for (t,r,0 s 7 the points (f,^(t,r,0) e I7i, a closed

bounded set. Thus/* is uniformly continuous on Uu
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for on V. Clearly this implies that

lim x(t,ry^,h) = /3(«,r,€)

A->-0

uniformly on V. This proves the existence of d<p/d^i and also proves that

it is the solution of (7.11) which assumes the initial value Ci at f = f.

The uniformity of the convergence of x A — 0, and the continuity of

X on 7, imply the continuity of dip/d^i on F.

An entirely similar argument proves the existence and continuity of

d<p/d^jj j = 2, . . . ,
n, on F. Also if ej is the vector with all com-

ponents zero except the jth, which is 1,

f|.
= ey (j = 1, . . . ,

n) (7.12)

and d<p/d^j is a solution of (7.11). The columns of the matrix are pre-

cisely the vectors d<p/dij. Therefore the following matrix equation is

valid

:

= /*(«,^(i,T,{))^«(<,T,{) (7.13)

where = d<p^/dt. The relation (7.12) may be written as

= E (7.14)

where E is the n-by-n unit matrix,

The relation (7.5) is a consequence of a general fact concerning matrix

solutions of linear systems. Since this relation is of importance in itself,

it will be proved in the next theorem. One obtains (7.5) from (7.18)

below using (7.13) and (7.14) and the fact that det J? = t».

It is but a repetition of the previous arguments to show that d<p/dr also

satisfies the linear equation (7.11), once it is observed that it has the

initial value given by

This is shown by a direct calculation as follows:

“ ds

(7.16)
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Thus

T — T r — T Jr

Since the integrand is continuous for s V, it follows that the limit

as > T exists for (t,|) s U and gives (7.15).

Theorem 7.3. Let A be an n-iy-n matrix with continuous elements on an

interval I: a ^ t ^ b, and suppose $ is a matrix offunctions on T satisfying

^'(t) = Ait)4>it) (tel) (7.16)

Then det $ satisfies on I the first-order equation

(det #)'

=

(tr jl)(det 4>) (7.17)

and thus for r,te I

. det #(f) = det #(t) exp j\r A(s) ds (7.18)

Proof. Let (pn, a^ be the elements in the ith row and jth column of

and A, respectively. Then (7.16) says

n

~ ^k{t)<pk3(f) {i)j = 1, . . . ,
w) (7.19)

Jfc-1

The derivative of det is a sum of n determinants

(det $)' =
<Pll <Pl2

• • *

^21 <P22
' ’ *

<Pln

<p2n +
<Pll <Pl2

t t

*P2\ 922

* ' • (pin

• •
• 92n

<pnl <Pn2
• • '

<Pnn 9n\ <Pn2 (Pnn

<Pll <Pl2
* • • (pin

<P21 <P22
• • *

<P2n

t t t

9nl 9n2

Using (7.19) in the first determinant on the right, one gets

Ou^jbl 7 a»ik(pk2
* '

) (llh(pkn

h k

(p2l (p22 • • “

(P2n

(pnl (Pn2
• • •

(pnn

and this determinant is unchanged if one subtracts from the first row an
times the second row plus au times the third row up to am times the nth

row. This gives
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dliipii diiipn *

0>\\<Pln

<Pn <P22
• * fP2n

I
<Pnl (pn2 * • ‘ <pnn

|

which is just an det Carrying out a similar procedure with the

remaining determinants, one obtains finally (7.17). The equation (7.17)

is of the form u' — a(t)u = 0 from which follows

u exp 1^— ot(s) dsjj = constant

which gives (7.18).

The case where the right member / of (E) contains a parameter vector

M can be readily dealt with. Suppose fx space has k real dimensions, and

let be the domain of /x space, \fx
—

juo| < c, where mo is fixed and c > 0.

As above, Z) is a domain of (tjx) space. Let be the domain of (tfXjfx)

space

Df, :
(tjX) e D m e

and let / e C on Df, and satisfy a Lipschitz condition in x uniformly on D„.

The differential equation

(E^) x' = f{t,x,p)

will be considered here. For a fixed given m = mo, let ^ be a solution of

(EJ on an interval a g ^ 6. Then the following theorem, which

includes Theorem 7.1 as a special case, will be proved:

Theorem 7.4. Let ^ he the solution of (E„) described above. There exists

a d > 0 such that for any (r,f,M) e where

Vf,\ a <r <b If — ^(t)| + 1m ““ Mol < 5

there exists a unique solution ip of (E^) on a t ^ b satisfying

<p(r,T,i,n) = f

Moreover, <pzC on the (n + k + 2ydimensional domain

Vn'. a <t <b (T,f,M) e U„

Remark: An alternative proof of this theorem under slightly more
restrictive hypotheses is given in the course of proving Theorenn 7.5 below.

Proof of Theorem 7.4. The proof is like that of Theorem 7.1. As
remarked there, the successive-approximations procedure can be used to

prove the whole theorem. Choose 6i > 0 so that the (^,x,m) region

given by

Z7i^: a^t^b \x - + \fi- moI ^ 8i

is in D,,. Define the approximations {«v} hy
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“Lu) - -
1

- *1(7.20)

The mhfem eontinoity of / in t7„ implie. that, given any .> 0, there

exists a 5. > 0 such that

l/(8,(Po(s,T,S,)it),f‘) - /(s,V'(s).Mo)l < «

provided that a<s^h,(r, ?,m) e Ui„ and

1?
— V'Wl + 1?*

—

Thus (7.20) implies

- V>o(<,T,«,f‘)l < -
'^l

provided (7.21) la vaUd. Proceeding ae before, there norr result.

s -(f+iyr

where k is the Lipschitz constant. Let € be chosen so that

I
(gMb-) - 1) < I

fl.nd let 8 = 5 < 8i/2 be chosen as above for this «. Then it follows easily

w iluction that, for all j, (i.«(l,r,W) » i« «>» ''S.on^''

p

8 U,. The continuity and the uniform convergence of the v, o m

The gt'er'Stion o?tZtZ 7.2 to (E,) is valid. In fact, it follows

«( ’*
't “"“f

that /, zCJ^tCyOn D^. Then the solution <p defined in Theorem 7.4 is of

'^^roof^Considei the (n + fc)-dimensional u space consisting of points

with coordinates
/ . i

Ui^ Xi (^ = 1, . • • »

t^n = (i = 1, . • • >
fc)

and define the vector function f = (Fi, . . • ,
f’n+fc) on D,. by

F<(i,u) = fi(.t,x,u) (z = 1, . . . ,
ft)

=0 (i = 1, . . . ,
fc)
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Then, by Theorem 7.1, the system of equations

w' = F(t,u) (7,22)

has for a solution the vector x = (Xh • • • > Xn+fc) given by

Xiit) = (i = 1, . . . ,
n)

Xi+n(0 “ Ml (i = 1, . . . ,
Aj)

since x tas the initial value given by

XtC-r) = it (i = 1, . . . ,
n)

Xt+n('r) = /Xf (t = 1, . . . ,
fc)

Thus Ml) • • • > Mfc niay be thought of as forming part of the components

of an initial-value vector for the system (7.22), and the F in (7.22) satisfies

the conditions in Theorem 7.2. Therefore the first partial derivatives

of X with respect to r, and Mt exist and are continuous on F^, and from

the definition of x this implies the theorem.

From

it follows that

d<p

BfXj /

t n

This shows that d(p/d}Xj is the solution of the initial-value problem

yW)

Hypotheses under which the existence of higher derivatives of <p with

respect to r, {», or /Xi can be shown to exist are readily ascertained from the

fact that the first-order derivatives are solutions of a linear equation.

For example, d<pfdii is the solution of

y' = (7.23)

with the initial value Clearly d’^ip/d^jd^i is if it exists. But

J enters (7.23) as a parameter. If t and m are held fixed in (7.23), then (

in (7.23) plays the role of ju in Theorem 7.5. Thus, if fx(tj<p{t,Tj^,pL),n) has

a continuous derivative with respect to {y, then d^i/d^j exists. If / has

continuous partial derivatives of the second order with respect to the

components of x, then /a;(i,<^(^,r,{,M),M) will have continuous first-order

partial derivatives with respect to fy.

In much the same way, if / has continuous partial derivatives of the

second order with respect to the components of (rr./x), then d^<p/dnidp.j
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exists as do the mixed derivatives The case where the partial

derivatives of ^ are taken with respect to the components of is left

to the reader as an exercise.

8. Complex Systems

So far it has been assumed in the equation (E) that t,x,f were all real.

If / is a continuous complex-valued function on an open connected set D
in the (t,w) space, where t is real and w is complex ?i-dimensional (real

2n-dimensional), then the equation

(El) w' = f(t,w)

is defined to be the problem of finding an interval 1 on the real t line and
a (complex) differentiable function tp on I such that

(i) {tzi)

(ii) v' it) fit,Hi)) (tzl,' =
£j

It is an easy task to see that all the existence, uniqueness, continuation,

and dependence theorems proved in Secs. 1 to 7 are valid for (Ei) as well,

if one defines the norm \w\ of a complex vector w = (t^i, . . . , Wn)
formally as before, namely,

n

hi = ^ h.-l

Here, of course, h«l = ((SiiOi)® -f (3^,)““)*, where SIw,- and are the real

and imaginary parts of w.-. Moreover, the Theorems 7.4 and 7.5 con-
cerning the equation

(Ef) x' = fit,x,n)

can be extended in an obvious way to the case where /< is a complex
parameter vector, if / is defined for complex x and n. Linear systems are
an impgrtant case where the above remarks apply.

Usually a function defined on a set of complex numbers that occurs in a
differential equation is analytic. Let F be a vector function defined on
a domain (open connected set) D of the complex n-dimensional w space.
Then F is said to be wnalytic at a point w s Z) if in some neighborhood
h “ wl < p, p > 0, each component Fj of F is continuous in

to = (iPi, ...,«;„)

and is analytic in each Wk when all other wi, I ?£ k, are held fixed. An
equivalent definition is that each Fj is representable by a convergent
power series
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Fj{Wi, . . . ,w„) = ^ ^ . . . „„(toi — Wi)“‘ • •
• (lD„ - &)„)”•

mi=»0 7nn“0

in some neighborhood |w; — cu| < p, p > 0. The are complex

constants. A function F is said to be analytic in a domain D if it is

analytic at each point of D.

It will be recalled that an analytic function in a domain D possesses

derivatives of all orders on 2). A basic property of analytic functions is

that, if a sequence of analytic functions converges uniformly on a domain

D, then the limit function is analytic in D,

It is evident that since an analytic function F in D is represented

locally by a power series it is locally single-valued, that is, for every point

03 e D there is a p > 0 such that F is single-valued on |zy — co] < p. How-
ever, in the large, it need not be single-valued. For example, the function

F given by F(w) = where w has one complex dimension, is analytic in

the ring 1 < < 2 but is double-valued there. If is taken as posi-

tive and real on the interval 1 < diw < 2 and w is followed around a

closed path (|t^7| = f, for example), then assumes negative real values

when w again reaches the positive real axis. The function F{w) = a
real and irrational, assumes infinitely many values in the ring.

An important extension of the problem (E) is to the case where t may
be complex. Suppose that / is an analytic complex-valued vector func-

tion defined on a domain D in the complex (z^w) space, where the z space

has one complex dimension, and the w space is complex w-dimensional.

Then the equation

(E2) = f(z,w)

is defined to be the problem of finding a domain H in the complex z plane

and a (complex) differentiable locally single-valued function <p [a solution,

of (E 2)] on H such that

(i) {z,<p{z))zD (zeH)

(ii) p'{z)=fM^))

The existence and uniqueness of solutions of (E 2) can be inferred from the

method of successive approximations. Indeed, suppose/has components

fi, , fn, and w = (wi, . . . , Wn), and /is analytic on the domain

Ri‘. \z — 2 o| < o \w — tool < 6 (a,h > 0)

which will be called a rectangle, although it is ra + 1 complex dimensional.

Note that too is a vector here and not a component.
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Theorem 8.1. Suppose f is analytic and bounded on the open rectangle

Ri, and let

M - sup \f{z,w)\ a = min
8 As

Then there exists on \z -- zo\ < a a unique analytic function <p which is a

solution of (E2) satisfying <p(zo) = Wq,

Proof, Since the matrix /„ = (dfi/dwj) is bounded on any closed

rectangle C Ri, it follows that / satisfies a Lipschitz condition on ^82.

Therefore one can construct the successive approximations

<Pq(z) = Wq

Vk+i(z) = 100 + df (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .) (8.1)

where the integrals can be taken along a straight line joining zo to z.

Applying the argument in Theorem 3.1, one obtains the existence of a

unique solution <p on the circle \z — zo\ < a which satisfies (p(zo) — wq.

Clearly <po is analytic in z on \z — zq\ < a, and thus the function /o defined

by /o(2) = f{^y<Po{z))j being an analytic function of an analytic function,

is analytic on \z — Zq\ < a. From (8.1) it follows that (pi is analytic on

\z — zo\ < a, and an easy induction proves that all the approximations (pk

are analytic on \z — zo\ < a. Since the solution <p is the uniform limit of

the sequence \(pk] of analytic functions, it is itself analytic on \z — zol < a.

This completes the proof.

Remaek: Unless other restrictive assumptions are made on/, the circle

of analyticity \z — ^ol < a cannot be improved. For a ^ h/M, this is

illustrated by the case where / is independent of w^ and has singularities

on the circle \z — zq\ = a. For a > b/M the example

w' =m =

where w is one dimensional, illustrates this. The solution <p of this

equation for which ^>(0) = 0 (here zo Wo — 0), is

where

Clearly/is analytic and bounded in the circle lio] < b, and sup l/Cta)! = M
there. The solution <p has a singular point at z =« —Cm< —b/M, and
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this tends to ;2;
= —h/M as m —> <» . Therefore, for any given r > b/Mj

the solution <p has a singularity in the region

if m is made large enough.

The analogue of Theorem 7,1 for the equation (E 2) is the following

result:

Theorem 8.2. Let
jf

be analytic in a domain D of the (z^w) space, and

suppose yp is a solution of (E 2) on H, where H is a closed convex domain of the

z plane. There exists a 8 > 0 such that for any (f,aj) e U, where

U: ^ e H |co — ^(f)l < 8

there exists a unique solution <p == <p(z,^,c^) of (E2) on H with = w.

Moreover, <p is analytic on the n + 2 complex dimensional domain

V: zsH (f,a))eC/

Remark: Actually H need not be convex. It is sufficient ifH is simply

connected and if there is some constant c > 0 such that any two points

of H may be joined by a polygonal arc of length less than c.

Proof of Theorem 8.2. The proof follows that part of the proof of

Theorem 7,1 that deals with the successive approximations. The path

of integration from f to « in the successive approximations can be taken
as a straight line if H is convex. In any case, the path can be taken as a

polygonal path of length less than c. The argument of Theorem 7.1

carries over with the obvious modifications necessary to meet the require-

ments that the variables are complex. The approximations are all

analytic on V, Thus the limit function, to which the approximations
converge uniformly on V, must be analytic on F.

Since p has all derivatives with respect to z,i,o) on V, the equation

= f(z,<p{z,^,o)))

can be differentiated with respect to coj, giving

Thus dfp/do)j is the solution of the linear equation

y “ fvf{^)<p{z,^,o}))y (8 .2)

with initial condition (d^/dcoy)(f,f,a)) = ey. Thus the analogue of the
main result of Theorem 7.2 is proved. The result analogous to (7.5)

follows in much the same way as (7.5). The result here is
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det = exp tr ,co)) ds

where the path of integration of the integral is along an arc in H.

Since dtp/S^ exists, it follows easily that it is the solution of (8.2) with

initial value at f

.

The case

(E2m) w' =

where f is analytic in and p, is k complex dimensional can also be

dealt with. Let be the domain of jjl space given by |m — /io| < c,

where /zo is fixed and c > 0, and let D be a domain in the n + 1 complex

dimensional (ZjW) space. Let be the set of aU iz,Wypi) such that

{z,w) e jD and m s The analogue of Theorems 7.4 and 7.6 for (£2^) is

the following result:

Theorem 8 .3 . Let f be analytic in the domain and suppose is a

solution of (E 2jti) for which exists for ztH, where H is a closed

convex domain in the z plane. There exists a d > 0 such that for any

(f,co,ju) 8 where

U^: f ejET jw - ^(f)l + |m - Mol < 5

there exists a unique solution <p = ,6>,m) of (E2;,) onH with

== w

Moreover, <p is analytic inthen + k 2 complex dimensional domain

y,*: zeH e

The proof can be obtained using either the method of proof of Theorem
7.4 or that of Theorem 7.5. The remark following Theorem 8.2 applies

here also.

A theorem which is a mixture of the results of Secs. 7 and 8 is obtained

when t is assumed to be real and w, m, / complex. Let D be a domain of

(t,w) space, where t is real and w complex ri-dimensional. Let be the

set of all ju satisfying |m — moI < c for some c > 0, where pisk complex
dimensional. Finally let Dfi denote the set of all satisfying

{t,w) 8 D and m e 7^.

Theorem 8 .4 . Let f tC on the domain and for each fixed t suppose

f is analytic in For m = Mo let \l/ he a solution of w' = f(t,w,iJLQ) on

some interval I: a St ^ b [thus {t,^{t)) e D for t e I] satisfying \p(r) = <00,

wYiere r e 7. There exists a d > 0 such that for any (w,m) e Un where

11^: |cj — wol + 1m ““ Mol < 5

there exists a unique solution <p = of w' = /(i,ia,M) on I with

^(t,c*>,m) «
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Moreover
f <P is continuous in (tjOiyfi) for a ^ t {ca,fj.) e U^y and for each

fixed te I is an analytic function of for (aj,ju) e

The proof is very much like that of Theorem 7.4 and is left to the

reader. The uniform convergence of the successive approximations, each

of which is analytic in (co,/z) in 17^, leads to the analyticity result for ^ as a

function of

An important application of this result is to the case of a linear system

involving a one-dimensional parameter ju linearly. For example, let

AjB he continuous complex-valued n-by-n matrices defined on some open

real t interval /, and consider the system

w' = (A(t) + ixB(t))w

Then the vector / defined by f(t,Wyfi) = (A(t) -f fxB{t))w is continuous

on the domain given by

Df,: teJ |t^l + |m| < «>

and for each fixed i e 7 it is analytic in for \w\ + 1m 1
< «> . Apply-

ing Theorems 5.2 and 8.4, it follows that the solution <p passing through

the point (t,co) (r e J, jcol < <») exists for all i e J, is continuous in

for t e J, |wl + ImI < >
and for each fixed ^ e / is analytic in (co,At) for

1«1 l/ij < 00 . In particular, for fixed (r,w) <p is entire in ju. (See also

Prob. 7.)

A case of great importance where the above is applied occurs in the

study of boundary-value problems involving a parameter; see Chaps.

7-12.

PROBLEMS

1. Let X be real-valued continuous (or piecewise continuous) functions on a

real t interval I:a ^ t ^ h. Let x(fi > 0 on 7, and suppose for ie I that

<p(t) ^ 1^(0 4* xWvf(s) ds

Prove that on 7

^(0 g ^(0 -I-
JJ

exp
(
J]* xM dv^ da

Hint: Let R(t) »» j
*

x(«)<p(«) ds and show that E' — ^

2. A function f de^ed on a domain D of the real (t,x) space is said to be of class

Lip (t) on i) if there exists an integrable function k of t such that for all (f,a;) and

(tfi) in D
mx) -/(«,5)| gk(t)\x-S\

Let /e Lip (t) on D. Let <pi, <P2 be two continuous functions on 7: a ^ f ^ 5 such

that (t,^{(t)) e 7) for /e 7, and/(<,^»(f)) is integrable over 7 for i « 1,2. Let
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<Pi(f) = <pi{r) -f ds + Ei{t)

where r€ I, and suppose \<pi{t) — ^2(r)| ^ 5.

Prove, if E(t) = |jE7iWI + \E2 (t)\, that for t ^ ^ 6

ki(0 — ^20)1 ^ ^ exp p k(s) + E(t) ,rh Eis)k(s) exp k{u) dwj ds

and a similar result for a ^ r.

Hint: Use Prob. 1. -

3. Let the functions <p2 presented in Prob. 2 be of class CJ on /, and in addition let

^ *(0 = ^i(0 + 62(0.

Prove that

l^i(0 ” ^2(01 ^ 5 exp k(s) dsjj + j €{s) exp k(u) du^ ds

Hint: E(t) ^ j
e(s) ds,

A: (5) dSj then the above inequality yields

|<oi(0 — ^2(01 ^ ^ e(s) d^

Clearly the above inequalities can be used to prove uniqueness of solutions of

if / e Lip (0 on D.

4. In the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 let the condition (C,Lip) in R be replaced by

\fU)\ ^ Ht)(l + 1^1)

and the condition Lip (0,

\mx) -fuM ^ k(t)\x - x\

for (t,x) and {t,x) in R. Assuming / is such that the integral of /(0^(0) is defined

for any continuous function show that there exists an interval r ^ t ^ r +* «i («i > 0)

on which the successive approximations converge uniformly to a solution.

Hint: Let if(0 = j
k(s) ds. If (1 + — 1) = 6 for some <0 in the interval

(r, r + o), let to r ^ ai. Otherwise let ai = a. Show that all the successive

approximations <pj stay in [a; — ^ (1 + |^|)(eX(o — i) for i e [t, r -f ai]. Show

IMO - s <-‘-t .
P(TO)<

Rema.ek: If the above hypothesis on / is true for all x and x and for all t e [a, 6], and
if T e [a, 6], then the successive approximations converge uniformly on la,b]. This is

the case when / is linear in x,

6. Let/e on the (tjXjy) set given by 0 ^ f ^ 1, and all x,y. Let be a solution

of the second-order equation a:" on [0,1], and let <p(0) ^ a, ^(1) 6,

Suppose df/dx > 0 for i e [0,1] and for all x^y. Prove that if /3 is near h then there

exists a solution ip of x" « f(jt,XjX') such that ^(0) = a, ^(1) =
Hint; Consider the solution 9 (as a function of (i,a)') with initial values 0(0,a) * a,

0'(O,a) =“ o£. Let ^'(0) “ ofo. Then for \a — ao] small, 6 exists for t e [0,1]. Let
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W(*) = 5^
(i,ao)

Then

~ % (.t,v{t),v'{t))u' - g (t,v(!,),v'{l))u = 0

where w(0) =» 0, w'(0) = 1. Because df/dx > 0, w is monotone nondecreasing and
thus w(l) — (d0/da)(l,ao) > 0. Thus the equation 0 ( 1 ,

0:)
-- j3 = 0 can be solved

for ot as a function of /S for (a,i3) in a neighborhood of (oo,6).

6. The following problem shows that analyticity with respect to initial conditions

may prevail for the solution of a differential equation with a right member which is

discontinuous. (This situation arises in practice when a curve may be replaced by a
polygonal line to obtain linearization in each of several regions.)

Let be a real-valued analytic function defined on the n 4- 1 real dimensional space

R: \t\ ^ a \x\

Here t has one real dimension, and a; is n real dimensional, and the analyticity of F
means that at each point of R it can be represented by a power series convergent in

some domain containing the point. Let the surface S defined by F(t,x) = 0, (i,x) e R,
divide R into JRi and R^ such that

F(i^x) < 0 (tfX) 6 Ri
F(t,x) > 0 lt,x) e Rz
F(t,x) — 0 (ijx) s S

Suppose / is a real-valued vector which is analytic for (tfX) eRiKJ S, and ^ is a real-

valued vector analytic for (t,x) eRzKJ S. Consider the differential equation

(1) a:'-/(«,x) (t,x)zRi

(2) x' = g(tjx) (t,x) e Rz

A continuous function <p defined over some t interval 1 contained m\t\ ^ a is a solution

of this differential equation if (tMO) eR for tel, and ^ satisfies (1) for (i,v^(i))eRi

and (2) for (t,^(i)) s Rz, and if <p has only a finite number of points in for i e 7. [This

definition can be generalized considerably by allowing (i,<p(t)) e S on one or several
t intervals contained in 7, but this necessitates some additional hypotheses involving
Ji and Jz defined below.]

Let (fi,a;i) e Ri and (tz,xz) e Rz^ and suppose ^ is a solution on [ti,tz] such that

^(ti) =» Xi ^pCh) *“ Xz

Suppose e 5 for ^ ri, , . . , rm, where ti <ti <r2 < • • • < Tm < <2 and
for no other values of t on [^ 1 ,^2]. Let J i and J

z

be the functions defined on 5 by

n

and suppose (-I)#J’j,(t/,v(t,)) < 0 for A = 1, 2, and j - 1, . . . Prove that
for (<r,J7) e Ri near there exists a solution ^ on<r satisfying

= jj> and prove that the function defined by yl>t(fr,ri) = is analytic for

it,It) near
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Hint: It suffices to take the case m = 1 since the same argument is repeated at
each T/. Thus it can be assumed that there is only one point (ri,^(ri)) of the given
solution path on S. It is first shown that ^ is analytic in 0,o-,i7) for eRiU S.
The value of t for which intersects S is obtained by solving 77)) = 0
for Because Ji(ri,v3(ri)) > 0 there exists a unique analytic solution t = 'vfer.w)

where yit.yXi) = n.
The solution of (2) is then considered with initial value t = 7(0-,77), x = ^(7(<r,77),o-,77).

This initial value is analytic in (o-,77). Because J2 (ru<p(Ti)) > 0 this solution will not
again intersect S near (ri,<p(Ti)). Since it stays close to it can be continued to
^2- The solution is analytic in i and in its initial conditions. The initial conditions
are analytic in Thus 4̂ is analytic in 0,<r,77) for ft<r,77) sufficiently near

7. Let / be a continuous function defined on a real t interval a and for all
complex w and /z, where w is complex n-dimensional and /u is complex A;-dimensional.
For each fixed t let / be analytic in (w,fx) for \w\ +\fi\ < 00, For all Wy Wy and t e [a,5]
let

IKtyWyn) ^ M(M)\w - w\

\f(tAf^)\ ^ iW(|)u|) < 00

where ilf is a monotone increasing function. (This hypothesis implies / is a linear
function of w.) Prove that the solution <p of the initial-value problem w' « f(t,Wyfjt)
w(a) - 0), is continuous in (^,cu,;z) for t e [a,6] and \co\ + Ul < «>. Thus <p for fixed t

is an entire function of

Remark: If the hypothesis is valid for nz D, where D is a domain in n space, instead
of for |/i| < 00, then the result holds for n&D.
Hint: The successive approximations »>,•, where »>o(<,u,ju) = u, satisfy

lvi+l(i,a,M) - ^ 11. + - a)’’*'*

U + 1)!

and each is an entire function of («,a<) for any fixed t. The result follows from the
uniform convergence of w,. (The result also follows from Theorem 8.4.)

8. Let F be a real continuous function of (t,x,y) in a real domain D containing the
pomt (to,xo,yo). Let dF/dx and dF/dy exist and be continuous in D, and suppose
F(te,xo,ye) - 0, (dF/dy)(,U,xo,yii) ^ 0. Prove that there exists a unique function <f
[a solution of F«,a:,a:') = 0] on some interval containing «o satisfying F(t,»>(0, #>'(<)) «• 0
v{U) = Xn, ip'{iD) = yo. .

’ ’ ’

Remark: The above theorem may fail where F(t,x,y) = 0 and {dF/dy)(f.,x,y) •= 0 .A solution of F(<,I,a') -= 0 may satisfy both these equations but uniqueness may failAn example is (s')* - 2s' + 4s = 41 - 1 at (0,0,1) with solutions i and < - <»

9. In Theorem 7.2 it was shown that y = 1
, . . . , n were solutions of theImew equation y = f.(t,<p(t,T,i))y with initial values e; at t. Prove that every solution

of this Imear system is a linear combination with complex coefficients of these n
solutions. Smce a^/ar is the solution with initial value -/(t,€) at r, prove that

n

^ (<,’-,{) + ^/i(r,?) |2 (t,T,f) = 0

Hint: If 0 is any solution and 6 (t) == a, then a
a^. Prove that $ = Sa,-(a^/diy).

Sa,-6y for some complex constants

10. The following problem
Consider a Banach space B
element ^ denoted by ||^||.

illustrates the abstract idea behind the Picard theorem
(a complete normed linear space) with the norm of an
Let r be a transformation defined on the set of all 4
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satisfying
||\^|| ^ 6 (& > 0) which is such that \\T\//\\ ^ 5, and T satisfies aLipschits

condition m “ m ^ ku “ ^11

with constant A: < 1. Prove that there exists an element <p such that T<p ~ <p, that

is, T has a fixed point. Moreover, prove that <fi is unique.

Hint: Define the successive approximations ^o, <oi, . . . by *= 0, <pi^i ^
and using the Lipschitz condition show that ||v>j+i — <Pi\\ ^ and hence

ll^y+m - <Pi\\ ^ • 4-

Since A;^ 4- • • • -{- is the Cauchy difference for the convergent geometric

series SA;?, it follows that the sequence {<«>,•} is convergent in B, and hence has a limit

<peB. Since ||^y|| ^ 6, cleady ||^|| ^ &, and thus T<p is defined. Also \\T<fi — <p\\

^ W*P 4- \\T<pj — v>l| ^ ki\W — <pA 4“ \\<Pi+i — <c>|| —>* 0 as, y—> «>. Unique-

ness follows from the Lipschitz condition.

11. Let/s C on the n 4- 1 dimensional real rectangle R given by |<| ^ a, \z\ ^ 6,

and assume f satisfies the Lipschitz condition

]f(t,x) -fm\ -£i

for a constant A; < 1 in i2. Further, suppose ^ b/a for {t,x) e R, The initial-

value problem x' == z(0) =0 is equivalent to the integral equation

x(t) = ds

Let B denote the space of all continuous vector functions ^ on |^| ^ a with a norm
given by ||^||

~ max |^(0| for |i| ^ a. Show that P is a Banach space. Let T be

the transformation defined for e B satisfying ||^|| ^ 6 by

T^(f) = f(s,^Cs)) da

Prove that 11T^|| ^ b if |1^|| ^ 6, and that T satisfies the condition

m -m ^ ku - ^11

Apply Prob. 10 to obtain the existence and uniqueness of a solution of the initial-

value problem x' => f{t,x), xifi) « 0, on |<| S a.

12. Let X* « Ix^^x 4-

1

sin (ir/0, :c(0) “ 0. Show that if polygonal approximate
solutions are set up as in Theorem 1.1 they need not converge as € —»• 0.

Hint: Consider t ^ 0 and let =» A;5, A; = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
where 5 « (n 4- 7)“^ for

some large n. If n is even, show that the polygonal solution <pn{t) satisfies ^n(S) « 0,

Pn(2S) «= 5*, v?n(35) > Once ^n(t) k it stays there as long as t < 1/2,000.

Indeed, for t ^ 45 and as long as ^n(0 ^ i^/6, v>n(0 > — 5) — t > -yCi — 5)^ — ^

> ii/10. Since > (d/it)(t^/6), the result follows. If n is odd, v>n(0 < —t^/6

for 35 < < < 1/2,000.



CHAPTER 2

EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS (CONTINUED)

1. Extension of the Idea of a Solution, Maximum and Minimum Solutions

It has been seen that if / is a continuous function in some {t,x) domain

D, then the differential equation

(E) X' = /(i,x)

together with an initial condition

x(t) = f (1.1)

is equivalent to the integral equation

x{t) = f + J(s,x(s)) ds (1.2)

That is to say, if ^ is a solution of (E) on some interval I for which <p(t) =
then X = <pit) will satisfy (1.2) on 7, and conversely.

Clearly the integral in (1.2) makes sense for many functions / which are

not continuous. Recall that the continuity of / guaranteed that a solu-

tion of (E) was of class Thus, if a continuously differentiable solution

of (E) is not demanded, the continuity restriction on / can be relaxed.

Suppose /is a real-valued (not necessarily continuous) function defined

in some set S of the (tjx) space. Then one can extend the notion of the

differential equation (E) by defining (E) to be the following problem:
Problem. To find an absolutely continuous function <p defined on a real

t interval I such that

(i) {t,<p(t))eS (tel)

(ii) <p'(t) =f(tf<p(t)) for all t e I, except on asetofLehesgue-measurezero,

If such an interval I and function <p exist, then <p is said to be a solution

of (E) in the extended sense on 7. Notice that the absolute continuity of a

solution guarantees the existence of <p' almost everywhere on 7 (that is,

except on a set of Lebesgue-measure zero), so that (ii) makes sense.

If / e C on S, and is a solution of (E) in the above sense, then from (ii)

s C on 7, and therefore the more general notion of the equation (E), and
of solution reduces to the ordinary definition of (E) when feC on S.

42
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It wiU usually be clear from the context as to the meaning attached to (E)

and the solution and hence it will rarely be necessary to add the phrase

“in the extended sense/^

As regards the existence of a solution of (E), Caratheodory has proved

the following quite general theorem under the assumption that / be

bounded by a Lebesgue-integrable, function of t The proof will be

carried out for the case n = 1 only; it will be clear what modifications are

required in the case of a system (E). 22 will denote the rectangle

\t- r\^a \x - ^ b

where (T,f) is a fixed point in the (t,x) plane, and a and b are positive real

numbers.

Theorem 1.1 (Caratheodory). Let f be defined on 22, and suppose it is

measurable in t for each fixed continuous in x for each fixed t. If there

exists a Lebesgue-integrable function m on the interval |2 — r] ^ a such that

\f(t,x)\ g m(<) (it,x) B R) (1.3)

then there exists a solvtion tp of (E) in the extended sense on some interval

1< ~ t
1
g /}, (/3 > 0), satisfying <p(j) —

Proof. The case t ^ r will be considered; the situation is similar when
t ^r. If JIf is defined by

M(0 = 0

M{t) = j* m(s) ds

(t<r)

(t ^ t ^ T -j- a)
(1.4)

then it is clear thatM is continuous nondecreasing [m ^ 0 by (1.3)], and

M(r) = 0. Therefore ± ilf(<)) e R for some interval +
(8 ^ r + o, where /3 is some positive constant. Choose any 8 > 0 for

which this is true, and define the approximations p,- (J = 1, 2, . . .) by

Vi(t) =
(

^r ^ t ^ T +

Vi(t) = € +r f(s,<Pjis)) ds
(
rH—

+

0 )

(1 .6)

Clearly vi is defined on t ^ ^ t + d, for it is the constant f. For any
fixed j ^ 1, the first formula in (1.5) defines on t ^ i ^ t + fi/j, and

since (i,f) e for r g i g t + |8/i> the second formula in (1.6) defines <p,-

as a continuous function on the interval r + d/j < t Fur-

ther, on this latter interval

\<Pi(f) -i\^M(t-^ (1 .6)
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by virtue of (1.3) and (1.4). Assume that <pj is defined on t ^ t ^
r + fejS/j for 1 < fc < j. Then the second formula of (1.5) defines <pj for

r + kfi/j < i ^ T + (fc + l)/3/j, since knowledge of the measurable

integrand is only required on t ^ ^ r + kfi/j. Also, on t + kfi/j <
< ^ T + (fc + l)/3/j, the function <pj satisfies (1.6), because of (1.3) and

(1.4). Therefore, by induction, (1.5) defines all <(>, as continuous func-

tions on T ^ i ^ T -1- |3, which satisfy

[r^t^r +Vi(t) = J

l<®i(0 ~ ^ -
1
- ^ ^ T

(1.7)

If <1 and is are any two points in the interval [t, t -
1- /3], then on accoimt

of (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5),

WM) - ^
I

M - M
I

(1.8)

Since M is continuous on [t, t +• /3], it is uniformly continuous there.

This implies, by (1.8), that the set is an equicontinuous set on

[t, t -f /3]. Also, by (1.7), the set
{
tpj) is uniformly bounded on [t, t -f /?].

Consequently it follows by the Ascoli lemma that there exists a subse-

quence {pyj} which converges uniformly on [r, t -
1- jS] to a continuous

limit function <p, ask—* »

.

From (1.3),

l/(<,W.(0)l ^ m(<) (r^t^r + p)

and since / is continuous in x for fixed t,

/(<,W,(<)) -»/(<,«>(0) ik-^ «>)

for every fixed t in [t, t -[- 18]. Therefore the dominated convergence

theorem due to Lebesgue may be applied to give

lim r f{s,<Pi^(.s)) ds = r f(s,<p(s)) ds (1.9)
OB

for any ^ in [r, t + fi]. But

Vhit) = J -I- /*/(«,ft-.(s)) ds - .^/(s,<ey*(s)) ds

where it is clear that the latter integral tends to zero ask—*oo There-

fore, letting k—* 00
, and using (1.9), it follows that

#>(<) = { + /*/(»,<9(s)) ds

from which the theorem follows at once.
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It is interesting to remark that the original approximations (1.5) must
converge to a solution in the case where a unique solution is known. This

situation does not obtain for the ordinary successive approximations; see

the example in Sec. 3.

For the case n = 1 it can be shown that all solutions of (E) issuing from

an initial point (r,f) can be bracketed between two special solutions, the

maximum and minimum solutions. Let / be defined on the rectangle R,

as in Theorem 1.1. If is a solution of (E) passing through

existing on some interval I containing t, with the property that every

other solution of (E) passing through (T,f) and existing on I is such that

^ <PM(t) {t e I)

then <pM is called a maximum solution of (E) on I passing through

Similarly, if <pm is a solution of (E) on an interval 7 for which ^„(r) =
and such that

<p{t) ^ <pm(t) (t e 7)

holds for every other solution of (E) on 7 for which (p(r) = f, then is

called a minimum solution of (E) on 7 passing through (T,f). Clearly, the

functions <pm and if they exist, must be unique.

The existence of <pM and (pm, will now be demonstrated under the

Carath4odory assumptions.

Theorem 1.2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 he satisfied. Then

there exists a maximum solution <pm and a minimum solution pm of (E) on

\t — t\ ^ passing through (t,$).

Proof, The existence of <pm on [r, t + /3] will be proved. Now any

solution (p of (E) passing through (t,^) must satisfy

<p{t) = f + f*Ks,<p{s)) ds (1.10)

as far as it exists, and from (1.10) it follows that

k(0 - <p{h)\ ^ \Mih) - Jlf(f*)| (1.11)

for any two points h, h where v exists. Recall thatM is defined by (1.4).

Since M is continuous, (1.11) implies, by the Cauchy criterion for con-

vergence, that the solution <p can be continued, if necessary, to the entire

interval [t, r -f p], making use of the Carath4odory existence theorem.

The details of this argument are entirely similar to those given in Theorem

4.1, Chap. 1. Therefore, all solutions of (E) passing through (t,() exist

on [t, t + /9], and all must satisfy (1.11) there. From the uniform con-

tinuity ofM on [t, t + /9], it follows from (1.11) that the set of all solutions

{^} of (E) on [t, t + /3] is an equicontinuous set, that is, given any « > 0,

there exists a 8, > 0, independml of t and the solution <p, such that
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1^(2) — ^(2)1 < 6 whenever |Z — ?! < S, (1-12)

and 2, 2 are in [t, r + |3]. Further, from (1.11), putting h = t, the set

{vs} is uniformly bounded on [t, t + j8].

Let be the function defined by

$(<) = sup {vs(«)} (< 8 [t, T + /S])

taken over all solutions v> of (E) on [t, r + |9] passing through (r,{).

Clearly # exists on [t, t + /3] and is continuous (and hence uniformly

continuous) there. Therefore, for any given e > 0, a 8, > 0 exists such

that, not only is (1.12) true for this 5,, but also for 2, 2 in [t, r + ;8],

1#(2) — #(2)| < € whenever |2 — 2| < 5, (1-13)

It will be shown that $ is a solution of (E) satisfying 4>(t) = f, and if

is defined to be #, it is clear that this v>j»- wiU satisfy the requirements

of the theorem on [t, r + ;8]. For a given e > 0, choose S, so that (1.12)

and (1.13) hold. Subdivide the interval [r, t + jS] into n intervals by the

points T = to <ti <ti < • • • <f» = T + j9in such a way that

max (<<+1 — ti) < S,

For every (i = 0, 1, . . . ,
n. — 1), choose a solution v>,- of (E) passing

through (T,f) so that

0 S HU) - ViiU) < €

and for 2^1
<Pi(.U) — <9t-l(<f) ^ 0

This is possible from the definition of #.

Now, for the given «, define the function (p, as follows: Let

<p,(f) = V’n-l(2) iUi-l ^ ^ 2n = T -f- /3)

If v„_i(2*_i) > define to the left of «„_i as <pn-i up to the

point Ttt_2 (if it exists) in (2„_2,tn-i) nearest tn-i such that

<P«(rn—2) ~ Vn—l(‘r«—2) “ <>il—!(rn—2)

If t„_2 exists, define <p,{t) = v9«_2(0 for tn-t ^t< Tn_2 . If t«_2 does not

emst, define <pt on —2,
2n—x) as tpn—1. If i(2n

—

1)
“ —2(2^

—

1), define

<p,{t) = v»n-2(2) on [<«_2,<t.-i). Continuing in this way, one can define a
solution <pt of (E) on [r, r + j3] passing through (r,f), obtained by patching

together solutions of (E), and having the property

0 g HU) - <P.(U) < « (t = 0, 1, . . . , «) (1.14)

Since the variation of # and ip, in each interval [2i,2i+i] is less than e, by
(1.12) and (1.13), there results from (1.14)
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0 ^ — (Ptif) < Se (t ^ t s T + 0) (1*15)

Letting e = 1/m, (m = 1, 2, . . .), one obtains a sequence of solu-

tions which, by (1.15), converges uniformly to 4> on [r, r + fi]. From this

fact and an application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem

to (1.10) with <p replaced by <pi/mi it follows that

4>(0 = { + Ks,^{s)) ds (r ^ t + 0)

that is, is a solution of (E) satisfying 4>(r) = and from its definition

it is the maximum solution <pM on [r, r + ^].

Theorem 1.3. In a domain D of the {t,x) plane let the function f be

defined, measurable in tfor fixed x and continuous in x for fixed t. Let there

exist an integrable function m such that
\
f(t,x)\ ^ m(t) for (t,x) s D. Then,

given a solution <p of (E) for t e {aff), it is the case that <p(b 0) exists and

if {h,<p{b — 0)) e D then <p can be continued over (a, 6 + 5] for some 5 > 0.

A similar result holds at a. Thus the solution <p can he continued up to the

boundary of D. Moreover, the same continuation is valid for a maximum

solution (Pm or a minimum solution <pm*

The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 4.1, Chap. 1.

Corollary to Theorem 1.3. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 6e satisfied

and let <pm and the maximum and minimum solutions through (t,{),

exist over [r, r + 01, where 0 ^ a. Then for any c satisfying ^,n(r + ^) <
c < ^jif(T + 0) there is cd least one solution (p through (t,{) for r ^ t ^
T + 0 and with <p(t + jS) — c.

Proof. Start with the solution through (t + 0, c) and continue it to

the left. It need not leave the region <pm(t) ^ ^ <pM{t),T ^ t ^ r + 0,

since it can always be continued back along one of these extreme solutions

if it meets one of them. Thus it can be continued back to (t,{).

Theorem 1.4. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3 be valid, and suppose

the maximum solution (pM^ of (E) through (t,{) exists over an interval

r + a]. Then there exists a 8 > 0 such that (E) has a maximum solution

<pMr, for each rf, ^ ^ tj < ^ + 8 on [r, r + a] with <pMn(r) = r?. Moreover,

<PMn-^ <PMi as 1?
—> { + 0, uniformly over [r, r + a].

Proof. By Theorem 1.2, <pMfj certainly exists over some interval with

the left end point r, if ? is small enough. From the definition of the

maximum solution, it follows readily thax, for ^ > t? > f,

^Mn{t) ^ <PMri{t) S <pM^(t)

Thus (pMy, is monotone nondecreasing in tj and is bounded from below.

Therefore, for each t on some interval [r, r + 0], there exists

(L16)
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Since <pm, satisfies (1.11),

1#(<0 - #«2)1 g |M(«i) - MM
so that $ is continuous. From

it follows on letting ij —> J + 0 that

^(0 = f + /*./(«,^(s)) c?s

But this implies $ is a solution of (E) through Thus, by (1.16),

<E>(0 = <pmS) over [t, t + 0\> The uniformity of the convergence of

(pMi, to <pm^ follows from the equicontinuity of in i5, as proved by (1.11),

The above argument is clearly valid over the range of existence of ^
on [r, T + a]. Suppose that for some ifo ^ t + a and for every small

h> 0, ^ exists over [r, — h] but not over [r, + h]. Then for any

given € > 0 there exists a > 0 such that

“ fi)
— "

€)| ^ € (1.17)

if 0 ^ ~ f < 5..

Let the region H be the set of points {t,x) which satisfy the inequalities

\t — <ol ^ 7 — (pM^iU — 7)1 ^ 7 + ikf(^) — ^(^0 — 7)

By choosing 7 small enough, H C. D. Any solution <p of (E) which starts

on the left vertical side t = to — y of H [that is, \<p{to — 7) — <PM^(to — 7)]

^ 7] will, by (1.11), remain in if as ^ increases. Thus any such solution

can be continued to to + 7.

By choosing e in (1.17) so that e = 7, it follows that for 0 < t; — J

the solutions (pMn can be continued to to + 7. This implies the existence

of $ over [t, ^0 + 7], which contradicts the assumption about iCo. Thus
to > r + a and therefore exists over [r, t + a].

2. Further Uniqueness Results

Considerable research has been done on the problem of uniqueness of

solutions of the system (E). The following theorem gives a criterion for

uniqueness which is sufficient for many practical cases, and includes as

special cases many known criteria.

Theorem 2.1. Let ^ = ^(^,r) be a continuous nonnegative function

defined on

Q <t < a r^O (a>0) (2.1)

and nondecreasing in rfor fixed t there. Suppose thatfor each a, 0 < a < a,

the function p defined by p(t) = 0, 0 ^ < a, is the only differentiable
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function on Q t < a for which p+(0) == lim (p(t) — p(0))/t as

exists,,

p'(t) = ^(i,p(<)) (0<t<a)
and

p(0) = p;(0) = 0

Let f eC on the (n + l)-dimensi<mal region

R: |<
- r| g a |a: - ^1 ^ & (a,6 > 0)

and satisfy there, for t r,

\f{t,£) - f{t,£)\ ^ ^(\t - r\,\it - £\) (2.4)

Then there exists at most one solution <p of (E) in R on \t t\ ^ a for

which (p(t) =
Note: If ^ is the function defined on (2.1) by

^(t,r) = kr

where Jfc is a positive constant, then ^ satisfies the conditions of the yp in

Theorem 2.1. It is an easy exercise to see that for each 0 < a < a, the

identically zero function is the only differentiable function onO ^ t < ot

satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) for this choice of In this case, (2.4) just

becomes the Lipschitz condition, and thus Theorem 2.1 includes as a

special case Theorem 2.2, Chap. 1,

Actually the following generalization of Theorem 2.1 holds and is just

as easy to prove. Only its proof will be given.

Theorem 2.2. Let \p be a nonnegative function defined on (2.1) which is

Lebesgue measurable in t for fixed r, and continuous nondecreasing in r for

fixed t. Further, for every bounded subset B of (2.1), let there exist afunction

Xb defined onQ <t < a such that

Ht,r)^XB{t) ((«,r)eB) (2.5)

and for which xb is Lebesgue integrable on y < t < a for every 7 > 0.

Suppose that for each «, 0 < a < a, the identically zero function is the only

absolutely continuous function on 0 ^ ^ < a which satisfies

P\t) = KtAD) (2.6)

almost everywhere onO < t < a, and such that p+(0) exists, and

p(Q) = p;(0) = 0 (2.7)

Then if for this ^ the function f satisfies the same conditions as in Theorem

2.1, the result of Theorem 2.1 is valid.

Proof. The proof will be given for the interval t ^ ^ g t + a; the

case T — is similar. Also, it will be assumed that (t,{) » (0,0)

for simplicity.

49

t-^0+

(2 .2)

(2.3)
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Suppose that there are two solutions <f>i and <p2 of class of (E) on the
interval 0 ^ t ^ a satisfying

^i(O) = ^2(0)
= 0 (2.8)

Let p be the function defined by

p(t) = |^i(0 - ^2(01 (0 git ^ a)

Then there exists a, <r, 0 < c g a such that p((r) > 0. From Theorem
1.1 it follows that through the point (<T,p((r)) there exists an absolutely

continuous function p satisfying the equation

P'(«) - HtAt))

on some interval to the left of <r.

As far to the left of <r as p exists, it satisfies the inequality

p(t) ^ P(t) (2.9)

for if this were not the case there would exist a point to the left of <r, say

r, where p(f) =:» p(f), and p(t) > p(t) for t < f, and suflBiciently near f

(f = <r is not excluded). Now, since <pi and <p2 are both solutions of (E)
satisfying (2.8),

p(r) =
I
loUMm - /(<,-P2«))]d<|

and for small enough fe > 0,

p(r -h) =
\

//* mtMm - fMt))] dt

Since |t«| — |t»| ^ |« — t)|, it follows by subtraction that

P(f) - P(f - A) g
I

dt

- dt (2.10)

using (2.4). From the definition of p one has, since p(f) = p(f),

P(r) - p(f - h). = f^^_^fit,p(,t))dt (2.11)

where h is now assumed so small that p exists on [f — h, f]. Since \[f is
nondecreasing in r,

l^(<,p(<)) ^ (f - A g ^ f)

and this, together with (2.10) and (2.11), implies that p(f - h) gr
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P(f — h)j which contradicts the definition of f. This establishes the

inequality (2.9).

Now p(t) > 0 on 0 < < ^ 0-, as far as it exists. Otherwise p{&) = 0 for

some 0 < & < <Tf and the function p defined by

Kt) =0 (0 ^&)
p(t) - p(t)

would be a function on 0 g i ^ o- not identically zero, which satisfies (2.6)

and (2.7). This contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. Therefore,

0 < p(i) ^ p(t) (2.12)

as far to the left of <r as p exists. But by (2.12), and an application of

Theorem 1.3, it follows that p can be continued as a solution, call it p

again, on the whole interval 0 < < ^ o-. Hence lim p(t), +0, exists,

and by (2.12)

lim p(t) = 0

Define p(0) to be 0.

From (2.12) it follows further that

(0<fg<r) (2.13)

and since ^'i(O) == ^ 2 (0) = /(0,0), the ratio

y(0 _ |yi(0 ~ y>i(0) (<^2(0 — y?2(0))|

t t

tends to 0 as i—> +0. From (2.13), therefore, p+(0) = 0. This contra^

diets the hypothesis of the theorem, for p is an absolutely continuous

solution of (2.6) on 0 < ^ < <r, and satisfies (2.7), but is not identically

zero on 0 < f < <r. Therefore p(<r) > 0 for any <7, 0 < cr < a, and this

proves the theorem.

It is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 2.2 that this theorem is valid

when / is required to satisfy a Carath6odory hypothesis (that is, the

hypothesis on / in Theorem 1.1), if instead of (2.7) it is only required that

p(0) = 0. The continuity of / was used only at the origin in order to be
able to assert that ^'i(O) = ^ 2 (0)-

The proof of Theorem 2.2 is valid for Theorem 2,1, except that the con-

tinuity of now serves to guarantee the existence of the function (of class

here) satisfying p'(0 = ^(<,p(0) to the left of (o*,p((r)).

Theorem 2.1 can be improved if the ideh of a minimum solution is used.

Theorem 2.3. Let f and ^ he functions satisfying the conditions of

Theorem 2.1, except that ^ need not be monotone in r. Then the conclusion

of Theorem 2.1 still remains valid.
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Proof, The only place in the proof of Theorem 2.1 where the non-

decreasing nature of \p in, r was used was in establishing the inequality

p{t) ^ Pit) (2.9)

where p is a function of class satisfying

p'(0 = ^itjpit)) pM = Pi^) > 9 (2.14)

A procedure by which (2.9) can be proved for the minimum solution pm of

(2.14)

,
and which avoids the monotonicity restriction on is as follows:

Consider the problem of finding a solution to

r' = ypitit) + e (0 < € < 1)

passing through the point (o-,p((r)). For every such e there exists at least

one solution pc of this problem on some interval <r — a ^ ^ ^ <r, for some

positive a which is independent of e. Also

Ptit) ^ pit) i<T — a ^ t ^ a) (2.15)

for if this were not the case there would exist a point to the left of <r, say

f, where p«(f) = p(f) and p,(t) > p(t) fovtKt and suflBiciently near ^
At such a f, the left-hand derivative pL(f) exists, and

pi(f) ^ k'i(f) — <pUr)l ^ ^(f,2?(r)) < f(f,P«(f)) + € = Pe(f)

Therefore, for h > 0 sufficiently small,

Pe(r - h) < p(r - h)

which contradicts the definition of f. This proves (2.15),

In the same way, it follows that

lim sup p.(it) ^ pm(0 (2.16)

Now

pi<^) - p^it) = ^(^,pe(0) dt + €{a - f)

and hence on o- — a ^ ^ g <r, (a > 0), the set {p*} is an equicontinuous

uniformly bounded set of functions. Therefore there exists a subsequence

fp«*} such that p«* tends uniformly (as €* —> 0) to a function p on cr — o: g
t g <r, where p satisfies (2.14). But by (2.16), this p must be pm, and from

(2.15)

Pmit) ^ pit) (a — a ^ t ^c)

The remainder of the proof is the same as the corresponding part of the

proof of Theorem 2.1, only replacing p by pm throughout.
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3. Uniqueness and Successive Approximations

Let R denote the (n + l)-dimensional region

B-. \t-T\^a I® - $1 g b (o,b > 0)

Let feC on R, and suppose M = max |/| on R. In Sec. 3, Chap. 1, it

was shown that the successive approximations ^o, . . . defined by

Mt) = i

<i>Bi+i(0 ^ ^ / /(S)V>m(s)) ds (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .)

converge to a solution <p of (E) on the interval

|< - r| ^ a (a = min (a,

and <f>{r) = 'provided that / e Lip on R.
The following example (n = 1) illustrates the fact that the continuity

of/ alone is not sufficient for the convergence of the successive approxima-
tions. Let / be defined by

!

0 (f = 0, — 00 < ® < -4- oo)

2« (0 < < ^ 1, - oo < a; < 0)

a-f (o<<si,oa«£C) M
-2t (0 < < ^ 1, <* < ® < -f-oo)

On the region — oo <®<-|-oo, this / is continuous and
bounded by the constant 2. For the initial point (t,{) = (0,0), the suc-
cessive approximations (3.1) become, for 0 ^ / g 1,

Vo(0 = 0 <(>2m-l(0 = ^Sm(<) = — (m = 1, 2, • . .)

Therefore the sequence
} has two cluster values for each t ^ 0, and

hence the successive approximations do not converge. Note also that
neither of the two convergent subsequences {v2m] converge to a
sol'ution, for

and

Since the Lipschitz condition guarantees a unique solution of (E), one
may ask whether the continuity of/ plus uniqueness is sufficient to guar-
antee the convergence of the successive approximations. The answer to
this is in the negative, however, for the above example (3.2) is one for
which a unique solution of (E) exists passing through (0,0) and proceeding
to the right of the oiigia. This follows from the fact that this/ is mono-
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tone nonincreasing in x for fixed L It is left as an easy exercise to show

that this latter condition implies uniqueness to the right of the origin.

It is equally true that if the successive approximations converge, the

solution obtained may not be unique. The familiar example

x' = X*

shows this. For the initial point (0,0) the successive approximations are

all the zero function, and hence they converge to the identically zero

solution. On the other hand, the function <p defined by
,

is another solution which exists to the right of the origin.

Although uniqueness does not imply the convergence of the successive

approximations, it is true that the hypotheses of the general uniqueness

Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are suflSlcient for this convergence.

Theorem 3.1. Letf &C on i2, and suppose that the hypothesis of Theorem

2.1 or Theorem 2.2 is assumed. Then the successive approximations

defined hy (3.1) converge (uniformly) 0n\t — t\ S a to the solution <p of (E)

on this interval satisfying

<p(t) ^ {

Proof. The proof will be carried out using the hypothesis of Theorem

2.2, and assuming (r,i) = (0,0). The latter is clearly no restriction.

It follows from the definition (3.1) of the successive approximations

that they satisfy the inequality

\<Pm(tl) - <Pm(t2)\ ^ M\ti - t2\ (3.3)

for any ^1,^2 in the interval \t\ ^ a, where M = max |/1 on R. This

implies that the set {<pm] is an equicontinuous set there. Letting - t,

<2 ” 0, in (3.3) one obtains

\<Pfn(t)\ ^ M\t\ ^Ma^b
and hence the set [<pm] is uniformly bounded on |^1 g a. By the Ascoli

lemma there exists a subsequence which is uniformly convergent to

a function ^ on 1^| ^ a, as /c--> <». The subsequence which

satisfies

^m*+l(0 == fiS)<Pmk{^)) ds (1^1 ^ a)

is uniformly convergent on |<| ^ a to the function tp* defined by

= /q
/(s,^(«)) ds (1^1 ^ a)
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for / is uniformly continuous on 1^| g a, la;| ^ b. It toU be shown below

that on 1^1 ^ a,

- <pn,(t) -> 0 (m co) (3.4)

Assuming this, it follows that

-^0 (A oo)

and this implies <p* = <pj that is, ^ is a solution of (E). Because of

uniqueness, every subsequence of {<pn] which is convergent will tend to

the same solution, and this proves that the original sequence [(pm] is con-

vergent on \t\ ^ a to the solution This convergence is uniform on

1^1 ^ a, for the set {(pm) is equicontinuous and convergent there.

In order to prove (3.4), let Wm be the difference

= (pm+l{t) “ (pm{t) (|«| ^ a)

and V be defined by

v{t) = lim sup (\A ^ ct)

m— «

Now i;(0) = 0, and v is continuous on \t\ ^ a, for it is the upper limit of

an equicontinuous uniformly bounded sequence of functions. To prove

(m—> Qo), on 1^1 ^ a, is equivalent to showing v(t) = 0 on

1^1 S OL. This will be done for 0 ^ ^ a; the proof fpr^ — a ^ it g 0 is

similar.

As a matter of notation, for any At > 0, and function g defined at t and

t + A^, let Ag be defined by

(0 = g{i + A<) - g{t)

Then from (3.1) it follows that for any t and ^ in the interval [0,a]

|AU>^l(f)l^ l/(«,<<’m+l(8)) -/(S,V>m(«))lcfo

and because of (2.4)

|Ato„+i(<)|^ f(s,lwm(s)l) ds (3.5)

Given any 5 > 0 there exists an integer iVa, independent of 8 and m,

such that

km(s)l ^ v(s) + 8 (m > Ni) (3.6)

for all 8 in the interval t g s g i -f A^. To see this, note that v is uni-

formly continuous, and the set is equicontinuous, ont ^ ^ t + At,

Therefore corresponding to any 6 > 0, there exists an 17a > 0 such that

l»(s) - < I
lip„(8) - w«(l)l < I

(3.7)
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whenever |« — S| < 17*, and s, S are in the interval [^, t + At], Divide the

interval [<, t + A^] into a finite number of subintervals

t ^ So < Si < • •
• < Sk — t + At

such that max (Si+i — Si) < rji. From the definition of v as a lim sup, it

follows that for each 5*, (i — 0, 1, . , . ,
fc), there exists an integer Na

such that

|Wm(s.-)l ^ t'(Si) +1 (ffi > Nu) (3.8)

Define Ni to be max Nu, (i = 0, 1, . . . ,
k). Then the inequality (3.8)

holds for m > Ns. For a fixed s in [<, t + Ai] there exists an s,- such that

|s — 5f| < ijj. Applying (3.7) to this s and S = s,-, and combining with

(3.8), the inequality (3.6) results.

Since ^ is nondecreasing in r, it follows from (3.6) that

^('(s,|u)m(«)t) ^ l('(s,t'(s) + 5) (m> Ns) (3.9)

and consequently, using (3.5),

lAto,„+i (<)| g I Hs,v(s) + «) ds (m > Ns) (3.10)

From the defiiption of v, it is easy to see that

|Ati (01 ^ lim sup |Aw„ (0|

and this with (3.10) shows that

|A» (01 ^ + d)ds (3.11)

On account of the continuity of }// in r,

Hs,v{s) +5)^ (as 5^0)

and from (2.5), and the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue, it

follows that
rt+M

lim
/ i^'(«,v(s) 4- 5) ds =

/,
\(’(s,«'(s)) ds

9-^0 ''' J*

The last relation, along with (3.11), yields

lAw (01 ^ f(s,v(s)) ds (3.12)

The inequality (3.12) implies that v is absolutely continuous over any
interval in [0,a], and consequently v' exists almost everywhere on [0,a].

From (3.12) this derivative satisfies

|v'(0l ^ ^(^,v(0) (3.13)

almost everywhere on [0,a].
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Suppose for soine<r, 0 < <r ^ a, that v{<t) 9̂ 0. Because of the hypothe-
sis oin^, there exists a function p on some interval o- — 7 ^ ^ «T, (7 > 0),
satisfying

p'(<) = 4f(t,p(t)) = D((r) > 0

as shown in Theorem 1.1. Now on this interval

p(0 ^ <t) (3.14)

and from this it follows that p can be continued to the entire interval

0 <t and

lim p(t) = 0
t—©+

The proof of these facts is entirely similar to the steps between (2.9) and
(2.12) in the proof of Theorem 2.2, and so will be omitted.

On account of (3.14) one has

Q<e^
(fi <t^a) (3.16)

It will now be shown that i>(i)A —» 0 as < 0-f. For this purpose, con-
sider, for 0 < < g «,

W„(t) = <pn^l(t) - <Pn(t) = lf(s,Vm(8)) - /(s,^*_l(s))] ds (3.16)

Since /eC on B, and using the fact that |»?m(0I ^ Mt, from (3.16) it

follows that, given any e > 0, there exists an i;. > 0 such that

|^*n(0
1 ^ (0 ^ ^ ^ ly.)

Hence

v(<) = lim sup |to„(t)| g a
m~* <o

provided 0 ^ ^ ij., or v(t)/t 0 as «^ O-b. From (3.15) it now fol-

lows that p(<)/< 0 as t -> O-f, or since p(0) = 0, p+(0) = 0. This
contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem, for p is an absolutely con-
tinuous function satisfying

p'it) = Ht,pii)) (0 < < g v)

and

P(0) = pUO) =* 0

although p is not identically zero on 0 ^ t Therefore v(p) = 0 foi

any v, 0 < v g a, and this proves the theorem.

4. Variation of Solutions with Respect to Tnttial Conditions and Param-
eters

In Theorem 7.4, Chap. 1, it was shown that if/ was a continuous func-
tion of (t,x,p) and satisfied a Lipschitz condition in x, uniformly in p, then
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the solution of the initial-value problem

x' = a:(T) = J

was continuous in Actually, the requirement of a Lipschitz condi-

tion is too strong; its consequence, the uniqueness of the solution, is

sufficient for this important result. The x space is n-dimensional and the

n space is ^-dimensional, as in Theorem 7.4.

Theorem 4.1. Let D be a domain of {t^x) space, Ipt the domain \ii — /iol

< c, c > 0, and the set of all (t,x,fi) satisfying (t,x) e D, fie /;*, Suppose

f is a continuous function on bounded by a constant M there. For

fl = fiol^t

x(t) = I (4.1)

have a unique solution <po on the interval [a,b], where r e [a,b]. Then there

exists a 5 > 0 such that, for any fixed fi satisfying |/i — Ato| <5, every solu-

tion <p^ of (4.1) exists over [a,b] and as fi-^ fio

<po

uniformly over [a,b].

Note: Though (4.1) need not have a unique solution for ju fio, never-

theless its solutions are continuous in fi at fio.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof will be carried out for the case

r e (a,6). The result will first be proved over |^ — rj ^ a for some a > 0.

Choose a small enough so that the region 22: |^ — r| ^ a, \x — ^ Ma
is in D, All solutions of (4.1) with /x e J'm 6xist over [r — a, r -|- a] and
remain in R. Let denote a solution. Then the set of functions

fi e is a uniformly bounded and equicontinuous set in “ rl ^ a.

This follows from the integral equation

<pM — ^ fr
ds (li — rj g a) (4.2)

and the inequality \f\ g M,
Suppose vJm(^) not tend to (f>o(T) for some ? e [r — a, r + a]. Then

there exists a sequence = 1,2, . . . ,forwhichAijfe—> ^o, and corre-

sponding solutions such that converges uniformly over [t — a,

r -f a] as fc—^ 00 to a limit function ^ but ^(f) 9^ <po{t). From the fact

that / e C on that ^ e C on [r — a, r -f- a], and that converges
uniformly to (4.2) for the solutions yields

^(0 " ^ ds (1^ — r| ^ ot)

Thus is a solution of (4.1) with ft = fio. By the uniqueness hypothesis,

it follows that ^(0 = <po(t) on |« - rj g a. Thus ^(?) == <po{I), Thus all

solutions on — t
1 ^ a tend to ^0 as /x —> fio. Because of the equi-

continuity, the convergence is uniform.
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To prove the result over [a, 6], a region fiT similar to that used in

Theorem 1.4 will be introduced. The interval [r,6] will be treated. Sup-

pose that to e [t,6) and that the result is valid for every small h > 0 over

[t, ^0 — h] but not over [t, to + h]. It is clear that ^ t a. By the

above assumption, for any small € > 0, there exists a > 0 such that

Wii{U — €) — ^o(^o — €)| < € (4.3)

for |/i — Mol <
Let H denote the region of (t^x) space

1^ — ^o| ^ T ""
<Pti{to “7)1 = 7 + M\t — <0 + 7I (4.4)

where 7 is small enough so that H C. D. Any solution of rc' = f{tjX,n)

starting on ^ = <0 — 7 with initial value xoy \xo — <po{to — 7)1 S 7 ,
will

remain in jff as ^ increases. Thus all solutions can be continued to

^0 + 7-

By choosing € = 7 in (4.3), it follows that for
1m — mo| < the solutions

<p^ can all be continued to Thus over [r, + e] these solutions are

in D so that the argument that <pti
—> <po which has been given for — r| ^

a, and is based on (4.2), also applies over [r, ^o + e]. Thus the assumption

about the existence oi to <b is false. The case to — his treated in similar

fashion on io — 7 ^ ^ ^ ^o- A similar argument applies to the left of r

and therefore the theorem is valid over [a,6].

The same result is true if / satisfies a Carath4odory type of hypothesis.

Theorem 4.2. The conclusion of Theorem 4.1 remains valid if the

hypothesis f eC in Df^ is replaced by the assumptions that on Dp f is measur-

able in t for each fixed m and x; f is continuous in x for each fixed t and y.; for

fixed tj f is continuous in {x,y) at y ^ Mo; ond

\Kt,x,n)\ g m(t)

where m is Lebesgue integrable over [a, 6].

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 with the usual changes

necessitated by the Carath6odory type of hypothesis and is left as an

exercise for the reader.

Theorem 4.3. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 he satisfied. Then

there exists a d > 0 such that for any fixed (cr,>j,M) satisfying

lor - rl + I?/
— -f |/i — Mol < 5

all solutions <p — ^(f,a-,7;,M) of

x' = fit,x,y) x{(r) == 7}

exist over [afi]. Moreover, as {0,
7},^) (t,{,mo),

uniformly over [a,b].
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Proof, A proof can be constructed with minor changes from that of

Theorem 4.1.

An important result in connection with the continuity of solutions with

respect to initial conditions is contained in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4. Let ro, ri(To < ri) be fixed real numbers, and (ro,{o) a,

fixed 'point in the {n + lydimensional (t,x) space. Denote by Uo the set of

all points Pq: (to,^) such that

If “ fol < (bo '> 0)

Suppose that through each point (t,x) in the region

V: To ^ ^ Ti \x — iol <b (0 < bo ^ b)

there exists a unique soliUion of

(E)

/ being continuous on V. Let <p = <p(t,To,^) be the solution of (E) pass^

ing through Po e Uo, Let b be sufficiently large so that {t,<p(t,To,i)) e V
for 1^ — fol < bo, To ^ t ^ Ti. Let Ui denote the set of all points Pi:

(Ti,^(ri,ro,f)), 'where (ro,{) e l7o. Then the mapping T 'which assigns to

each point Po&Uo the point PizUiis a topological mapping of Uo onto Uu
Proof, Because of the uniqueness assumption, it is clear that T is

one-to-one. By the definition of Ui for every PisUi, there exists a

point Poe Uo such that TPo = Pi, and thus T is onto. The function ^
defined on |f — fol < bo by

= <e(ri,To,0

(with Ti,To fixed) is a continuous function of f on |f — Jol < &o by the

uniqueness of <p. Thus T is a continuous mapping. Applying the same
continuity argument at ti, one gets the continuity of the inverse mapping

which assigns to each Pi e Ui the point Po e Uo. This completes the

proof.

PROBLEMS

1. Let be a nonnegative measurable function of < on 0 < ^ < a and let F be a non*

negative measurable function of r on 0 < r < o. Let <^(t) dt < «> and for any

S > 0, dr/F(r) « oo. If for small t and |a;|, \f(t,x) -/(«,£)| ^ ^(i)F{\x — 5|),

show that iff satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 then the solution <p of (E) satisfy-

ing v(0) « 0 is unique.

Hint; If ^(f,r) - ^(t)F(r), then p'(0 - ^(<,p(0), p(0) - 0, implies that p(t) m 0.

2. Show that Theorem 2.1 is valid with ** r/t,

3. Let/ e (n » 1) on the rectangle 0 ^ a, \x\ where a,h > 0, and assume

f{t,xi) ^ fit,Xi) if ^ xt, and f(t,0) ^ 0 for 0 ^ f g o. Prove that the successive
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approximations (3.1) converge to a solution of x* » a?(0) « 0, on

0 ^ t ^ a ™ min (afi/M)

where M « max 1/| on the rectangle.

4. Let / e C on the (n + l)-(iimensional (t,x) region 0 ^ i ^ a (a > 0), (a:( < «,
and suppose ^ is a solution of the system x' Kt^x) starting at (0,^) and existing for

0 ^ < a. Prove that either <p(l — 0) exists as a finite limit, in which case <p can

be extended as a solution beyond ?, or else 1^(01 — « as^—

—

6. Let / be as in the previous problem, and suppose further that there exists a con-

tinuous function ^ on 0 ^ r < <» such that |/(<,a;)l <^{\x\), and for some 5, 0 ^
5 < 00

, ^ dr/\f/{r) — oo. Prove that every solution <p of the system (E) such that

^(0) =» i exists on the whole interval 0 ^ if ^ a.

Hint: Use the result of the previous problem.



CHAPTER 3

LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

1. Preliminary Definitions and Notations

If A is a matrix of complex numbers (Oij) with n rows and n columns,

define the norm,
|

A
j,

of A by
n

In case a: is an n-dimensional vector, represented as a matrix of n rows
and one column, then the vector magnitude as defined in Sec. 5, Chap. 1,

coincides with the norm of x as defined by (1.1). It is easily seen that
the norm satisfies the following properties:

(i) lA + B| g |A1 + |B!

(ii) |AB| S |A| |B|

(iii) lAxj g lAl \x\

where A and B are matrices, and x is an n-dimensional vector.

The distance between two matrices A and B is defined by
|

A — J5|, and
this distance satisfies the usual properties of a metric.

The zero matrix will be denoted by 0, and the unit matrix by E. If
there is danger of confusion concerning the dimension, these Ti-by-n.

matrices will be denoted by 0„ and E„, respectively. Note that 10„| = 0,
and

1
jE?„

1

= n, and not 1.

The complex conjugate matrix of A = (o;,), denoted by A, is defined
by A = (5^,), where Oij is the complex conjugate of Oi,-. The transposed
mairix\ of A, denoted by A', is defined by A' = (a,<). The conjugate
transposed matrix of A is A* = A'. Notethat lA*] = |A'| = |A| = |Al.
Also (AN)* = B*A*. The determinant of A is denoted by det A.

If det A = 0, then A is said to be singular. A nonsingular matrix A.
possesses an inverse (or reciprocal), A~^, which satisfies

AA-i = A-‘A = E

The polynomial in X of degree n, det (XE — A), is called the charad&nstic
polynomial of A, and its roots are the characteristic roots of A. If these

t The notation A' will be reserved for difierentiation, when A is a matrix function

.
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roots are denoted by X,-, t = 1, . . . ,
n, then clearly

det (XE — A) — n
»-i

Two n-by-n complex matrices A and B are said to be similar if there

exists a nonsingular n-by-n complex matrix P such that

B - PAP-i

If A and B are similar, then they have the same characteristic polynomial,

for

det (XE - B) = det (P(XE -
= det P • det (XE — A) • det P~^
= det (XE — A)

In particular, the coeflficients of the powers of X in det (XE — A) are

invariant under similarity transformations. Two of the most impor-

tant invariants are det A and tr A, the determinant and trace of ^4,

respectively.

The following fundamental result concerning the canonical form of a

matrix is assumed.

Theorem 1.1, Every complex n-by-^n matrix A is similar to a matrix

of the form

Vo 0 0 • •
• 0

0 J"! 0 • • 0
/ =

vO 0 0 J./

'K+i 1

0 \q+i

J< =
0

0 0

matrix with diagonal Xi, Xa, . . . ,
X^, and

0 0 • • • 0 0 \
1 0 . . . 0 0 \

• • • • • (i = 1, .

.

0 0 • •
Xg+t"

1 /
0 0 • • 0

The Xy, j = 1, . . . , q + s, are the characteristic roots of A, which need not

aU he distinct. If Xy is a simple root, then it occurs in Jo, and therefore, if

aU the roots are distinct, A is similar to the diagonal matrix

J =

'\i 0 0

0 Xa 0

vO 0 0
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From Theorem 1.1 it follows immediately that

det A = n^‘ trA=^X<

where the product and sum are taken over all roots, each root counted a

number of times equal to its multiplicity. The Ji are of the form

Ji = + Zi

where has n rows and columns, and

'0 1 0 0 •
• • 0 0

0 0 1 0 • • • 0 0

0 0 0 0 • • 0 1

0 0 0 0 • • • 0 0
.

An equally valid form of Ji is Xj+iBr, + yZi, where 7 is any constant not

zero. Incidentally, the matrix Zl has its diagonal of Is moved one ele-

ment to the right from that of Zi and all other elements zero. Prom this

it follows that 2"”^ is a matrix which contains all zeros except for a single

1 in the first row and last column. Hence Z" is the zero matrix, and Zi is

nilpotent.

If {Am} is a sequence of matrices, this sequence is said to be convergent

if, given any € > 0
,
there exists a positive integer N, such that

I
A, — Ap\ < € whenever p,q > N,

The sequence {Am} is said to have a limit matrix A if, given any « > 0
,

there exists a positive integer JV, such that

I
Am — Aj < e whenever m> N,

Clearly {Am} is convergent if and only if each of the component sequences
is, and this implies that {Am} is convergent if and only if there exists a
limit matrix to which it tends.

The infinite series

Am

is said to be convergent if the sequence of partial sums is convergent, and
the sum of the series is defined to be the limit matrix of the partial sums.
A particular series which is of great importance for the study of linaar

equa.tions is the one defining the exponential of a matrix A, namely,
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where represents the mth power of A. The series defining is con-

vergent for all i4, since for any positive integers

I

V iir
I
^ V 1^1”

\
m!

I

~ Zv m\
wi^P+ l in»*p+l

and the latter represents the Cauchy difference for the series which is

convergent for all finite \A\. Also

|e^| g (n - 1) + el^l (1.3)

For matrices, it is not in general true that but this relation

is valid if A and B commute. It will be seen in Theorem 4.1 that

dete^ — e***^ (1.4)

and hence is nonsingular for all A. Since —A commutes with A,

Every matrix A satisfies its characteristic equation det (XF — A) = 0,

and this remark is sometimes useful for the actual calculation of As
a simple example, if

then det (XF -- A) = = 0, and therefore A^ — 0, which implies

A’" = 0, m > 1. Hence,

1)

If B is a nonsiTigular matrix, then it will be shown that there exists a

matrix A (called a logarithm of B) such that = B. Indeed, if B is in

the canonical form J of Theorem 1.1, it is evident that A can be taken as

Ao 0 0 • • • 0

0 Ai 0 • • • 0

0 0 0 • • A.

provided that = J,-, j = 0, 1, . . . ,
s. It is also easily verified that

a suitable Ao is given by

Ac

0
log X*

Q 0 log X,,
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Jj = (^Ti +

where Z,- is the nilpotont matrix defined after Theorem 1.1. Since large

powers of Zy all vanis' . the series

00

fc-1

has only a finite number of terms, and is thus convergent. Define

log(E„ + j^^Z,)

to be this series, which is, of course, a polynomial in Thus

= exp [log (Ert + X7+/Zy)]

is a polynomial in KliZs- On the other hand, from

= l + + + • •
• |®| <1,

it follows that, when the right member is rearranged, the coefficients of

A; ^ 2, are all zero, while the coefficient of x is 1. This implies the
same result for F, and proves that

exp [log {Eri + X7j,-Zy)] = Er, + X^Jj-Zy

From this follows readily that a suitable Ay, j = 1, . . . ,
s, is given by

Using the fact that for any matrix M,

(PMP-^y = (fc = 1, 2, . . .)

one readily sees that

P^P-l =

From this it follows that the result just sketched for a canonical matrix B
is valid for any nonsingular matrix B. Indeed, if J = and B = PJ'P-i,
then B = e^, where 1 = PAP~K Naturally A is not unique. For
example,

gA. ^ gAgirat _ gA+trOt ^ 2
, . . ,)

Ay — (log X^y)Br, + log
( Er,
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If # is an n-by~n matrix of functions defined on a real t interval I (the

functions may be real or complex), <l> is said to be continuous, differenti-

able, or analytic on I if every element of # is continuous, differentiable,

or analytic on /. If ^ is differentiable on J, then denotes the matrix

of derivatives. Note that if ^ are differentiable

(1.5)

and that in general.

If $'(i) exists and $ is nonsingular at then is differentiable at U

This follows from the fact that

^>“1 = $
det

where $ = (<?*,), and <pij is the cofactor of <pji in From (1.5) and the

fact that = Ey it follows that

(^-1)' = det ^ 0 (1.6)

Recall that in Sec. 7, Chap. 1, it was shown that, if A is a continuous

matrix on a ^ interval 7, and satisfies ^'(t) = A{t)^{t) on 7, then

(det = (tr it) (det <i>) (1.7)

or, in integral form,

det ^>(0 = det <>(t) exp tr A{s) ds (<,t e 7) (1.8)

2. Linear Homogeneous Systems

Let be a continuous n-by-n matrix of complex functions on a real

t interval 7. The linear system

(LH) x' ^ A(t)x (tzl)

is called a linear homogeneous system of the nth order. It was shown in

Sec. 5, Chap. 1, that given any and re/, there exists a unique solution

(p of (LH) on 7 such that <p{t) = f.t In the following it will be assumed

at least (*) holds for A.

The zero vector function on 7 is always a solution of (LH). This will

be called the trivial solvUion of (LH), If a solution of (LH) is zero for

any r s 7, then, by uniqueness, it must be zero throughout 7.

t More generally, if each element of A is measurable on 7 and

(*) (tzi)

where m is Lebesgue integrable on 7, then an application of Prob. 4, Chap. 1, yields

the existence and uniqueness of a solution ^ of (LH) satisfying ^(r) See also

Prob. 1 at the end of this chapter.
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Theorem 2.1. The set of all solutions of (LH) on I form an n-dimen-

sianat vector space over the complex field,%

Proof. If <pij <P2 are solutions of (LH) and Ci, C2 are two complex num-

bers, then ci<pi + C2^2 is again a solution of (LH). This shows that the

solutions form a vector space.

To show that the space is ?i-dimensional, a set of n linearly independent

solutions <pij . . . , <pn must be exhibited such that every other solution

of (LH) is a linear combination (with complex QoeflSicients) of these

(Pi, Let ii, i = 1, . . . ,
n, be linearly independent points in the n-dimen-

sional x space. For example, each may be taken as a vector with all

components zero except the ith, which is 1. Then, by the existence

theorem, if r e J, there exist n solutions <pij i = 1, . . . ,
w, of (LH) such

that (piir) = It will be shown that these solutions satisfy the required

conditions.

If the <pi are linearly dependent, there must exist n complex numbers

Ciy not all zero, such that

n ‘

y = 0 (ui)

This implies that
n n

^ CiViif) = ^ Ciit = 0
i-1 f»l

and this contradicts the assumption that the are linearly independent.

This shows that the <pi are linearly independent.

If is any solution of (LH) on I, such that 9>(t) = f, then for some

(unique) constants Ct

n

for the form a basis for the w-dimensional x space. Hence the function

n

^ CiVi

is a solution of (LH) on I which assumes the value { at r, and, by unique-

ness, this must be that is,

t A reader unfamiliar with the terminology of the statement of the above theorem

will find that by reading the proof he can readily restate the result in more familiar

terms. See P. R. Finite dimensional vector spaces, Princeton, for a discus-

sion of vector spaces.
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t-1

Therefore every solution ^ is a (unique) linear combination of the and

this proves Theorem 2.1.

If ^1,
. . . ,Vn are a set of n linearly independent solutions of (LH),

they are said to form a basis or a fundamental set of solutions of (LH).

If is a matrix whose n columns are n linearly independent solutions of

(LH) on /, then ^ is called s, fundamental matrix for (LH). Evidently

satisfies the matrix equation

^'(0 = A(W) (t^I) (2.1)

By the matrix differential equation associated with (LH) on I is meant

the problem of finding an n-by-n matrix ^ whose columns are solutions of

(LH) on 7. This problem is denoted by

X' ^ A(t)X {tel) (2 .2)

The matrix # is called a solution of (2.2) on 7, and # satisfies (2.1). From
Theorem 2.1 it is now evident that a complete knowledge of the set of

solutions of (LH) can be obtained if one knows a, fundamental matrix for

(LH), which is, of course, a particular solution of (2.2).

Theorem 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a solution

matrix ^ of (2.2) be a fundamental matrix is that det ^{t) 0, for ts L
Remake: If det ^{t) 9^ 0, for some tel, then by (1.8) det ^{t) 9^ 0 for

all 1 6 7.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let be a fundamental matrix with column

vectors and suppose <p is any nontrivial solution of (LH). By Theorem

2.1, there exist unique constants Ci, . . . ,
Cn, not all zero, such that

or, in terms of

ip =

where c is the column vector with components ci, . . . , Cn. This relation

is a system of n linear equations in the n unknowns Ci, . . . , Cn at any

r e 7, and has a unique solution for any choice of ^(r). Hence det #(r) 9^

0, and by the remark above, det ^{t) 9^ 0 for any t e 7. Notice that this

proves that the column vectors of a fundamental matrix are linearly

independent at every t e 7.

Conversely, let be a solution matrix of (2.2) and suppose det #(0 9^ 0

for t e 7. Thus the column vectors of ^ are linearly independent at

every teL
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A matrix of column vectors may have a determinant identically zero

on an interval I, although the vectors may be linearly independent. For

example, let # be defined as

- ft 0
for any real interval 7. The content of Theorem 2.2 is that this cannot

occur for vectors which are solutions of (LH).

Theorem 2.3. If # is a fundamental matrix of (LH) and C a {complex)

constant nonsingular matrix, them is again a fundamental matrix of

(LH). Every fundamental matrix of (LH) is of this type for some noiv-

singular C,

Proof. From (2.1), if is a fundamental matrix,

^'{t)C = A{t)mC {tsi)

or

(^cy = A(^c)

and hence is a solution matrix of (2.2). Since

det {^C) = (det ^) (det C) f^O

4^ is a fundamental matrix.

Conversely, if and #2 are fundamental matrices, then $2 = ^iC for

some constant nonsingular matrix C. To show this, let

Then #2 - Differentiating this equation gives ^2 “

Using (2.1), this gives or = 0. Thus = 0

and therefore SC' = C is a constant. It is nonsingular since and #2 are.

E.EMAEKS : If it is only required that ^2 he a solution, then C may be

singular.

Observe that, if $ is a fundamental matrix of (LH) and O' is a constant

nonsingular matrix, then C# is not in general a fundamental matrix.

Two different homogeneous systems cannot have the same funda-

mental matrix, for in (LH), A(,t) = #'(0$-H<)- Hence # determines A
uniquely, although the converse is not true.

Adjoint Systems. If $ is a fundamental matrix for (LH), then

($-1)' = » -$-iA

or, taking the conjugate transpose,

($*-!)' =

Therefore is a fundamental matrix for the system

x' = —A*{t)x (jtel) (2.3)

The systen. (2.3) is called the adjoint to (LH), and the matrix equation
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X' = -A^(t)X {ttl) (2.4)

is called the adjoint to (2.2). The relationship is symmetric, for (LH)

and (2.2) are the adjoints to (2.3) and (2.4), respectively.

Theorem 2.4. If^ is a fundamental matrix for (LH)
,
then ^ is a fundor-

mental matrix for its adjoint (2.3) if and only if

= C (2.6)

where C is a constant nonsingular matrix.

Proof, If <E» is a fundamental matrix for (LH) and ^ one for (2.3),

then since is a particular fundamental matrix for (2.3),

for some constant nonsingular matrix D (Theorem 2.3). Hence

= D*
and let C = D*.

Conversely, if ^ is a fundamental matrix for (LH) and satisfies (2.5),

one has or ^ and hence, by Theorem 2.3, ^ is a

fundamental matrix of the adjoint system (2.3).

If = — A*, then since is a fundamental matrix of (2.3) it is

also one for (LH). Hence by Theorem 2.3 $ = C, or

= C (2.6)

where (7 is a constant nonsingular matrix. Equation (2.6) implies, in

particular, that the Euclidean length of any solution vector <p of (LH) is

constant.

Reduction of the Order of a Homogeneous System, H m {Q <m < n)

linearly independent solutions of (LH) are known, it is possible to reduce

the order of (LH) by m, and hence a linear system of order n — m only

need be solved.

Suppose <pi^ . . , ^ <p^ are m linearly independent vectors which are

solutions of (LH) on an interval J. Let <pj have components fpa (i = 1,

. . . ,
7i). Then the rank of the n-by-m matrix with elements <pij (i ~

. , . , i = 1, . . . ,
m) at every ^ e / is m, because of the linear inde-

pendence of its columns. This means that for each tz I there is an

m-by-m determinant in this matrix which does not vanish there. Pick

any Utl and assume for the moment that the determinant of the matrix

whose elements are <pij- (i = 1, . . . ,
m; j ~ 1, , . . ,

m) is not zero

at ^o. Then, by the continuity of det in its elements and the con-

tinuity of the functions near ^o, one has that det #Tn(0 5^ 0 for ^ in some

interval I containing Let I be any such interval; the reduction

process will be outlined for I. (The idea behind the process is a modificar

tion of the variation of constants.)
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Let the matrix XJ have the vectors (pi, . . . , <pm for its first m columns

and the vectors Sm+i, . . . , Cn for its last n — m columns, where e,- is the

column vector with aU elements 0 except for the j’th which is 1. Clearly

U is nonsingular on J. The substitution

x = Uy (2.7)

is made in (LH). [Note that x — tpj (j = \, . . . ,
m) in (2.7) corre-

sponds toy — Bj {j = 1, ,
m). Thus the substitution (2.7) may be

expected to yield a system in y which will have e,-, j = 1, . . . ,
m, as

solutions.] The use of (2.7) in (LH) gives

U'y -h Uy' = AUy
Writing this out gives

m, m n n

A vUfi + A fi/y'i = A A + A (t = 1, . . . ,
m)

yri ,--i i-li-l t-m+l
fn m m n n

y + 3/i + y Piiv'i = y A OaVkiVi + y cuy*

j-lifc-1 i-m+1

(i =S 771 -[- 1, • • . J
u)

Expressing the fact that the vectors with components (pa are solutions

of (LH),

<Pij — X Oiikxphi • • • j J * • • i

Jfc-1

there results

m n

y viry'j = A <^yi> (i = i, ... ,m)
j-l k-m+l
m n

J/i + y V>v%- = y (i = m + 1, . . . ,
n)

j-l i-m+l

(2 .8)

Since det 0 on I, the first set of equations in (2.8) may be solved

for 2/j (j = 1, . . . ,
m) in terms of a*, and y* (fc = m -|- 1, . . . ,

n),

and these values of y} (j — 1, ...,») may then be put into the

second set of formulas of (2.8). This gives a set of first-order equations

satisfied by the yi (i = m + 1, . . . ,
n) of the type

n

Vi = y hikyk (i = m+1, ... ,n)

that is, a linear system of order n — m.

(2.9)
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WorMng backwards, suppose . . . ,
[i/'y having components ^ty

(i,j = m + 1, . . . ,
n)] is a fundamental set on I for the system (2.9).

Let denote the matrix with elements (i,j == m + 1, . . . ,
n).

Clearly det ^n-m(0 5*^ 0 on 7. For each j = m + 1, . . - ,
n, let ^yy

(i — 1, , . . ,
m) be solved for by quadratures (that is, by integration)

from the relations

m n

(210)

i = 1, . . . ,
m p = m + Ij . . , f

n

Let ypp {p = m + Ij ...
j
n) denote the vectors having components

(t = 1, . . . ,
n), and let

(p = 1, . . . ,
m)

Since ^p, p == 1, . . . ,
n, satisfy (2.9) and the first set of equations of

(2.8), they must also satirfy the second set of equations of (2.8),

and therefore ^p, p =?= 1, . . . ,
n, are solutions of (2.8). Thus, if now

^ is the matrix with columns V^p, p — 1, . . . ,
n, and if

^

then ^ is a matrix solution of (LH) on 7. U is nonsingular. Since

det ^ = det ^n-m on 7, it follows that <E> is nonsingular on 7 and hence a

fundamental solution of (LH) on 7.

The above procedure is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.6. Let pij j <pm (vi < n) be m known linearly inde’~

pendent solutions of (LH) with ^y (^ == 1, . . . ,
m) having components

^<y (i = 1, . . . ,
7i). Assume the determinant of the matrix with elements

pij (ijj = 1, . . . ,
m) is not zero on some subinterval 7 of 1. Then the

construction of a set of n linearly independent solutions of (LH) on 7 can be

reduced to the solution of a linear system (2.9) of order n — my plus quadra-

tures (2.10), using the substitution (2.7).

The restriction that the matrix should be nonsingular on an interval

will now be removed. It is clear that the n-by-m matrix with elements

<Pij- (i = 1, . . . ,
n; y = 1, . . . ,

m), has rank m because of the inde«

pendence of the solutions ^y, j = 1, . . . ,
m. Thus, at any t = ^o, there

is a nonsingular m-by-m matrix obtained by takiixg m rows, ii, . . . , im,

of the n-by-m matrix. By continuity, this matrix is nonsingular over

some interval 7.

It is well known, and readily proved, that there exists a constant non-

singular matrix T which has the property that, applied to any vector x

with n components, Tx has the ii, . . . , im components of x as its first m
components. Setting rE5 == TXy the equation (LH) is replaced by a similar
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equation where now the original restriction holds. Since x = the

result for x follows from that for 41.

3. Nonhoxnogeneous Linear Systems

Suppose A is an n-by-n matrix of continuous functions on a real t

interval J, and h is a continuous vector on I which is not identically zero

there. The system

(NH) x' == A{t)x + bit) it el)

is called a nonhomogeneous linear system of the nth order. If the elements

of A and h are continuous, or are just measurable and majorized by

integrable functions on I, there exists a unique solution <p of (NH) for

which

^W “ f

where r e J and |f| < «. The continuous case follows from Sec. 5,

Chap. 1, and the more general case from Prob. 1. That the solution is

unique also follows from the fact that if there were two such solutions

<pi, <p2i
then their difference ^ — ^2 would be a solution of (LH) on

I and would satisfy ^(r) = 0. But, by the uniqueness theorem for

(LH), ip must be the zero function on J, an^ thus tpi = ^2 .

If a fundamental matrix ^ for (LH) is known, then there is a simple

method for calculating a solution of (NH).

Theorem 3.1. Ij is a fundamental matrix for (LH), then thefunctim

ip defined by

v(t) = $(0 f‘
#-»(«)?>(«) ds it e I) (3.1)

is that solution of (NH) satisfying

ipir) =0 (re/)

Proof. The proof follows at once by direct verification.

An intuitive idea of how one obtains the expression (3.1) is given in the

following: For any constant vector c, the function is a solution of

(LH). The method here consists of considering c as a function, or

parameter, on I and determining what c must be (if it exists) in order

that the function be a solution of the nonhomogeneous system
(NH).

Suppose ^ is a solution of (NH). Then

= A^c + = Aip + == Aip + i

the latter following from (NH). Therefore = 6, or

c' = #-16
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This equation is always solvable and one gets

c(f) = $“^(s)6(s) ds (ts I)

as that function for which c(t) = 0. Thus <p is given by (3.1).

It is a simple matter to see, under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, that

the solution <p of (NH) satisfying

<p(r) = f (re /, |^| < oo)

is given by

v(t) = <Ph(t) + $(<) ds (ft I) (3.2)

where is that solution of (LH) on I satisfying

^hir) = €

The formula (3.1) [or (3.2)] is called the variation-of-constants formula for

(NH).

Note that (3.1) may be written as

f>(t)
— ^*(s)b(s) ds (ts I)

where ^ is a fundamental matrix of the adjoint system

x' = —A*(t)x

to (LH). Another form of (3.1) is

<p(t) = #(0 ‘^*(s)b(s) ds

but here the restriction '4'*(<)4'(f) = iS? is needed.

4. Linear Systems with Constant Coefficients

Iiet A be an n-by-n constant matrix, and consider the corresponding

homogeneous system

x' = Ax (4.1)

If n = 1, then it is trivial that (4.1) has as a solution and the solution

assuming the value { at t (|r| < w,
|{| < oo) is given by It

turns out that the form of the solution is the same when x, { are vectors

of arbitrary finite dimension n, and A is an n-by-n matrix.

Theorem 4.1. A fundamental matrix # for (4.1) is given by

$(«) = ew (|i| < «,) (4.2)
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and the solution <p of (4.1) satisfying

<pir) - ^ .(H < CO, UK 00
)

is given hy

<p{t) = {\t\ < co) (4.3)

Proof. Since it follows easily from the definition of

derivative that

(e*^)' =

Thus the $ defined by 4>(f) = e*^ is a solution. Since 4>(0) = E, it follows

from (1.8) that det 4>(f) = e‘”^. Thus $ is a fundamental matrix.

The formula (4.3) is obvious.

Remark: Notice that exp .4(s) ds^ need not be a solution of

x' = A(t)x unless A(t) and Ais) ds commute. They do commute if

A is constant or if (t) is diagonal.

It is of interest to investigate the form of the fundamental matrix

(4.2). Let J be the canonical form of A, as given by Theorem 1.1, and

suppose P is a nonsingular constant matrix such that

Then

and J has the form

AF = PJ

_ gtpjrp-t == Pe^p-i (4.4)

0 0 •

vO 0 0

(4.5)

where tfo is a diagonal matrix with diagonal Xi, . . . ,
Xg, and

(i = 1. . . . ,
s) (4.6)

(4.7)

and it is an easy calculation to see that
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' eliXi

0

0

0

0

Since /< = + Z,-, Thus

<*1^2!-
— g*)k.+i

I 0 1 t

vO 0 0 •

r*-

(r,-- 1)!

iTt^l

(n- 2)!

1

77

(4.8)

(4.9)

where J,- is an r,-by-r,- matrix (n = g + ri + • •
• + r,). Therefore, if

the canonical form (4.5), (4.6), of A is known, a fundamental matrix e'^

of (4.1) is given explicitly by (4.4), where can be calculated from (4.7),

(4.8), and (4.9).

Another fundamental matrix of (4.1) is given by '5', where

^(t) = (4.10)

Suppose P has as columns the vectors pi, , pn- The columns of

which are ... , V'n, make up a set of n linearly independent

solutions of (4.1), and from (4.10), and the form of J, one obtains

^i(<) = V'*(0 = , yf'S) =

f«+i(<) = e^'‘*'pt+i

V'B+i(i) = e‘^*'(tpg+i + Pj+s)

/ fTi-l

l^-d+r, (0 = Tjyi P«+i + • •
• + + P<ri-ri

= e'^*+'Pn-r^l

• ^n(0 = + * •
• + iPn-i +

Since AP = PJ, pi, . . . , Pv. satisfy the relations

Api “ Aipi, . . . j
Apq —• X^Pfl

.4pa+i = Xa+iP«+i

^Pt+i ~ P«+i 4“ ^a+iP«+*

^Pt+r, = Pn+ri-l + 5^«+lP«+r.
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Apn—rr)-l — »'j+l

Apn_r^2 = Pb—r,+l “H Xj+tP^—r^J

Ap„ = Pn-l + Xj+,p„

The solutions lA/ are expressed in terms of the independent vectors pi,

Pi, ... ,Pn in the preceding set of equations. (For another derivation,

seeProb. 13.)

The variation-of-constants formula (3.1) applied to the nonhomo-
geneous system

x' = Ax + bit) itsT) (4.11)

where .4 is a constant matrix, gives for the solution p of (4.11) satisfying

<»(t) = 0, t 6 1, the following formula

pit) = ^ er’-^bis) ds = e^‘~*^^6(s) ds it el)

The solution p of (4.11) satisfying pit) = f, where re J, |{| < <», is

given by

^(<) = j’%»-.Mf,(s) ds it el)

6. Linear Systems with Periodic Coefficients

Consider the linear homogeneous system

x' = A(t)x (— 00 < i < + oo) (5.1)

where -4. is a matrix of complex continuous functions, and

Ait + co)^A{t) (5,2)

for some constant co 9^ 0, In this case, (5.1) is called a periodic system,

and CO a period of A, The fundamental result for such systems concerns
the representation of a fundamental matrix as the product of a periodic

matrix with the same period co and a solution matrix for a system with
constant coefficients.

Theorem 6.1. If $ is a fundamental matrix for (5.1), then so is

where

'^(t) = + «) (— C30 < i < 00
)

Corresponding to every such <i>, there exists a periodic nonsingular matrix P
with period co, and a constant matrix R such that

^(0 ^ F(0e« (6.3)
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Proof. Since

$'(<) = (- “ <«<+»)
one has

+ «) = A(f + w)$(< + «) = A(<)’3f'(i) (- » <«<+«)
using (5.2). Thus is a solution matrix of (5.1), and it is a fundamental

matrix since det '^{t) = det $(< + &>) 5^ 0 for — « < t < + co

.

Therefore there exists a constant nonsingular matrix C such that

$(< + «) = f>(«)C (5.4)

and, moreover, there exists a constant matrix R such that

C = e"® (6.5)

as shown in Sec. 1. From (5.4) and (5.5) one obtains

Let P be defined by
#(f + «) = #(0e"® (5.6)

Then, using (5.6),

Pit) = $(f)e-‘« (5.7)

P{t + w) = *(« + co)e-t‘+"^® = $(t)e“®e-(‘+">* = #(06-** = P(<)

Since #(<) and e~‘® are nonsingular for — <» <t < <»
,
so iiP(t), and this

completes the proof.

The significance of Theorem 5.1 is that the determination of a funda-

mental matrix $ over an interval of length w, for example, 0 ^ ^ ^ (o,

leads at once to the determination of $ over (—00 ,“). Thus C in (5.5)

is given by 'i'~‘(0)'i>(w) and from this, R is given-by (log C)/m. P(0 is

then determined by (5.7) over (0,co). However, since P(<) has w as a

period, it is determined at once over (— *,«>). Then # is determined

over (—“,<») by (5.3).

If #1 is any other fundamental matrix for (5.1), where (5.2) holds, then

$ = $iT

for some constant nonsingular matrix T. From (5.6) one has

+ ui)T =

or

$i(< -I- w) = $i(«)(re“*r-i) (5.8)

Thus, by (5.8), every fundamental matrix f>i determines a matrix

re"®r~S which is similar to e"®. Conversely, if T is any constant non-

mngular matrix, there exists a fundamental matrix of (5.1) such that

(5.8) holds. Consequently, although # does not determine R uniquely,

the set of all fundamental matrices of (5.1), and hence A, determines
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uniquely all quantities associated with R which are invariant under a

similarity transformation. In particular, the set of all fundamental
matrices of (5.1) determine a unique set of characteristic roots, namely,
those of C = e"*. Denote these roots by Xi, . . . ,

X„, and call them the
multipliers associated with A. None of the multipliers vanishes for

nx,- = det e"® 5^ 0. The characteristic roots of R are called characteristic

exponents.

It is of interest to see the explicit form that a set of n linearly inde-

pendent solution vectors of (5.1) assumes. Let T be a constant non-
singular matrix such that T-^RT = J has the canonical form given in

Theorem 1.1, and put #i = ^T, Pi = PT. Then from (5.3) one has

$i(<) = Pi(t)^-' Pi(t + w) = Pi(0 (5.9)

Therefore, if the characteristic roots of R are pj, then e*-' will have the form

where

and

=

gW, =

0 0

('gW. 0

0

0
0 e*<’*

0 0

frt-l

(n-- 1)!

(r.-- 2)1

1

(i = 1
,

,s;g-|- Sr< = n)

Clearly X,- = e“'“, and therefore, while the p< are not uniquely deter-

mined, their real parts are. From (5.9) it follows that the columns
(Pi, . . . , <pn of $ 1,

which form a set of n hnearly independent solutions

of (5.1), are of the form

<Pi{t) = e*i‘'pi{t)

Vi{t) = e‘«p2(<)

<pS) = e‘'’'P(i(<)

<»a+i(<) = (0

<P<H-2(<) = «‘'''+‘(<P(H-l(<) + 3><h-i(0) (5.10)
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<»«+n(0 = (t
fn-l

Vfn-rH-lO) = e"'*' Pn-r.+l(0

<£>.(0 = ( (r/- + • • • + <p*- i (0 + P»(«)^

In the above, pi, . . . , pn are the periodic column vectors of Pi.

From (5.10) it is clear that if ^ftp^ < 0, or equivalently |Xt| < 1, then

exponentially fast.

From (5.6), ^>(co) = <i>(0)e"®, and hence the X* may be thought of as the

characteristic roots of the matrix ^“"^(0)<J>(a)). In particular, if ‘l»(0) ~ E,

then e"® = #(w), and the X^ are the characteristic roots of f>(a)). Since

det ^(co) = XiXa • • • Xn = exp jj tr A(s) ds (5.11)

it follows that, if n — 1 of the X,- are known, the remaining one is deter-

mined from (5.11).

A real nonsingular matrix C need not have a real logarithm; that is,

there need exist no real B such that == C. Indeed, the matrix of one

row and column C = — I 'is an example. However, it is the case that if

C is real then there is always a real matrix B such that see

Prob. 41.

The above used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 yields readily that if A (t)

is real in (5.1) and of period w, then corresponding to any real fundamental

matrix ^ there exists a real matrix P of period 2w and a real constant matrix

R such that

^(t) = P(jt)e*^

6. Linear Differential Equations of Order n

Suppose ao, ai, . . . , an are n + I continuous (complex) functions

defined on a real t interval J, and let Ln denote the formal differential

operator

dt^
+ On

that is, if is any function possessing n derivatives on J,

Lng = aog<^^ + + • •
• + ang

Further suppose ao(t) ^ 0 for any ts I, Then the equation
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Lwc = 0 (i e 7)

[written out as ao(t)x^”^ + Ci(f)a:^"~" + • • * + an(t)x = 0, (< e /)] is

defined to be the differential equation

and is called a linear homogeneous differential equation of order n. The
system associated vdth. this equation (see Sec. 6, Chap. 1) is then the

vector equation

= A{t)£ (6.1)

where

Since (6.1) is a linear system with a continuous coefficient matrix .4 on I,

there exists a unique vector solution 0 of (6.1) on I satisfying

Hr) = I

where re I, ||| < «. Thus <pi, the first component of satisfies

<piix) = ii, Vi(r) = $2,
. . . , vT “(t) = {n (6.3)

Since is a solution of L„x = 0, it is the solution satisfying (6.3).

The remainder of the results so far obtained for linear systems will be
interpreted for Ln® = 0.

If Pi, . . . ,
are n solutions of L„x = 0, then the matrix

(6.4)

is a solution matrix for (6.1). The determinant of this matrix is called

the Wrmskian- Of = 0 with respect to ¥>i, . . . ,
and is denoted

by W'(^i, . . . , <9n). It is a function of i on / for fixed
, (p„; its

value at t is denoted by TF(»?i, . . . , ?>«)(<). From the fact that for a
linear system, such as (6.1),

det #(0 = det #(r) exp f tr ri.(s) ds C<e 7)

one obtains, noting from (6.2) that tr ri =* — Oi/oo,
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Tr(^i, . . . , «»-)«) = Wivi. . . . , VnXr) exp j' -^ds

Theorem 6 .1 , A necessary and sufficient condition that n solutions

^1, ••• y <Pn of LtUC = 0 on an interval I be linearly independent there is

that

W(<pi, . . . , <pn)(t) 7*s 0 (tzl)

Every solution of LnPi^ = 0 is a linear combination with complex coefficients

of any n linearly independent solutions.

Proof, li <pi, ...
j <pn are linearly dependent on /, there exist con-

stants Cl, . , . , Cn not all zero such that

n

^ Ci<pi = 0
1

This implies that

n

Jc.-^r(«)=0 (fc = 0, 1, . . . ,n- 1)

and hence the vectors $i with components <pij ...
,

(i — 1
,

. . . j
n) are linearly dependent on I. Conversely, if the vectors $i are

linearly dependent, so are the solutions . . . ,
of LnX = 0 . From

Theorem 2.2 a necessary and sufl&cient condition that the vectors

. . . ,
be linearly independent is that det ^(t) 7*^ 0 on /, where # is the

matrix (6 .4). But this is just the condition W(<pij . . * , <pn)(t) 9^ 0 on

L By (6 ,5), if TF(v?i, . • . ,v»n)(r) 7*^ Ofor somer e/, TTC^i, . . . ,^n)(0

9^ 0 for any tzi.

Since every solution vector of (6 . 1 ) and (6.2) is a linear combination

of n linearly independent vector solutions, every solution of LnX = 0 is a

linear combination of n linearly independent solutions of L^x = 0. This

proves the theorem.

Because of the properties exhibited in Theorem 6,1, a set of n linearly

independent solutions of LnX = 0 is called a basis, or a fundamental set,

for LnX — 0.

Theorem 6 .2 . Suppose <pi, . . . , <Pn are n functions which possess

continuous nth~order derivatives on a real t interval I, andW{<pi, . . . , ^n) (0
9^ 0 on I . Then there exists a unique homogeneous differential equation

of order n {with coefficient of x^^^ one) for which these functions form a

fundamental set, namely

1)

W(x, yi, . . . , y„)
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Note: The Wronskian W(x,
, <pn) is the determinant of the

matrix with the first row consisting of the elements x, <pi, , . . , <pn and

the other rows being the derivatives of the first row up to the order n for

the last row.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Clearly W{(pi, , ^n) = 0, {i ~ 1,

. . . ,
7i), for two columns of this determinant are equal. An expansion

of the numerator, W{Xf ^i, . , . , <pn), of (6.6) by the first column shows

that (6.6) is a differential equation of order n, and the coefficient of x^^'^

in W{Xj <pij . . , , <pn) is just (-"l)”TF(v?i, • . • , ^n), which proves the

coefficient of x^^^ in (6,6) is one. Since TF(v?i, . . . , ^n) 0, it follows

from Theorem 6.1 that . . . ,
form a fundamental set for (6.6).

The uniqueness of (6.6) follows from the fact that the corresponding

vectors with components <pij <pij . . . ,
determine the coefficient

matrix (6.2) of the associated system (6.1) uniquely. Since there is a

one-to-one correspondence between linear equations of order n and linear

systems of the type (6.1), (6.2), the proof is complete.

If one or more solutions of LnX = 0 are known, then using the asso-

ciated system (6.1) it follows that a reduction of order can be effected.

A more direct procedure is suggested by the following process, which is

the variation of constants adapted to Lr^ = 0. Let Ln<pi — 0, and set

X =s y(pi. Then LnX = 0 yields a linear differential equation of the nth

order in y which has 2/
== 1 as a solution, since cpi is a solution of LnX = 0.

Thus the coefficient of y in the new equation must vanish. Considered

as an equation in n = y', it is of order n — 1. If is independent of <pi

and Ln<P2 == 0, then {(p2/<pi)' is a solution of the (n — l)st-order equation

in u, which can, by a repetition of the above, be reduced to an equation

of order n — 2, etc.

Adjoint Equations. Intimately connected with the formal operator Ln
is another linear operator Lt of order n, called the adjoint of Ln, given by

« - (*•) + (-«- (^) ++>-•
that is, if g is any function on I which is such that dkg {k = Oj 1, . . . ,

n)

has n — fc derivatives on /, then

Ltd = + ' •
• + dng

The equation

Ltx^O (ttl)

[written out as

(— l)'‘(do(0^)^’‘^ + (— + * •
* + dn(t)x = 0]

called the adjoint equation to LnX 0 on /, is defined to be the problem
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of finding a function (p (a solution) on 1 such that (A; = 0, 1, . . . ,
n)

has n — fc derivatives on 1 and satisfying

(
— + * *

• + — 0

on J.

If a* € C""”* on I and ^ is a solution of Ltx = 0 with n derivatives on 7,

then by using the product rule of differentiation

and by dividing by (— l)Mo one sees ^ is a solution of a differential equa-

tion of order n of the type considered previously.

Consider the special case of an Ln where ao = 1. For the system (6.1),

(6.2) associated with the equation

Lra — + * •
* + dvPO = 0

the adjoint system is

A' A^{t)A

where, from (6.2),

it^I)

0

0

0

dn

5n-

5n-

d%

In terms of components, (6.8) and (6.9) give

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

Xi — dinXn Xjg — ^Jb—1 “f" Jb+l^n (Aj — 2, • . . ,
W) (6.10)

Thus if ^1 ,
. , . ,

is a solution of (6.10) for which and

exist, one obtains, by differentiating the fcth relation in (6.10) (fc — 1)

times and solving for

- (dKPnY--^^ + • •
• + (~l)”(dn^n) - 0

Therefore <pn satisfies the equation

LU = (-l)"rc<»5 + + • -
• + = 0

which is just the adjoint equation to (6.7).

The importance of Lt is due to an interesting relation connecting Ln
and Ltf which is indispensable for the study of boundary-value problems

(see Chaps. 7-12).
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Theorem 6.3 (Lagrange Identity). JnL„ suppose a* e C"”* on I (k = 0,

1, . . . ,
n). If u,v are any two (complex) functions on I possessing n

derivatives there, then

SLnU- vUiv - [uv]' ~ ^ (6-11)

where [w] is a form in (u, u', ond (v, if, ... ,

given by
n

[u„] =2 2 (6.12)

*n«-l y+Jfc*m—

1

J^0,k^0

Proof. Using the product rule for differentiation,

=s (— “h * * * “1“ (

—

for m = 0, 1, . . . ,
n. Thus one obtains

n

vLnU = V) + VOnU

m-1
n

= ^ (an_mt>)ti^’“' + SOntt

f»* 1

n

= ^ (-l)“(o„_,ii)‘”‘’ w + tianW

III** 1

n

+ [ I 1 (-l)»V*>(o^8)«>]'
frt-il y+Aj—w-

1

y^o.ib^o

proving the result.

Corollary (Green’s Formula). If the ai, in Ln, and u,v are the same as

in Theorem 6.3, then for any ti, he I,

(vLnU — uLtv) dt = [w](t2) — [«t)](ti) (6.13)
Jtl

where [wt;](i) is the value at t of [uv].

Proof. Integrate the Lagrange identity (6.11) from ti to t2.

If ^ is a known solution of Ltx =* 0 on /, the solution of the equation

LnX = 0 is reduced by (6.11) to finding a function ^ on / satisfying an

equation of order n “ 1, namely,

n

^ ^ (— l)'a;^*>(on_m^)^'^ = constant
m-«l y+Jfc»«m—

1

y^o.ib2o
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The Nonhomogeneous Linear Equaiion of Order n. On a real < interval

I, suppose ao 7^ 0, oi, . . . , On and b are continuous functions, and

consider the equation

LnX = "h + • * • H" = b{t) (f^ 1)

which is dehned to be the same as

ajW + ai(0

ao(<)
+

Oo(«)

m
ao{t)

This is called (in case b 5^ 0) a nonhomogeneous linear equation of order n.

The system associated with this equation (see Chap. 1, Sec. 6) is given by

= Am + 6(0 {t e I) (6.14)

where A is the matrix (6 .2), and 6 is the column vector with all elements

zero except the last which is b/oo. Thus the system (6.14) associated

with L«a: = b(0 is a linear nonhomogeneous system, and the existence

and uniqueness of solutions of (6.14) can be interpreted, as usual, as

existence and uniqueness results for LnX = b(<).

It is of interest to determine the explicit form that the variation-of-

constants formula (3 .2) takes for the special system (6.14). Only the

first component f == oi any vector solution (P of (6.14) is of interest,

since this component is a solution of the equation — b(t').

Theorem 6.4. Ifvi, . . . , vn is a fundamental set for the homogeneow

equation

LvX = “b + * * + OnX = 0 (a* e C on I)

then the solution of the nonhomogeneous equation

LnX = b(0 (beC on I)

satisfying

^(r)-| (re/, llKco)
is given hy

m - «<) + % ..«) f‘
*-1

where 4'h is the solution ofLnX = 0 for which '}h(,r) == ^andWk(<Pit • • ><**)

is the determinant obtained from W{<pi, ...,¥>») by replacing the kth

column by (0 ,
...

,
0

,
1 ).

Proof. By (3.1) the first component ^ - 4fi aS the vector solution ^

of (6.14) for which ^(r) = 0 is given by

fKt) = j* yiM,s)b(.s) ds
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where 7in(i,s) is the element in the first row and nth column of the matrix

$(f)$~^(s). Recall that the element in the ith row and jth column of

#(<) is <pf~^, and det$(0 = W(<f>x, . . . , Now the element in

the tth row and nth column of is given by

fi»

where is the cofactor of in #. Therefore,

n

, Pn)(s)yin(t,s) = ^ (pk(i)Wk(.<Pl, . . . , Vn)(9)

where Wkivi, • , <pn)(s) is defined as in the statement of the theorem.

Thus the solution of = b(t) satisfying i?(t) = 0 is given by

n

b(s) ds

and obviously (6.15) gives the solution satisfying \P(t) = |, if ^kir) = |.

The Linear Equation of Order n with Constant Coefficients. Consider the

case where in Ln the functions Oo = 1, oi, . . . ,
On are all constants.

Then I may be assumed to be the entire real t axis. In this case,

LnPe = + ai*^*”*’ + * ’
• + OnX = 0

has as its associated system

= A£
where A is the constant matrix

(6.16)

(6.17)

As is to be expected, a fundamental set of solutions of (6.16) can be
exhibited, and the precise form of these functions depends on the char-
acteristic polynomial /(X) = det (XE — A) of the constant matrix A in
(6.18).

Lemma. The characteristic polynomial for A in (6.18) is given by

/(X) = X" + oiX“-^ + • •
• + a« (6.19)

Note that /(X) can be obtained from in* by formally changing
to X*



X -1 0 • • 0 0

0 X -1 • • • 0 0

0 0 0 X -1

On On-l a«_2 • • • (l2 X + Oi
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. For n = 1, A — — oi, and

hence det (XFi - .4) = X + Oi, and therefore (6.19) is true for » = 1.

Assume the result forn - 1. Then expand

det (Xi5« — A) =

by the first column, and notice that the coefficient of X is a determinant

of order n - 1 equal to det (XSn-i - Ai), where

0 10
0 0 1

, • • . # • • *

0 0 • • • 1

— an-.2 —aiv-B • • • — Ciy

Hence X det (XF^^i - AO = X» + OiX-^ + * * * + a-^iX. The only

other nonzero element in the first column is <x«, and the contribution to

det (XJB - A) due to a„ is a„ itself, since the cofactor of o„ is 1. Hence

det (XB - A) = X" + aiX"-i + • • • + On-iX + o„, which was to be

proved.
. .

Theorem 6.6. Let Xi, . . . ,
X, be the distinct roots of the characteristic

equation

/(X) = X" + OlX"~‘ + • * • + On = 0

aend suppose \i has multiplicity mi (i = 1, . . • >
*)• Then a fxindamental

set for (6.16) is given by the n functions

(ft = 0, 1, . . . , wii - 1; t = 1, . . . , 8) (6.20)

Proof. The proof can be based on the corresponding result for linear

systems with constant coefficients. However, a direct proof will be given

here, which depends upon the fact that, if Xi is a root of /(X) = 0 with

multiplicity wij, then it is also a root of the equations f'QO — 0, ... ,

f(’»‘-i>(X) =0. Now clearly

Ln(e‘^) = /(X)e‘’'

and in general

” [/'*’(X) + ft/'*-»(x)< +
~

+

+ /(X)<*]e"
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From this it is now obvious that, for any fixed i,

Ln(^V^0 =0 (fc = 0, 1, . , . ,
- 1)

thus proving that the functions (6.20) are solutions of LnX = 0,

Suppose the functions (6.20) are not linearly independent. Then there

exist constants Cik not all ^ero such that

or

t mj—

1

^ ^ = 0
{-1 t-o

where the P,(t) are polynomials and <t ^ s is chosen so that P, 0 while

P,+,(<) = 0,i ^ 1. Divide the above expression by e‘^‘ and differentiate

enough times so that the polynomial Pi(t) becomes zero. Note that the

degrees and the nonidentically vanishing nature of the polynomials

multiplsdng i > 1, do not change under this operation. Thus
there results

y Q<(t)e^ = 0
<-2

where Qi(t) has the same degree as P,'(<) for i ^ 2. Repeating the pro-

cedure results finally in a polynomial F(t) of a degree equal to that of

P,(t) such that F(t) = 0 for all t. This is impossible, since a polynomial
can vanish only at isolated points. Thus the solutions are linearly

independent.

7. Linear Equations with Analytic Coefficients

Suppose A is an n-by-n matrix and b an n-dimensional vector defined
and analytic on a simply connected domain D of the z plane, and let

zo e D. Using the method of successive approximations, it is readily

shown that the linear system

# = A(z)‘di -f S(z) (7.1)

has a unique analytic solution ^ on D such that

0(,Zo) = &

where |<:&| < «

.

Indeed, let zit D and let C be an arc from zo to zi which lies in D, has a
continuously turning tangent, and is of length L. Let the arc length
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along C starting from zo be denoted by s. Let the constant K be large

enough so that |4(z)| < K and l8(s)l < Kiorz on C. Let 0o{z) == 6 and

^n(z) = ^
Ĵzq Jzo

where the integration is carried out along C so that <^n is defined on C.

It follows readily that

1^1 - M S Km + 1)S ^ ifLCl^l + 1), . .
.

,

\0n - ^ KH\^\ + 1
) 5 ^^ (1^1 + 1)

Clearly these appraisals are valid at all points 2: in D which can be

reached from zq on an arc of length L on which \A(z)\ and \S{z)\ are

bounded by K. This implies that they are valid in any fixed closed region

R contained in D. Since each <^n is analytic in 22, it follows from the uni-

form convergence of 0n that the limiting function $ is also analytic in R,

It also follows that

0{z) = ^ + Ht)

This proves the result in R and therefore in D.

Moreover, all the theorems proved in Secs. 2 and 3, being essentially

algebraic in nature, are valid for the system (7.1).

Correspondingly, if ai, ..., an, 6 are n analytic functions on 2), then

the linear equation of order n,

wM 4. ai(z)w^^~^^ + • •
• + an(z)w = b{z) (7 .2)

has a unique analytic solution ^ on D satisfying

w(Zo) = Wi, w'(Zo) = c*)2, . . . ,
- (On

where coi, W 2 ,
. . . , con are any given n complex numbers. In addition,

all the results of Sec. 6 carry over to the case (7.2) in an obvious way.

8. Asymptotic Behavior of the Solutions of Certain Linear Systems

If the coefficients of a linear system of differential equations tend to

constants as i —> <»
,
it is sometimes possible to characterize the behavior

of the solutions. In the analytic case, this problem is treated in Secs.

4 and 5, Chap. 5.

A real variable problem will be considered here. Simpler cases are

treated in Probs. 29 and 35 at the end of this chapter. First consider the

example

x" + [1 + v(t) + r(t)]x = 0

where t; is a real-valued differentiable function withlimt;(0 = 0, r is
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integrable, and

|!;'(0| dt < » j*
lr(<)l dt < oo

for some ^o- [Actually it is sufficient for v to be of bounded variation on

(^0 ,
*» )-] With no real restriction, will be taken as zero in what follows.

A consequence of the theorem stated below is that the equation has two

solutions and ^ such that

— exp i \/l + v(t) dr -^0

— i exp i Vl + dr —^0

as Jf
—^ 00

,
and ^ has similar behavior with i above replaced by — i.

This result indicates that r does not affect the gross asymptotic behavior

at all. However, the case

v{t) = r-" (0 < a < 1)

shows that v enters in an essential way. The result shows that, if the

equation were treated as though r(t) were zero and 1 + v{t) constant, the

result would be accurate to within a term which is o(l) as i oo

.

In what follows, a linear system

x' ^ (A + V(t) + R(t))x (8.1)

will be considered, which includes the above example as a special case.

Theorem 8.1. Let A be a constant matrix with characteristic roots

jUjj j — Ij . . . ,
Uj all of which are distinct. Let the matrix V be differen-

tiable and satisfy

/o" lF'(t)l dt< CO (8.2)

and let V(t) 0 as t—^ oo. Let the matrix R he integrable and let

^ |i2(<)| dt < CO

Let the roots of dei {A + F(0 — hE) = 0 he denoted by \j{t)jj = 1, , . .
,

n. Clearly, by reordering the /xy if necessary, lim Xj(0 — ytj. For a given

k, let

D,m = 3i(Xt(0 - Xy(<))

Suppose aM j, 1 ^ n, fall into one of two classes Ji and It, where

3 if Dkjir) dr 00 05 ^ 00 and

Dkfir) dr > -K (tt ^<1^0)
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j e 7, if'
f"'

Dki(r) dr < K (<* S <i ^ 0) (8.5)

where k infixed and where K is a constant Let pk he a characteristic vector

of A associated with m*, so that

Apk = fikPk (8 .6)

Then there is a solvtion <pk of (8.1) and a ^o, 0 ^ io < such that

lim (pk{t) exp
[
— f^^kir) dr] = p* (8.7)

If the hypothesis is satisfied for 1 ^ k ^ n, and.if # is the matrix

with columns . j ^n, then # is a fundamental matrix because

det #(0 9^ 0 for large t since the pj are independent.

Suppose first that A + y(0 is in diagonal form A(t) for t ^ ^o, where

^0 is chosen so that

\R(r)\dr <i (8 .8)

Let 5?(0 be the diagonal matrix

’5^(0 = exp A(s) ds
j

so that
^' = (8.9)

Let eis denote the column vector with all components zero except the fcth,

which is 1, and let be the vector defined by

M) = '®'(f)«fc = exp X*(s) ds] ct

With k fixed and 7i and 7* defined as in (8.4) and (8.5), let

where the diagonal matrices and 'i'2 contain those elements of 'S' asso-

ciated with columns of index j belonging to 7 1 and 12,
respectively. Then

'S'; = O' = 1, 2) (8.10)

Consider next the equation

<p(t) = 1^'*(<) + 4'i(0'4'-‘(r)7J(r)«s(T) dr

— i '4'*(0'4^K»')7i(r)»>(T) dr (8.11)

K the equation (8.11) has a solution Vt it niay be verified directly that

p' = (A -h R)<p (8.12)

which is the form of Eq. (8.1) under consideration here.
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Let = 0 and

V^+Kt) = Mt) + II
^i(.t)^Kr)R{r)<p’'ir) dr

-
^

"
4'j(i)4'-'(T)5:(T)^'(T) dr (8.13)

Then ior

|?>i(«) - <»“(0| = exp [^‘ \k{s) ds]
I

(8.14)

Eaeh element of the diagonal matrix 4'i(i)4'~Hr) is of the form

hiif) = exp \i(s) dsj {I e h)

or else is z^o. But for <o ^ r g i

\hi(t)\ = exp [- ^* Dki(s) ds] exp 3iXt(s) ds]

g exp 9iXAi(s) ds]

Thus for io ^ r ^ f

|'4'i(«)^-Kr)fi(r)| S e^|f2(r)! exp [J'ziMs) ds]

In the aame way for r ^

|'*'2(i)^Kr)/i:(r)| ^ e* li2(T)l exp [- /'S)tX,(s) ds]

Using these inequalities in (8.13)

y+x(() _ exp [- ds]

- (i. i
~ exp [- ^j91X*(s) ds] dr

Using (8.8) and (8.14), it now follows by induction that

l^+i(Q _ ^(i)! exp [- £ dt\k(s) ds] g ay

From this follows the uniform convergence of {<fp] on every finite sub-

interval of Since each <p^' is continuous, the limit function <p is

also continuous and clearly

^ 2 exp 9lXfc(s) ds] (8.15)
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Clearly is a solution of (8.11). It will be shown that

lim !<!>(<) exp [— X*(s) c?s] — e*| = 0 (8.16)

This will follow by showing that as < —> »

exp 81X*(s) ds
j

iri(t)'^-^(T)R(T)<p(T) dr —> 0 (8.17)

and

exp
[
— iRXifc(s) ds] ^ '^2(<)'^KO-K(’')«!»(t) dr —> 0 (8.18)

The proof of (8.18) follows at onceVrom (8.15) and (8.5). The proof

of (8.17) requires

lim |’5"i(<)| exp F— [ SftXiCs) dsl = 0 (8.19)
00 L Jto J

which is a consequence of (8.4). Given any e > 0 it is possible to choose

<1 so that

2e^ dr < e

Thus, denoting the left side of (8.17) hy J(t),

l/(i)l ^ « + exp
[
- dtXkis) ds] l’4'i(0| l’3?-Hr)I2(r)»>(r)l dr

Ast—* 00, it follows from (8.19) that

lim sup l/(t)l ^ €
oo

Since e is arbitrary, (8. 17) is proved. Thus if (pk is taken as the theorem

is proved for the case A -\-V{t) = A(<).

The proof of Theorem 8.1 is a consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma. Suppose A and V satisfy the requirements of Theorem 8.1.

Then there exists a matrix S{t), which as t—* ^ tends to a constant non-

singular matrix T, such that

<5(4 + F) = A<S (8.20)

where A(t) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements X,(<), j == 1, 2,

. . . ,n. 4s < -r 00
,
\j{t) fij, where the us are the characteristic roots of

4. Moreover, for some to,

I” \S'(.t)\dt < 00 (8.21)
Jto

The proof of the lemma will follow that of Theorem 8.1.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. Since S{t)

T

oo
,
and T is nonsingular,

S(0 is nonsingular for all suflGlciently large t Choose U so large that not
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only (8.21) is valid but S-^it) exists for t ^ h. Then, letting y = 8{l)x

in (8.1),

?/' = At/ + {SRS-^ + S'S-^)y (t ^ <o) (8.22)

Let S, = SRS-'- + S'S-\ Then, by (8.3) and (8.21), it follows that \U\

is integrable. Thus the proof for the special case of Theorem 8.1 given

above is valid for (8.22) so that (8.22) has as a solution 6k, where

lim dkit) exp
^

\k(s) ds
j
= e*,

Thus (8.1) has as a solution S-^k = Vk- Since, as < T-\

it follows that

<Pkit) exp
[
- Xfc(s) ds] -*pk

where Pk is the kih. column of T~^. Since AT~^ = it follows

that Apk = iikPk- This completes the proof of Theorem 8.1.

Proof of Lemma. There exists a constant matrix T such that

TAT-^ = B

where B is a diagonal matrix'with diagonal elements m.

Let S = St. Then it is required that

s(A + y)5-> = St(A +• v)T-^S-^

= SiB + TVT-^)S-^
= SiB + f)S-1 = A

where ^ = TVT~^. Because is linear in the elements of V it satisfies

1“ lf'(0l dt< CO

and = 0.

Consider the matrix

ikf(X,0 = J5 + V(t) - \E

Thus det M(X,t) = 0 has roots Xj(0, where Xy(oo) = Denote the

cofactor of the element mik(\jt) of by Cik{\t)- Let

S^(<) = (8.23)

n'
y-i

where the prime on the product denotes that j = i is omitted. Because

Cki(}<iit)jt) tends to the cofactor of the element in the fcth row and ith

column of — ^iE) as ^ oo
^
it follows that
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which is 1 if i == A, and 0 otherwise. Let the matrix with elements

be S(t), Then clearly

S{oo) = E
Also

n

2 + %k(t) - X.(0M = 0 (8.24)

3-1

for A = 1, . . . ,
n. For i k this is true because a determinant with

two columns identical is zero. For t = fc it is true because Xf(f) is a char-

acteristic root of B + (and thus also of A F).

Thus (8.23) and (8.24) imply that

5(B -f f) = aS

Because 5(«i) = F, clearly exists for large t and

+ f)S~^ = A
Finally

X" l^'(<)l d« < 00 (8.25)

This follows from the fact that is linear homogeneous in the elements

tj/t and X(. The former are absolutely integrable. Thus it remains only

to show that the X( are absolutely integrable. Let F(\,t) = det Jkf(X,f).

Then since = 0,

^ ^ (x.(o,<) = 0

Because the characterisic roots of B are distinct, {dF/d}i)(\(t),t) tends to

a nonvanishing limit as co. The term (dF/dt)(\i(t)^t) is linear

homogeneous in and so is absolutely integrable. Thus is absolutely

integrable and the proof of (8.25) is completed.

Clearly S — ST satisfies the lemma.

PROBLEMS

1. Let the matrix A and the vector b be integrable functions of t over [a,6]. Let

\A(t)\ ^ k(t) l6(0| ^ k(t)

where

k(t) dt < 00

Let r e [a,&] and consider the initial-value problem

a:' « A{t)x -f 5(0 a?(r) « €

Prove that there is a unique solution ^ over [a,6] in the sense that and
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v(f) *• I + ^ 4(s)((>(s) ds + 6(«) d»

on [Cfb],

Hint: Use successive approximations. Let v>o(0 = ^ and

~
^ ^ Wv>/(s) ^ “1“ ^ ^ (i ^ 0)

Prove that, if j fc(s) da « 22!(0> then

kyW - Vi-im ^ (1 + \S\) 1^'

so that { <pj )
converges uniformly over [a,6], If the above holds for all 6 <5, then the

solution exists over [a,S). The case S = «» is allowed. A similar situation prevails

at the left end point. For uniqueness, use Prob. 1, Chap. 1.

2

.

In this problem let the norm of a matrix A be defined by

Ul

Then \A + B\ ^ \A\ 1^1 and \AB\ ^ lAj IBl, Let A be of class C on [o,5].

Product integration of a;' *= A{t)x is defined as follows:

Divide [a,b] into m parts a U <ti C, * • • < = 5. For given i, choose h so

that tk < t ^ th^i. Let E be the unit matrix and

- IjE 4- (i - h)A{tk)][E 4- (tk - . .
. [i& 4- - u)Aih)]

Clearly is continuous and is piecewise continuous on [o,6]. If |A(^)| ^ 1C, then

\E 4- (ti - ^ 1 4* (f/ -
Thus

l#mWl ^ ^

From the definition of

<(<) = Am^ + it -

Show that

< = + /„(0

where, given any e > 0, m can be chosen large enough so that [/mCOl ^ Thus

^mia) = E and is an e-approximate solution of x' « Ait)x. Use this to prove the

existence of the fundamental solution <&(a) = E.

3.

Let the matrix A be continuous over [0, «]. A fundamental solution $ of

x' — A(t)x is uniformly bounded over [0, «] and

lim inf 5R tr A(s) ds > — oo

Jo

Prove that is uniformly bounded over [0, «]. Moreover, prove that no solution
ip not identically zero can satisfy ^(0 0 as <».

Hint: Use (1.8).

4

.

Consider the differential equation of Prob. 3 and also the differential equation
xf = Bit)x (BzC on (0, «j)), a solution of which will be designated by Suppose
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\A(t) -B(.t)\dt< ^

Prove that ^ is bounded over (0 ,
oo). (nere> is a solution of x' * Ax,)

Hint: UseVO) = ^(0 -h (Bis) — A(s))\l/(s) ds and Prob. 1
,
Chap. 1.

Jto

5. Show in Prob. 4 that corresponding to any given <p there exists a unique such

that <p(t) — rj/it) —> 0 as < —> «»

.

Hint: Use = <p(t) — *(<)*"*(«) (B(s) — j4(a))^(s) ds.

6. If
f^“

\B(t)\dt < OO, then any solution of x' *= B(t)x not identically zero tends

to a limit different from zero as i ^ oo , Moreover, given any constant vector c, there

is a Tmique solution \p which tends to c as i ^ oo

.

Hint: Use A = 0 and ^(t) = E,

7. Let ai,a2 be continuous and periodic of period w. Let <pi and be solutions of

a?" + a2 (t)x « 0, where <^i(0) ~ 1, v?i(0) = 0, = 0, tpzi^) = 1. Use
the system formulation and show that the multipliers (or characteristic roots) are solu-

tions of X* — Ax + B — 0, where A = + <pi(oi) and B = exp CLi(t) dij.

8. Let a and h be real constants and p a real continuous function of t of period co.

Consider x" -h [a + bp(t)]x = 0. Let <fii and <p2 be defined as in Prob. 7. Let

F(a,b) « <pi(o)) + <p2 (<a). Show that F is an entire function of (a,6 ). Show that if

—2 < F(a,h) < 2 then the multipliers are complex conjugate and of magnitude 1 and
that all solutions are uniformly bounded, together with their first derivatives, on
(-00, oo).

Show that if P(a,6) > 2 or F{afi) < —2 then no solution is uniformly bounded on
(-00, oo).

9. If in the previous problem F(a,h) = 2,
show that there is at least one solution of

period w, and that if F{a,h) = — 2 there is at least one solution of period 2w.

10. If in Prob. 8
,
a 5*^ n® for any integer n, a ^ 0, 6 » 0, and « « tt, then show that

—2 < P(a,0) < 2. From the continuity of F(a,h) show that if a 9^ and b is suf-

ficiently small, all solutions are uniformly bounded on (— «, 00).

11. In Prob. 8 let p(t) = cos 2t and consider the case where a is near 4n® and b is

small. This may be formulated as

x" + [4n* -i“ TM 4- /i cos 2t]x « 0

where y is real and /z is a small real parameter. Determine the behavior of the curves
on which F(a,6 ) = F(4^n^ + ym, m) =* 2 in the neighborhood of (/x =»* 0, 7 « 0).

Hint: In vector form, f' « (A + nP(t))^j where

‘•(-l. 9 2, S)

The fundamental solution which is B at i « 0 is an entire function of ft and therefore

Ht^ft) = 4 M^i(0 4 ft^^2(t) 4 • • •

where F(4n^ 4 tmi m) =* tr <^(tjh). Show that

= f*
ds
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where

#i(0 = e^‘ e--^P(s)e^ da

At t ^ V

$i(ir) = da

and therefore

tr #i(ir) *= ^ tr da

= tr P(s) da « 0

Thus
P(47i* + 7M, m) = 2 + M* tr + M* tr ^,(t) + • • •

and from the behavior of tr ^lij) obtain the result for small m-

12. Give a direct proof of (6.5) by showing that W' *» (—ai/ao)Tr with the use of

(6.4) and Lr^ = 0.

13. Let A be a constant square matrix. Give the analogue of the proof of Theorem

6.5 for the system x' « Ax.

Hint: Let p be a constant vector. Then

(Ej^ - a
)

- A)p

Taking the partial derivative with respect to X,

t6^*p = <e^‘(PX —
* A)p + e^*p

Using the above relations, show that if

Api =» Xipi and Ap2 =* Xip2 + Pi

then e^i^px and e^i*p2 + are solutions. Generalize the procedure to include the

general result of Sec. 4.

14. Let LnZ =» 4. ... 4. OnX, where the a,- ar6 periodic functions of

period <0 on (— 00, 00). Find the form of the solutions over (—00,00).

16. If and <p% are solutions of z" ai(t)x' + 02(0® =“ 0, show that

<pl(0^p2(0 <P2(05^l(0 ” ^ [-/' ai(s)

where c is a constant. If v’i is & solution, show that

ai(u) du
ds

<pI{s)

is an independent solution on an interval where ^i(0 ^ 0-

16. In x" + ai(t)x' + a2 (t)x « 0, make the change of variable 5 « F(t), where

F'(t) = exp ai(a) (is

j
and let t = G(s). Show that this leads to

2^ +
*• where ff(a) is

evaluated at i “ 0(a),
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17. Let X = y exp
^
—

-j- j aiW in the equation in line 1 of Prob. 16.

that it becomes

Show

, (. «? n
18.

Let a(0 > 0 and let a e C*. Consider a;" -f a^{t)x = 0. Let a = F{t), where
F'if) « a(0» and let t = (?(s). Then the equation becomes

Let X

dh: . . . dx
,

dT*
+ «i(s) ^ ® ai(s)

y exp and show the above becomes

where h(s) is

§-M1 + Ks)]2/ 0

Sa'HO 1 a'Xi)

4 a^(0 2 a^t)
at i = G?(s)

If 6 is of class C*, the above may be repeated. If a*(0 is a polynomial in f, note that
6(5) 0 as s— 00 and, indeed, that 6 is of bounded variation so that the result of
Theorem 8.1 applies.

19. Show that the conjugates of ^*(^>1, . . .
, , ^n), as defined in

Theorem 6.4, are solutions of the adjoint equation L^x ** 0.

Hint: Use the system formulation.

20. Obtain the result (6.15) by using the '"variation-of-constants'" procedure
directly. That is, assume

^ *" + • • • + Cn(Pn

where the c/ are to be regarded as functions of t subject to the requirement

J c'lvf - 0 (t - 0, 1, .... n - 2)

y -

1

where denotes the ith derivative of

21.

Let/ * f(tiS) denote the solution of LnX *« 0 which satisfies the initial conditions
a;(/)(a) = 0, ;

=» 0, 1, . , . , n — 2, and « l/oo(s)» Show that

is a solution of-'Lno; » h(fi which vanishes with its first n — 1 derivatives at < «» r.

Comparing this solution with (6.16), show that

Ms) -
n

¥>kit)
Wk(<Ply .

F(yi, . . .

>
^n)(s)

rn) (s)ao(a)

22.

Let a/ s C^'~^[a,b] so that LJ is defined. Let jRl(<,s) » f(t,s), as defined in Prob.
21 for » < i and iiC » 0 for a > t Show that JST is of class C"“*Ia,b] as a function of
(«,i) and that has a simple discontinuity, (--l)’‘/ao(0i at a — « but is con-
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tinuous for o g s ^ i S b and o g e g s ^ b. Also show that, as a function of s, &
is a solution of L^x *= 0 for a <i.

Hint; Let H « H(t,8) be the solution of Ltx « 0 for i ^ s which satisfies

at i « s for Jfc » 0, . . . ,
n - 2 and let =» (— l)"”V5o(s) at i Let

fr « 0 for i > s. Then for any p, g e C[a,6] the functions u and v defined by

w(0 == K{t,a)p(s) da v(t) =* ^
H(<,s)g(«) da

satisfy LnU = p and L^v = g, respectively, and ** =* 0, i « 0, . . . ,

n — 1. Thus by Green’s formula,

(pi; — uq) dt = [w»](b) — M(o)

Since u^^(d) = v^^(h) * 0, both terms on the right above vanish and therefore

fa * II
“ H(s,«))p(s) ds - 0

Since this holds for all p and ?, it follows that K(t,s) = Sis,t) and the differentiability

of K with respect to a follows from that of H with respect tot,

23. If the form (6.12) is written as

[uv\ =* ^
j,k^0

determine the form of the matrix B = (J5,fc) and prove that it is nonsingular for all

tz I. In fact, compute its determinant.

24. If u is a solution of LnX = 0 and v is a solution of L^x ^ 0, show that [wt;](0 is a

constant [wv], independent of t a I, Let ^i, . . . ,
be a fundamental set for

LnX = 0 on J, and let . . . ,
be a similar set for L'^x = 0 on J. Show that the

matrix S = (s,-*) = ([vM) is nonsingular on L Let = (sj^) be the inverse

matrix* to S. Define K by
n

Kit,a) = y 8ji<Pkit)Ms) (s ^ t)

y\k -

1

Prove that the fimction u given by

u(t) - j* K(t,sMs) ds (T,t e I)

is a solution of LnX - b which vanishes with its first w — 1 derivatives at r. CJompare

this result with Probs. 21 and 22.

26. If Ln «= Li, prove that luv]it) is skew Hermitian, that is,

[24t;](«) = —ItmRjy

What does this imply concerning the matrix B in Prob. 23, and the matrix S in

Prob. 24?
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Let Pi be polynomials and X/ be constants and

103

m = ^

Let m ^ 1 and X/ 5*^ X*, j k, and let none of the Pj vanish identically. If

<r « max
then show that

lim sup > 0

Remark: This proves the linear independence of the terms

Hint: Case 1. Let the P,- all be constants and the X,* = i/*/, where the m are real

so that

From

prove that lim sup \f(t)
[
> 0.

00

Case 2. Let Xy »» im as above and the highest power of t in any polynomial Py be

ilf. Then

fit) =» t"Mt) + t^-Vitit) 4- • • • +/m(0

where the /y are as in Case 1 above and fi does not vanish identically. Thus, for

large t,

=/i(i) +0 0)
and by Case 1

lim sup 0”^1/0)I) > 0
<— 00

General Case. Here

fit) - + e<^^m) + • • • 4 e^p%it)

where <rx > <ri > • • • > <rp and the /,* are as in Case 2 and ft is not identically zero.

Clearly,

e-^i^fit) - flit) +
for some constant Q. Thus, by Case 2,

lim sup |e"‘^»y(OI > 0
i— 00

27. Consider the system of linear equations

yjin) ^ n Q

where w is an ?n-dimensional vector and the Ai are m-by-m constant matrices. Define

a fundamental matrix for this equation and compute one such.

28. Let / be integrable and let
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Prove that x" -f f(f)x = 0 has a solution v? such that

lim <p(t) » 1 lira <p'{t) =* 0
00 f eo

Prove that there is a solution ^ such that

lim 5^ - 1 lim « 1
M t t-4- 00

Hint: Use successive approximations on

<p(fy - 1 + ^
{t- s)f(s)v(s) d»

and

where a is chosen so that
^

i|/(0
1
di < -g-. (The relation « 1 can be used

as an alternative way to get once <p has been shown to exist.)

This problem is a special case of Prob. 35.

29. Let A be a constant matrix and R an integrable matrix such that

< •

It is assumed that the canonical matrix J similar to A is diagonal that is, / Jo*
(In particular, this is always the case if the characteristic roots of A are distinct.)

If Xy is a characteristic root of A and py is the characteristic vector, so that Apy » Xypy,

then prove that

x' — Ax “h R(t)x

has a solution ^y such that

lim ^ Pi (i «= 1, 2, . . . , n)
CO

[In other words, for large t the solution acts like the corresponding one for the case

R(t) = 0.]

Hint: Let j be fixed, let SHXy = <r, and let = 7i(0 + ^2(0; where the elements

of Fi(0 are sums of terms of the form 6^**, 9tX* < o-, and Yi(t) contains only terms of

the form 9iXjfc ^ o-. Then there exists 5 > 0 and constants Ki and such that

iFiCOl ^ (^^0)

Let Mt) « and

fi+i(0 = e^’^i + j* ~ «)jK(s)^i(«) ^ ds

where a is chosen so large that

(Ki + K^) 1^“ \m)\dt<k

Let IiAoCOl ^ ^ 0. Then show

li^+iW — ifiWI ^
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thus proving the existence of a limit function which is denoted by «>, and satisfies

|».,(0| ^ 2j:oe«

9i(t) - YiCt - «)-R(s)#>;(s) ds- Yi{t- i)R{s)9M da

From this,

^ 2X0X1 j* «-««-*>lX(a)| da + 2X0X0 ^
"

|X(s)| da

^ 2XoXie-»«' j** |X(s)| da + 2Xo(Xi + Xj) fj |X(s)l da

which gives the result as < *-- 00

.

80. Let x" + (14- r(t))x = 0, where lr(0| dt < Show that the equation

has solutions <pi and <p2 such that

lim — e*'0 s* 0 lim — ie**) = 0
00 > 00

and similarly for <pi with i replaced by — i.

Sle Formulate and prove a result similar to the above for x" ^ (1 + r(t))x = 0.

32. Let LnX = 4- [oi 4- . -j- rnit)]x = 0, where the a*

are constants and

\rk(t)\ dt < 00 (fc » 1, . . . , n)

Let the roots of X" 4- 4- • •
• 4- *= 0 be distinct and let X/ be a root. Then

LnX » 0 has a solution <pj' such that

lim « 0 (* « 0, 1, . . . , n - 1)
t—* 00

for j » 1, 2, . . . , n.

Hint: Use Prob. 29.

88. Let A be continuous and periodic of period <0,

V - lA{t) 4“ R(,t)]x

where R is as in Prob, 29. Suppose the equation y' *= A(t)y has n independent solu-

tions of the form where the p,* have period «. Then prove that the given

equation has n solutions <pj such that

lim - Pi(t)] « 0 (j = ly * . • ,

/—» 00

Hint: The equation y' » A(t)y has as a fundamental solution F(0«^S where B is

in diagonal form, 5 « Jo. Clearly, P' 4- PB = AP. Let x « Pit)z, Then the

equation for z becomes

a' « 4- P-^RPz

Now Prob. 29 may be used since B is constant and this yields the required result.

Note that w' « Bu has as solutions where «,• is the constant vector with jth row
1 and all other rows 0.

84. Formulate and prove a result similar to the above for the equation

LnX =s x^’*^ 4" [<*i(0 4- . -j. [a„(i) 4- rn{t)]x = 0

where the are periodic of period o>.
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35. Consider the case x' ^ Ax -h R(t)Xj where A is constant but where now the

canonical form of A has, in the terminology of Theorem 1.1, submatrices J*, Aj ^ 1, and

where r + 1 is the maximum number of rows in any matrix /*, k ^ 1. Then no

polynomial multiplying an exponential term in any element of is of degree higher

than r. Here the case r ^ 1 is considered. (For r = 0, see Prob. 29.) Assume that

Let Xf be a characteristic root of A and let y' *= Ay have a
/.

dt <

solution of the form
^iH^c -I-

where c is a vector. Clearly, 0 ^ A; ^ r. Then show that x' ^ Ax + B(t)x has a

solution ip such that

lim — c] *= 0
00

Hint: Let 9iX/ = <r. The elements of are sums of terms of the form

0 ^ Z -h m ^ r. Let

where
\Yx{t,8)\ ^ {i^ 8^1)

That is, Fi(Z,s) has all terms for which the exponential factor e^j»' satisfies IFiX, <
If di\p « V, then Yi has the terms which have as factor a power of t less than k. The

proof is analogous to the case r » 0. In the final step, involving Yi is now written

as

86. Formulate and prove the analogue of the above result for an equation of the

nth order, LnX « 0.

87. Formulate and prove the analogue of Prob. 35 for r ^ 1, for the case where A
is replaced by a periodic matrix A{t),

38. Formulate and prove the analogue of the above result for the nth-order equation

LnX = 0.

89. Let A be the n-by-n matrix A ^ \E + Z, where Z = («<,) and «,*,• 1 if

y i + 1, and Zi, * 0 otherwise. Show that A is similar to a matrix B ^ >JS + yZ,

where 7 ^ 0.'

Hint: Let P « (p<,0, where and prove B = P^^AP,
40. Let A. be a real n-by-n matrix. Prove that there exists a real nonsingular

matrix P such that A » P'^^AP has the real canonical form consisting of real square

matrices Ai, . . . , Ak, Bit Bm down the main diagonal. Each Ay has the

form

A,

'-S, 0, • • 0, OA
JSz Si • • . 0, 0j\
0, Et, ... Os

^02 0, ... aj

where 0* is the 2-by-2 zero matrix, E2 the 2-by-2 unit matrix, and
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B,-

that «-*
n-oy-n matrix, prove there exists a real matrix A

Hint; Use Prob. 40, and consider the two cases > 0, X, < 0. Note that



CHAPTER 4

LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH ISOLATED SINGULARITIES:

SINGULARITIES OF THE FIRST KIND

1. Introduction

In this and the next chapter the linear system

w' = A(z)w (z complex) (1.1)

will be analyzed, where A is an n-by-n (complex-valued) matrix with at

most an isolated singularity at some point but is otherwise single-

valued and analytic near zo. If A is assumed to have only a pole at zo,

certain very specific results can be derived concerning the nature of a

solution matrix ^ of (1.1) near zo. However, there is one general result

which gives a qualitative picture of # even when A has an arbitrary

isolated singularity at Zo-

Suppose the domain in which A is analytic and single-valued is 0 <
\z — zq\ < a, where a is some positive constant. This domain is not

simply connected, and because of this the solutions of (1.1) need not be
single-valued. For example, consider the equation w' = wf(2z)j where

w is one-dimensional. Then {wz^^Y = 0 or tx; = cz^j where c is a con-

stant. Thus the solution, except for the case c = 0, is not single-valued

for 0 < < a.

The problem can again be considered in a simply connected domain
if the domain is allowed to be many-sheeted. Let z zo = where

p ^ 0 and 6 is real. Let the domain D be given by

D: 0<p< Cj — 00 c6<co

This domain is simply connected. The method of successive approxima-

tions, as stated in Sec. 7, Chap. 3, leads readily to the existence of an
analytic fundamental matrix in D for (1.1).

An alternative procedure is to set z — zo ^ e^. Then (1.1) becomes

^ = B{r)w Ba) = erA(zo + eO

Clearly B is analytic for f e jD, where 5 is the half plane, — « < {Rf <
108
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log a. Since S is simply connected, there exists a fundamental matrix

solution ^ analytic for f s 5. Thus #(2) = ^(log {z — z^) is an analytic

fundamental matrix for (1.1) for zzD, Since log {z — ^o) is not single-

valued, need not be a single-valued function of z.

If ilf is any matrix of complex numbers, let the exponential matrix

be defined by

(1 .2)

Note that for 2: 0, is nonsingular for all and = ar-".

Theorem 1.1. If A in (1.1) is single-valued and analytic in a punctured

vicinity of zqj 0 <
I

2: — 2:o| < o, then every fundamental matrix # of (1.1)

has the form
^{z) = S{z){z — ^o)^ (0 < \z — zti\ < a) (1.3)

where S is single-valued, analytic on 0 < js? — 2;o| < a, and P is a constant

matrix.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 5.1, Chap.

3, and will be given for the case zq = 0. Consider a fundamental matrix

on the infinitely sheeted domain D described above. On D,

$'(2:) = A(z)^(z)

Since A(ze^^) = A(z), it follows that

$'(2;o^^0 — A(z)^(ze^*^)

Therefore where $(2;) = ^{ze^^^), is a fundamental matrix, and hence

^(2) (7 (1.4)

where C is a constant nonsingular matrix. Since C is nonsingular, there

exists a constant matrix P so that

C = 6^-^ (1.5)

(note that P is not unique), and from (1.4) it follows that

(1 ,6)

Now let S be defined by the requirement that

^(z) = S{z)z^ (0 < \z\ < a) (1.7)

Clearly S is analytic for 0 < |«| < a; it will be shown that it is also single-

valued there.

On the one hand, from (1.7),

= S(ze^^){ze^^^ = jS(ze^^)z^e^^ (1 .8)

and on the other, from (1.6),

^ S{z)z^e^^^ (1.9)
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A comparison of (1 .8) and (1.9) shows that S(ze^^^ = S(z), and therefore

is single-valued on 0 < |a| < o, thus proving the theorem.

There is a fundamental matrix in which P is replaced by its canonical

form J, where J and P are related by PT = TJ for some nonsingular

constant matrix T. Clearly S{z — zoYT is also a fundamental matrix

and is equal to STT-'^{z - zoYT = ST(z - zoY. Since T is constant,

U = 5T is analytic and single-valued for 0 < |2 - so| < a. The explicit

form of (z — zo)'^ is given by (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9), Chap. 3, if t is there

replaced by log (z — zo). If the column vectors of TJ are denoted by My,

J = 1, . . . ,
M, then the My are analytic and single-valued for 0 <

|z — zo| < a, and the columns (pj of the fundamental matrix U{z — zoY
are given, much as below (4.10), Chap. 3, by

<Pj(z) = (z - zoYfUj(z) (j = I, 2, q)

^>9+ 1 (2) = (Z - Zo)’‘«**Mj+i(z)

^9+2(2) = (2 - Zo)>'««[M4+i(z) log (Z - Zo) -I- Mj+2(z)]

= (2 - Zo)’'”' 10g’-‘-> (z - Zo) -H
• • •

+ “9+r.(2)
j

(1-10)

SPj+r.+lCz) = (Z - Zo)’'”*Mo+„+i(z)

= (Z - Zo)’'”- (2 - 2o) + • • •

-f M„(Z)
j

In any case corresponding to any characteristic root Xy of P, there is

always at least one vector solution

(z - Zo)’'‘M (1.11)

where u is analytic and single-valued on 0 < [z — zo| < a.

As in Theorem 7.3, Chap. 1,

(det $)' = (det #)(tr A)
Since

det $(z) = det S{z) det (z — zo)’’ = det <S(z)(z — zo)®^

there follows

(det;S)'

detyS

(1 . 12)
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Integrating around a circle T with its center at zo and radius less than a,

m + tr P = I
tr A(z) dz (1-13)

Jr

where m is an integer. If det S{zo) 0 or then m = 0.

From the integration of (1.12) there results

det ^(z) = det ^(zi) exp tr df) (1.14)

2. Classihcation of Singularities

If A has a singularity at zo, then zo is called a singular point for the

system

w' = A{z)v) (2.1)

If A has at most a pole at zq (that is, either A is analytic at z^, or has a

pole there), but is analytic for 0 < |25 — 2;ol < a, a > 0, then A may be

written as

A{z) = (z - zo)-'‘-‘l(z) (2.2)

where ju is an integer, A analytic for |z — Zd| < o, o > 0, and i[(zo) ^ 0.

When g — 1, it is clear that A is then analytic at zo and hence every

fundamental matrix of (2.1) is analytic for |z — zo| < a. Because of this,

if /t ^ —1, the point zo is called an analytic point for (2.1). If ^ 0, the

integer u is called (after Poincar6) the rank of the singularity. It turns

out that there is a significant difference between the cases ju = 0 and

JU ^ 1. Therefore, according as = 0, or ju ^ the point zo will be

called a singular point of the first hind, or a singular point of the second

kind, for (2.1). The case where zo = <» will be treated in Sec. 6.

The above classification of the systems (2.1), (2.2) is without regard

to the nature of the solution matrices of (2.1) at zo- From Sec. 1 it follows

that any fundamental matrix # of (2.1), where A has an isolated singu-

larity at Zo, is of the form ^(z) = /S(z)(z — zo)^, where S is single-valued,

analytic for 0 < jz — zo| < a, and P is a constant matrix. If S has at

most a pole at Zo, then zo is called a regular singular point for (2.1) ;
other-

wise Zo is called an irregular singular point for (2.1). These names are not

very suggestive, but they have been in common usage, and therefore will

be retained here. If zo is a regular singular point for (2.1), then S may
be written as S(z) = (z — zo)~*’/5(z), where k is an integer, S analytic at

Zo, S(zo) 9^ 0. Consequently, # may be written as

#(z) = S(z)(z - zo)'’-“ (2.3)

Theorem 2.1. If zo is a singular point of the first kind for (2.1),

it is a regular singular point for (2.1).
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Proof. The proof will be given for the case zo = 0. By hypothesis,

the system (2.1) may be written

w' = g-'-S.{z)w (2.4)

where 1 is analytic for 0 ^ |«| < a, a > 0, and 1(0) 9^0. If $ is any

fundamental matrix for (2.4), it must be shown that in the representation

$ _ (gee Theorem 1.1) S is either analytic or has a pole at s = 0.

This will be done by showing that there exists a positive integer m such

that s”*<S is bounded in a neighborhood of z = 0, and, by a theorem due to

Riemann, this implies the result.

Let <£> be any nonzero vector solution of (2.4), and let = ¥>(pe‘«),

r = llvll.
Then

and thus

But as was seen in Sec. 5, Chap. 1, with t in place of p,

dr ^
dp ~ dp

Therefore, if ||l(z)l| ^ c for |z| ^ pi < a,

(0 < p ^ Pi)

(0 < p ^ Pi)

and hence for 0 < p ^ Pi

p\r(.Pi,S) — p‘r{p,e) ^ 0

If M denotes the maximum of r(pi,6) for 0 g d ^ 27r, then

IkCpe*")!! = r(p,e) g ^
Mpl
p*

Thus, if # is a fundamental matrix for (2.4), there exists a constant

d > 0 such that if z = pe*®

l^(z)l (0 ^ « S 2ir, 0 < |zl g Pi) (2 .6)
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It remains to appraise the term z~^ in the representation S =
One has 2“^ = and hence

\z-^\ ^ (2 .6)

Now
|g-ao*p)i>| ^ (n — 1) +

and if 0 < p < 1,

|g-(io»p)i>| ^ _ 1) g „p-lpl (2.7)

Also, if 0 ^ ^ ^ 27r,

^ (n — 1) 4* (2.8)

Therefore, from (2.6) through (2.8), there results

Ir-^l ^ np-''’'((n - 1) + e*''**')

provided 0 < p < 1, 0 g 0 S 2ir. Combining this with (2.5), one

obtains finally

p.+lpl|£'(2)| g 0 < p < min (l,pi), 0 ^ ^ 2x

where J is a constant independent of z in the range 0 < |2| < min (l,pO.

Therefore a positive integer m can be chosen so large that z^S is bounded

in a neighborhood of 2 = 0, thus completing the proof of the theorem.

For systems (n > 1) the converse of Theorem 2.1 is not in general true.

For example, let n = 2, and consider the system

w' = {zrH^i + C^w
where

This system has at s = 0 a singularity of the second kind with rank

p = 1. A fundamental matrix $ for this system is readily seen to be
given by

If S and R are defined by

““(i t) -i)
s
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it is seen that # = and from this representation of it follows that

2 = 0 is a regular singular point.

For an equation of the nth order, however, it is possible to give a neces-

sary and suflBtcient condition on the, coefficients of the equation for a point

zo to be a regular singular point; see Sec. 5 of this chapter, especially

Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.

It may happen that, even though the coefficient matrix A in (2.1) has

a singularity at zqj every fundamental matrix is analytic at zo. In this

case, Zo is referred to as an apparent singularity for (2.1). For example,

consider the system

tu' == z~~^Ew

Clearly a fundamental matrix for this is given by # = 2;^ == zEj which is

analytic at 2 = 0. Notice that det ^(0) = 0. This is the general situa-

tion under these circumstances.

Theorem 2.2. In (2.1) let A be single-valued and analytic in a vicinity

of Zo but have a singularity ai 20 . If ^ is any fundamental matrix^ then

either $ has a singularity at zo, or det #(20) = 0.

Proof. Suppose f> is anal5rtic at 20 ,
and, if possible, det <i>(2o) ^ 0.

Then exists at 20 ,
and is an analytic function of 2 in a neighborhood of

Zo. Hence is analytic at 20. But = A, and this gives a

contradiction,

3. Formal Solutions

Although Theorem 2.1 gives a qualitative idea of the solutions for a

system with a singularity of the first kind at a point 20
,
it does not give

explicit information concerning the matrix P — fcF in (2.3), or, for that

matter, a constructive procedure for calculating the solutions. This will

be done in the present section. The case 20 = 0 will be treated; the

modifications necessary for any zo will be obvious.

As an example, consider the case

This leads easily to the second-order equation w'l - wi/z = 0. Using

the fact that, by (1.11), there is at least one solution of the form z^^So +
Si2 + • • )? where p, 5o, . . - are constants, it follows that

p{p — l)So2f**”® + (p + I)p5i2'’”^
. . . — • =SS 0

Thus

p(p — 1)So2!^"2 ^ [(p ^ — So]z^^

+ [iv + fc)(p + " + • * • = 0
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From this follows as one possible solution

p 5= 1, 5o = 1, Si

Thus the series

satisfies — W2/Z = 0. The question arises as to whether the series

represents an actual solution or, what is equivalent, whether the series is

convergent. In this case, it is obvious that the series does converge.

Indeed, it is always the case that a series which satisfies (2.4) formally is

an actual solution and this will be proved.

[It is not always the case that a formal series satisfying a more general

class of equations than (2.4) converges. Indeed, the divergent series

oo

y fc!z‘

Jb—

0

is a formal solution of the second-order equation

+ (Zz — l)w' + It; = 0

where is a scalar.]

It is necessary to define the notion of a formal series in suflScient

generality to include all actual solutions of (2.4).

By a formal (Laurent) series f will be meant an expression of the form

00

/ = ^m— — «o

where the Cm are complex numbers, and all but a finite number of the Cm

with negative indices are zero. If

00

g = y d,,jr

m M — eo

is another formal series, then / is defined to be equal to g if and only if

Cm “ dm for all m. The sum, f + g, and product, fg, of two such formal

^ series are defined by the relations

00

/ + ff — ^ (Cm +
i»— — •

_ 1 _ 1 . 1

~ 2’ (2)®3' ** 2“3®4’ '
‘ '

1

= (kink + 1)’
• • •

^4 (kink + 1)
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SQ ^ h>rnZ^ hm “ ^ Ckdl

m« — 00 k+l-m

Note that the sum involved in the definition of Am is a finite one, and hence

fg is defined for all formal series / and g. (If the c-m do not all vanish for

sufficiently large m, then the sum which defines Am would not be finite and
hence need not converge. Thus products fg would not be defined.) If

a formal series /is such that c_m = 0 for m = 1, 2, . . . ,
then /is called

Si. formal power series. The derivative/' of a formal series/ is defined to be
the formal series

«0

/' = y (m + l)Cm+l2’“

fn«B — 00

If the fjk are formal Laurent series and iij are complex numbers, the

finite sum
00

P = ^ (log a)* fjk = 0 for j + fc large
j,k » 0

is said to be a formal logarithmic sum. Let

00

2 == y a#**"' (log z)*

also be a formal logarithmic sum. The sum p + q and the product pq
are defined by proceeding as though the coefficients fjk and py* were
scalars. The resulting coefficients may then be combined, and yield
formal Laurent series. Thus the addition or multiplication of formal
logarithmic sums results in formal logarithmic sums.f The derivative of

a formal logarithmic sum p is defined by
to

P' = y [//* + i^fikzr^ + (A: + l)^-*+ia-i]z«(log zY (3.1)

which is again a formal logarithmic sum.
A formal logarithmic sum is said to be reduced if none of the differences

iM — My, i 9^ /, is an integer. Clearly a formal logarithmic sum can always
be reduced. A reduced sum p is said to be zero if and only if all the coeffi-

cients, fjkj are zero. A formal logarithmic stun is said to be zero if and
only if its reduced sum is zero. Two formal logarithmic sums are said
to be equal if their difference is zero.

t Algebraically speaking, a formal logarithmic sum is an element of the algebra over
the complex numbers generated by formal Laurent series, powers of z, and integer
powers of log z.
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A formal logarithmic matrix L is defined to be a matrix with elements

hihf = 1, . . . ,
7i) which are formal logarithmic sums. The sum, prod-

uct, and equality of two such matrices are defined to be the usual formal

matrix sum, product, and equality. The derivative U of such a matrix

is defined to be the matrix with elements

Now, to return to differential equations, consider a system having a

singularity of the first kind at = 0,

w' — A{z)w (3.2)
00

where ACz) = ^ is a convergent Laurent series about « = 0.

m— —1

Clearly A can be regarded as a formal logarithmic matrix. By a formal

solution of (3.2) is meant a formal logarithmic matrix # which satisfies

(3.2) considered as an equality for formal logarithmic matrices.

Theorem 3.1. If # is a formal solution of (3.2), then $ is an actual

solution, that is, aU formal series occurring in $ are convergent in a region

0 < lz| < a, for some a > 0.

Proof. There exists an actual fundamental matrix $ of (3.2) which, by

Theorem 2.1, has the form

f = Sz^

where P is in canonical form and where S is single-valued, analytic for

0 < 1«| < a, and has at most a pole at z = 0. Hence S can be expanded

in a convergent Laurent series for 0 < |z| < a with a finite number of

negative terms. From the structure of S and z’’ it is clear that $ can

be regarded as a formal logarithmic matrix also. Since = zr^S~^

exists for 0 < |z| < a, it is true that may also be regarded as a formal

logarithmic matrix.

If is any formal solution of (3.2), then in a formal sense

(#-i$)' = -t- = 0

since both # and ^ are formal solutions of (3.2). It wiU now be shown

that this implies that the formal logarithmic matrix is a constant

matrix. It is sufficient to prove that if p is any formal (scalar) loga-

rithmic sum and p' — 0, then p is a constant.

Let p be reduced. Since p' = 0, it follows from (3.1) that

ffh + + (fc + l)/y>!+i2“* = 0 (3.3)

for all j and k. Let the highest power of log z in p with nonzero coeflB.-

cient be N, and suppose

fti/z'^ + /wz"* -j. • • •
-f. frUZ'^
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is this coefficient. For k — N, (3.3) yields

fjjr + = 0 (/ = 0, 1, . . . ,
r)

since fjif+i = 0. Using the fact that fjN is a formal Laurent series

there follows

(m + = 0

for all m and = 0, 1, . . . ,
r. This implies /zy has to be an integer for

some jj for otherwise = 0 for all m and j = 0, 1, . . . ,
r, which

would imply fjtr = 0 for ally = 0, 1, . . . ,
r, contradicting the choice of

N'. There is at most one /xy which is an integer, for p is reduced. Let

this be /io, and assume /zo — 0 with no restriction. Then it follows that

fsN - 0 (i ^ 1)

Now assume iV ^ 1. Then from (3.3), with fc = JV — 1, it follows as

above that

/yW-l = 0 (j^l)

foN-i + = 0

But the last relation cannot hold unless Cqo^ = 0, again contradicting the

choice of N, Thus iV = 0 and p = CoS^ a constant.

Now == Cj C B, constant matrix, implies that ^ = $C formally.

But since ^ is an actual fundamental matrix for (3.2), is an actual

solution matrix for (3.2). Therefore ^ itself must be an actual solution

matrix for (3.2), and all formal series in # must be convergent for 0 <
l^l < a. This proves Theorem 3.1. In particular, any fomdal vector

solution is an actual solution since $ can have all its columns identical.

4. Structure of Fundamental Matrices

The form of the solutions of (2.4) is known from (1.10) and Theorem
2.1. Here will be given an explicit way of finding the solutions by
recursion formulas for the coefficients of the series. A system w' — A (z)w

with a singularity of the first kind Bit z = 0 may be written as

eo

w' = (z~^R + ^ zMm) w (4.1)

OT-O

where iZ 5*^ 0, Am are constant matrices, and the power series in (4.1)

converges for
|

2;| < a, o > 0. If all the Am — 0, then the equation

reduces to the system w' = z~~^Rw which has a fundamental matrix

# = 2®, as can readily be checked. The essential effect of the power-

series perturbation in (4.1) is to introduce a power-series term in the solu-

tion, that is, a fundamental matrix for (4.1) is given by — Pz^, where
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P is a power series and JS is a constant matrix (see Theorem 2.1). In a

special case, R turns out to be the R appearing in (4.1).

Theorem 4.1. In the system (4.1), if R has characteristic roots which

do not differ by positive integers, then (4.1) has a fundamental matrix ^ of

the form

# = Pz^ (0 < 1^1 < c, c > 0) (4.2)

where P is a power series

P(2!) == y Z'^Pm Po - E (4.3)

Remark: From (4.2) and (4.3) follows at once the fact that a funda-

mental matrix is also given by Sz^% where Ro is the canonical form of R,

and ;S is a power series with S(0) nonsingular. This puts the solutions

in the form (1.10) with the uj analytic in a vicinity of zo = 0.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. It will be proved that (4.1) has a formal solution

of the type (4.2), (4.3), and, by Theorem 3.1, this implies that (4.2) is an
actual solution. Since Po = E, it follows that P{z) is nonsingular on
|r| < c, for some c > 0, and this implies <l> is nonsingular for 0 < |

2
;| < c,

and hence is a fundamental matrix in this region.

Let J be the canonical form of R. Then there is a nonsingular con-

stant matrix T such that RT — TJ, J has the form given in Theorem
1.1, Chap. 3. Let the Qm be constant matrices and let

= Qiz)z'^ = (Qo + + • • ')z^ (4.4)

be a formal logarithmic matrix. Substituting it in (4.1), there results

2 (m + l)»’"Qm+i = irKRQo - QaJ) + ^ g”iRQ^i -
w—0 m—

0

00

+ y (4.5)

wi «-0

where
m

Cm ~ y

For (4.5) to hold, it is necessary and suflBlcient for

PQo =
+ (m + 1)^] - PQm+i + Cm (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .) (4.6)

The first equation of (4.6) is satisfied by taking Qo =» T* To satisfy the

other equations, it is convenient to treat the matrix equation colunm by
column. Let the columns of Qm be denoted by j =* 1, . , . , n.
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The jth. column of J contains two elements which may be different from

zero, Xy (the yth characteristic root of R) in the jth row of this jth column

and, for j ^ 2, 5* in the {j — l)st row of this jth column, where 5/ is

either 0 or 1. In what follows is always zero. Taking the jth column

of (4.6) yields

[Xy + (m + l)]q%, + S/gSl;? =

(j = 1, . . . ,
n; m = 0, 1, 2, . . .) (4.7)

where is the jth column of Cm. The equation (4.7) can be written as

[(X, + m + 1)£ - R]q%, -
(j = 1, . . . ,

n; m = 0, 1, 2, . . .) (4.8)

The depend only on I ^ j,h ^ m. Taking m = 0, the equations

(4.8) are a recursive set for q^\ j — 1, 2, . . . ,
n, because Xy + 1 is not

a characteristic root of R, Taking m = 1, (4.8) is again a recursive set

for qf, j = 1, . . . ,
n, and by an induction it follows that the formal

solution (4.4) is determined recursively by (4.8). (It may actually be

found column by column, which means that n vector solutions may be

found which then comprise the matrix.)

Clearly is also a solution of (4.1). This may be written as

QT-^(Tz^T-i) = Pz^

where P{z) = Q(z)T-^ = (T + + •
• O?""' = S + zPi + • • • .

This completes the proof.

The general case, where R may have characteristic roots which differ

by positive integers, may be reduced to Theorem 4.1 by means of the

following lemma.

Lemma. Let the distinct characteristic roots of R {disregarding their

rnultiplicity) in {^X) he . , . ,Pk(k^n). There exists a matrix func~

tion V of Zf nonsingular for z 0, and linear in z, such that the trans-

formation w = transforms {XI) into a system for ib with the same

proj>erties as (4.1),
op

1®' = {z~^li + ^ 2"^m) ® (4.9)

and where R has the characteristic roots pi — 1, pa, . . . , p*.

Proof. It will be assumed to begin with that R is in canonical form and

where jRi is a pi-by-pi matrix which contains all the terms involving the

root pi in jB,
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PI St 0

0 PI St

0 0 0 • •
• Pi

S* being either 0 or 1. The matrix U is defined by

U = ®

V 0 E^.J (4.10)

Clearly U is nonsingular for z 0, and

TT—l — 0 \

"V 0 £n-J
Then w = Uib implies, by (4.1),

«o

ij,' = [e-W-^RU - U-^U' + ^ z’^(U-^A„,U)]W (4.11)

m-0

But U^^RU = R, and after some calculation one obtains

r^u-^RU - u-^u' = 2-1 ~ ®

u

\A21 a 22/

where An is the block in Aq of length and width pi, then (4,11) may be
written as (4.9), where

^ \ 0 R2)

This R has the required properties. In case R is not in the assumed
form, the transformation U can be replaced by TU, where T is chosen so

that T’-^RT is in the desired form. Setting V = TU, the lemma is

proved.

Theorem 4.2. The system (4.1) has a fundamental matrix ^ of the form

= Pz^ (0 < l^;] < c, c > 0) (4.12)

where P is a power series

m- j (4 .13)

and R is a constant matrix with characteristic roots which do not differ by

positive integers.
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Proof. The proof follows directly by applying successively the above

lemma and finally Theorem 4.1. Indeed, by using sufficiently many
transformations i = 1, , . . ,

I, of the type determined in the above

lemma, there results finally = 7i * • * ViPz^^ where P(0) — E, and
is derived from in an explicit fashion. The matrix iP = Vi • * • ViP

and is thus a power series.

6. The Equation of the nth Order

Consider an equation of the nth order

n

^ = 0 (ao(z) ^ 1) (5-1)
TO«iO

where the a* are single-valued and analytic in a punctured vicinity of a
point zo. If any of the a* have a singularity at then zo is called a
singular point for (5.1); otherwise zo is called an analytic point for (5.1).

Analogous to the definition of a singular point of the first kind for a
system of the first order, one says zo is a singular point of the first kind for

(5.1) if ^0 is a singular point for (5.1) and the coefficients in (5,1) have the
form

ak{z) - {z ~ z,)-^hic{z) (fc « 1, . . . ,
n) (5.2)

where the 5* are anal3rfcic at zq. The equation (5.1) is said to have at most
a singularity of the first kind at 2o if is either an analytic point or a singu-
lar point of the first kind for (5.1).

The simplest equation of the nth order having the origin as a singu-
larity of the first kind is

-f + . .
. + brZ’'^w = 0

where the hi are constants. This equation is equivalent, in an obvious
way, to the equation

ZnyjCn) + . .
. ^ ^ Q

wMch is called Euler^s equation. It can be transformed into an equation
with constant coefficients by the substitution 2 = for if iJbis) = w(e*)
•f.L All \ / ?

The transformed equation

(2 w = — (s) _ (5)^ etc.
ds

TOth constants a, has a fundamental set of solutions consisting of func-
tions of the form
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where ju is a root of the characteristic equation

X- + + . .
. + Cn = 0

and fc is a nonnegative integer less than the multiplicity of The
original Euler equation then has a fundamental set of solutions of the

form

2^(log zY

A short calculation shows that the characteristic equation which fi

satisfies is given in terms of the bi by

X(X — 1)
• •

• (X — 71 “H 1) -h X(X — 1)
• •

• (X — 71 2)i)i

+ &n = 0

It is called the indicial equation for the Euler equation.

Another way of obtaining the solutions of the Euler equation is to

observe that if one puts

L(w) = + • •
• + bnW

then

Kz'^) = f(\)^

where f is the indicial polynomial

/(X) = X(X " 1)
• •

• (X - 71 + 1) + X(X - 1)
• •

• (X - n + 2)61

+ • •
• + 6n

Therefore is a solution if f{y) == 0. If all the roots Xi, . . . ,
X» of

/(X) == 0 are distinct, then z^\ • • • ,
is a fundamental set for the

Euler equation. If ;Lt is a root of double multiplicity, then

/(m) =/'(m) =0
But

L = L(«Mog 2) =

= [f (X) + (log z)f{\)]z^

and hence log z is another solution in this case. Continuing in this

way, one can obtain a fundamental set for the Euler equation. This idea

can be generalized so as to yield a fundamental set for an arbitrary rith

order equation having the origin as a regular singular point; see Sec. 8.

It is to be observed that if zo is a singular point of the first kind for

(5.1), then 2:0 may not be a singular point of the first kind for the first-

order system associated with (5.1). (See Chap. 1, Sec. 6.) Indeed, only

in the case where the coefficients have at most simple poles at will

this be true. However, there does exist a first-order system connected

with (5.1) with the property that, if zo is a singular point of the first kind,

then 20 is a singular point of the first kind for the system.
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Suppose (5.1) has, at most, a singularity of the first kind at zo, and let

P be any solution of (5.1). Define the vector ^ with components <pi,

• • • ,
by

Vi = (2 — so)*“V^*“‘^ (A = 1, . . . ,
n) (5.3)

Then clearly

(z — 2o)<e>i = (k — l)<pk + <Pk+i (fc = 1, . . . ,
n — 1)

,
A (5.4)

(2 — Zi)<Pn = (n — \)<pn
—

2,
5„_»+i(z)^„

Therefore the vector ^ is a solution of the linear system

w' = A(z)w (6.6)

where A has the structure

A(z) = (z- 2o)-i

0 1 0 0 • •

.

0
0 1 1 0 . .

.

0
0 0 2 1 . . . 0
0 0 0 3 • • . 0
• • • . . . . •

0 0 0 0 • • • 1

\-hn “•5n—

1

• • • • • (n - 1) - hi}

(6 .6)

Obviously (2 — 20) is anal3'tic at 20 and does not vanish there, and hence
the system (5.5), (5.6) has at zo a singularity of the first kind. From
Theorem 2.1 the point zo is a regular singular point for (6.5). Since the
elements of the first row of any fundamental matrix for (5.5) constitute n
linearly independent solutions of (5.1) [see (5.3), (5.4)], it follows that
every solution of (5.1) near zo is a finite linear combination of terms of the
form

(z — Zo)’’(log (z - 2o))*p(z) (5,7)

where r is a constant (in general, complex). A: is a nonnegative integer
which .cannot exceed Ji — 1, and p is analytic at zo, p(zo) 0.

If every solution of (6.1) can be expressed in a vicinity of zo as a finiteMear combination of terms of the form (5.7), where r and p are as above
then Zo is said to be a regular singular point for (5.1). Thus the above
argument proves the following analogue of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 6.1. If (5.1) has at most a singularity of the first kind at zo,

then Zo a regvlur singular point for (5.1).

•n
case the solution of (5.1)^ be a fimte hnear combination of terms of the form (5.7) but with v^vmg a possible essential singularity at z., so that it is represented by a

Laurent senes and not necessarily a power series. In case the p cannot
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all be chosen as analytic at zq, the equation (5.1) is said to have an irregu-

lar singularity at

The converse of Theorem 5.1 also holds.

Theorem 6,2. If zo is a regular singular 'point for (5.1), then (5.1) hae

at most a singularity of the first kind at zq.

Proof. Suppose the 6* are related to the a* in (5.1) via (5.2). Here
it is not assumed the 6* are analytic at zo, but it is true that the bk are

analytic and single-valued in a punctured vicinity of zq. It is clear then
that the system (5.5), (6.6) meets the requirements of Theorem 1.1.

Since the element in the first row of any solution vector of (5.5) is a solu-

tion of (5.1), it follows from this theorem, and (1.10), (1.11), that there

exists a solution of (5.1) near zo of the form

<Pi(z) = (z - zoyp(z)

where p is single-valued and analytic in a punctured vicinity of z^. But
since z^ is a regular singular point, this solution must be of the form

iPi{z) = (2 - z^Yqi^z) (5.8)

where s is a constant and g is analytic at 2: 0 ,
0.

If (p is any solution of (5.1) near ;8:o, and

tp ^

(variation of parameters), then ^ must be a solution of an equation

n

^ = 0 (6.9)
m — 0

where

Cn-W = + (m l)an-m-.lV>l + *

+ (m)
”5^

However, from (5.10),

Cn = OnVl + an-lVl "t"
' ’

which is zero, for tpi satisfies (5.1). Hence (5.9) actually is a linear equa-
tion of order n - 1 for «)'. Letting u = «)', and dividing (5.9) through
by <pi, there results an equation

n—

1

J = 0 (5.11)
m ">0

(to = 0, 1, . . . , n) (5.10)

-f

where

do = 1
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4 = ^ = fl* + („ - fc H- l)o*-ig + • •
• +

(jfc = 1, . . . ,
n - 1) (5.12)

The proof will now proceed by induction. Consider the case n = 1,

+ (i\{z)w = 0 (5.13)

where ai is analytic and single-valued in a punctured vicinity of ^o. If the

solution tpi of the form (5,8) is substituted back into (5.13), one obtains

(z - ZQ)ai(z) = -s - (z - zo)

Therefore (z — zo)ai is analytic at zoj which proves the theorem forn = 1.

Assume the theorem for equations of order n — 1, Since zq is a regular
singular point for (5.1), it is also one for (5.11), for (5.11) has as solutions

the functions (^j/^i)', (^ = 2, . . . ,
n), where . . . ,

are n
linearly independent solutions of (5.1), (pi being the function in (5.8) • If

the functions are dependent, then there are constants such that
n

A = 0. Integrating, there follows the linear dependence of
i-2

(Pi, i = I, 2, . . . ,
n, which is impossible. Thus (v>,-/vi)' are a funda-

mental set for (5.11). These derivatives (<Pi/<piy are, by hypothesis,
sums of expressions of the type

(z — 2o)®(log (z - 2(,))>^^

where o is a constant, 6 an integer, p(2o) 7^ 0, p analytic at zo. By the
induction assumption, therefore, the coefficients 4 in (5.11) have at *0
at most a pole of order k. Putting A = 1 in (5.12), it follows that ai has
at most a pole of order 1. Prom (5.12) it follows by an induction, and
noting that <pf^/<pi has at most a pole of order k at zo, that a* must have
at Zo at most a pole of order k, thus proving the theorem. [The formula
(5.12) is valid for A: = n if d„ is defined as zero.]

If Zo is a regular singular point for (5.1), the actual calculation of a
fundamental set may be carried out by considering the corresponding
system (5.5), (5.6) and then applying Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. If (5,5) is
written in the form

tc' =
[
(z — Zo)-^R + ^ (2 _ 2o)”’4,„1 w

m «»0

where R and the are constant matrices, then R is the residue of A
fl»t Zq. If the bk in (5.2) are of the form
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hk{z) - ^ (fc = 1, . . . ,
n)

m »«0

then the characteristic equation of R, det (Xi? — R) — Q, is calculated

to be

X(X — 1)
•

• (X — n + 1) + 6ioX(X — 1)
• • (X tz + 2)

+ • • •
-f- fcn—loX "h &n0 = 0 (5.14)

This equation is called the indicia! equation for (5.1) relative to the regu-

lar singular point zo. As shown in Sec. 4, the nature of the roots of the

indicial equation determines the complexity of the solutions of (5.1).

If the roots Xi, . . . ,
X„ of (5.14) are distinct and do not differ by positive

integers, then a set of n linearly independent solutions of (5.1) is given by

<Pi
“ (f = 1, . . . , n)

where the pi can be expanded in power series convergent in a ^'icinity of

Zo, and p<(zo) 0. In more complicated situations, where logarithms

are involved in the solutions, the actual labor can be lightened by using

methods such as that due to Frobenius, which is sketched in Sec. 8.

6. Singularities at Infinity

A function / is said to be analytic at « if it can be represented by a

power series

which converges for \z\ sufficiently large. The function / has a zero of

order m at <» if 5^ 0 and Cj = 0,j < m, and has a pole of order m at «

if z“*/ is analytic at « for fc = m but not for k < m. Thus /is analytic

at » if the function g given by g(z) = /(1/z) is analytic at 0, and has a

zero or pole at « of a certain order if g has a zero or pole at 0 of the same

order.

In order to study the behavior of a system

w' — A(z)w

or an n.th-order equation
n

, y a„_„(z)«)<"> = 0
m-O

in the vicinity of an isolated singularity at z == «>
,
one makes the sub-

stitution z — 1/f, and obtains a new system or equation, with solutions

functions of f, called the system or equation induced by the substitution

(6.1 )

(6.2)
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« == 1/r. The point « = » is said to be a singularity of a given t3^e for

(6.1) or (6.2), if f = 0 is the same type of singularity for the corresponding

induced system or equation. For example, in the case of the system

(6.1) if 2 = 1/f, ®(f) = io(l/r), -3!(f) = 4(l/f), then the induced

system corresponding to (6.1) is

dib _ -l(r)
dr r*

(6.3)

Theorem 6.1. Iri order thod the system (6.1) hcwe at most a singular

"point of the first kind at z — «>, it is necessary and sufficient that A he ana-
lytic of 2 = 00 and A(oo) = 0.

Proof. The induced system (6.3) has at most a singularity of the first

kind at r = 0 if and only if ^ is analytic at r = 0 and .1 (0)
= 0 . Since

^(1/r) = l(r), this proves the theorem.

Theorem 6.2. Necessary and sufficient that s = he a regtdar singular

point for the equation

n

y a„_„(2)to«“> = 0 (00(2) = 1)
m—0

is that each aje be analytic at z ^ cc and have a zero there of order at least k*

Proof, If bk{z) ~ z^ak(z)f then the above condition on a*, is equivalent
to the condition that the bt all be analytic at 2;

= 00 . The differential

equation can be written as

71

^ 2“6«_„(2)i«<’"> = 0 (60(2) S 1) (6.4)
m—

0

Let 2f = 1/f, tZ)(f) “ ii?(l/f), = &n-m(l/f). Then it is easily Seen
by induction that

m-l

y-1

where the are constants. Therefore (6.4) is transformed by the
substitution s = 1/r into the equation

n

2
0

r”cW—Wl(f)tSC«) = 0 (co(r) = 1)

where

(6 .6 )
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Now f := 0 is a regular singular point for (6.5) if and only if every c* is

analytic at f = 0, and by (6.6) this is true if and only if every 5* is

analytic at f = 0. But the latter holds when and only when every bk
is analytic at z =

,
which proves the theorem.

It is of interest to know the structure of A in (6.1) when the fc + 1

distinct points 22, , Zk, 00 are isolated singularities of the first kind
for (6.1), and (6.1) has no further singular points. Such a system is said
to be of the Fuchsian type.

Theorem 6.3. The system (6.1) has isolated singularities of the first

kind at the distinct points 2: 1 ,
. . . ,

21^, and no other singular points^ if
and only if A is of the form

h

ACa) = ^ (z - (6.7)

where the Rm are constant matrices, Rm ^ 0 for any m.

Proof, First, it is clear that if A has the form (6.7) then (6.1) has

isolated singularities of the first kind at si, . , . , Zk, and since A is

analytic at ;3;
= 00 and ^ ( <» )

= 0, it follows from Theorem 6.1 that (6.1)

has a singularity of the first kind at 21 = 00 . Obviously, these are the

only singular points for (6.1) in this case.

Conversely, suppose (6.1) has isolated singularities of the first kind at

. .
. ,

2a;,
00

,
and no other singular points. Thus A has a simple pole

at each of the points Zi, , . , ^ Zk] let R^ denote the residue of A at 0^.

Then the matrix function F defined by
k

F{z) ^ A{z) — ^ {z — (6.8)

w —

1

must be an entire function. Since 2 = 00 is also a singularity of the first

kind, by Theorem 6.1 A is analytic at 2;
= 00 and A(oo) =0. From

(6.8) it follows that F must be analytic at 2; = 00 . By Liouville's

theorem F must be a constant, and since F(oo) ;= 0, one has F{z) s 0.

This proves the theorem.

For the case fc = 1, the system (6.1), where A is given by (6.7), becomes

= (2;
—

which has a fundamental matrix # = (2? — 2: 1)^^ For the cases k 9^ 1,

the nonlocal problem is much more difficult, and will not be treated here.

The corresponding result for an equation of the nth order is given in the

following theorem.

Theorem 6.4. In order that the equation

n

y o„_m(z)tc(”‘> = 0 (ao(z) as 1)

m-0
(6.9)
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have regular singular points at the distinct points Zi, • • • > **» i
ond no

other singularities, it is necessary and sufficient that the coefficients Ch be oj

the form

o*(2) = n ~ (Ji = 1, . • - ,n) (6.10)

m»»«l

where ih is a polynomial of degree at most h(k — 1).

Proof. From Theorems 5.1, 5.2, it follows that a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for zi, . . . , Zk to be regular singular points for (6.9) is

k

that the ah be such that the hh = 11 (^ “ Zm^cLh are analytic for all

m=«l

finite z. From Theorem 6.2, a necessary and sufficient condition that

2 = 00 be a regular singular point is that dh = z^ah be analytic at 2 = 00 .

Therefore, 2 = « is a regular singular point for (6.9) if and only if

k

bh = 2“^ 11(2^““ (6*11)

where dh is analytic at 2 = « ,
and bh analytic in the finite part of the

2 plane. But (6.11) is equivalent to

h

h

and since 11(1"“ Znilz)^dh is analytic at 2 = w
,
this can hold if and only

1

a bh is B. polynomial in 2 of degree less than or equal to h{k — 1). This

proves the theorem.

7. An Example : the Second-order Equation

The previous material will be illustrated by the case of the second-

order linear equation

+ f(z)w' + g(z)w = 0 (7.1)

In order that the distinct points 21 ,
. . . ,

2jfe,
00

,
be regular singular

points for (7.1), by Theorem 6.4, it is necessary and sufficient that

ib

jf = Y[ (2 “ 2m)“^/, where / is a polynomial of degree at most fc — 1

tn—

1

and g is as below. Hence, f may be expanded by partial fractions

m — 1

(flu constants) (7.2)
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Similarly,
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h

= V
Z/ (2 - z„y +

k

V c»»

L( {Z- 2„)
(7.3)

where c*, are constants. It is easily seen that in order for z*g to be
h

analytic at 2 = it is necessary and sufficient that ^ Cm = 0.

m— 1

In the case that (7.1) has two regular singular points, say at 2 = 0,— 00, then fc = 1, and (7.1) becomes

zhjD^^ + aizw' + hiw = 0

where ai, bi are constants. This is an Exiler equation considered in the
introduction to Sec. 5.

Suppose (7.1) has exactly three regular singular points at zi = 0,

Z2 = 1, and at 2 = 00 . Then (7.1) has the form [see (7.2), (7.3)]

z\z — lyw^' + (az + 6)2(2 — l)ti?' + (cz^ + dz + e)w = 0 (7.4)

where a, . , . ,
e are constants. It is usual to consider (7.4) in a normal-

ized form. The indicial equation for (7.4) relative to 2 = 0 is given by
[see (5.14)]

X(X - 1) - X6 + 6 = 0 (7.5)

and the indicial equation relative to 2 = 1 is

X(X — 1) + X(a + 6) + (c + d + e) =0 (7.6)

Let r be a root of (7.5) such that (7.4) has a solution of the form

2^ + ci2*-+i + • •
• (7.7)

That there is always such a solution follows from Theorem 4.1 (or more

directly by the considerations at the beginning of Sec. 8). Let s be a

similar root of (7.6). Let tZ) = wz-^{z — 1)”*. Then the differential

equation for 12) obtained from (7.4) must have the same form as (7.4)

itself, since the substitution takes all analytic solutions into analytic solu-

tions, except possibly at 2 = 0, 1, or «, and preserves the regular singular

character of solutions at 2 = 0, 1, and <» . Moreover, since the iJb equa-

tion has corresponding to (7.7) a solution 1 + Ci2 + • •
•

,
it follows that

zero is a root of the indicial equation at 2 = 0, which corresponds to

(7.5). Thus the constant corresponding to e must be zero in the 12) equa-

tion. A similar result holds for the constant corresponding t6c + d + e

in (7.6).

With the above substitution carried out, then the equation (7.4) will

have the form
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z{z — l)w'' + (02 + b)w' + cw = 0

and in terms of new constants a, y, this has the form

2(1 — z)w'' + [7 — (a + + l)z]w' — apw — 0 (7.8)

This is the hypergeometric equation whose theory has been investigated in

detail.!

In (7.8) let f = == 'ty(f//3). Then (7.8) is transformed into the

following equation for iD:

+ ('.|) (7.9)

Now (7.9) has regular singular points at f = 0, jS, 00, and if jS—> <»

formally in (7.9), what results is

+ (7 - f)i2)' - crtZ) = 0 (7.10)

This has f = 0 as a regular singular point, but now f = 00 is an irregular

singular point. There are no other singular points for (7.10). The
equation (7.10) is one of the forms of an equation which for obvious

reasons is called the confluent hypergeometric equation,

8. The Frobenius Method

The generalization to arbitrary nth-order equations of the second

method of obtaining the solutions of the Euler equation (Sec. 6) is called

the Frobenius method. If the origin is taken as a regular singular point,

the nth-order equation assumes the form

•+ . 4. — 0 (8,1)

where the 6y are analytic in a neighborhood of the origin. Let

L{w) = + • •
• + bnW

and
00

bj{z) = ^ bjk^ (j = 1, . . • ,
n)

fc-O

The indicial equation associated with (8.1) is

X(X - 1)
• -

• (X - n + 1) + i)ioX(X - 1)
• •

* (X - n + 2) + - • •

+ bn-l oX + bnO = 0

Let /(X) denote the polynomial on the left of this equation. If for

y = 1, . . . ,
n it is true that

! E. T. CJopson, An introduction to the theory of functiona of a complex variable,

New York, 1935, chap. 10.
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(8 .2)b,-H = 0 (fc = 1, 2, . . .)

then (8.1) becomes the Euler equation. It was seen in this case that

L(2^) = /(X)z^

and was a solution of L(w) = 0 if /(X) = 0. In the more general case

(8.1), one tries to find a formal series

to

viz) ^ ^ Cj^ (Co = 1)

3-0

such that

L(v) = /(X)z^

This is the basic idea behind the Frobenius method.

The formal series for v substituted into L yields

LM = /(X)z^ + [/(X + l)ci - + • • •

+ [/(X + j)cj - • (8.3)

where the gj are linear in Ci, . . . , <v-i with coefficients that are poly-

nomials in X. The equations

/(X + f)Cj = gj a == 1, 2, . . .) (8.4)

form a recursive system which can be solved for ci, cz, . . . ,
Rs functions

of X, except possibly at the zeros of /(X -t- f). Clearly the cy thus deter-

mined are rational functions of X, and (8.3) becomes

L(v.)=/(X)z^ (8.5)

If Xi is a root of the indicia! equation /(X) = 0 and/(Xi + j) 0, j ^ 1,

then from (8.5) it follows that ^ is a formal, and therefore an actual solu-

tion of Liw) = 0 which will be denoted by vi-

Consider the relation (8.5) near Xi and differentiate both sides with

respect to X. This results in

^Liv) = (/'(X) + (log z)/(X))2"

and if one takes into account the formal commutativity

9L iv) T {
ax ^ \e\)

formally one obtains

L = (f(X) + aog z)/(X))z» (8 .6)
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If Xi is a double root of /(X) == 0, then/(Xi) = /'(Xi) = 0, and (8.6) shows

that d<p/dX evaluated at X = Xi is a formal, and hence an actual, solution

of L{w) = 0. This solution is

(log z)<pi + <f>2

where

If Xi is a root of multiplicity m, it is readily seen that m — 1 differentia-

tions with respect to X may be carried out to yield m solutions.

In case X2 is also a root of /(X) = 0 and Xi — X2 == fc is a positive integer,

then the above argument cannot be used for the root X 2 since /(X2 + j)

vanishes when j = fc. Let /(X2 + j) 9^ 0 for 1 <k and for j > fc.

Let m be the multiplicity of Xi as a root of /(X) = 0. Consider now the

formal series

<p{z) = (X —

Then the same procedure which gave (8.5) now gives

U9) -y(X)(X-X2)«.^ (8.7)

Moreover, the equations (8.4) now yield Ci, C2, . , . ,
with (X — X2

)’"

as a factor. However, for c* the equation is

/(X + k)ck = Qh

and not only is (X — X2)”* a factor of gf* but also of /(X + fc). Thus c* is

determined as a rational function of X, and it does not have X2 as a pole.

The terms c,-, j > A, are now readily obtained and also will not have X 2

as a pole.

The series for <p now has (X — X2)”* as a factor of its first k terms but not
necessarily of the later terms. If X is taken as X2 ,

then (8.7) shows that <p

is a solution. However, the first k terms of <p vanish so that <p can have
only as its leading term in 2:. Indeed, the solution found in this way is

merely a multiple of <pi found above.

To find a solution reaUy associated with the indicial root X2 ,
the mth

derivative of (8.7) with respect to X is considered. This is

+ (8.8)

where 1 has X — as a factor. Letting X = Xj, there follows

L((pm+l) = 0
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where <pm+i is d^<p/d\^ at X = X2. The leading term of (pm+i is m\z^^ and

thus a solution different from any associated with the root Xi has been

found. Note that in <pm+i the powers j ^ k, may occur multiplied

by powers of log z of order up to m.

If/(X) has X2 as a multiple root, then higher derivatives of <p with respect

to X will clearly yield further solutions.

The procedure for the case of three roots Xi, X2, X3 differing by integers

is left as an exercise, as is the general formulation of the method.

PROBLEMS

1

.

Consider the system

1) -j- - . . -j- JBnW = 0

where the Bi are m-hy-m constant matrices and ly is an m-dimensional vector. Calcu-

late a fundamental set for this system.

2

.

Treat in detail the system

where the Bi are analytic (near the origin) m-by-m matrices and w is an m-dimensional

vector.

3.

Suppose (5.1) has at most a singularity of the first kind at zo* Let z — Zo ” e‘,

and then find the system associated with the transformed equation. Show that it has

the form
(z — zo)w' = A{z)w

where
A(z) =» Ao 4- (2 — zo)Ai -h (2 — 2o)*A 2 4- • • •

Compute the characteristic equation of Ao and show that it is the same as the indicial

equation (6.14).

4

.

Consider the second-order equation

(*) w" -{•f(z)w' 4- g{zi)w * 0

What conditions on / and g must hold if » is to be an analytic point for (*)? Show

that if / and g are not both identically zero (and are analytic throughout the whoh

plane minus the origin) and is an analytic point, then the origin must be a singular

point for (*). Discuss the possible nature of the singularity at the origin.

6. Show that

- V - . a • iS .
a(a 4- 1)^(^ 4" 1)

Wjt;*) “ 1 + i .
2

. + d
'

*

is & solution of the hypergeometric equ&tion. Show from (7.8) that as a function of

; y; z) can have singularities only at z *• 1 and oo

.

6. For appropriately restricted ranges of /3, y, and z show that

r03)r(Y - 0) dt -
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1. In (7.10) let w “ Show that the equation for w is of the form

dfiw 1 k

-l+} + w 0

where m * ^(y — 1) and A = ^7 — cc. (See Prob. 17, Chap. 3.)

8.

The Bessel equation is

yjft 1 -j_ w ^ 0

li w ^ zr^Uj show that

9. Show that, if 11; = 3"t;, then the Bessel equation becomes

zv'' + (2n + l)v' -f aa; » 0

10. Find two series solutions for the Bessel equation valid for small \z\ in the case

where n is not an integer.

11. Classify the singular points of the Legendre equation

(1 — z^)w" — 2zw' + n(n + l)w * 0

and the associated Legendre equation

(1 - z«)w" - 2zio' + [«(» + 1) - j-~,] “ 0

12. The regxilar singular point is related to the equation with ^‘nearly” constant

coefficients considered in Frobs. 29 and 35, Chap. 3. Show this for the regular point

at s = 00 by transforming

^ *» (Ao + Aie"* -1- • • »)io

13.

Let A(z) « fB/a: + Ao + Ai2 -f • •
•

,
where R, Ao, . . . are constant square

matrices. Let ^ denote the formal series soz^ + H" * *
*

1
where the are

vectors. Show that Si, sj, . . . can be chosen as rational functions of X so that

- A(r)] ^ - (XJSr -

As in the Frobenius treatment of the nth-order equation, show that, if Xi is a character-
istic root of R and Xi -h ;, ; ^ 1, is not a characteristic root, then choosing X Xx and
«o as pi, where pi is the characteristic vector

= Xipi

^ becomes an actual solution, of w' — A{z)w * 0. If, in the above problem, Xx is
a multiple root and if

Rpi = Xipy -I- py_i, i - 2, 3, , I
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a further solution can be obtained by considering

^ - 4 (2)]
= (XB - log 2 +

If, in the above, «o is taken as pi and X as Xi and d^p/dX is then denoted by ^i, it follows

that

- 4(2)] yi =

(Note that <pi contains a series with log 2 as a factor.) From the equation

I^B^ - 4(2)] ^ = (XB - B)so2>'-i

it now follows on putting so * p2 and X = Xi and calling \t', ^2 that

- A (2)
J

1^2 = (XijE7 — JE)p2Z^^"^ - —

Thus <pi -f 2 is a solution of w;' — A {z)w « 0 . Extend the above procedure to tlx^

case where I > 2 .

Let X2 be a characteristic root such that Xi — X2 = A; is a positive integer and
X* -h j, 1 ^ j < k and j > fc, is not a characteristic root of R. Show that, if Xi is ^
root of multiplicity m of det (XE — J8) 0,

then replacing so by «o(X — Xt)*** in if^OO

leads to the determination of a solution with leading term 2^*.



CHAPTER 6

LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH ISOLATED SINGULARITIES:

SINGULARITIES OF THE SECOND KIND

1. Introduction

According to the classification of singular points for linear systems

given in Chap. 4, the point 2; = 0 is a singularity of rank p if the system is

of the form

ty' = z~^^B(z)w (1.1)

where B is analytic at 2 = 0, and 5(0) 9^ 0. This chapter will be con-

cerned with the study of the behavior of solutions of linear systems in the

neighborhood of a singularity of the second kindy that is, where p is a posi-

tive integer. It will be convenient to consider this singular point at

“ 00 instead of at the origin. In this case, the system to be considered

is the one induced by the substitution z = 1/f (see Chap. 4, Sec. 6), which

has the form, after relabeling,

v)' = z^A(z)w (1.2)

where r is a nonnegative integer, and A is analytic at 2;= oo,A(oo)?«^0.

It turns out that the study of (1.2) with r ^ 0 is much more complicated

than the study of (1.2) with r = — 1, the case of a singularity of the first

kind at 2:
= 00 . Although it is not easy to prove in general (only a special

case will be considered here), there do exist ^^formar' solutions of (1.2).

The real difficulty now enters because there is no analogue of Theorem

3.1, Chap. 4. This was demonstrated by a simple example in Chap. 4

which showed that a formal solution of (1.2) may actually be a divergent

series. It was apparently Poincard who first realized that even these

‘‘formaP' divergent expressions have a meaning. He showed, for the

case of an nth-order equation, that corresponding to the formal solutions

actual solutions of (1.2) exist which have the formal solutions as asymp-

totic expansions.^' These facts will be made more precise in what follows.

The following example will give some indication of the method to be

used in this chapter. The equationf

tThe first-order system associated with (1.3) is given by « A(t)x, where

138
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a/' + (l-^)a; = 0 (1.3)

where a is a constant and t is real, behaves for large t almost like the con-

stant coefficient case with a = 0. This fact, combined with the results

in the case of the regular singular point, suggests trying as solutions for

large t

<p{t) = + Cxtr-'^ -h + • •
•) (1-4)

and a similar expression with i replaced by — i. The use of (1.4) in

(1.3) formally leads to o- = 0 and to

Ct+i = j ^ 0, Co = 1) (1.5)

Unless a = m(m + 1) for some integer m, the Ch form a nonterminating

sequence with jcAs+i/c*! <xiy oo. Thus the series in (1.4) is diver-

gent for all i 7*^ 0. However, since (1.4), with the Ck given by (1.5),

formally satisfies (1.3), it will be called a formal solution of (1.3).

If two distinct formal solutions of (1.3) were truncated, that is, the

infinite series replaced by finite sums containing the early terms, it might

be expected that the second-order differential equation satisfied by these

truncated functions deviates from (1.3) only in terms involving large

powers of 1/L In this way, an equation ^^close'^ to (1.3) could be found

with the help of the formal solutions. For this example, however, this

refined procedure will be omitted. The equation a;" -1- x = 0 is close

enough to (1.3) for the purpose of getting a representation of the actual

solutions of (1,3).

The equation (1.3) can be written as

x" + z = j,x ( 1 .6)

If (1.6) has a solution <p which acts like e** as the variation of

constants suggests that

(p{t) = e** ^ ^ sin (t — r)^(r)r’"^ dr (1*7)

Indeed, if ^ is a continuous function which is uniformly bounded as

^--4 00
,
and satisfies (1.7), then a direct calculation shows <p must satisfy

(1.6), and (1.7) shows that

<p(t) — —> 0 (<
—^ oo)

-U‘-
1 i)

and if this is considered for complex tj this system is of the type (1.2) for r « 0.
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To show that (1.7) has a solution, the successive approximation

procedure

<00(0 = 0

r- .
(1-8)

<Pn+i(0 = e* — o sin
(f,
— T)<»»(T)r~* dr (n ^ 0)

can be used. Clearly

ki(0 — <oo(<)l ^ 1

and an induction shows that each of the integrals on the right of (1 .8)

exists for 1 ^ f < « ,
and

k«+i(«) - «»«(0I ^ (n ^ 0, 1 ^ < 00
)

Thus the sequence {<pn] converges uniformly on 1 ^ i < qo to a con-

tinuous limit function <p. Since

n—

1

n—

1

k-«)i = I

y - vicit))
I

^ y ^
ib^ jb^

for 1 g i < oo
,
it follows that ^ is uniformly bounded, and

|v(<)| g e'“' (1 g < < 06
) (1.9)

Now, letting oo in (1.8), one obtains (1.7).

This solution <p of (1.7), which has already been shown to be a solution

of (1.6), satisfies, by virtue of (1.9) and (1.7),

|„(,) - ..| £ l2fc'

Used in the right side of (1.7) again, this yields

vit) - + sin {t dr “ 21^2

or, writing sin {t — r) in terms of exponentials and integrating by parts,

there results

v(t) = (l + I) + 0«"*) « ) (1.10)

where 0(i"’) represents a function g such that t^g{t) is bounded as < —»• oo

.

Formula (1 .10) shows that the sum of the first two terms of the formal
series (divergent) given by (1.4) and (1.5) is a better approximation to tp

for large t than is the first term. Use of (1.10) in the right side of (1.7)

shows that three terms of (1.4) give an even better approximation to ip
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for large t. Indeed, although (1.4) diverges it yields information about

the solution (p in the sense that for any integer n ^ 0,

n

<p{t) = y + oo)

*-0

where the Ck are given by (1.5).

In what follows it will be seen that formal-series solutions of the type

just considered are typical for a singularity of the second kind and that

by the variation-of-constants formula the formal series can be shown to

be related to actual solutions as in the case above.

Incidentally, (1.3) has as solutions and where

a - (a + i)^

and Ja and F« are solutions of the Bessel equation

(teO' + (< - y)
® = 0

In case a = m + -J-
for any integer m ^ 0, it follows from (1.5) that the

series (1.4) terminates, and in this case (1.4) yields an actual solution of

(1.3) in terms of elementary functions.

2, Formal Solutions

The formal solutions for (1.2) involve exponentials of polynomials as

well as the formal logarithmic sums introduced in Chap. 4, Sec. 3. A
formal log-exponential sum, u, is defined to be a finite expression of the

form
Jb

y (2.1)

where the pj are formal logarithmic sums in powers of 1/z and the

are distinct polynomials in z and the vanish at « = 0. It is

assximed that u is identified with the sum obtained by any rearrangement

of the terms in the sum (2.1). If

m

is another formal log-exponential sum, then u is defined to be equal to v

if and only if & — m and for some permutation ti, . . . ,
of 1, . • • , X;

one has iij = Vi^ and pj — qi^ for ; — 1, ... ,
fc.
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If 0)1;
. . . , ojn are the distinct polynomials occurring in the set

Mi> • • • y M*) J'l, • . • , Vmi then clearly u and v inay be written as

n n

where some of the coefficients p,- and qj may be zero. The sum tz + v is

defined to be
n

u + v = y (Pi + qs)e“<

y* 1

If 0*

1 , ,
(Tr denotes the set of distinct polynomials obtained from all

sums + J'y (i = 1, • . . ,
i;; jf = 1, . . . ,

m), then the product uv is

defined by

The derivative, u\ of the formal log-exponential sum (2.1) is defined to be

the formal log-exponential sum

k

«' = X
y-1

It is not difficult to verify that these definitions imply that the usual

algebraic and differentiation rules hold for sums of the type (2.1),

A formal log^exponential matrix is defined to be a matrix, 17, with

elements Uij which are formal log-exponential sums. The sum and
products of two such matrices are defined to be the usual formal matrix

sum and product. The derivative, C/', of U is defined to be the matrix

with elements 16^,-. Clearly the set of formal log-exponential matrices, by
definition, are closed under addition, multiplication, and differentiation.

If F = (vij) is another formal log-exponential matrix, then V is defined

to be equal to C7 if and only if itij = Vij, (i, j == 1, . . . ,
n).

A formairsolution matrix of the system (1.2) is defined to be a formal

log-exponential matrix whose columns satisfy (1,2) in the sense of equality

for such matrices. It is, of course, clear that in (1.2) z^A{z) can be con-

sidered as a formal log-exponential matrix; in fact, it can be represented

as a Laurent series in l/z near z = oo

.

Theorem 2.1. For nonnegative integral r consider the linear system

w' « z'^Aiz)w (2,9
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where A is a convergent power series in in some neighborhood of «

,

«o

A(z) ^ y (2.3)

Jfc-O

Assume Aq 9^ 0 has distinct characteristic roots Xi, . . , , Xn. Then

there exists a formal solution matrix for (2.2) of the form

4> = (2.4)

where P is a formal 'power series in zr^,

p = y z-^Pu
Jb-O

det Po 7*^ 0

R is a diago'nal matrix of complex constants, and Q is a matrix polynomial

Q =
j.r+1

^ + 1
Qo + - + + zQt (2.5)

with complex diagonal matrices

/Xf 0 • • • 0 \
^ ^ a = 0,1, ... ,r) (2.6)

\o • • • XJV

(Xj®^ = Xi) as coefficients.

Remark: The simplest case of a system with a singularity of the second

kind at « is the system

w' = Aw

where A is a constant matrix, A solution matrix $ is given by

$ =

Perhaps the next simplest case is the system

w' = z^Aw

where r is a positive integer and A is a constant matrix. It is readily

verified that a solution matrix of this equation is given by

which indicates that the lower-order terms in Q in (2.5), R, and the

formal power series P in (2.4) are completely due to the effect of the

terms sr^Ai + zr^Az + • * • in the A of (2.3).

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Firsts it is clear that, if P, R, Q are matrices as
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described, the product Pz^e^ is a formal log-exponential matrix, for each

of the factors P, is one. Actually, there are no logarithmic terms

in this case since R is diagonal. Also, it may be assumed at the outset

that Ao is a diagonal matrix with elements Xi, . . . ,
Xn, for a simple

substitution ^ = Tty in (2.2) would effect this, if T is that constant

nonsingular matrix such that has the diagonal form with Xi,

. . . ,
Xn as diagonal elements. Note that when Ao is assumed to be

diagonal, the assertion (2.6) says, in particular, that Qo = Ao.

Suppose in (2.4) is a formal-solution matrix of (2.2), where P, Q, R
have the properties stated in the theorem. Then differentiation yields

4>' = P'z^e^ + z-^PRz^e^ + Pz^(z^Qo + z^-^Qi + • *
‘ + Qr)e^

and using the fact that the Qi and are diagonal one obtains

= [P' 4- z-^PR + P(2-Qo + z^-^Qi + • •
• + Qr)W

But from (2.2) there results

4>' = z^APz^e^

and hence

P' + ir^PR + P(2^Qo + z^^Qi + • •
^ + Qr) = z^AP

Using the power-series nature of P and A, thiSs^^ves

ae 00

^ -kE) + (^2
‘ + Qr)

JemQ
00 00

= (2 2r*P»)
*-0 *-0

Comparing coeflScients of the various powers of 2r^ yields

PqQq — AqPq == 0

PfcQo — AoPjfc = ^ (AzP*-z — Pk~zQi) (1 ^ ^ r)

i-i
r (2.7)

P*+r+lQo — AoPjb+r+1 = ) (AiPk+r^l-l ““ PjH-r+l-zQl)

z-a
k+r+l

-h ^ A|Pjfc+r+i-z + PkQcE — R) (fc S 0)

Thus a necessary condition that 4> in (2.4) be a formal solution matrix of

(1.2) is that the matrices P*, Q*, R satisfy the relations (2.7). Con-
versely, if a set of matrices P*, Q*, R exist which satisfy (2.7), then 4>

given by (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) will be a formal-solution matrix of (1.2),
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This follows by a retracing of steps. Thus all that remains to be proved

is to show that the relations (2.7) can be solved for matrices Pk, Qk) R-

Since Ao is assumed to be diagonal, a solution of the first equation in

(2.7) is given by

Qq = Ao Po = E (2.8)

where E is the identity matrix.

The second equation in (2.7) for fc — 1 is

PiQo “* AoP1 == AiPo — jPoQi

or, using (2.8),

P^Aa — AqPi = Ai — Qi (2.9)

Since Ao is diagonal, the diagonal terms of the left side of (2.9) are zero,

and thus the diagonal elements of Qi must be identical with those of Ai.

This determines the diagonal matrix Qi uniquely. The nondiagonal

terms of Pi are determined from (2.9) by

(Xy - X<)p<“ = (i 7^ J) (2.10)

where Pij\ are the elements in the ith row and jth column of the

matrices Pi, Ai, respectively. Since \i ^ Xy (i 7^ j), Eq. (2.10) deter-

mines the nondiagonal elements of Pi uniquely. Let Pi denote the

matrix with diagonal elements zero and in the tth row and jth column
(i ^ j). Then a solution of (2.9) is

Pi = -Pi + -Di = ^^i + P o-Di

where 2>i is any diagonal matrix. Here use is made of the fact that

Z)iAo — AqDi = 0 since Ao is diagonal. Note that Pi satisfies

^^lAo — AqPi = AlPo — PoQi “ Ai — Qi

Let 1 < fc ^ r, and assume the existence of diagonal matrices Qo, Qi,

. . . , Qk~i and matrices Pi, . . . , Pjb-i of the form

P< = Pi + Pi_iDi + • •
• + PoA (2.11)

where Di, . . . ,
D*-! are arbitrary diagonal matrices, the diagonal

elements of the Pi are zero, and the Pi satisfy

AAo - = Si (i = 1, . . . ,
A: - 1) (2.12)

where

& — y (AiPi^i — Pi^iQi) (i =: 1, . . . ,
fc — 1; jPo = E)

Since Ao is diagonal, it follows from (2.12) that the diagonal elements of

each Si are zero. Placing (2.11) into the second relation of (2.7) for fc,
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one obtains, on collecting terms,

PfcAo - AoPi = y - Pk-iQi) + (A* - Q*) + Sk-iDi

+ Sk-.2D2 SiDk^i (2.13)

Since the diagonal terms of PkAo — AoP* are zero, as is the case for

/Si,
, Sk-^i, one sees that (2.13) determines the diagonal elements of

Qk uniquely, and thus the diagonal matrix Qk uniquely. As in the
passage (2.9) and (2.10), a solution Pj, of

*1-1

PkAo — AqPjs = y (AjPk^i — Pk^Qi) + (Ah — Qk) (2.14)

is determined uniquely as regards the elements off the main diagonal.
The elements of -P* on the main diagonal are taken to be zero. Then the
matrix

Pk=Ph+ Ph-iDi + • •
• + PoDh (2.15)

where D* is any diagonal matrix, will be a solution of (2.13), for

PkAo — AoPk = PkAo — AoPk + (Pk^iDiAo — AoPk--^iDi) + • * •

« « J" (PoP*Ao — AoPoDk)
= PkAo — AoPk + (Pk^iAo — AoPk^i)Di + • • •

+ (PoAo — AoPo)Dk

since Ao and the A are diagonal. Using (2.12) and (2.14), one readily
sees Pk given by (2.15) satisfies (2.13). By induction, corresponding
to the choice Qo — Ao, Po == P, this proves the existence of diagonal
matrices Qi, . . . , Qr, and matrices . . . ,

JPr with diagonal elements
all zero, satisfying (2.12) for i = 0, 1, . . . ,

r, and such that the matrices
Pi in (2.11) satisfy the second relation in (2.7) for k « i.

For fc = 0 in the third relation of (2.7) one obtains

r

Pr+lAo — AoPr+l = y (AiPr+i-l — Pr+l-lQl) + Ar+iPo — PoP (2.16)
Z= 1

and here is where R enters. If the P,- as given by (2.11) are put in the
right side of (2.16), one gets

r

Pr+lAo — AoPr+i “ y (AiP^i^ — Pr^i_iQi) -[- (Ar+1 “ R)

+ SrDi + 8r^xD2 + • •
• + StDr (2.17)
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The diagonal elements of the left side of (2.17) are zero, as well as those

in SrDi + • •
• + SiDt. Therefore (2.17) determines uniquely the

diagonal matrix B, and as in (2.13) one obtains a solution of (2.17) of the

form

Pr+l = Pr+l + PrDl + * '
' + PoI>r+l (2.18)

where Pr^^ satisfies

r

Pt+iAq — AoPr+1 = y (AlPr+l-l ““ Pr+l-lQl) + Ar+1 — R (2.19)

and has diagonal elements zero, and Dr+i is an arbitrary diagonal matrix.

The last relation in (2.7) for fc = 1 brings a change in that no new
terms involving Qk or R enter. This equation is

r

Pt+2-A.o — AoPr+i — y (4.iPr+2—I
— Pr+2-jQl) + Ar+lPl + Ar+2Po

1-1

4- Pi(P - R) (2.20)

and, using the expressions (2.11), (2.18) for the P<, this yields

r

Pr4.2^0 — iioPr+2 = \ {AiPr-^2-l Pr-{-2^lQl) + Ar+iPl + Ar+S

r

+ Pt{E - fl) + [ ^ (AiPr+i^ - Pr+l^Qi) + - r] Di

+ SrD2'^ . . . -j- SiDr+i + Di (2.21’>

But by (2.19) the expression in the brackets
[ ] has a diagonal consisting

of zeros, and siiice the diagonal terms of the left side of (2.21) are all zero,

it follows that the diagonal matrix Di is uniquely determined by (2.21).

Just as before, a solution Pr+s of (2.20) can be found of the form

Pri-2 — Pr+2 + Pr-^lDi -!-'••+ PojDr+2

where Pr+2 is a solution of (2.20) with the P* replaced by Pk everywhere

and Di added to the right side, and the diagonal elements of Pr+z all zero,

and Dr+2 is an arbitrary diagonal matrix.

In the next step, Da is determined uniquely and a new diagonal matrix

Dr+a is introduced. Thus r + 1 matrices Dk are always being carried in

the procedure. Using another induction, it follows that all Pk and Dk
axe determined uniquely from the equations (2.7), and hence all the Pk

are determined uniquely, once the initial choice Qo == Ao, Po “ is

made. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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(C) —
Po

(if po 9* 0)

Proof, The proof follows easily from the definition of an asymptotic

series, and is left to the reader.

Corollary. If /» (i = 1, . . . ,
w), are m functions, fi ^ Pi, zs S, and

g{zi, . • , j Zm) is a polynomial, thenF(z) = gifi{z), . . . yfm(z))y has an

asymptotic expansion in S, and this is calculated as if all the expansions

were convergent series.

Proof, The proof follows by repeated application of (a), (b) in

Theorem 3.1.

Application, If A is a matrix of functions whose components have
00

asjnnptotic expansions, A \ z'~-^Ah in S, then det A has an asymp-
Jfc-O

totic expansion there, and the first term in this expansion is det 4o.

Thus if det Ao 9^ 0, (det has an asymptotic expansion in S with

the first term (det Ao)"^. Since the elements of A“^ are composed of

{n — l)-rowed minors of A (which have asymptotic expansions) divided

by det A, it follows that, if det Ao 0, A“^ has an asymptotic expansion

in 5.

Theorem 3.2.

(^ real), then

(a) ^ / is continuous for t U
i-O

(/(r) - Po pir"0 dr
k

(b) If, further, f exists and is continuous, and f has an asymptotic
oo

expansion, then f “ a
Jb-2

Proof, (a) t^f — Po — Pit"^) P 2,
^ —> + « ,

and therefore F{t)

exists for t > U, Also, for fixed m ^ 1,

w*4“l

A-0

where e{t) —> 0, i —» + oo . Hence

«(r)T-(*^« dr g «jf(0 ^
7^(«+» dr
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sup |€(r)|. But €M(t) —» 0, f » 4- oo
5
and since

t^T< 00

I r-<“+» dr = i
Jt m

—> 0, ^ + 00
. This proves (a).

jfc-i

CO

(6) Let ^ y Then
ib«-0

f ~
jt,

+/(^o) =
Jt,

(2« +

+ i!
- 3" - 31^“')

or

/ = ffo< + «I log < - j[
^ (/'(t) - go - dr + e

where c is a constant. Since / has a unique asymptotic expansion, it

follows from (a) that go ~ = 0 and g* = — (fc — l)pjfc-i, fc 2. This

proves (6).

If / has an asymptotic expansion, /' need not have one. For example,

if / = e“* sin eS then /~ 0, but /' = — e"' sin + cos e* does not have

an expansion, for lim cos e*, i —> + ®o
,
does not exist.

4. Existence of Solutions Which Have the Formal Solutions as Asymp-
totic Expansions—^the Real Case

It will now be shown that corresponding to every formal-solution

vector of (2.2) there exists an actual solution with the formal solution as

an asymptotic expansion which is valid in some sector in the complex

z plane, for z sufficiently large. In order to do this, certain appiraisals

will have to be made.

It is important to distinguish, in the following, between formal solutions

and actual solutions. An actual-solution matrix (or vector) of the

system (2.2) will be denoted by ^ (or <p), whereas formal solutions will

always be denoted by l> (or 0) . In this section, unless otherwise stated,

it will always be assumed that the system under consideration is the one

considered in Theorem 2.1, namely

w' = z^Aw (r ^ 0) (4.1)

one

Sec. 4]

where eu(t) =>

where At has distinct characteristic roots.
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If P is a formal power series m
00

p = y
Jb-O

denote by P(^) the polynomial in

m

P(m) = y Z“*P* (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .)

*-0

If 4> — [(2.4)] is a formal-solution matrix of (4.1), denote by the
^‘tnincated formal solution,

= P(m)Z^e^

Clearly 4»(«) can be regarded as a function of z also.

A sketch of the method to be used here will now be given,

a formal solution of (4.1), it is clear that formally

For the truncated formal solutions it might be expected that, if Bcf„> is

defined by the equation

then the early terms in are identical with those of A. This will be
shown to be the case in Lemma 4.1 below.

Since ^im)j S'lid all exist as well-defined functions of z for all

z sufficiently large, is an actual- (and not only a formal-) solution
matrix of the system

v/ = (4.3)
If (4.1) is written as

w' = z^Bcr^^w + z^(A - Bcm))w (4.4)

then, since A — B(m) is small for large z, the equation (4.4) can be recast,
by treating the last term as though it were a given function of ^ and using
the vmation-of-constants formula much as in (1.7), to get an integral-
equation formulation. Since a solution 0^rn) of the homogeneous equation
(4.3) corresponding to (4.4) is known, it will be shown that the integral
equation can be dealt with by using the method of successive approxima-
tions to obtain a solution of (4.4) [and hence of (4.1)] which behaves like
^(m) for large z.

Lemma 4.1. The matrices exist for z sufficiently large, and if
Bi^rn) is defined by

(4.2)

Since is

^A — -
1

-
(4.5)
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and^
are analytic for all z sufficiently large (including «,),

^<.m.)(z} =^0(|z|'‘ (|z|—>+«>) (4.6)

Proof It is obvious that -l[„j exists. Siuce P(„) is a polynomial in
z

, and det Pa 7̂ 0, (det exists, for 2 sufficiently large, as a con-
vergent power series in z-i. Therefore P;;^, exists and is analytic for aU 2
sufficiently large. From (4.2), it follows that

(4.7)

exists for z sufficiently large. Also

^(m) = (-Pcm) + Z'^^Pim)R + P(fn)Q')z^e^ (4.8)

since R, Q are diagonal. From (4.7) and (4.8) one has

“ (-^Cm) “1“ ^ ^Pim)R (^•^)

and since Q' is the polynomial matrix

Q' = z^Qo + z--^Qi + . .
. + Q,

it is clear that B(m) == is analytic for z sufficiently large.

Since det Po 0, the formal power series P has a formal reciprocal

and hence has a formal reciprocal which is given by

Now = (P' + z'^^PR + PQ')z^e^j and therefore

= (P' + z-^PR + PQ')P-^ (4.10)

But from (4.1), = z^A, and since A is analytic for z sufficiently

lai^, must be a convergent power series in for z sufficiently

large, and hence analytic for large z.

It remains to compare the expressions (4.9) and (4.10). The formal

series P may be written as

P - Pc.) + (4.11)

where = Po + z~'^Ri + • • • is another formal power series in

It will be useful to let Jk denote any formal-matrix power series in zr^

having as a factor, and thus Jk is such that

Z^JA;
= «7o + Z~’^J1 H"

* ' *

for some constant matrices Jo, • Using this notation, (4.11)

may be written as

P - Pc.) + J^i (4.12)

t By (4.6) is meant |P(t5)WI • = 0(1), \z\ - where the bound depends

on m*
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det P = det P(„) +
and this implies that

(det P)-» = (det P(„))-» +
If adj P is the formal matrix such that

P adj P = (det P)E

then, since the matrix adj P Las as its elements the cofactors of the die'

ments of P, it follows that

adj P = adj P(„) + J„+i

Therefore
P-i = PrJ>+/^i (4.13)

From (4.12) one obtains

P' = (4.14)

and combining (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) there results from (4.9) and

(4.10),

(4.15)

The r in the last term is due to the term PQ'P^^ in (4.10). But (4.15)

implies that

Z^A =: + /m+l-f (4.16)

and since A and j8(m) are both analyi^ic for z sufficiently large, so is

z'^J^i^, Denoting /m+i-r in (4.16) by one sees that this E^m)

satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
The asymptotic nature of the formal solutions will first be deduced for

the case when z t is real. Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.1 apply to this

particular case. In order to prove Lemma 4.2 below, some notation will

be required.

For fixed integral ?7i ^ 0, let the column vectors of !>(«) be denoted by '

0(m)% (i = 1, . . . , n). Then

== (4.17)

where
^+1 fr

qS) = \ i + • •
• + \pt (4.18)

P(m)i is the ith column of P(m), and p,- is the element in the fth row and
column of R (see Theorem 2.1),

Consider, for the following, a fixed i. Since 'Sftqj is a polynomial, its

behavior as f —»• » is determined by the term of highest power in t.

Divide the integers j =» 1, ... ,n into two classes Ix, Ja according to
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the following rule:

j e 7i if - gj) -> + 00 4- oo)
^

j s li if SR(g»- — Qj) is bounded above (^—>• + oo) ^

Of course Ii, 12 depend on the i chosen. Let, further, p = max 9ip,-.

3

Lemma 4.2. Let m be any positive integer such that m — r — p-\-

'iftpi > Offer aUj = 1, . . . ,
n. Corresponding to any column vector

of 4(m), there exists an actual solution vector of the system

w' = t'A{t)w (4.20)

such that

k(«)<(OI = (< -^ + «

)

Proof. The solution p(„)< will be constructed using the method of

successive approximations, combined "with a version of the variation-of-

constants fonnula.

Consider the two systems

W' = t'Aw = + E(fn)W (4.21)

w' = irBirnyU) (4.22)

From the definition of JS(„), the matrix 4>(m)(0 is a fundamental matrix for

(4.22), if t is sufficiently large (dot Po 0). Thus if (4.21) is regarded

as a nonhomogeneous system wi^th (4.22) as the corresponding homo-
geneous system, the variation-of-constants formula can be applied to

express solutions of (4.21) in terms of a quadrature of solutions of (4.22).

In doing this, the limits of integration must be set correctly. Let to be

so large that ^^^)(<) exists for to, and split 4j;J)(t) into two parts

where the jth. row of is identical with thejth row of 4^^,, or identically

zero, according as j e h or j e I2 ]
similarly for Thus the nonzero

rows of consist of those rows of which have as factor e~^iO) for

j 8 I*, fc = 1, 2.

The integral equation to be considered is the following:

«'(0 = ^{m)it) + Ki(f,T)w(T) dr + K2(t,T)w(T) dr (to ^t< «>)

(4.23)

where

KM = K2(t,r) = $(„,«)’^[«,(r)P<„)(r) (4.24)

By direct verification, it follows that if to = <p(t) satisfies (4.23), where the

integral converges, then <p satisfies (4.21).
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lu order to solve (4.23), define the successive approximations for

< ^ <0 by
,p\t) s 0

dr + K%{t,T)<f^{T) dr, (4.26)

(A = 0, 1, . . .)

It is a matter of proof that each of the approximations exists. This will

be omitted since it is entirely similar to the proof which will be given

below concerning the magnitudes of the successive differences. In order

to appraise these, it is necessary to appraise the kernels Ki and Ki. Now

|Xx(«,r)| g |4c.)«)’^S)Wl \EUr)\ (4.26>

and from Lemma 4.1,

l^;(m)(r)l = 0(r-«-i) (t^ + =0 ) (4.27)

The v'th element of the matrix 4>(m)(<)'^(m)(r) is given by

(.Kmmh = y (PUt)UPTMr))i,- (4 .28)

iTii

Because of the convergence oiP'^j for large enough tj

\PM \PTJim - 0(1) (4.29)

From (4.26) through (4.29), and a similar consideration for it then
follows that there exists a constant c = c{m) > 0 and a to sufficiently

large [which can be taken to be the to in (4.25)] such that

itii

Further assume that is so large thatf

and that

,j.r+p—m—1—SRp,

- qi{i)) is increasing (I s fi, < ^ <o)

iR(Q'i(0 — Qi(f)) is nonincreasing (Z e /*, i ^ to)

From (4.25)

= P(m).(<)<‘’<e«i<‘>

and therefore

WKt) - ^«(01 g (t ^ to)

t All the integrals in (4.31) exist because of the assumption on tti.

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)
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Then from (4.25)

l^+i(<) - ^Ti + Ti (4.34)
where

Ti =
1
^^(t) - dr

^2 = ^ \K2(t,T)\ dr

On account of (4.30) and (4.33) one has

zT/i

and by virtue of (4.32), 9t(g»(r) - qi(r) + qi(t) ~ qi(t)) g 0 for to g
T ^ t*

Therefore,

Ti ^ c*2-<*-««'>e«®i(‘) y dr
ifli

'*’

and using (4.31)

Ti ^ c2-<*^‘>«''e3'«iW

A similar argument shows that Fj satisfies the same inequality as Fi.

Thus (4.33) is true with k replaced by A + 1, and since (4.33) is true for

fc = 1, (4.33) is established for all k by induction.

Therefore the series
«e

<pKt) + y ivf’it)
-

ifc-1

is absolutely uniformly convergent to a vector function <p = <e>(«x(t) on

every finite interval to ^ t K T <. . Also

1^(„)<(01 g y = 2c<<’e««.»> (t ^ U) (4.35)

Using the standard argument for successive approximations, it now

follows that satisfies (4.23), and hence the differential system (4.21),

thus proving Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.3. For any sufficiently large m, the solvUon «»(„),• of Lemma 4.2

satisfies

where y is a positive integer independent of m and of i.

Proof. Just how large m must be will be seen in the following. From
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(4.23), if t > 2<o, and •m> r + p
—

'Sipi, (i = 1> • • • '
esdsts

a solution ^(w)i such that

Wwit) - g Ai + Aj + As (4-37)

where

A._ /"lK.((,T)|h«,M|*. A. - |K.(W|

Ai = \K2(t,T)\ l<I>Cm)i(T)l dr

Consider As first. From (4.30), (4.32), and (4.35),

n

As ^ 2 i/2
dr

Z-1

Now

Ap r “ ^r-m^i+p-rnpi dr = ^ + <» )

J«/2

where /i is any positive integer exceeding r + 2p — 2 min Choose

m so large that p — m < 0.

Then
A2 = + °°) (4,39)

A similar argument shows that this also holds with As replacing

Turning now to Ai, apply (4.30), ,(4.31), (4.32), (4.35) to Ai. What
results is

Ai g I
y
i7ii

(4.40

Let <r;i denote the highest power of t appearing in 9?(gi(0 — qS))- Since

3i(g< — gi) is increasing for t ^ to(Je/i), the coefficient Pa of in

9i(gi(i) - gi(i)) is such that pa > 0. The coefficient of in

is then given by

9? - ?<(<) + 3*- (l)
-

= - l) <0Pa
2^ii

for <r,i > 0. From (4.40), therefore, the term under the summalaon
sign is 0(e-i‘) for some 7 > 0, and hence, in particular,

A.1 = 0(<'‘“*^®'’‘e®®«®) + ®o

)

(4 .4 l>
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Combining (4.37) through (4.41), one obtains (4.36), which proves the

l«^a 4.4. If m is sufficiently large, then for any fixed irUeger m' > m,

(t-^ +«) (4.42)

where a is a positive constant independent of ^ - ^
Proof. Choose m so large that Lemma 4.3 holds, and let rre + j

I a positive integer. From Lemma 4.3,

<p,,n)iit)
^ (<-»+ -») (4.43)

where m is such that

-

m < 0, and hence, if *c«) is the matrix with the

column vectors • • • ?

= Pirn-lit) + Oitr^) = Fo + 0(f“^) it-* <*>)

Since by Theorem 2.1 det Po ^ 0, this proves that det ^^(O 5^^
0 for all

i sufficiently large, and hence is a fundamental matrix for -t Aw

for all sufficiently large t.

But 4><»i+o is also a fundamental matrix, and hence

n

<P(m)ii^ X <5ij<P("*+lw(0

j—

1

(4.44)

(4.45)

where the ca are constants. Recall that

m

where pw.(0 is the ith column of Pw(0 = i^P^> and hence is of the

form

P(»)i(0 = X
Jfc-0

where the p. are constant vectors. RecaU also *at if^o is assumed to

be in diagoLl form, then Po can be chosen to be the umt matrix F. This

is clearly no loss of generality, and so this will be ass^ed in the foUow-

ing. TLn p« is a vector with 1 in the tth row, and 0 elsewhere. By

virtue of (4.43), (4.44) is equivalent to

0(miiii) + 0(t*'’<+'^«"*‘'‘’) = ^ Cii^i.’n+niil) + 0 ( Xj
***''
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and by (4.45), (4.46), this gives

2
= 0(iS^+'‘-”e®«<<‘>)

n

+ 0 ( ^ (4.47)

Let, as before, h denote the set of all integers &, (A == 1
,

. . . ,
n),

such that — Qk) -^2 the complenientary set

in 1, 2, . . . ,
n. From the structure of the qi as polynomials with no

constant term, it follows that ke I2 if and only if either — Siff* or

— gjfc) ^ + 00 ). It will now be shown that ca = 1 and

iik ^ if k& I2,
then Ci* = 0 in (4.44).

Let 721 be the set of all k such that dt(qi — gib)
— ®o

?
(if —^ + «>)•

Suppose I*x is the set of all k' e 121 such that 9i(gib — gjfcO is bounded

above as ^ —> + « ,
for all fc e hu Let fc" be any integer in 121 such that

dipk" ^ 9lpjb', for all e 7*1. Divide (4.47) by and let < — + 00 •

If attention is confined to the fc"th row, what results is Cik'^ = 0. Con-

tinuing in this fashion, one shows Ci* = 0 for all fe e hi-

Let 722 be the set of all fc 7*^ i such that ^tqi = SUg*, and let fc' e 72s be

such that Sipib^ ^ Stpik, for all fc s h2- Divide (4.47) by and let

i ^ + 00 . By observing the fc'th row, in passing to the limit, it is found

that Cfib' — 0, if Sip*/ > SRpt. It is true that for SRp*' = SRpt the fc'th row
shows again that c^jb^ = 0. Then it follows easily that ca ^ 1, by dividing

by and letting + 00
. After that, the argument goes nicely

for SRpv < SRpi, fc' e h2 - Here m must be assumed so large that SRp* —
SRpjb' + p “ m < 0 for all ft' e 722 puch that SRpjb/ < SRp*.

Therefore, from (4.44) one obtains

<P(.vOi{i) ~ ^
3% h

From this it follows, using (4.43) and (4.45), that

= <PCm+l)i(t) + 0(6®^®<^‘^J?(0)

where £7(0 — 0(e"“0 for some constant a > 0, which does not depend on
m or m'. This proves the estimate (4.42).

It is now possible to prove the asymptotic nature of the formal solutions
in the real case.

Theorem 4.1^ Let $i = 'pp^e'^i he any column vector of the formal solution
matrix 4 = Pt^€9 of (4.20), where A satisfies the conditions of Theorem
2.1 for z^L Then there exists for all sufficiently large t an actvaUsolvtion
vector of this system, <pi, such that
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Wi{t) - :0im)i{t)\ - (i -> + «) (4.48)

holds for all m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . In 'particular^ <pi ~
Proof. From Lemma 4.3, for every m' sufl&ciently large, say m' ^ mi,

there exists a solution <p^m>)i such that

a-^+co)
.

(4.49)

where is a positive integer independent of m'. The integer mi can be

chosen so that mi > /x. By Lemma 4.4, for m sufficiently large, say

m ^ m2 ^ mi, and m' > m,

= <PCm')S) + (t-^+Co) (4.50)

where a is a positive constant. Combining (4.49) and (4.50), there

results for m == m2,
and all m' > m2,

PimAt) = ^(mo^(<) + (i-^ +«).. (4.51)

But, by the definition of it follows that

'e9^«.C0) (i-> + oc) (4.52)

Letting m = m' — ju — 1, and combining (4.51) and (4.52), one gets for

all m > m2 — M — 1

(« -> + 00
) (4.53)

It remains to prove (4.53) for m = 0, 1, . . . ,
m2 — /x — 1. Since

^(tn)t(i) = ^(m~i)t(0 + .

(^—>^ +«>)

it follows that (4.53) holds for m = m2 — jn — 1. Using an induction, it

iseasy to see that (4.53) must be valid for m =5 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
thus proving

the theorem if <pi is chosen to be the solution

6. The Asymptotic Nature of the Formal Solutions in the Complex Case

The result given in Theorem 4.1 holds not only for real 2 = but it is

also obviously valid on each radial line z — te^^, for any fixed 0. How-
ever, the theorem does not relate the solutions along one radial line with

the solutions along another radial line. Here it will be shown that, with

the aid of certain theorems in (complex) function theory, the result of

Theorem 4.1 can be used to prove that a solution <pi with the asymptotic

expansion 0i along an appropriate radial direction actually has $i as an

asymptotic expansion in a sector of the z plane.

The results required from function theory are due to Phragmen and

Lindelof, and are extensions of the marimum-modulus theorem,f A

t For proofs of these theorems, see E. C.Titchmarsh, The theory offunctions, Oxford,

1939, pp. 177-180.
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statement of the results needed here follows. With z = the nota^

tion arg z ^ 6 will be used.

Theorem A. Let f be an analytic function for

k ^ \z\ < «5, 01 ^ arg 2 ^

where k, di, 6% are real constants. Let

j{z) = 0(e''*'") (|z| «)

uniformly in di ^ arg z ^ 02
,
for some constants c and m such that

m(62 — 0i) < T

Iff is bounded as \z\-^ ^ <m the lines arg z — di and arg z = 02, then f is

bounded uniformly as \z\ — « in di ^ arg z ^ 02 .

Theorem B. Let f be analytic and uniformly bounded for the region in

Theorem A. Moreover^ suppose that there exist constants a and h swh that

f(z) —> a 05
|
2

|

—> 00 on arg z = 0i, and f(z) —> & os
|

2;|
—> oo on arg z — 0^.

Then a — b and f(z) o uniformly in 0i g arg z ^ as\z\-^ «>

.

Recall that the system under consideration is

w^ — z^A(z)w (r ^ 0)

where
«e

^(2) = y
ib**0

and the latter series converges for \z\ > d, for some d > 0. An immediate
consequence of (5.1) is the existence of a constant Ci > 0 such that any
solution^ of (5.1) satisfies lv?'| ^ 01121*^1^1 for large \z\. If c = Ci/(r + 1)*

this implies

«>(2) = (kl -»«,) (6.3)

uniformly in any fixed sector of the z plane bounded by two radial lines.

Let the integer t (1 ^ i ^ n) be chosen and kept fixed in the discussion
that follows. Since the characteristic roots Xy (,’ = 1, . . . ,

n) of the
matrix ^lo are assumed to be distinct, it follows that the equation

SR[(Xy — XjOz*^^] = 0 (J 7^ i) (5.4)

determines a finite number of directions in the z plane. These are the
directions arg z = d (mod 2ir) for which

cos [arg (Xy - Xy) + (r + l)fl] = 0
Let Si be a sector

Sii a ^ arg z g |3

such that all the directions determined by (5.4) are exterior to Si. The
following result will be proved.

(6 . 1)

(5.2)
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Theorem 6.1. If 0i = is any formcd-sohdion vector of (5.1)
then there exists in the sector Si, determined above, an actual solution <pi Jf
(5.1) for all sufficiently large Iz], such that

uniformly in Si.

An easy corollary to the above theorem is the following result.
Theorem 6.2. If a sector Sin the z plane contains no direction for which

S«[(Xi - = 0 il,j = 1, . . . ,n-,l^f)

then there exists a fundamental set of solutions <pi (i = 1, . . . ^
n) of (5.1)

in S for all z sufficiently large such that

<Pi'^0i (i = 1, . . . ,
n)

uniformly in S.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. For any j = 1, . . . ,
n,

Si(z) - <7,(z) = (Xi - \) + (XJ» - Xj») ^
4- • •

• + (X<'> - X)^>)2

and it is clear that the behavior of 8i(g< — g#) in Si, for j f^i,ss \z\

depends on the first term

SR
Qa - Xy)gH-i '|

r + 1 J

since jXi — 5>s 0. It follows from the definition of Si that the integers

y = 1, 2, . . . ,
t — 1, i + 1, . . . ,

n fall into two classes Ji and It,

•where

SR(g<-s/)-*~ CfeJi) (5.5)

uniformly in Si as jz] «>
,
and

- g#)
- to ijsli) (5.6)

uniformly in 5i as |zl
—»• «

.

Theorem 4.1 gives the existence of a solution <pi of (5.1) on the line

arg z = a for all sufficiently large \z\ having the property that

<f>i ~ (arg z — a) (5.7)

By uniqueness, it follows that can be continued off the line arg z = ot,

and hence it may be assumed that <pi exists for all sufficiently large \z\ and

satisfies (5.7) on arg z = a. Now let y be chosen so that

a <y ^ P and y - a <
j

(5.8)

It can also be assumed that y is chosen so that on arg z = y one has, for
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any I and j ,
such that I 7̂ j ,

either

[Chap. 5

(arg z = 7)

(arg z = 7)

From Theorem 4.1 it follows that along the line arg z = 7 there exists for

sufficiently large |z| a fundamental set of solutions . . . , lAn of (5.1)

such that

'Pi ^<Pi (arg z = 7) (6.9)

Thus, for some constants Ci, . . . ,
c„,

n

Vi= ^ cjipj (5.10)

y«l

for all sufficiently large [z\.

Assume that there exists ke I2 such that c* 9^ 0 and such that for all

Z e J2,
with I 7^ k and ci 7^ 0

,
it is the case that

JRfe - qi)-^ ^ (arg 2 = 7) (5-11)

as
I
2

I

00
, If m > 0 is any fixed integer, then by (5.9) and (5.10) one

has in the notation of Theorem 4.1

8i($i — qj) 00

or

9?(gi - qi) -

<Pi = Ck0Mk + (arg z 7)

and in particular, if

then
f{z) = <pi{z)e-^k^^^zrPk

f{z) = a + 0 (|2|-0 Qz\ 00
,
arg 2 = 7)

where a is a constant vector, not identically zero. On arg z — a it fol-

lows, since fc e 72
,
and (5.7) holds, that

f{z) == 0 (|2|-0 (kl arg z = a)

Recalling (5.3) and using Theorem A and then Theorem B for each com-
ponent of /, it follows that a = 0, which is impossible. Hence k does not
exist and the nonvanishing terms on the right of (6 . 10) are from j e h and

j = I

From (5.7) it follows that

is such that

g{z) = <pi{z)€r^i^*^z‘’f^i

g{z) c (I2I 00
,
arg 2r = a)

where c is the constant vector given by

c = lim
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From (5.9) and (5.10) one has also that

g(z) CiC (laj 00, arg z = 7)

and by Theorem B this implies that Ci = 1. Thus (5.10) gives

(v>< - ^(«)i)e-*<2"'’‘a^‘ = 0(1) (I2I 00, arg z = 7)

This relation is obviously valid for arg z = a by (5.7). Thus, by apply-

ing Theorem A, it is valid uniformly in the region a g arg 2^7. This

is equivalent to

(a S arg z g 7)

If 7 < 18, then repeating the above argument a finite number of times

in sectors with angle less than ir/(r -1- 1) jrields the theorem for the

sector
f n .

The sector Si can usually be increased in size by obserymg the foHowmg

facts. A curve along which 9i(«i - g,) = 0 for some j 5^ i serves quite

as well as a radial line in the hypothesis of Theorems A and B. More-

over, the results proved in Sec. 4 for z along a radial line will generally be

valid along such a curve. By minor variations of the preceding argu-

ment, asymptotic relations can be proved in a sector Si bounded by two

such curves, but containing none such in its mterior. Generally sue

relationships can be extended into an adjoining sector. This will be

shown by an example. The method is quite general m scope.

Consider the equation (1.3) with a = -i and the variables complex

80 that it becomes as a system

*•(-(4)
)

with roots Xi = i and X, = -i. Taking the first component of the

vector w and denoting it by u,

and the two formal solutions of (5.12), as already seenm (1.6), are
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Consider now the solution of (5.12), <f>i, which by Theorem 5.1 satisfies

for S ^ arg z ^ t — S, where 5 > 0,

VI ~ (5.13)

Let 1^1 and be the solutions of (5.12) which on arg z = 0 are asymptotic

to and respectively. Then for some constants Ci and ca

Vi = Ci^i + Call's

Multiplsdng the above by e“, it follows that

= cie*’* + Ca + 0 (5.14)

on arg *» 0 as 2 —>+oo. By (5.13) it follows that

e<Vi(2) = c’** (l + 0 (5.15)

on arg z — t/2 as \k\—* <» . Let

^(2) ~
f. «*Vi(*) ds

2 Jxo

where *0 is large and positive and the integral extends in the upper half

plane on the arc of the circle |s| = Xo until arg s = arg 2 and then the
integral is taken along the radius arg s = arg 2. Clearly (5.14) and
(5.15) imply

lim F(z) = Ca (arg 2 = 0)

lim F(z) = 0
Z—* 00

Thus by Theorem A followed by Theorem B, ca = 0. Considering next
c~“<9i(2) on arg 2 = 0 and ir/2, it follows that ci = 1. Thus

[<Pi(z)
- ^(«)x(2)]e-<*2’»+i = 0(1)

on arg 2 = 0 and ir/2, from which follows ^ uniformly on 0 ^
arg 2 ^ t/2. The argument can now be repeated for [t/2,t]. Moreover,
it can be repeated for [t, 2t — 8] and [—

t

+ 8, 0] for any 8 > 0, so that
finally

Vi ~ 01 (—T + 8 g arg 2 ^ 2t — 8) (5.16)

[Indeed, iri<pi(z) is, except for a constant factor, a Hankel function.]

Similar results hold for the solution ^a,

Vi ~ 0i (—2t + 8 S arg z ^ir — S) (5.17)
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A solution of (5.12) is 2^ 0(2), where Jo is the Bessel function of zero
order. Since and ^>2 are independent

s^J0 (2) = ci<pt(z) +
for some constants ci and C2 . [That 01 = ^2 = is readily

verifiable.] From (5.16) and (5.17) follows

^Joie) 01^1(2) + 02^2(2) (—TT + 5 ^ arg 2 g v — 8)

Since Jo is an entire function of 2
,
it is single-valued. The formal series

on the right above is also single-valued. Because 2* occurs on the left,

the left side is multiple-valued so that the above asymptotic formula

cannot be valid on —v ^ arg 2 g x. Thus the result obtained is in a

sense the best possible. By using obvious generalizations of the method

of t.hTg example, assrmptotic results can often be extended into sectors

larger than St of Theorem 5.1.

6. The Case Where Ao Has Multiple Characteristic Roots

This case is considerably more complicated than the simple situation

treated in Sec. 2. The proof of the existence of formal solutions involves

new difficulties. This can be illustrated in the real case 2 = t by

the example
tw" 4- w' + w “ 0 (6.1)

The system associated with (6.1) is

lOi = Wi

w'i = — Irhoz

If to is the vector with components Wi, los, then

where

to' = (Ao +

Therefore Ao has a double root X = 0, with nonsimple

(hvisor. If t = 8®, the equation (6.1) is transformed into

to" 8“Ho' + Aw — 0

with associated system

w' = (Bo + 8~*Bi)u»

(6.2)

(6.3)

elementary

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

where
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Thus the characteristic roots of So are X = ±2i, and hence Theorem
2.1 can be applied to (6.5). An implication of Theorem 2.1 is that (6.4)

has a formal solution of the form

(l + 7 +
• •

•) (6.7)

By substituting (6.7) into (6.4), r is found to be -i. Since (6.4) is real,

the complex conjugate of (6.7) must also be a formal solution. Setting
s = ft, this shows that (6.1) has formal solutions of the form

^ = cipi(ft)He«'* + C2P2«t)Hr-*«» (6.8)

where Ci, C2 are constants, and pi, p2 are formal power series in Thus
it is seen that fractional powers of t can enter into the exponential term
and the formal series.

The following theorem can be shown to apply in the general case when
Ao has multiple characteristic roots, but because of the complexity of the
proof, the latter will be omitted.

Theorem 6.1. Consider the system

w' = g'A(z)w (6.9)
where r is a nonnegative integer,

CO

A(z) = y 2r-*A*

k~0

and the latter series converges for \z\> a for some a > 0. Then there exists
a formalr-solution matrix of (6.9) of the form

# = Se^
(6 .10)

wh^e Q is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Qi which are poly-
nomials of the type

qi(z) = + . .
. 4. ^

Zi ani h being integers, and S is a matrix whose elements Sif areformal expres-
sions of the type

mu

Sij = Z'u ^ log™ Z

m —0

Here the Tij are constants and the o-ijm are formal series
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where the are constants. Moreover, the formal determinant of S does not
vanish for large

l^l < oo

.

It can further be shown that there exist solutions of (6.9) which have
these formal solutions as asymptotic expansions valid in certain sectors

of the z plane. The proofs of Secs. 4 and 5 can be readily adapted to this

more general case.

7. Irregular Singular Points of an nth-order Equation

Consider the nth-order equation of the form

n

^
— 0 (ao(z) = 1) (7.1)

m — O

where r ^ 0 is an integer, and the coefficients Om are analytic in a neigh-

borhood of 2 == 00
,
that is,

«e

(ImCz) = ^̂0

and the series are convergent for |zl > a for some o > 0. If ^ is any solu-

tion of (7.1), let the components v>* of a vector be ^ven by

(fc = 1, . . . ,
n) (7.2)

Then it is easy to check that

<P],
— — (fc — l)fz~Vfc + z'w+i (fc — • * • )

^ ~ 1)
(7.3)

= — (n — l)rsrV« — + an_i<p* + • •
• + »«».)

Therefore, if is a solution of (7.1), the vector with components <pic &ven

by (7.2) is a solution of the system

w' = z’’A(2)'W (7.4)

where

A(z) ==

f
0 1 0

1 0 1

1 . • —2rz^^

0
— a„(z) — aTi-i(z)

0

0

— (n — 2)«r’^‘ 1

-ai(z) -(»-l)i-z-

Ocyerady, to tot oomponMit rf absolution veotorf (7 4).

be a solution of (7.1). Therefore Theorems 2.1, 4.1, and 5.1 can be
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applied to (7.4), (7.5) to obtain the formal solutions and their asymptotic

character, and, observing the first components, one gets the corresponding

information for the equation (7.1).

If A is written as
€0

A(z)^ y

where the Ah are constant matrices, then

0 1 0 . . . 0

0 0 1

...
•

• • . . •

0

0 •
• 0 0 1

.
—UnO • . . . ~Ol0

,

The characteristic equation of Aq, as was shown in (6.19), Chap. 3, is

“h
. -j- s= 0 (7.6)

and this can be immediately read off by replacing in (7.1) by X*", and

z^'^ahiz) by ajfco, the constant term in the expansion of a*.

8. The Laplace Integral and Asymptotic Series

The Laplace integral can be made the basis for proving the existence

of actual solutions of (1.2) which are represented asymptotically by
formal log-exponential series.!

Here the special case

{aoz + + (aiz + + • •
• + (a^z + bn)w = 0 (8 1)

will be treated. The Oj and by are constants. Let

P(s) = aos” + + • *
' + an

Q(s) ^ bos^ + bis^-^ + • •
• + 5n

Let F be an analytic function and let

K*) - j^F{s)e’ds

where C7 is a path to be determined in the complex « plane. Suppose <p is

a solution of (8.1). Then, since foj?nally

= /pF(s)sV*ds

t bee for example E. L. Ince, Ordinary differential equations, London, 1927, chap. 19.
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the equation (8.1) becomes

171

/^F(s)[sP(s) + Qis)]e“da = 0

Clearly, integration by parts yields

L FPz€**ds == F(s)P(s)e**] - [ -
jc Jc ds

(FP)e" ds

where FPe" represents the variation of the function on C. Thus

fc
[P'Q - PP' - P'P]^" + PP^"]c = 0

Choose F so that

F'P + F(P' - Q) = 0

Thus

(8 .2)

The condition that ^ satisfy (8.1) now becomes simply

(8.3)

If the roots of P(«) = 0 are Si, . . . , «m and these are simple, then

m

f'§^dc = Ris) + ^af log (s - 8i)

y-1

where jR(s) is a polynonadal and the aj are constants. Thus

m

V = ««+«(.) n (S - Sy)“']^

i-1

and C is chosen so that F = 0. This may require that z be restricted.

In case the degree of P(s) is n, then R[$) = as, where a is a constant and

n

V = n (s -

If 9?«k > 0, let

n

<»»(«) = J,*
e*«*+*) n (« - ^ (8.4)

y-i
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where the integral is along a line from s = s* to s = <» . If the line of

integration makes an angle y with the positive real direction in the s

plane, then the integral for (pi converges for -ir/2 < arg 2 + 7 < 3ir/2, and

is a solution of (8.1). The range of validity of the representation may
be changed by varying 7.

It is rather simple to show that such integrals (which are, in fact,

Laplace transforms) are represented by asymptotic series.

As an example, take the equation

zw” + (7 — e)w' — aw — 0 (8.5)

(considered in Chap. 4). Here

Pis) = s® — s Q(s) = ys — a

Thus
F(s) = s““‘(s — l)r-<»-i

and

7 ,= 5<»(s _ l)v-<»e**]p

If 9ia > 0 and 9t(7 — a) > 0, then a solution is given by

8^*(» — l)'i'-«-V* ds

Another solution valid for 312 < 0, 3i(7 — a) > 0 is

^ s“-i(s — l)''^“~‘e"ds (8.6)

Solutions may also be represented by closed-loop integrals that make
a positive turn about s = 0, a negative one about s = 1, a negative one

about s = 0, and a positive one about s = 1.

If s = V -b 1, then the solution (8.6) takes the form

e* (1 -|-<r)"~‘o->^“~V*d<r (8 .7)

For all O' ^ 0 (indeed, for all o such that |arg (r| < v — 5),

(H-v)-! = 1 + (a - 1)0 + + • • •

(a - 1)
.

• (« - fe) ^

where Fkio) is uniformly bounded.

Thus the solution (8.7) is given asymptotically by

r(7 — a)
,

(tt — l)r(7 — at -f 1)

UfT-a
** 27-a+l

. (g - l)(a - 2)r(7 - a + 2)
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By changing the direction of the path of integration in the <r plane, the

range of validity of the asymptotic expansion may be increased to the

range — 7r/2 < arg « < 57r/2.

PROBLEMS

1.

Suppose that A in (4.1) is analytic in some domain D of the complex z plane and
that

A Ad z *4
“ • • •

in D. Prove that Theorems 4.1, 5.1, and 5.2 are valid, with the added restriction

that ze D,

2.

Carry out the analogue of the treatment (5.12), at the end of Sec. 5, for the

equation

dz*
0

where a and b are real constants.

3.

Show the relationship between the problem above and (8.5) treated at the end
of Sec. 8- (See Prob. 7, Chap. 4.)

4. For large \z\, let

ea(.s)2fi

where giz) » ^o2»+i/(r + 1) + • *
• + is a polynomial of degree x -f 1, m is a

constant, and the 6,* are constant vectors. Let A{z) be as in (2.3). Show that

w* f'A(*)w +/(«)
has a formal solution

^ j^co 4“ ~
•

j

where fc-M— irifr^x and k *M-"rifr>x, provided (1) no characteristic root

of Aft is equal to gro if r » x, or (2) no characteristic root of Ao is zero if r > x.

5. Let qi be defuied as in (4.18). Let She & sector of the z plane where for each

7 «» 1, 2, . . . ,
n either

(a) 9fl(g/ - g) «o

or else

(b) 3i(g/ - g)-> - 00

as ]z| — 00 in jS. Show that the differential equation of Prob. 4 has a solution <p such

that

tp {zt S)

Hint: Let be the truncated sum consisting of the first tn + 1 terms of Let

tj) a» to — Then
w* » zrA{z)w +A(z)

where
= 0(lzp+*^”i) {I » max (x,r))

Show that there is a solution w « xC^^wi), x(2f,wi)e“‘^ * 0(|z|*^“i) along any fixed

radius in S by use of integral equations similar to (4.23) but with 4^1^). and 4j2) deter-

mined by (a) and (b) above rather than by (4.19). Then use the devices of ^c. 5.



CHAPTER 6

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF LINEAR SYSTEMS

CONTAINING A LARGE PARAMETER

1. Litrodttction

Here will be considered the system of linear differential equations

x' = {a S t ^ h) (1.1)

where r ^ 1 is an integer, A is a matrix continuous in (<,p) for o ^ ^ 6

and IpI large, and analytic in p for large |p| so that

ao

A{t,p) = y p-*Ai(0 (1.2)

for large \p\ with Ak continuous. Such systems arise in eigenvalue

problems, as will be seen in Chap. 7, (The results of this chapter will

not be required for Chap. 7.) These systems also arise in cases where
the highest derivative in an nth-order linear differential equation is

multiplied by a small parameter—^boimdary-layer theory, for example.

The relationship (1.2) can be asymptotic with the series divergent without

changing the results and methods of this chapter.

In some cases, the solutions of (1.1) are studied with t real and p com-
plex and large. In other cases, p may be real and large while t is complex,
or both may be complex. The method of this chapter has much in com-
mon with that of Chap. 5. The case of real t and complex p will be con-
sidered here. The modifications required to handle the other cases are
sufficiently close to the procedures of Chap. 5 and the present chapter
that they will not be dealt with.

A requirement here will be that the matrix Ao(t) have distinct char-
acteristic roots for t e or at least that the number of distinct char-
acteristic roots of Ao(0 does not change as t goes from a to 6. This
eliminates from consideration here certain problems of great interest.

Such a problem arises in the case of the second-order equation
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in the neighborhood of / — 0. If a system formulation were used by
setting V) ^ Wi and = pW2j

then (1.3) would have r == 1 and

- (-" j)

Clearly Ac(t) has distinct characteristic roots except at f — 0. To treat

(1.3), it is replaced by an integral equation based on the use of the

variation-dE-constants formula and the solutions of

+ pHw = 0

which are given explicitly by certain Bessel functions. In method this is

very similar to what has already been done in Chap. 5 and to what will

be done here. However, there is a more complicated asymptotic formula

here because of the appearance of the Bessel functions. The equation

(1.3) is said to have a transition point at ^ = 0. The treatment of transi-

tion points will not be given here.

2. Formal Solutions

For the case that will first be treated it suflSces to consider formal

(Laurent) series in pr^ with continuous functions as coefficients, that is, a

series of the type
oe

p = y Pi(0p~*
A- - ««

where the pk are continuous functions oi t on a ^ t ^ b and all but a

finite number of the with negative indices are zero on a ^ f g b. The
series need not be convergent. If each of the pk is differentiable, then

the derivative p' of p is defined as the formal series

flO

P'
=

A— — «>

Two formal series are said to be equal if the coefficients of like powers of

p~i are equal. Sums, products, etc., of formal series are defined in the

expected manner.

Let q denote the polynomial in p

q = goCOp’’ + + • • • + 3r(0

where the g* s C on o ^ ^ 6. Formal expressions pe« will be conndered.

Two such expressions are equal if and only if the polynomials q are equal

for a ^ t ^ & and the formal series p are equal. If p and g are differen-
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liable in t, then by definition

(pe«)' = (p' + pg')e*

Clearly (pe')' is an expression of the same type as pe*.

Formal matrices Pe® will be considered where the elements of P are

formal series and Q is a diagonal matrix whose elements are pol3momials

in p of the type q above. Two such matrices are said to be equal if and

only if the series matrices P are equal and the diagonal pol3aioinial

matrices Q are equal. Since Q is diagonal, the derivative of e® is Q'e®.

From (1.1) and (1.2) it is clear that can be considered as a

formal series. The formal matrix Pe® is said to be a formal solution of

(1.1) if formally

(Pe®)' = (P' + PQ')e® = pM(i,p)Pe®

that is, if

P' + PQ'

=

p'A(«,p)P

Theorem 2.1. Let the .A^ in (1.2) be infinitely differentiable ona ^ t ^ h,

and assume the characteristic roots X»(f) {i = 1, . . . ,
n) of Ao(0 we

distinct on a ^ t ^ b, so that

\iit) - Xy(0 9^0 iif^j,a^tg.b) (2.1)

Then (1.1) has a.formal matrix solution Pe®, where

«o

P = y p-‘P*«) Q = p--Qo(f) + • •
• + Qr(t)

Moreover, Po(t) is nonsingular on t ^ h, = A{t), where A{t) is

the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements \i{t), i = 1, . . . ,
n.

Proof. The proof is siniilar to that of Theorem 2.1 of Chap. 5. From
(2.1) it follows easily that the existence of all derivatives of Aq implies

the same for and therefore for A. For each Hn a ^ ^ ^ 6 a non-

singnlar matrix J5o(0 exists such that BQ^{t)Ao(t)Bo(t) = A(t). It is

important to observe that AqBq = J5oA implies, with the use of (2.1), that

Bo can be chosen so that it has all derivatives on [a,6]. Indeed, each

column of Bo is unique except for a scalar factor. On the other hand, the

fcth column of Bo can be taken as a multiple of the cofactors of a row of

the matrix Ao — Since the roots Xy are distinct by (2.1), it follows

that for any fixed t the cofactors of every row cannot all vanish. If the

cofactors of a particular row of Ao — X^B are not all zero at t, by con-

tinuity this is true for an interval containing t. Using the Heine-Borel

theorem, there are a finite number of intervals whose union is [a,b] such
that on each of the intervals the cofactors of some row of Ao huE are

not all zero. Choosing one such row for each of the finite number of

intervals, it is clear that the cofactors are infinitely differentiable* By
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patching together the cofactors of these rows by use of infinitely differen-

tiable scalar factors, it is thus possible to find a fcth column of JBo which

does not vanish over [a,6] and has all derivatives.

The transformation x = yields a system for y of the same type as

(1.1) with replaced by A. Thus, with no restriction, it can be assumed

Ao is diagonal. The requirement that Pe^ be a formal solution of (1.1) is

00 00

y p-*pi + ( y p-*p*) (p^Q'o +•••+«;)
4-0 4-0

00

= p^(^ p-M,) (2 p-*P,) (2.2)

Thus, setting the coefficients of p** equal, there follows

PoQo ~ AqP0

Assuming that the equation (1.1) has been transformed as indicated so

that A 0 is in diagonal form, it is clear that Qj = A = Ao and Po = -B is a

solution.

The coefficients of in (2.2) 3deld

PiQ'o + PoQ[ « AoPi + AiPo (2.3)

Since Pq — E and Ao = and Q[ are diagonal, the elements of Pi

with i 9^ j satisfy

- ^i) = <4
“

where ajf are the elements of .Ai. By (2.1) this determines i ^ j,

uniqudy. Let Pi be the matrix with elements pi/’, i 9^ j, determined as

above and with diagonal elements zero. For i = j, (2.3) yields

(ai/>)' = 4“

Thus Qi is uniquely determined. The determination of Qj(t) from Qj(t)

may be made unique by requiring Qj(a) = 0. Let Pi = + PoPo,

where Doit) is an undetermined diagonal matrix. Then clearly (2.3) is

satisfied.

This procedure continues until the coeflEicients of p~‘ are equated and

the term P'l enters. ' That P'1 exists is clearly a consequence of the differ-

entiability of Ao and Ai. As the coefficients of later powers of p are con-

sidered, the existence of higher derivatives of the Aj will enter. From the

equation resulting from the p~^ term, it also follows that Do is determined.

The strong similarity with the proof of Theorem 2.1, Chap. 5, is evident

and further details are omitted.

Rbmabk: In case the A* are of class Cm but not of class Cm+i, then the

above process is valid only up to the point in the argument where the
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mth derivatives enter. Thus in this case the existence of the early terms
only of the formal series can be established.

3. Asymptotic Behavior of Solutions

The concept of as3rmptotic series has already been introduced in Chap.
5. There a85Tnptotic expansions in the variable z were obtained. Here
the asymptotic expansions will be with respect to the parameter p. A
region in the p plane bounded by two arcs each of which tends toward »
and which do not intersect except at their common initial point will be
denoted by B. A function / = /(<,p) is said to be represented asymp-
totically in jS by the formal series below,

y-0

for a ^ ^ ^ 6 if for every nonnegative integer m there exists a constant
such that

/ftp) - ^ <v(i)p~’ “1^
for all sufficiently large |p|, p being in S, and for o g < g 6. Let g be con-
tinuous in (<,p) for t in [a,6] and pinS. A function / will be said to be
represented asymptotically in S by the series below,

i~o

if for each m there exists a constant Kn, such that

Mp) - |p|*^‘
(3.1)

for p in S, |p| sufficiently large, and t in [a,&]. Similarly, / is represented
asymptotically by

if for each m
I

«0

^ ^ Cki(t)p-i

i-o

JV m

Mp) -
^ V Cy(0p-#

N

' 2̂ IpP+t'
lb>l
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If the relationship (3.1) is valid for m ^ M, where M is an integer, then

this is denote by
00

) = 0

It will be seen later that the two boundary arcs of S have the property

that, as |p1
—> 00 on each of them, arg p tends to a definite limiting value.

Let the element in the Ibth row and column of the diagonal matrix Q of

Theorem 2.1 be denoted by g*. Then qi(t,p) = p'\k{t) + • • • .

Hypothesis H. Let there exist a region S of the complex p plane hounded

by two arcs tending to oo such that for each i and j, 1 ^ i, j ^ n, one of the

inequalities

5R[?;(<,P) - Qi(t,p)] ^ 0 (3.2)

8i[7i(<,p) - (b-(«,p)] ^ 0 (3.3)

is satisfied for all sufficiently large [pj, p'in S, and a ^ t ^
It is not necessarily the case that S must exist. However, if the

interval [a,6] is replaced by [o,cl, where c is close enough to o, then S does

exist. Indeed, since X,(0 — X,(0 0, i j, it follows that

arg p'iXiit)
- XXt)l = r6 + <pij(t)

where arg p = 0 and <pij(t) = arg [Xj(t) — X^(t)]. Clearly

W[\S) - X,(i)] 0 (3.4)

if cos [rfl + p<,(<)] ^ 0- Thus if c is near enough to o, vait) is near

enough to the constant vaia) so that a range of 6 can be found in which

cos [re + v«(0] ^ 0 for a-ll ® ^ i- From this follows the existence of a

sector in the p plane in which (3,4) holds for all i f. Since p’’(Xi — X,)

is the dominant term of — gj for large |pl, it follows readily now that S

exists. Thus, if the inter\’’al in t is short enough, S always exists.

The fact that the boundary arcs of S tend to definite limits in arg p “ f

ag jp|
00 follows readily from the fact that 91[g[ — gj] is a pol3momial

in p and thus for large jpl has its behavior determined mainly by the term

of highest power in p that appears in it. Let the columns of P of Theorem

2.1 be denoted by j = 1, . . . ,
Then are each formal solu-

tions of (1.1) for j = 1, 2, . . . ,
n.

Theorem 3.1. If Hypothesis H holds, then for each fixed integer m> 0

andfor each integer fc, 1 g fc g n, there exists a solution of (1.1) such that

for p in 8 and a ^ ^ ^ b.

Remark: In case the Ak are of class for some N > 0, then the

above theorem is valid for m ^ N.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof has very much in common with that

of Theorem 4.1, Chap. 5. The truncated series Pm, as well as are

defined as being identical in the terms up to with those of the matrix

P and the vector respectively, and terminating with the terms of

power p“*". Thus
m

y-0

Since Pe^ is a formal solution of (1.1), it follows that

(P' + PQ')P-^ - p^A

The existence of the formal series P*^ follows easily with the same argu-

ment as in Lemma 4,1, Chap. 5. Consider now defined by

(PL + Pn.Q^){Pn.r^^f>^B^

The identity of Bm and A for terms up to and including those of order
p-(m+r) follows easily. That is, there exists a constant Ci depending on
m such that

\Ait,p) - B„(<,p)| g (3.5)

for large [pj and a ^ t Moreover, is actually a fundamental
solution of

x' - p’'B„(f,p)x (3.6)

Let fc, 1 g ^ n, be fixed in this proof. Let p be in S and let

P^ = FL“ +
where has its column of index y equal to the same column of Pm if for

/p in iS and a ^ t

m'M ~ qUt,p)) ^ 0 (3.7)

The columns of index y in for which (3.7) does not hold are taken as

zero. This determines also.

Let (1.1) be written as

x' = + p*‘(il “ Bm)x

Clearly is a solution of (3.6). If the integral equation

<p(t,p) = ^JJ'(<,p)e«»«'’>

- p'7L“(<.p)e«'‘"> 1" (rOi^-'‘KPn.{r,p))-KMr,p) - B„(r,p)MT,p) dr

+ P’-F«>(i,p)e«<‘ '5 //e-«c-.o)(P„(r,p))-KA(r,p) - B„(r,p))v(r,p).dr (3.8)

has a continuous solution it follows easily that v> is a solution of (l.l)i
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Because of the vanishing columns of V”’, it is the case that the only

exponential terms appearing in the elements of are
e«,(«.p)-«/T.p)^ where j satisfies (3.7). A similar result holds for

•p’(S)g0«.p)-0(T.p)

Let

and let be defined similarly with replaced by For t

and p in iS it follows for any j satisf3dng (3.7) that

|e«,(».p)-(ij(>-.p)-«»(‘./>)+<ik(T.p)
I

=- exp {— jj 31[3i(o'>p) ~ ^k(<f,p)\ dcrj- ^ 1

Thus for < ^ T g 6, p in jS and |p| large there exists a constant C^, depend-

ing on m, such that

\p\r+^i\K^J;\t,T,p)eW-W\ ^ Ci (3.9)

Similarly for a ^ r ^ i,

\p\^^\K^^\t,T,p)eW-W\ g Ct (3.10)

for some constant Cj.

The integral equation (3.8) will be shown to have a solution by use of

a successive-approximations procedure. . Let v(o>(t,p) = 0 and let for

1^0

V(i+i)(i,p) = (<>p)«®*^‘''’’ — P' ft
K^m(f>r>p)vw(T,p) dr

+ P' I* J^m{f',r,p)<p(fi{T,p) ir

Clearly for large lp|, p e iS, it follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that

Kvci+I) ~ (P(o)e ’*1
^ (6 - a)(C'8 + C,) _ ,,^ 1 («’(»

~ ®*1

where the max is taken over a g f ^ 6. If
1^to\<,p) 1 ^ Co and if Ip] is

so large that (6 — o)(Cj -t- Co) ^ •jIpI’"'''*,
then it follows easily that

lw+i)(<>p) — <<><i)(^>p)l ^ ^
From this follows the uniform convergence of {^(d } to a limit which may
be denoted by <p and which is a solution of the integral equation. More-

over, it is also clear that

l#>(D(«,p)e“''‘“-'’^i ^ 2Co
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From the integral equation follows readily that

which proves the theorem.

4. The Case of Equal Characteristic Roots

The case where two or more characteristic roots become equal at an

isolated point of [a,6] will not be considered here. However, a case of

great interest arises where several of the roots \i{t) are identical over

[a, 6]. That is, for any given i or j, either \i{t) = over [a, 6] or else

Xi(^) 9̂ \j(t) for every t in [a,6]. In this case it can be shown that, on

certain subintervals of [a,6], formal solutions exist, but now, instead of

involving polynomials in p and series in 1/p, the solutions involve p^^*,

where k is some positive integer. Thus the 5»(i,p) are polynomials in

and the series P(typ) are in powers of

The prooft that the formal solutions exist is much more complicated

than in the case considered in Sec. 2. However, the proof that there

exist actual solutions asymptotic to the formal solutions in appropriate

sectors is very similar to that given in Sec. 3.

A trivial example is given by

“ 2/2 2/2 ~ P^l

Here r = 1 and Xi = X 2 = 0. On the other hand, it is easily seen that

actual solutions <p = (<pi,<p 2) are given by

<Pi{tyP) =
(pzityp) = Cip*e^^* — C2p^e"^**

where Ci and C2 are constants.

6. The nth-order Equation

Consider the nth-order equation

1) -j_ . .
. p'^^an(tjp)u = 0 (5.1)

over a ^ t ^ b, where
eo

= y aik(f)p-*

k^O

If u = Xi and if

Xi = p^Xiy = p^'Xzy . . . , 2Jn-l ~ p’'2?n (5.2)

t H. L. Turritin, Asymptotic expansions of solutions of systems of ordinary linear

differential equations containing a parameter

^

Contributions to the theory of nonlinear
oscillations, vol. 2, Princeton, 1952.
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thea

U' — p'Xi, u” = p*'**, . . - , = p(““i>’’»„

and (5.1) becomes

®n = -P’'[a«(<.p)a:i + • *
• + ai(«,p)a:«] (5.3)

Thus (5.2) and (5.3) form a system of n first-order equations and the

theory of the earlier sections can be used.

The X<(<) are the characteristic roots of the matrix

{

0

0

0

u»o(i)

1

0

0

~On-l o(t)

0

0

1

— Oio(0

(5.4)

If the \i(t) are all distinct, then Theorem 3.1 may be used. If the

hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is fulfilled, then the system, (5.2) and (5.3),

has n formal solutions p^e^, and for any integer m > 0 there exist n
actual independent solutions of (5.1) == i/iitiPifn), f = 1, . . . , n, such

that

pf (<,p)e«<<‘>o> (t = 1, . . . ,
n)

where the 1 denotes the first component of p'*\ The derivatives of \f/i

clearly satisfy

'l''i{t,P,m) ';:'p’’Pj“(<,p)e''/‘-'-> (t = 1, . . . ,
n)

i'i(t,P,m) P*'PaX<,p)«*i^‘-'*
(« = 1, • . , »)

etc.

As an example, the equation

y" + Ip* + == 0

will be considered over the interval 0 ^ g 1 on which q is assumed to

be C*. Setting y ^ x\ and — px% and using (6.4), there follows

Xi(i^) « i, \2{t) = —-i. Thus a formal solution

c^^‘(co(0 + Ci(0p"^ 4- . . .)

is considered. This leads to

(ci' + cIp ^ + • •
•) + + c[p ^ ‘

+ qicQ + cip-^ + •
• 0 == 0

Taking co = 1, there follows, equating successive powers of to zero,

2ici + q ^ 0

Cl + 2ic5 + qct = 0
etc.
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The detemination of Ci(f), c*(0, etc., may be made unique by requiring

that they vanish at t = 0.
. , , xu i 4.;^r^aV,^r,

Ebmark: The formal series may also be obtamed from the relationship

<p{t,p) = e*"* + sin p(t - r)qiT)<p(T,p) dr (5.6)

which allows at the same time a rather easy direct proof that there is a

solution which it represents asymptotically. Here S may be taken a

the upper half plane 3fp ^0.
^ ^ _ n /i

Indeed, using successive approximations with yo = 0 and

= e<p‘ + p-i sin p(< - r)q(r)<piiT,p) dr

there follows easily, if lg(«)l ^ that

Thus v’n converges uniformly for large Ip] in 3p ^ 0
,
0 g ^ 1, to a solu-

tion tp. Also if 1p1 ^ 2ii/

W(.t,p)\ ^ 2le‘'‘l

in )S, 0 ^ t ^ 1- Using (5.5), the above gives

>»’ “ ®

If this is used in (5.5), there follows

- «"• + sjr “'-si'
* + " (w)

Integration by parts used on the second integral yields

This process may be continued indefinitely, thereby proving independ-

ently the asymptotic formula for <p in S.

1. Let

PROBLEMS

large Ipl and a ^ t ^ bj wherefor
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The hi and gi are Of class C* and m is a nonnegative integer. Let

A{t,p) - At^m + Ai(0p“' -f * •

where the A/ are C“» on [o,5]. Show the differential equation a;' *« p^A{t,p)x +/(f,p)

has a formal solution ^(<,p) « p“*cff[co(<) + ci(<)p“^ +•**]» where fc « r if p ^ rand
k ji a p provided (1) no characteristic root of Ao(0 vanishes on [a,6] if p < r,

or (2) no characteristic root of Ao(f) is equal to go(Jt) for any t on [a,5] if p « r, or (3)

goit) 9^ 0 for any t on [o,6] if p > r.

2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied and let be defined as in

Sec. 3 above (3.2). Let S be a region in the p plane, where for each i » 1, . . . ,
n

either

- g'(t,p)] ^ 0

or else

mq'iM

-

Show that the differential equation of Prob. 1 has for any fixed m > 0 a solution

¥> « ¥fit,p,m)f where (p(i,p,m) ^ ^(t,p) for t e [o,61 and p e 8.

Hint: Let ^in(i,p) be the truncated sum of the first m + 1 terms of the sum in

Let y - ® Then y' p^Ay + Fw(«,p), where

» 0(1p|*-"*^“1) I - max (r,p)

Let JPm(^,p) be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and let Pm ^ U^m + where a

column occurs in or according to which inequality in Prob. 2 gj satisfies.

Show that there is a unique solution x ** x(f>P^wi) of

x(t,p,m) *= Gm(<,r,p)Pm(r,p) + P** ^ Gm(t,rfp)lBm(rfP) “ A{T,p)]x{r,p,m) dr

where G«(<,t,p) « for o ^ r ^ < and Om satisfies a
fli-miUr equation for i < r g 5 except that is replaced by - Show that

and that tf>(f,p,m) — ^mCtiP) + x(f|p/Wi)-



CHAPTER 7

SELF-ADJOINT EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS

ON A FINITE INTERVAL

1. Introduction

The solution of boundary-value problems for linear partial differential

equations may sometimes be reduced to the solution of ordinary i wen

tial equations containing a parameter and subject to certain boundary

A^nple example of this situation is the problem of finding the solution

cf

Lx =

®(0) = *(1) = 0

("3 (1 .1)

on the interval 0 ^ g 1. Here I is a complex parameter and x is a

scalar. Solutions of -s/' - lx satisfying a;(0) = 0 are c sin 1 1, where c is

a constant. Thus (1.1) can have a nontrivial solution, that is, one which

is not identically zero, if and only if sin Z* = 0 or only if Z = where

fc = 1, 2, . . . . These values of Z are called dgenoalues. Correspond-

ing solutions are

Xfe(Z) = sin hct (fc = 1, 2, . . .) (l.'^Z

and are called eigenfunctions. It is readily seen that

XiXkdt = Sjt (1-3)

where 6^ is zero if j 5^ fc and one if j = fc. It is an important fact, which

will be proved in the general case later, that a wide class of functions can

be represented by a series in the x*. Indeed, this is the Fourier tine series.

An even simpler example is given by

Lx = ix' = lx x(0) — a;(l) = 0 (1.4)

Here it is easily seen that the eigenvalues are Z = 2irfc, fc - 0, ±1, ±2,

. . . ,
and that x*(0 = The analogue of (1.3) now is

XjXk dt = Sjk

185

(1 .6)
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where 2 denotes the complex conjugate of 2. It is seen from (1,3) that
the functions (1.2) also satisfy (1.6). A sequence of functions {x*}
satisfying (1.5) is called orthonormal on [0,1].

The principal results concerning the problems (1.1) and (1.4) are valid

for all functions in 8*(0,1), that is, the set of all complex-valued functions

/ on 0 ^ ^ 1 which are Lebesgue-measurable there and for which

|/|*d< < CO

where the integral is the Lebesgue integral. Since this class of functions

includes all the continuous, or even piecewise continuous, functions on
0 g < g 1, the results naturally hold for these. Therefore the reader

unfamiliar with the Lebesgue integral can assume throughout that the
functions considered are continuous, or piecewise continuous,

let

(f,g) = fofsdt ll/ll = (/,/)»

Then, if / e 8®(0,1), it is the case for (1.2) that

m

11/ — y (/iXfc)xfc
I

= 0 (1.6)

nd the same is true for the xt associated with (1.4) if the sum in (1.6) is

from — OT to m. The numbers (/,x*) are called the Fourier coefficients of

/ with respect to the sequence {x*}. The series

OB

y (f,xk)xk

h-l

is said to converge to / in the norm of 8*(0,1) if (1.6) holds. The result

(1.6) is easily seen to be eqmvalent to

oe

ll/ll’ = y i(/.x*)i* (1.7)

h-l

with 1 replaced by — « for the case associated with (1.4). The equality

(1.7) is known as the Parseval equality. It is (1.6) and (1.7) which will be
proved under quite general conditions in this chapter.

Consider a slightly more general problem than (1.4), namely,

Lx = ix' = b: »(!) = ax(0) (1.8)

where o is a constant. Let {\} be the eigenvalues and {x#} be the cor-

responding eigenfimctions, which exist but which need not be computed
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explicitly for present purposes. Clearly

[Chap, 7

and

Also by (1.8)

(LxsfXk) = \ix3tXk)

(XJiLXk) = hiT^fXk)

(LxjfXk) - (xjfLxk) ^ i
Jq

(xj'Xk + XjXkYdt = %xa:]o

Thus

= i{aa - 1)xj(0)>^(0)

(Xi - ^k)(x3jXk) = <aa - 1)xj(0)x:*(0)

(1 .9)

and if oa = I it follows, if j == fc, that X*. is real and if j .5^ Jfc that

(Xi,XJfe)— 0

Thus, if 05 = 1
,
the eigenvalues are real and the eigenfunctions may be

taken as an orthonormal set. However, if ad 9^ 1, it is readily seen that

the eigenvalues need not be real and that (xy,XJb) 5*^ 0 .

If the right side of ( 1 .9) vanishes, then the eigenfunctions may be taken

as orthonormal. Thus, if the problem (1 .8) is such that any two func-

tions u and V of class on [0,1] which satisfy the boundary conditions

also satisfy

iLu,v) - iu,Lv) = 0 (1 .10)

then the eigenfunctions of (1.8) form an orthonormal set and the eigen-

values are real. The condition (1.10) is of central importance and is

known as the self-adjointness condition.

It is readily verified that if u and v are of class on
[0 ,

1 ] and satisfy

the boundary conditions of (1.1), then {Lu,v) = (w,Lv) so that (1.1) is

a self-adjoint problem. On the other hand, it is readily verified that

with the boundary conditions ^?(0) = ic(l), x'(0) = 2a?'(l) the problem
—x" = Zx is not self-adjoint.

2 . Self-adjoint Eigenvalue Problems

Let L be the nth-order operator given by

where the py are complex-valued functions of class on the closed

interval a g g 6 and po(0 0 on [a,&]. Let

n

= y = ... ,h)
’ = l

''
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where the Mjk and N,^ are constants. Denote the relationships UjX = 0,

y = 1, . . . ,
n,hy Ux = 0. The problem

ir: Lx = lx Ux = 0

is called an eigenvalue problem. It is said to be aelf-<tdjovnt if

(JLu,v) = (2.1)

for all u,v e C" on [o,6] which satisfy the boundary conditions

i;u=17ti = 0

Here, if /,fir e 8*(o,5),

(J,s) = f^fsdt ll/ll = (/,/)»

The number (f^g) is called the inner prodvct of f with g, and \\J\\ is the

norm of / in If (f^g) = 0, then f and g are said to be orthogonal.

It has already been seen from the examples of Sec. 1 that the class of

self-adj oint problems is not vacuous. Further examples of such problems
are given in Probs. 1, 2, and 3 at the end of the chapter.

It was shown in (6.13), Chap. 3, that to L there corresponds an adjoint

L+, where

L^x — (— 4. » . . -j-

such that for any u,v e on [a,6]

{Lu,v) — {uJU^v) = [ut;](6) — [uv](a)

Clearly if L+ = L and XJ is such that Uu == Uv 0 implies

[t4t;](?>) — [w](a) — 0

then IT will be self-adjoint. The condition that U have this property is

given in Theorem 3.2, Chap. 11.

The problem tt always has the trivial solution of the identically zero

function. If I is such that tt has a nontrivial solution, then I is called an
eigenvalue of t and the nontrivial solutions of tt for that I are called cigren-

functions. It will be shown in the next section that eigenvalues always

exist for a self-adjoint problem.

Theorem 2.1. Let the problem w be self-e^joint Then the eigenvalues

are real and constitute an at most enumerable set with no finite cluster point.

Eigenfunctions corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal.

Proof. Let i! — X be an eigenvalue with x ^ eigenfunction of nr. Then
because Lx « Xx, the relation (2.1) gives (X — X)(x,x) = 0. Because

(X)X) > 0, it follows that X = X and thus an eigenvalue must be real.
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If X. And X. Aie distinct agcnTAcs trith eigenfunctions x. »b4 X.,

respectively, then

(Lxi.X!) - (Xi,LXi) = (5^1
-

and by (2.1)
^’"n^tlolutions of Lx = Ix which satisfy

the initial conditions

^r«(c,i) = 8i. (i. *= = 1— ^ ^

for some c in theintervsl ln,!.l. By Tbeot^ * *
'.Jl'^S'io;

the function, .t" de^dent, tiie

-^irASSrrrn^nerArdtrsr:^^—

Ansero,suehthat.= fwsAtisSeeliT-O. This is the ease if «id

J'-I

only if

has a nontriyial sllution. This simtem ef « eQUatioj te

nontrivial solution if and only if the
are entire

Uwi in the fcth row and jth column is zero. Because ^he v>,

“-•r“£5SSsi.7.
rHtrir.
theorem.

The nonhomogeneous problem

JjX = lx f
~ ® (2.3)

vdU now be considered, where/s C on [a.b]. This Sot
with the aid of the variation-of-constants

(see also Prob. 21, Chap. 3). Let the again be the solutions of Lx

which satisfy (2.2). For t ^ Het

X

“ Poir)WGi, • • • . <»")W

<piir,T)

<p'i{r,'C)

^<i"-»(t,1)

1 T\

<pn(r,l)

<p'n(r,V)

^(*-4)(.r,I)

,A Y# T\

(2.4)
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^

191

A tr.. f let Kdrl) = 0. The Wronskian W{<pi, . . . ,

i. . of , o^y dnce

Wivi, • • ’ t V»)W ™ Pdie)

• 1 f TYi /"ft ChaD 3 Clearly {d^K/dV) (r + 0, r,Z) — 0 for

clear trom^(6. ). (2.4) vamshee wh^^y

’tw^^U are'ldenlioel. Thae
^a^e'finrtio; SHo;

tiaaous m (1,^1) for l.r

^ ^ jg contiaaoas in (l,r,0 for

fixed (I,r). Moreover, forj -a -lannn."
aaiaadloroSrSlSfiaadtoraSlSrSfi. Also

t , n r Z1 - (r - 0, r,l) =
^

(t + 0, T,t) ^

at»-
PoCt)

« __ .• 15 TV — iv if f ^ T From Theorem 6.4,

^aVtoM^m tte ab^rlanrcT. foUowa ^rat the faaCioa a defined

w(M) = Z^’’
K(i,T,I)/(r) dr = /^

K(^'r.0/(’-) ‘i’-

“ ^htXnctlnK wTnow
®

also satisfied. Let

(2 .6)
G(<,t,Z) = K(tiT,l) + ^ c,ip,(«,Z)

(2.7)

whe« the c are chosen so that for fixed r on (a,!.), as a fanction of 1

satisfies UG = 0. That is,

= UkK + 2
® (fc = 1 ,

. . . ,
n)

or, since UuK can be extended to be continuous for a g t g b,

j C,c;.« - -UrK »-,»£rSI>)

IS lit' eSrs^iiS'in ss }f”»£t%t5Si;l“j

meromorphic functions of 1. inns u m
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eigenvalues of v. From the fact that (2.5) is a solution of Lx = Zx + /
it is clear from (2.6) that the function u defined by

tt(0 = fy(t,r,mr)dT (2 .8)

is a solution of (2.3) except at the eigenvalues of ir. Indeed, the following

theorem is true. Note that in this theorem ^ is not required to be

self-adjoint.

Theorem 2.2. If for at least one mine of I the problem has no solution

except the trivial one {which is always true for the self-adjoint case), then

there exists a unique function G = 0{t,T,l) defined for (t,r) on the square

a ^t,T Sb and for all complex I except the eigenvalues of v and having the

following properties:

(i) d^G/dt^ (fc = 0, 1, . . . ,
71 — 2) exist and are continuous in {t,r,l)

for {t,r) on the square a ^t,r ^b and I not at an eigenvalue of x. More-

over, d^/dt^ for fc = 71 — 1 and n are continuous in {t,T,l) for {t,T) on each

of the triangles a ^ t ^ r ^ b and a ^ r ^ t ^ b and I not at an eigenvalue

of X. For fixed (t,T) these functions are all meromorphic functions of I,

(ii)
dt^-^

(t + 0, r,l) (r 0, T,Z)
1

Po(t)

(iii) As a function of t, 0 satisfies Lx lx if t 9̂ r.

(iv) j4.s a function of t, G solids the boundary conditions Ux = 0 for

d ^ r ^ 2>.

The solution of (2.3) is given by the function u defined by (2.8).

The function Q is known as Green’s function for x. The theorem has

already been proved above except for the uniqueness. If there were two
Green’s functions, G and G, for some I, not an eigenvalue, then as a func-

tion ot t,G — Gis of class and since G — G also satisfies Lx = Zx,

f ^ T, it must indeed be of class C". However, since Z is not an eigenvalue,

the problem x has only the trivial solution and thus G — G = 0.

It is readily verified that for (1.1)

G«,r,Z)

sin Z*Z sin Z*(l — t)

Zl sin Zi

sin Z*T sin Zl(l — t)

ZisinZi

(0 g < ^ r g 1)

(0 g r g Z ^ 1)

and for (1.4)

(?(«,r,Z)

1 - e«

(0 ^ Z g r ^ 1)

(0 S T g Z g 1)
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Note that the latter G above is double-valued on i = r. This is true in

general for since it is defined to be continuous in a ^ t ^
r ^ 1 and a ^ r ^ f ^ 1.

It will be assumed now that Z = 0 is not an eigenvalue of the self-

adjoint problem tt. This is no restriction since there must, in any case,

exist a real constant c which is not an eigenvalue; thus if Lix — La; — cx,

the problem TTi: L\X == Zrr, XJx == 0, is again a self-adjoint problem because

icuyv) = {u,cv). Moreover, if X is an eigenvalue of tti, then X + cis one

of Wj and conversely, and the eigenfunctions are the same for ir and ti.

Since Z = 0 is not an eigenvalue of x, G(Z,t,0) exists. In the rest of this

chapter this Greenes function for Z — 0 will be denoted by <? = G(Z,r) and

it will be assumed that ir is self-adjoint.

Corresponding to this Greenes function G, let g be the linear integral

operator defined for all/e C on [a,b] by

gm f!
G(t,r)f(T) dr

lifyQ eC on [a,6], then (2.1) applied to u = 9/, v = gjf yields

if,99) = i9f,9) (2.9)

From (2.9) it follows easily that iSf,f) is real. A further consequence

_of (2.9) is that

Git,r) = SiT,t)

which also is a sufficient condition that v be self-adjoint. Indeed, let

u,v e C” on [a,b] and satisfy Ux = 0. Let/ = Lu, g == Lv. Then u — Qf

and V — gg are solutions of Lx = 0, Ux = 0, and therefore are zero.

Thus u ’= gf and v = gg and iLu,v) = (w,Z/w) follows from (2.9).

The operator g is a type of inverse to the operator L in the sense that

Lgf - f 9Lu = u

are valid for all / e O' on [a,5], and m e C" on [o,6] for which Uu = 0.

3. The Existence of Eigenvaluesf

With G and 9 defined as above, it is clear that if X is an eigenvalue and

v> an eigenfunction of r corresponding to X, then

9 = X9v> (3.1)

Conversely, if <p eC on [a, 6], then g<p is of class C" and Lg<p = <p so that

(3.1) implies 1;^ = Moreover, U<f> = 0 since UG = 0.

If there exists a nontrivial <peG on [o,l>] and a complex number /x such

that g<p = pup, then p is said to be an eigenvalue of g and <p an eigen-

t An alternative treatment is given in Probs. 8 and 9.
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function. Whs^t was proved above is that the eigenfunctions of 9 are

identical with those of t and the eigenvalues of 9 are reciprocals of those o/tt.

The equation (2.9) expresses the fact that g is self-adjoint. It will

be shown that such a self-adjoint operator must possess eigenvalues and in

this way the result will follow for tt.

Use will be made of the Schwarz inequality

urn ^ 11/11 iiffii

and its consequence

ii/+ffii ^ 11/11 + iiffii

Lemma 3.1. The set of all functions {gw}, where ueC on [a,6] and

!|wll ^ 1, is a hounded set of equicontinuous functions.^

Proof, For n ^ 2, 6 is uniformly continuous on the square a ^ t,

T ^ 6. Hence, given any e > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that

— G(hjT)\ < t |<i — ^2
!
< 5

From this it follows that if w e C and — <2
]
< B,

18m(<i) - S««2)l ^ 1
u(t)1 dr ^ e(6 - a)»l|u|l (3.2)

This proves the equicontinuity of the set {gw}. If |G(t,T)l g y for

a ^ t,r ^ b, then

lgw(01 ^ yib - a)i\\u\\ (3.3)

which implies the uniform boundedness of the set {gw}.

For n = 1 the equicontinuity is proved by a slightly different argu-
ment, since in this case G has a discontinuity at t = r. On the right side

of (3,2) appears the added term 2y\tt — <il*|lw|l. Indeed, let ti < U-
Then

gw(<s) — 8w({i) = -1-
) (0(<2,t) — 0(<i,t))w(t) dr

+ (G'(<2,r) — G'(<i,T))w(r) dr

The first term on the right is again less than the right ade of (3.2). The
second term is less than 27|<i — iil*l|wll.

The norm of g, denoted by ||9l|, is defined by

llgll
= sup ||g«|| (weCon[a,6])
W-i

From (3.3) it follows that l!gu|| ^ y(b - a)l|w|l, and hence l|gl| < «.
Clearly ||gw|l g jjgH |{w|| for all ueC on [a,&]. Because Lgw = w,

11911 > 0.

t This proves that Q is a completely continuous operator.
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Lemma 3.2. The norm of g satisfies

llgll
= sup |(s«,u)| (u s C on [o,6])

Proof. By (2.9) (gM,«) is real. If HwH = 1,

l(S“,^i)l ^ Il8«ll llw|l ^ IISII

and hence ij = sup |(gM,ti)l ^ 11 811* To prove the reverse inequality,

note that

(8(w + v),u + ») = (.Su,u) + (gti,!;) + 23i(Su,i») ^ ij11« + »11*

and similarly

(g(t4 - v),u - v) = (^n,u) + (gt;,v) - 2SR(gtt,v) ^ “ vll®

Subtracting, it follows that

m<3u,v) ^ 2^(||axll* + hr) (3.4)

is not zero for u e C unless w = 0, for, if it were, L^u = u would be

zero. Letting v = 9ti/ll9t^|| in (3.4), where |lwl| = 1, gives \\qu\\ g 17,

which completes the proof.

Theorem 3.1. Either llgl| or — ll9ll is an eigenvalue for 9*

Remark: This not only proves the existence of an eigenvalue for 9, and

for TT, but shows that an eigenfunction tp corresponding to this eigenvalue

is a solution of the extremal problem of finding a function u e C on [a,b]

such that

(8w,«) = // (// G(t,
r)u(r) dr) ii(i) dt

attains its least upper bound among functions with ||w|| = 1 or else its

greatest lower bound, depending on which of these is larger in magnitude.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose ||9||
— sup (gw,w) for \\u\\ = l,ueC

on [a,6]. Then there exists a sequence of functions WmsC on [a,6],

\\u^\\ — 1, such that

(S^nj'Wm) ^ IlSlI

Let fjLo — llgll. Since {9wm} is an equicontinuous, uniformly bounded

sequence,! there exists a subsequence, call it {9^^»l} also, which is uni-

formly convergent on [a,6] to a continuous function <po. It will be proved

<po is an eigenfunction with eigenvalue /iq.

Since

max lgt4m — ^ol—>0 (m-> 00)

it follows that

ligwm — V^oll ->“0 (m-^ 00) (3.6)

t A proof of the Ascoli theorem is given in Sec. 1, CShap. 1,
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Also - Ml- Now

llgWm - M0Mn.ll“ = Il9«mll* + " 2mo(9W»,W«)

and the right side tends to jkoll* - m] as “• I*

^ Mo > 0, and hence is not identiC9.11y zero on [ , ]•

(3.6) it also follows that since |lS«mll* ^ Mo

0 g llS^V - MOtimll® $ 2m? - 2A»o(8«m,lim)

which tends to zero as m -> <» - Thus

118u«-mo««MO

But

0 g 119^0 - Mo^poll ^ 118^0 - 8(S««)11 + 118(8««)
-

and using ll9ull ^ ll8ll IkH. (3 .5). and (3.7), this yields |l8vo - Mov>oll
= 0,

which proves Qva = mov’d.
. -i

(?i(<,t) = G(f,T) - M0Xo(t)xo(T)

and define 9i for u e C on [o,b] by

gi«(f) = j^
Gi(t,T)u{T) dr

Then
. 8i has the same properties as g was shown to have in Lemmas 3.1

and 3 .2 . In particular, if Itgill 0
,
and

sup “ lf*il

where « s C on [o,b], Hull = L and mi real, then mi is an eigenvalue for 8 i.

and there exists a nontrivial n e C on [a,61 sa^ymg 9iv>i

X, = ^,/ll^xll. Smce (8x«,xo) = 0 for any « e C on [a,6], it follows that

Xi is orthogonal to xo- Therefore

8X1 = 8iXi = MiXi

and hence xi « an eigenfunction of g. From the extremal property,

1mi 1 ^ ImoI-

Letting
^ /a - / \= Gi(t,r) — MiXi(0xi(r)

and nroceeding as above, the existence of xs and ns is established with

W STrS X. orthogU to X. and xa In On. way *e ^atenoo of

^ oTtbonormalt sequence {xU, k = 0
,
1

,
2

,
.... is estabhshed.

t The sequence I«1 is orthonomal if fe.xi) - the Kronecker delta.
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This process can terminate only if, for some m,
1| 9„|| = 0. But for

any / of class C
m-l

•f'Sm/ = / — ^ m(f,Xj)Lxj

With ||g„|| = 0, this implies
m— l

/= y (Lxdxi (3.8)

y-0

Since the xy are of class and / can be taken as \t — i(a + ?>)|, which is

not C^j (3.8) is impossible. Thus |l9m|| > 0 for all m and there are

therefore an infinite number of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
.

4. The Expansion and Completeness Theorems

The expansion in terms of eigenfunctions of tt of a function /e C” on
[a,6] satisfying the boundary conditions I7x = 0 will now be proved.

From this the Parseval equality and the extensions of these results to any
function / e 8^(a,6) will follow easily. First, an important inequality

will be deduced.

Lemma, ///e 8^(a,i>) and {x*} is an orthonormdl sequence for tt, then

the series

•»

y i(/.x*)i*

is convergent^ and

«a

y \iffXk)\^ ^ ll/II* (BesseVs inequality)

jb«0

Proof. For any finite m ^ 0

m m

0 g 11/ - y (/,x*)x»ii* = ll/ll*
- y i(/,xfc)i»

k^O ib-0

which proves the convergence of the series in question, and BesseTs

inequality.

The number (/,Xfc) is called the fcth Fourier coefficient of / with respect

to the orthonormal set (x*}.

Theorem 4.1* Let f eC^ on [a,b] and satisfy the boundary conditions

Uf = 0. l^hen on [afi]
•ft

f ^ y (/.xoxi (4.1)

*0

where the series converges uniformly on [afi\.
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By multiplying (4.1) by / and integrating, there results the following:

Corollary. Iff is as in Theorem 4.1,

00

11/11* = y i(/>X*)l* {Parseval equality)

fc-O

This is also called the completeness releUion.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. From

^(<,t)x*(t) dr - txuxk{t)

it follows that the fcth Fourier coefficient of the function of t given by
g(r) = G(t,r) = <?(t,0 for fixed t is HiXtit). The Bessel inequality yields

m

T ^ j"\G(T,t)\^dr

Jb-0

for all m. Integrating in t and letting m
,

J ^ 7*(i) - a)*

where y == sup lCr(T,f)| on o ^ i, t ^ h. In particular, j/tkl 0 as fc—* <»

.

Consider for an integer m ^ 1

tn—

1

GmitjT) = G(t,T) — y UkXh(t)^(.T)

i-0

From the extremal property of Qm there follows l|gTO|| = Thus for

any ueC on [a,b],

TO—

1

lls.»wll =
I
Sw - 2 Hkiu,\k)Xk

II

^ 1^*1 11“11

*-0

or since \ftm\ —> 0 as m —» «,

For any q> p.

TO— JL

^
II

- y w(«,xt)x* I
=

0

" iTo
"

^ fik{u,xk)xk = 9 ( ^ {%Xk)xi)

Since jg^j g y(Jb — a)^l|w|l, it follows that

Q Q

[4 lik(u,Xk)Xk ^ t(6 - a)* (4 l(w,Xi)l*)*
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By the Bessel inequality, the last sum tends to zero as « . Thus

X fik(u,Xk)xk

4= 0

is uniformly convergent on and therefore represents a continuous

function there. Since gw is also continuous, (4.2) implies that

gw = y iik(u,xk)xk (4.3)

4-0

Given any/e C" on [o,b] satisfying Ux = 0, then u = Lf eC on [a,6] and

f = gw. From (4.3) the expansion result (4.1) follows, since

likiu,Xk) = iv,,fikXk) = (W,gx*) = (8«.)C4) = (J,Xk)

Remark: The fact that |lgm|| ->0 as m-» » suggests the possibility

that, ance /xk = 1/Xi,
00

4^

This is, in fact, correct but will not be proved here. It will follow from

results of Chap. 12 where much less restrictive results than Theorem 4.1

will be proved.

The expansion theorem and completeness relation will now be extended

to the whole space 8®(a,6).

Theorem 4.2. If f ei\a,b), then

/ = y (f,Xk)xk
4-0

where the equality is meant in the sense

lim 11/- y (/,x*)x*||
mr-* «o

Further, ParsevaVs equality holds:

11/11* = X
4-0

= 0 (4.4)

Proof. The proof depends on the fact that the set of functions of class

C" on [o,6] which satisfy f/x = 0 is dense in the space 8®(o,i)), that is,

given any e > 0, there exists such a function / satisfying

(4^)
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Now

1|/- X (/.»)x»||^ll/-/ll + ||/

and the last term is easily computed to be

(X
Jb-0

which, by the Bessel inequality, is less than or equal to

11/ -/II.

Using Theorem 4.1 for/, there exists an integer M, depending on «, such

that
m

||/- X < * C»»>A0
jb-iQ

and hence (4.6), (4.6) yield

m

f
/- X (/»^*)x*lj< 36 (jn>M)

ib*-0

proving the expansion result (4.4).

Parseval’s equality follows directly from (4.4) since

m m

]/- X (/'X*)x*|f = ll/ll* - X K/'X*)i*

The Parseval equality has the consequence that if (/,x*) = 0 for

fc = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
then /is zero almost everywhere, and in particular, if

/ is continuous, it is the zero function on [a,&].
;
A set of funcdons {^} is

said to be dosed in 8*(o,b) if, for every /e8*(a,6i), (/,\^) = 0 implies / is

zero almost everywhere. Thus the set {x*} is closed in 8*(o,5). This
implies that if /e 8(a,6) and (/,Xfc) = 0 for fc = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then / is

zero almost everywhere; that is, the set {x*} *« cZ<jsed in 8(a,6), the set of

Lebesgue-integrable functions on (a,b). This can be seen in the following

way. Suppose/ e 8(a,6) and (/,Xfc) == 0, fc = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then there

exists a continuous function satisfying

m

- X (/»»‘)5C*||

m

+1

X

iie-0

*** f Ufp ^ 0
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since zero is not an eigenvalue for tt. The proof consists in verifying that,

for /e 8(a,6), <p — Qf is of class ior a ^ t ^ b and that is

absolutely continuous so that L<p ^ / almost everywhere. Clearly

{<p,Xk) == \u\<p^Xk) = \k\L<p,XM) = K^ifjXk) == 0

which proves ^ is orthogonal to all eigenfunctions. But since <p is con-

tinuous,
(f> is the zero function, and this implies, by L(p = /, that / is zero

almost everywhere.

Corresponding to any / e 8^(a,5) there is a unique sequence of complex

numbers c — {c*}, where

Ck “ ifyXk)

Define the norm of c, denoted by llc||, by
eo

Ikll = (2 Ic*!*)*

Jb-0

Then the Parseval equality may be written as
|l/j| = \\c\\. It is an impor-

tant fact that the correspondence /— c actually uses up all sequences c

of complex numbers such that l|c|l < <». This is the Riesz-Fischer

theorem, the proof of which has nothing to do with differential equations,

and so will be omitted, t
Riesz-Fischer Theorem. Let c == {ck} he a sequence of complex numbers

suck that l|c|l < 00 . Then there exists a function fsZ^(a,b) for which

Ck = (JyXk), and

ll/li = Hell

PROBLEMS

1. Let Lx — — (px')' -f qxj where p is of class and q of class C on [o,6
)
and p 0

on [a,6]. Let — 0 be given by

ax(a) -I- /to' (a) — 0 yxQ>) + 5*'

(

6) 0

Show the problem ir is self-adjoint if and only if p and q are real, yH ^ and itfi,

which is equivalent to requiring that a, t, and 5 all be real.

2. If C/x « 0 above is replaced by

x(b) — ax(a) — /3x'(a) 0 x'(6) — yx(a) — ax'(a) » 0

show that the conditions for self-adjointness become « “ cic*®, y —
d “ C4e^®, where c,- and 6 are real and p(6)(ciC4 — cac*) » p(a).

n

3. Let Lx « ^ where e and are real on [a,b] and po(f) ^ 0

on [a,6]. Let Ux « 0 be x^»J(a) — x^^(f>) «- 0, j 0, 1, . . . , n — 1. Prove t is

self-adjoint.

t For a proof, see W. Rudin, Principles of mathematical analysis^ New York, 1958.
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4. Let T be a seLf-adjoiat problem witli orthonormal eigenfunctions (xjb). If the

norm ||F|| of a function F » F(t,r) of class C for t/r e la,h] is defined by

then it is possible to approximate Fitfr) in this norm by finite sums of the form

Sa<y/i(0(^/(r), where /< and are of class C* and satisfy Ufi « Ug^ » 0. Show that

the Parsev^ equality holds for F in the sense that if

^ fa fa

then
•0

iw - y M*
<J-0

Show that this leads to

Xktfi^kir)

X* -I

Rbmabk: Actually the formula

0

- I^
k^O

is valid, as will follow from considerations in Chap. 12.

6* Let [afi] be [0,1] and let Lx « — ((1 — f*)a!')' and C/*® «- 0 be a;(0)

fl — 0 as <— 1 — 0. Show tlmt by taking

G{l,r)

1
|

l+T
2^°*—

r

1, 1 +«

(0 ^ r 2 t ;£ 1)

(0 g t S r s 1)

0 and

the reasoning of the chapter can be modified to obtain the existence of a complete

orthonormal family of eigenfunctions.

. Hint: Instead of Lemma 3.1, show that 9 is completely continuous in the norm of

8*(0,1). This is true for any G with

fa fa ^

6. Show that if x is self-adjoint the Green’s function 0(t,T,l) satisfies

<7(<,r,0 - (?(T,t,Z)

thereby generalizing the result — 5(T,f,0) already shown when { 0 is not an
eigenvalue.

7. Show that if x is self-adjoint the poles of Q{tfr,l) are simple poles.

Hint: Consider g(t,l) * ^ G(t,r,l)f(T) dr for f of class 0, Let g have a pole of

order m > 1 at 2 > X*. Then near 2 Xs

om y«w(2)

(2-Xk)- ^(2 - X»)*-»
+ • « •
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Since (L — 'Kk)g - (i — \k)g +/ and Ug » 0, it follows that (L — \k)gm = 0,

(L -
,
and 27(flf/) » 0, i = m, m - 1, . . . . Since

(gnijgin) (gnitCl^ “ l) “ ((i' l) ** 0

it follows that gm » 0. Since this holds for all /, G has at most a simple pole at \k.

8.

If T is self-adjoint and / e C on [a,6] and (/,xJb) =* 0 for all the eigenfunctions of

r, prove that f is zero by making use of g(t,
l) of Prob. 7.

Hint: Using the method of Prob. 7, show that because (f,xk) ^ 0, g has no poles
CO

and is therefore an entire function of I, ^ Since Ug ^ 0 and Lg =« +/,
i-0

show Lao “ /, Lai =* ao, Loa « ai, . . . , Ua,- « 0. Show (a,_i,ojb) *= (o/,a*-i) and
thus that Wj+k “ (jctiidk) depends only on j -4- A:. Show that

h(l) =** (PiOo) »= TFo + + • • *

is an entire function of Z as is r(Z) »« TTo + TFaZ* -f- Wd* +

Thus, if TFi 3?^ 0,

PFay =» (a/-j,o/+x)* ^ TTay-sTFaf+a

1
,
2, . . .

Show

meaning r is not entire. Thus Wt 0, and so ai =» 0, Lai ao ** 0, Lao “ / * 0.

Rbmabk: Note that Prob. 8 gives an independent proof of the closure of the eigen-

functions of TT.

9.

Using the result of Prob. 8, prove Theorem 4.1.

Hint: Let u » L/. Then, as was shown beginning just below (4.2),

g i f^k(u,Xk)Xh

is uniformly convergent on [a,b]. Clearly / — ^ is orthogonal to all Xk* Thus f ^ g
is zero by Prob. 8, which proves Theorem 4.1.

10.

If Green’s fimction for (1.1) is expanded in the eigenfunctions, the series

0(f,r,D

09

-I
2 sin kirt sin kwr

k* -Z

is obtained. From the nature of G(t,r,Z) as a function of t and the convergence proper-

ties of Fourier sine series, show the series is convergent for 0 ^ Z ;g 1, for all r, and I

not an eigenvalue. Show that the series for dG/dt also converges for all Z. (Note that

dO/dt is of bounded variation as a function of Z.)

11.

Let L and U be such that tt is self-adjoint. Consider now instead of r the
problem Lx « IrXj Uz «» 0 on [a,6], where the function r e C and r(Z) >0 on [a,6].

Show that the eigenfunctions {^jb j can be chosen so that form an orthonormal
sequence. Show that this sequence is complete.

Hint: Let H(Z,t) » rh(t)r^{r)G(t,r) and show that the operator iJC defined for all

/ e C on [a,b] by 3C/(Z) “ ^ (W/(t) dr is self-adjoint.
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la. Show that G(.t,T,l} is given by

where A(Z) “ det (Vjvit)i

/K(t,T,l) Mt,l)

g(f,r,l) deit

[Chap. 7

m

<
VxK

Ujs:

Uivi

UnVl

Vn(.t,l)\

UlVn \

UnVnf

L - L+ if and only if » is even (n •» 2r) and Lx can be written as

Lx - (5o»w)« + +••+«.*

where 04 s and is real.

HinJ! Show that, if L - L+ and P, is real, then n - 2r and pt

qt as Pi then

Lx - (gox<'->)<’'> + Lix

, rpj. Thus if

, L+ and thus
where L, must be of order n - 2. Show that L - L+ now impUes L.

establish the result by induction.
, i j if I# — L+

14, Let r* be as above but now let p,(t) be complex-valued. Show that it L

then
'

Lx - ' • (9»(?o»)')' •)' + • • (9x(9»*)')'
•••)'+•••

,

where the 5, e O"' and («/)“«-' are real and - Vo-

Hint: Use induction. Show by direct consideration of

»*go(’
• • (9o(9ou)')'

• • O'® df

that the first term of L above is self-adjoint.
„„„ji+i„na rra - 0

16. Show that ifL - L+ there exists at least one set of boundary conditions Ux

which makes the problem Lx ’-lx,Ux • 0, sdf-adjoint.

Hint: If n is even (n •» 2r), then take

*(a) - xQ>) - »'(a) -»'((>)-•••- - 0

If « is odd (n - 2r -b 1), take the above conditions and the added condition

CiasWCo) - C*J!«(6)

'"’rr UtA L^sJiif^tiAc^d/a vector both of which are continuous functions

of f for a ^ f g 6. Consider the problem

s' — A{t)x •* f Ux ^ Mx(a) NxQt) > 0

where Af and 2V are constant square matrices. Let the problem °

the null solution. Show that there exists a matrix G(.t,r) contmuous for o i < S
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r ^ 6 and for a ^ r ^ I ^ b such that

f^G(t,T)f(,T)dr

is the unique solution of the problem.

Hint: Let ^ be a fundamental matrix for x* A(t)x. I^et

« i + mJ(r) (r < 0

where the matrix J e C[ct,6]. To satisfy Ux » 0

M^{a)J(r) + + N^(h)J(T) «. 0
so that

J(t) « -(Af<&(a) +
17. Let the r-by-r matrices Po and Pi be continuous for a ^ t ^h. Moreover, let

Pq be continuous and det Po(0 0. Let a: be a vector with r components and let

Lx « Pos' + Pi®

Let P*" denote the adjoint of P, that is, the transposed conjugate, and let

L+® » -(Pfx)' +Pja;

If u and V are vectors with components uy, vy, let

14 . y SB 14101 4. . . . 14^}^

Show that if e C^[a,Z>]

Lu • t; — u • L'*‘v (Pou - w)'

Let L - L+, that is, Po + Pf -* 0, Pj » Pi — Pj. Let Af and iV be r-by-r constant

matrices and let Ux » + Nx(}>), Suppose M and N are such that for any
UtV e C'[a,b] and satisfying Uu •m Uv 0

Lu • vdi •• u • Lv dt

Prove the eigenfunctions {^cy)} of the self-adjoint problem

Lx » lx Ux 0

form a complete orthonormal set. Thus if u^vdt is denoted by (u • u) show that

for any vector / satisfying (/*/)<<«

and in 8*(a,&)

Rxmabk: The cases Po

(//)-
J)

y- - «

«0

/ » - B

iE and, for even r,

t)
are of special interest.
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Hint; The Green's function is an r-by-r matrix and the method of Sec. 4 or Prob. 8

can be used.

18. Let a; be a vector with r components and let P/, j « 0, . . . ,
n, be r-by-r

matrices of class C"“^[a,6] and let det Po(0 3^ 0. Ldt

ZjX Pox^*^ “f*
• • * P*®

and
L+x « (-i)«(p;x)<") + + • -

• + p;®

Show that if w,n are vectors of class C^[a,b]

Lu‘ V — w • L^v ^ [w»]

where
n

M(t) - ^ ^
Let I» » L+. Let

f7x « Afix(f-«(a) 4* • + Nix<^-^'^(})) + — • + iVnx(h)

where Mfy Nj are matrices of nr rows and r columns and suppose that for all u,v of

class C*‘[a,b] satisfying XJu Uv ^ ^

Lu‘vdt ^ j U‘ ‘Lvdt

Show that the self-adjoint problem

Lx ^ lx Ux ^ 0

has a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions

Hint: Let € be the vector with nr components (x, x', ...» Then

Xx — lx 0

can be replaced by a first-order equation in ^ with nr independent solutions with
fundamental matrix S. nr-by-nr. Let the first r rows of S be denoted by Then
L# — « 0 and any solution ^ of Lx — Zx » 0 is given by 4^, where c is a constant
column vector with nr rows. The Green's function G{tyr,l), an r-by-r matrix, can be
constructed.

19. Let L be as in Prob. 13, that is,

Lx ^ + (ffix^u)(»^n -j- . .
. ^

where e
tf,-

real, and qo(f) 0 on [a,6], Let ^ be a solution of Xx 0 and
let 9 be the vector with components where tpj « (j “ 1| • • • 1 r),

<Pr+y « + • ^ * + («<)«»<*>) <»^^>

I

(j M 1, . . . , r). Show that ^ satisfies the formally self-adjoint system

Po^' + Pi^ - 0

where Po — —Pj, Pi * Pf, are the matrices

-(JkJ) -as
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where Or, Er are the zero and unit matrices of r dimensions, and A, B, C are r-by-r
matrices given by

the elements not shown being zero.



CHAPTER 8

OSCILLATION AND COMPARISON THEOREMS FOR
SECOND-ORDER LINEAR EQUATIONS

AND APPLICATIONS

1. Comparison Theorems

The location of the zeros of the solutions of real second-order differential

equations will be considered here. The equation will be assumed to have

the form

Lx = (p{0»')^ + (/(O* = 0 {a <t <h) (1.1)

Note that (1.1) is considered on the open interval (o,b) rather than on

[o,l)]. The equation x" 4- /(<)*' + h,{t)x = 0 can be put in the form of

(1,1) by multiplying it by exp
(J**

/(<) dt^. It will be assumed in what

follows that p(0 > 0 and that p, p' and g are continuous on (a,6). (The

continuity requirement can be relaxed. Indeed, it sufBices for p to be

integrable and p absolutely continuous.)

A zero of a nontrivial solution of (1.1) is isolated. Indeed, let the solu-

tion <p vanish at Then v'(^o) 5^ 0, for otherwise <p{t) s 0. This proves

that <0 is an isolated zero.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose <p iaa real solution on (a,b) of

(jpx'Y + gix = 0 (1.2)

cmd ^ a reed solution on (a,b) o/

(px'y + gjz = 0 (1.3)

Let jrj(i) > {;fi(t) on (a,b). If ti and U are successive zeros of tp on (o,6), then

^ mud vanish at some point of (ti,tt).

Proof. Suppose ^ does not vanish in (ti,tt). Then with no restriction

it can be assumed that 4'(t) > 0 and also p(<) > 0 over (ti,t*)* Multiply-

ing (1.2) by f and (1.3) by tp and subtracting,

(p«>')V - — (g* — g^<f^ = 0

Integrating the above,

/‘’[(p»»')V-(p^')V]dt>0

208
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Since the bracket above is the derivative of p(^V — ^') and since ip

vanishes at h and U,

- pitiWihMk) > 0 (1.4)

Since => 0 and > 0 immediately to the left of k, v'ih) < 0.

Similarly <p'ih) > 0. Thus the first term on the left is nonpositive, as is

the second, which shows tha#' (1.4) is impossible. Thus ^ vanishes at a

point inside the open interval

In case gi s over (a,b), then (p and \f/ are solutions of the same equa-

tion. If <p and are independent, then (1.4) is valid -with the inequality

replaced by an equality, and the above argument shows that vanishes

between successive zeros of <p. Since now <p and rf/ are interchangeable, it

also shows that ^ vanishes between successive zeros of Thus the zeros

of two real linearly independent solutions of a real second-order linear

differential equation separate one another.

The above method can be further exploited, but the following pro-

cedure is simpler:

Let pit)x' = y. Thus (1.1) becomes

y' = -g(f)x (1.5)

y = r cos 6 (1.6)

Differentiating the equations (1.6) with respect to t, replacing x' and y

by use of (1.5), and then sol-dng for r' and 8', there results

(1.7)

(1 .8)

For a solution <p of (1.1) there is the solution r = p(f) and 6 «(0 of

(1.7), (1.8), where from (1.5) and (1.6)

P* = (pp')® + " = tan~^

Since <p and <p' do not vanish simultaneously, it follows that p*(<) > 0 on

(a,b) and thus with no restriction it can be assumed that p(0 >0. A
consequence of this is that <p(Jt) = p(0 sin «(<) can vanish only where

M(t) is an integer multiple of ir.

Since cos* ^ and an* 8 are uniformly bounded, the equation (1.8) has

a solution over any interval on which p > 0 and p and g are piecewise con-

sin 6 cos 6

^ cos^ d + g sin^ 6

V

Let

a:' =
pit)

a; = r sm
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tinuous. Indeed, it suffices for 1/p and g to be integrable. Because the

right side of (1.8) is differentiable in 6, it follows that the solution is

unique in the usual sense.

From (1.6) and (1.5) it follows that

x(t) COB 9 — sin 9 =a 0 (1.9)

In boundary-value problems a common condition at an end point of an

interval < = a is

x(a) cos a — p(o)ai'(o) sin a = 0 (1-10)

From (1.9) it is clear that such a condition is equivalent to the simpler

condition 9(a) = a(mod x). It is easy to see that (1.10) cannot hold for

a solution x = ^(<) for two different values of a unless they differ by a

multiple of r or unless ^‘(a) + (pv'(<*))* = P*(«) = 0. The behavior of

the solutions for two equations of the form (1.1) will now be compared.

The subscripts 1 and 2 will be used to distinguish between the two equa-

tions, that is, Li® = (PiX'Y + g^ = 0, i = 1, 2.

Theorem 1.2. Let pt and gt be piecewise continuous on [a,&], and let

0 < pi(0 g pi(t) gt{t) ^ ffi(«)

on [a,&]. Lei Lvpi === 0 and Lvpt 0 and Id o)t{a) ^ (oi(a). Then

«s(<) S Mi(0 (o g f g 6) (1.11)

Moreover, if gt> gi on (o,6), then

wj(<) > «i(«) (a<t^b) (1.12)

Proof. To prove (l.ll), the equations

<i>J = cos* at -f gt sin* (i == 1, 2) (1.13)
Vi

are subtracted to yield

(ojj — «i)' = ^ (sin* at — sin* mi) + h (1-14)

where

fc = cos* at + {gt - gi) sin* w*

Clearly A ^ 0. If «2 — wi = tt, then (1.14) yields

it' = fu + h

/ = (?!- (sin 0), + miai) (
sjg - sin a>A

\ Vi/ \ o)a — «! /

where
(1.15)
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Thus / is piecewise continuous and uniformly bounded. Since A ^ 0,

(1.15) yields

u' — fu ^ 0

If F(t) = ds, then multiplying the inequality above by e'’ there

results

e^u' + F'e'u ^ 0

Integrating this over (a,0 gives

^ 0 (1.16)

which proves (1.11).

If (1.12) fails to hold, then there must be some e > a such that

«»(f) = «i(0 (o ^ i ^ <>) (1-17)

Indeed, suppose this is not the case. Then by (1.11) there must exist a
sequence of points {<,-} -with a as a cluster point such that ws(<,) >
But if (1.16) is used with a replaced by fy, it follows that for t > if there

results coi!(0 > «i(0. With tj arbitrarily near o, this implies (1.12).

Thus (1.17) must hold.

Udng (1.17), then (1.14) is possible with p* > gi only if

wi = toj = 0(mod t) .

and if pi s over (o,c). However, in (1.13) the case

0)1 = wi = 0(mod x)

over (a,c) is clearly impossible. This proves (1.12) if p* > gi.

2. Existence of Eigenvalues

Application will now be made to the equation

(px/y + (\r — q)x = 0 (2.1)

where X is a real parameter and p', r, and q are real and continuous (or

piecewise continuous) over [a,6] and p > 0, r > 0 over [a,6]. [By modify-

ing the proofs that follow slightly it is possible for r to vanish at a and at

b as well as at isolated points in (a,5).]

Given real a and /3, the values of X for which (2.1) has a solution not

identically zero and satisfying

a5(a) cos a — p(a)x'(fl) sin a = 0 (2.2)

x{b) cos jS — p(b)a:'(6) sin /3 = 0 (2.3)

are called eigenval-ues. Either one of the conditions (2.2) or (2.3) deter-

mines a solution of (2.1) uniquely except for a multiplicative constant.
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A nontrivial solution satisfying (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) for an eigenvalue

is called an eigenfunction.

Theorem 2.1. There are an infinite number of eigenvalues Xo, Xi, X*, . . .

forming a monotone increasing sequence with Xn—^ “ os «—> * • Moreover

,

the eigenfunction corresponding to X« has exactly n zeros on (,a,b).

Proof. There is no restriction in assuming that 0 ^ a < «• and that

0 < iS g T. The solution of (2.1) <p = <p(t,\) determined by

ip(a,\) = sin a p(a)p'ia,\) = cos a

clearly satisfies (2.2). The eigenvalues are those values of X for which

satisfies (2.3). For x == vit,\) it is clearly the case that eo can be

determined so that 6 = u(t,\) satisfies a)(o,X) = a.

By Theorem 1.2, 0 = to(<,X) is, for fixed <,o < t ^ b, a monotone increas-

ing function of X. Where « = 0(mod x), <p has a zero. From (1.8)

«' = i cos* 6 + (fir- q) sin* 6 (2.4)

V

it is clear that when w = 0(inod tt), w' > 0. This means that w is an

increasing function of t when w = 0(mod ir). Thus if for some tk. on

(a,6), «(«jb,X) = kw, then co(<,X) > kr for t > tk and co(^,X) < kx for

t < tk- Moreover, since w is monotone in X, it now follows that the zeros

of <Pf if any, move to the left toward < = a as X increases. Since co is con-

tinuous in t and X, and w' > 0 when co = 0(mod w), it follows that the loca-

tion of the fcth zero of <p on (a,6) at tk = fe(X) is a continuous and monotone

decreasing function of X. Indeed

It is the case that for any fixed t = c in (o,b].

«(c,X) —> CO as X —» 00 (2.5)

and also

«(c,X) —» 0 as X —> — 00 (2.6)

The proof of (2.5) will be given first. Since a ^ 0, it follows that

w(<,X) S 0 since u' > 0 for « = 0(mod x). Thus it suffices to show

that for some to, o < to < c, w(c,X) — «(to,X) —* to as to. Let

to = (a + e)/2. Let P, Q, and R be constants such that over (to,c)

p(t) g P r(t) ^ JS > 0 q(t) ^ Q

Then the equation

Px" -I- (\R - Q)x^0 (2.7)
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with solution (p satisfying v(<o,X) ~ Pv'ito,^) — p(<o)v'(fo,X) I'*®

w(to,X) = w(fo,X) and thus by Theorem 1.2

«(c,X) — «(<o,X) ^ «(c>X) — w(<o,X) (2.8)

The successive zeros of ^ have spacing ir[P/(XjB — Q)]*. This 'tends to

zero as X —» oe. Therefore w s O(mod t) for arbitrarily many values of

t, and since «' > 0 at « s O(mod «), m —» « . Thus the right side of

(2.8) tends to infinity as X
,
which proves the left side must do the

same. This completes the proof of (2.5).

To prove (2.6) the equation (2.4) is used. Choose 5 > 0 small enough
so that a < T — If 3 ^ w ^ IT — S and X < 0 and if 0 < P ^ p,

0 < P ^ r, and Q ^ Igl

<ji' -p — |X|P sin* 3 "I" Q

Thus «' < 0 for CD = 3 if —X is large enough. Moreover,

for 3 g ^ X — 3. Thus «(c,X) S 3 for —X large enough. Since 8 is

arbitrary, (2.6) follows.

As X —> — 00
,
<o(6,X) —* 0. Since /3 > 0 and since w(6,X) is monotone

increasing in X, it follows there is a value of X, Xo, for which <d(&,Xo) = /3.

Since 0 g a < x and /3 ^ x, it follows that 0 < w(<,Xo) < x in (a,6) so

that the solution ^(<,Xo) satisfies (2.3) and does not vanish in (a,3). Let-

ting X increase beyond Xo, there is a unique value Xi for which

«(6,Xi) = /8 + X

Clearly ^(<,Xi) sa'tisfies (2.3) and has exactly one zero in (a,&). The nth
eigenvalue is determined by w(3,X,) — p + •m. This completes the

proof.

3. Periodic Boundary Conditions

The equation (2.1) is subject to the restrictions p > 0, r > 0, on
[a,&], and r, p', and g piece'wise continuous. It will be assumed that

p(o) == p(6). With no restriction, it can be assumed that o = 0, 3 = 1,

and p(0) = p(l) = 1. The boundary condition (see Prob. 4)

®(0) = x(l) z'(0) = x'(l) (3.1)

will be considered, as 'will the condition

x(0) ^ -x(l) x'(0) - -x'(l) (3.2)
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Theorem 3.1. The eigenvalues for (2.1) vrith (3.1), X<, i ^ 0, and for

(2.1) with (3 .2), \i, i ^ 1 , form sequences such that

— 00 < \o ‘C Xi ^ Xi ^ X2 ^ ^ ' '
’ (3.3)

For X = Xo there exists a unique eigenfunction, <po. Ifha+i < X2i+2/or some

i ^ 0
,
then there is a unique eigenfunction tpu+i at\ = X2<+i and a unique

eigenfunction ^241.2 of X = X2{+2. If, however, X2<+i = X2i+2, then there are

two independent eigenfunctions ipu+i, od \ — X2»+i = X2j+2. Similar

results hold, for ike cases X2i+i < X2{+2 and X2,-+i = ^u+i, where the eigeri-

functions are denoted by ^2i'+i arid vu+i- Furthermore, <00 has no zeros in

[0,
1] ; <fiu+i and ^24+2, i ^ 0, each have exactly 2i + 2 zeros in [0 ,

1) ;
and vu+i

and ^24+2 each have exactly 2i + 1 zeros in [0,
1).

Proof. Let v and ^ be the solutions of (2.1) satisfying

<p(0,\) = ^'(0,X) = 1 v'(0,X) = ^(0,X) = 0 (3.4)

From (6.5), Chap. 3, [or from (2.1)]

p(t)[v(t,\)r(.t,\) - <p'{t,\m,»] = 1 (3.5)

For (3.1) to hold, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist constants

Cl and Ci not both zero, such that Cip + C2V' satisfies (3.1), which yields

[«o(l>X) — IJCi + V^(1,X)C2 = 0 f3 61
v'(l,X)Ci + [mx) - 1]C2 = 0

A necessary and sufficient condition for two independent solutions to

satisfy (3.1) is

v(l,X) = ^'(1,X) = 1 ^^(1,X) = = 0 (3.7)

A necessary and sufficient condition for (3.6) to have a nontrivial solution

is that the determinant of the coefficients should vanish,whichyields, with

the use of (3.5) at t = 1,

/(X) = 2 (3.8)

where
/(X) = ,.(1,X) + f'(l,X) (3.9)

The corresponding condition for (3.2) is

/(X) = -2 (3.10)

The values of X satisfying (3.8) are the eigenvalues for (3.1) and similarly

(3.10) for (3.2). If (3.8), but not (3.7), holds for a value of X, then there

is exactly one eigenfunction of (3.1) for this value of X, and X is called a

simple eigenvalue. Not only is / a continuous function of X but it is

actually an entire function, as may be seen from Theorem 8.4 (or Prob. 7),

Chap. 1.
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Let the eigenvalues of (2.1) "with the boundary condition

a:(0) = *(!) = 0 (3.11)

be m, f = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then the following result will be proved after

the completion of the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.1. With m the eigenvalues o/ (3.11), there exists a vo such that

ro < MO < /*i < • • •

and

/(vo) ^ 2 /(m«) g -2 /(M2i+i) ^ 2 a = 0, 1, . : .) (3.12)

U f(h) = 2 or — 2 for some X ^ m, then such a is a simple eigenvalue for

(3.1) or (3.2) and for such a %,

^<0 (^ < Mo); (— 1)‘^ > 0 (m< < ^ < Mi+i)

(i = 0, 1, . . .) (3.13)

/(m*«+i) = 2 and df/dh 5^ 0 at X = mm+ii then /isi+i is a simple eigerwalue

for (3.1). ///(M2t+i) = 2 and if df/d\ = 0 X = M2<+i> then at there

are tvx> independent eigenfunctions for (3.1). Moreover, in this case,

(M2i+i) < 0 (3.14)

A similar result holds for (3.2) if f{fi2i) = —5- In this case the sign of the

analogue of (3.14) is reversed.

An immediate consequence of this lemma is the existence of {X*} and

{Xi} satisf3ring (3,3) and the existence of the corresponding eigenfunctions.

Indeed, clearly

Xo Xi ^ /lo ^ Xj <C Xi ^ ^ Xa Xs ^ jLi 2 ^ X4 < Xs ^ ' (3.15)

To show that the eigenfunctions have the specified number of zeros, the

oscillation result, Theorem 1.1, is used. By the condition (3.1) it follows

that the eigenfunctions <pi have an even number of zeros in [0,1), and by
(3.2) the <f>i an odd number. The eigenfunctions of (3.11) are V'(^,M») with

i zeros in (0,1) (by Theorem 2.1). Since Xo < mo, it follows that ^0

cannot have two zeros in [0, 1) . Since v?o has an even number of zeros, the

number must be zero. Since < X2i+i ^ X2<+2 < M2<+2, i ^ 0, it follows

that v?2i+i and ^2t+2 have more than 2i + 1 zeros in [0,1) and less than

2i + 4 and thus exactly 2i + 2.

Since Xi S X2 < mi? it follows that ipi and <p2 have less than three zeros

in [0,1) and by (3.2) have at least one zero. Since the total number is

odd, there must be exactly one. For ^21+1, ^2<+2, i 1, using jU2t-i <
X2<+i ^ X2<+2 < M24+1, it follows readily that there are exactly 2i + 1

zeros in [0,1). Thus there remains only the lemma to prove.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. With m the eigenvalues of (2.1) with (3.11), it

follows that ifUifii) are the eigenfunctions. That is, f(l,A‘i) = 0 and

^(f,jm) has i zeros in (0,1). Thus^'(l,M,) > Oforioddand < Oforieven.

From (3.5) follows ^(l,/t<)^'(l,ytti) = 1 so that

M) =^'(l,w)+;p^

Since for real a: > 0, a: + l/x ^ 2, the results (3.12) for m now follow.

If Vo is the least eigenvalue of (2.1) with x'(0) = a;'(l) = 0, then ^(<,>'o)

is the eigenfunction and it has no zeros in [0,1]. Thus vo < juo and

^(l,vo) > 0. Since v'(l>»'o) = 0 it follows from (3.5) that

<9(l,vo)^'(l,»'o) = 1

Thus

which completes the proof of (3.12).

In order to consider df/d\, where/ = 2 or — 2, the function w = dtf>/d\

is considered. Clearly «(0,X) = m'(0,X) = 0 and from (2.1)

(pu'Y + (Xr — q)u = —r<p

Thus from the variation-of-constants formula (or as can be verified

directly),

[<»(<,X)i^(t,X) - v(T,X)if'(<,X)]r(T)v(T,X) dr

Thus

^ — »’('»,X)^(l,X)]r(r)v>(T,X) dr (3.16)

and in the same way

^ («?'(1A)i^'(t,^) ^ dr

Thus, not indicating X explicitly,

^ = I'
[r(rVa) + ^(rMr)Ml) - ^'(1)) - ^.*(7-)^(l)]r(r) dr (3.17)

The bracket in (3.17) regarded as a quadratic form in i^(t), ^(t) does

not change sign if (y(l) \^'(1))* + 4¥>'(l)i^(l) ^ 0. Using (3.5), this

becomes

[„(1,X) + ^'(1,X)]* g 4
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Thus, if —2 ^/(\) ^ 2, the bracket in (3.17) has a fixed sign. If

/(X) = 2 or —2 then, except possibly for a factor —1, the bracket is a
perfect square and df/dk cannot vanish unless the bracket is identically

zero in t. Because P(t) and <p(t) are independent, the bracket is identi-

cally zero if and only if all the coefficients vanish, which together with (3.5)

is the condition (3.7) if / = 2 and the corresponding one if / == —2.
Thus df/dk = 0,where / = 2 or —2, if and only if the eigenvalue is not

simple.

If X < jtto or if /ti < X < /ui+i, then »^(1,X) 0 and thus, if/ = 2 or —2,
the bracket in (3.17) is not identically zero. Being a perfect square,

df/dk has the same sign as —^(1,X), which proves (3.13).

There remains only the proof of (3.14). At X = msc+i then, / — 2 and
df/dk = 0 so that (3.7) holds. Thus

^'(l,M«+i) = <»(l,/^*v^.x) = 1 (3.18)

^ = + (3.19)

From (3.5), differentiating with respect to X gives

'Pw' + —
'P'vp

— 'P'vx = 0 (3.20)

Taking account of (3.18), there results

l^'x(l,M«+i) = — <«^(l,MM+i) (3.21)

Differentiating (3.20) again and using (3.18) and (3.21),

2ip\<pi -b 2(pl
— =>0 (X == nan-i)

In (3.19) this yields

^ (liA*K+i) = 2[<pJ(l,l*a+i) + (3.22)

Udng (3.18) again, it follows from (3.16) that

ri *

n(l,M«+i) = i^(T,/i»t4.i)«>(T,ju«4.i)r(T) tjir

V'(l)M«+i) = = 0

Using the notation

and similarly for then
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and in the same way

= L 'f'^{r,iiti+i)r(y) dr

, fi (3.23)

<ux(l,M2i+0 = — Jo
vK‘r,fiii^i)r(T) dr

Since ^ and <p are independent, the above relations and the Schwarz

inequality imply that the light member of (3.22) is negative, which

proves (3.14) and completes the proof of the lemma.

4. Stability Regions of Second-order Equations with Periodic Coefficients

Here the real equation

(p({)a!')' + [ar(0 + bg(0]» = 0 (4.1)

will be considered with a and b constant and with p > 0, r > 0, and p,

p', r, and q continuous over 0 ^ ^ 1 and also periodic of period 1.

That is, r(0) = r(l), g(0) = g'(l) and, as can be assumed with no restric-

tion, p(0) = p(l) = 1. In Sec. 6, Chap. 3, the existence of characteristic

exponents and multipliers was proved. If * = f(t,a,b) and x = <(i(t,a,b)

are solutions of (4.1) with

^(0,a,6) = <p'(0,a,b) = 0 = v(0,a,b) = 1

then for fixed t, <p, and <(>' are entire functions of (a,6) for all o and b.

To determine the multipliers, the solution x = Ci<p 4- is considered

which satisfies

Ci<p(l,(i,b) 4- C^(Ji,a,b) = aCi

Civ'{l,a,b) + C2f'(.l,a,b) = (tC*

for some <r. For a nontrivial solution (Ci,Cs) to exist, the determinant

of the coefficients must vanish, which gives the characteristic equation

(T® — (r[«j(l,a,b) + ip'{l,a,b)] -j- 1 = 0 (4.2)

where use is made of (3.5). If

/(o,5) = ^(l,a,b)-|-^'(l,a,6)

then the roots <ri and 0-2 of (4.2) are distinct complex conjugates of mag-
nitude 1 if

Pia,b) < 4 (4.3)

while the roots are real and distinct if

P{a,b) > 4 (4.4)

Because <ri<r2 = 1, in this latter case one root is always larger than 1 in

magnitude and the other less than 1.
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If the roots are distinct, two independent solutions exist, x = «i(0e“i‘

and X = us(0e“«‘, where mi and mj are periodic of period 1 and e“* = <r<,

i = 1, 2. Thus, in case (4.3) prevails, all solutions of (4.1) are uniformly

hounded over — «<«<«>

.

If (4.4) prevails, this is certainly not the

case, even over (— <«,0) or over (0,«o). Therefore, in this section the

values of (o,i>) for which (4.3) holds will be called stable while those for

which (4.4) holds will be called unstable. From the continuity of /, it

follows that the stable regions and the unstable regions of the (o,6) plane

have their boundaries made up of points where P{a,b) = 4 or, in other

words, of points where either

/(o,6) = 2 (4.5)

or

/(o,6) 2 (4.6)

For any fixed b the equation (4.1) is of the form (2.1) with a in place of

X. Thus the conditions (4.5) and (4.6) are precisely those already con-

sidered in connection with the eigenvalues of (3.1) and of (3.2). When

(4.5) is satisfied, the equation (4.1) has a solution of period 1 while (4.6)

corresponds to a solution which satisfies ®(0) = —35(1), *'(0) = — x'(l)

and thus has period 2. It will be designated as having half-period 1.

From (3.15) it follows that for any fixed b the values of o, o<(b), i = 0, 1,

2, . . . ,
at which (4.5) is satisfied and fii(l>), i = 1, 2, . . . ,

where (4.6)

is satisfied, are related by

— 00 < oo(5) < Oi(6) ^ jito(5) ^ 52(5) < ai(5) ^ ^i(5) g 02(6) < 5»(5)

g M2(5) ^ 34(5) < a»(5) ^ • (4.7)

where m<(5) are the eigenvalues of (4.1) for fixed 5 with the conditions

x(0) = x(l) = 0. That the /i* a-re continuous functions of 5 for each i

follows from the fact that {d4'/da)(l,a,b) 5^ 0, where i^(l,o,5) = 0, since,

much as in (3.23), under these conditions

^ (1,0,5) = v>(l,a,5) r(T)i^'*(T) dr

It remains now to show that Oi and Sk are continuous single-va.lued

fimctions of 5,
— 00 <b < 00 , Before showing this, the consequences of

this fact will be considered. For fixed 5 and all a satisfying 02i+x(5) <
o < Om+2(5) it follows from (3.12) and (3.16) that f(a,b) > 2 and thus

that (4.1) is unstable. In the same way, < 0 < a«+s is unstable.

The stable regions are given by Osi(5) < o < Qzi+iQf), i ^ 0, and by

^ o ^ 024.^1(5), % ^ 0.

The 0,(5) are the unique solutions of /(o,(5),5) == 2 and similarly for

aj(5). Thus that a = o<(5) [or o = 5,(5)] determines a continuous curve

(with o as a function of 5) in the (o,5) plane follows at once wherever
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df (cuCb) b)/da 0. Since /(a<(b),b) = 2, it foUows from Lemma 3.1 that

df/da 7^ 0 can fail only where i is one of a pair 2j + 1, J + w ic

satisfies
/.i o^

aM+i(b) = M23H-i(b) = oy+2(b) 1

Let b = /J denote a value of b, where (4.8) holds. Then — 0)

oy+s(/3 — 0) must both be H2s+i(^)> for if

uj,-(j3) ^ lim inf a^j+iib) = a < im+iiP)
r««-/

j_«p_o

then by continuityfM = 2 so that ^ ^

which contradicts (4.8). A similar procedure works for oy+2 and tor

/3 + 0. Thus o< is a continuous function of b for all b. In the same way,

fij is a continuous function of b. ___i Tti the
Important familiar examples of (4.1) occur with p = r = 1

. ^
Mathlu egvMim ?(t) = cos '2nrt and in the HmeqM any ?,

bang periodic, has average value zero. In the

where qit) = 1, 0 < f < ^, and g(t) - -1, i < « < 1,

tions can readily be made for f{a,b).

PROBLEMS

1. If „ and ^ are independent real solutions of (1.1), show by considering

that the zeros of v and 'I'
separate each other.

. s > 0
2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 be satisfied and let there exist some

such that ,>(0 > 0,m > 0 on (a, a + S). Let

lim p{t)W^ ” W'T ^ ^

i>-» « if -ft 1 = 0 for some h on (o,b) then there is a <i on (a,«i) such that - 0-

eigenvalues have X - +« and X = - « as cluster pomts.

Hint: For the case X > 0 consider

(H'+('-0“-“

e » M- T!». to um X, -toto. rf 1 F." + i®.
- Ok*™ nxtoi

.(g)l„IMJ. to som. *»*«>* *

applies as X—> —
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4. Consider (2.1) p', and r continuous and p > 0, r > 0 on [0,1]. Develop the
conclusion analogous to that of Theorem 3.1 for the boundary conditions

a:(0) « aa;(l) + hx'(l)

x'(0) = ca;(l) -h dx'(l)

where a, 5, c, and d are real constants and where (ad — bc)p(0) » p(l).

Hint: Show that the eigenvalues occur at the roots of f(\) = 2, where

/(X) = a^(l,X) + 6<P'(1,X) + + d^'(l,X)

Show that if m are the eigenvalues of a;(0) « 0, aa;(l) -f bx*(l) =« 0, then Pi/n) ^ 4
and fitu) has alternating signs.

6.

In Theorem 3.1 let X2<+i < X2i+2. Show that (2.1) with X =» Xaf+i has a solution

^u+i independent of ^2«+i such that

' ^2i+l(0 “ P2t*+l(0 +
where pat+i is a periodic function with period 1. Show that similar results hold for
X3t*4.2, ^2£+i, and

6. Usmg the notation of Sec. 4, can an 5/(6) and ai(b) ever intersect? What
is the significance of Prob, 10, Chap. 3, in the terminology of Sec. 4? Sketch
possible configurations of o/(6) and 5/(6) showing stable and unstable domains in the
(a,6) plane for (4.1) with p(<) e r(t) b 1.

7. In (4.1) let a > 0 and q(t) « 0. Show that if w is a real solution satisfying

u(< + 1) » Xow(0, where Xo is a constant, then u must vanish at at least one point in
the interval [0,1],

Hint: If not,

n^dt + af\dt~0
Jo Jo

Show that u vanishes at two points <i, h, where \ti — ii| ^1.
8. Let / be real and of class C* on [a,6], and let /(a) « /(6) » 0 and / > 0 on (a,6).

Prove that

Hint: Let / attain its maximum at e. Then for some ri and t<

+ 1 r/(c) -m m -mi
c — a h — c f(fi) Lc — a 6— cj

fin) -fCrt) r^ \f"(.0\dtm ^ jrt /(«)

9. Let r be nonnegative, continuous, and of period 1. If

r(0 <* g 4

show that as" -f r(t)x =» 0 has stable solutions on (— “o, «o).

Hint: Use Probs. 7 and 8.



CHAPTER 9

SINGULAR SELF-ADJOINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS

FOR SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS

1. Introduction

The treatment of Chap. 7 fails to apply in case the finite interval (a,6)

becomes infinite or in case the coefficients in the differential operator have

a sufficiently singular behavior at a or 5. These cases are all regarded as

singular, and the second-order singular case will be treated in this chapter.

As a preliminary example, the problem

.(0).0 ('-I)

for 0 ^ i < 00 will be considered as a limiting case of the problem on the

finite interval 0 ^ t ^ I with the condition

x(b) = 0

added, and then letting ?> —» oo . The finite interval problem of course

gives rise to the orthonormal system {^a}, where

Mt) =
(0 sin^ {k = 1,2, .. .)

Any function / which is continuous over 0 g < g c and vanishes for < ^ c

satisfies the completeness relationship

00

in the event that b > c. If

ff(s) = j" sin St /(<) dt (1.1)

then the completeness relationship becomes

(1 .2)

^>•1

222
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where the c in the left side has been replaced by <» since / vanishes for
t '> c. Let pb be a nondecreasing step function of s which increases by
2/6 when a passes through kv/h, (fc = 1, 2, . . .), and is otherwise con-
stant. Assume also that pi, has been normalized so that pb(0) = 0. Then
(1.2) can be written as

/o
"

l/«) 1

* dt= // \g(s)\^ dp,(s) (1.3)

Clearly, as 6—^ oo, P6(s) —> 2s/7r. Thus, proceeding without regard to

rigor, (1.3) yields as 6 —> oo

f \m\^dt = l \g(s)\^ ds (1.4)
Jo ir Jo

This is, of course, the Plancherel equation for the Fourier sine transform

for the restricted class of functions under consideration here.

It is easy to give a rigorous proof of (1.4). Suppose that/(0) = 0, and
that / has a continuous first derivative on [0,c]. Then from (1.1) it

follows by integrating by parts that

\g(s)\ ^ If («)| ^ (s > 0)

where M represents the integral. Thus for s ^ 1,

Ii7(s)l* ^ ^ (1-5)

Since g is continuous, it is the case that for any fixed large p

lim r |g(s)|» dpiis)
=?/"'*

\gis)\^ ds (1.6)
yo Jo

From (1.5) and integrating by parts, it follows that

\g(s)\^dp,(s)^M^ s-^dpi(s)^^ s-^ds=— (1.7)

jf. Ji> ^ Jit ’f/*

gimilarly

f’’|ff(s)l*(fog^ (1.8)
Jfl M

Thus using (1.6), (1.7), and (1.8) and letting p—> oo, formula (1.4) is

validated for / restricted as indicated. Such / are dense in th: space

82(0^ 00
), and, using standard theorems from Lebesgue integration, (1.4)

can be proved for any /e8*(0, «>). Hence the analogue of the com-
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pleteness theorem (rf Chap. 7, Sec. 4, is valid in the case of the simple

example just considered. It might be of interest to the reader to parallel

the above argument for the problem

—x" = lx x'(0) = 0

and see how the cosine transform theorem is associated with the same

differential operator but with a different boundary condition.

The method of the above example, with necessary major elaborations,

provides a means of treating the general second-order problem in the

singular case. Throughout the remainder of this chapter L will denote

the formally self-adjoint differential operator defined by

Lx = — (px'Y + qx

where it is assumed that p, p', q are real and continuous, p(t) > 0, on any

real t interval under consideration, f

Of fundamental importance in all that follows is Green’s formula which

states that if [^ 1,^2] is any interval over which L is defined and / and g are

any two functions fo)c which LfjLg make sense, then

m -mdt^ [fgm - ugm (1 .9)

where

[fgm

In particular, if / and g are solutions of the same equation, Lx - lx,

where I is a complex number, then Green’s formula applied to / and gf

shows that [fg]{t) is a constant independent of and hence can be denoted

byjust[/fi[].

The case of the semi-infinite interval 0 ^ t < ^ will be dealt with

first, followed by a treatment of the case of the interval — 00 < t < co

,

In the case of a finite open interval (a,6) the treatments of the earlier

chapters remain valid if |p'/yl, \g/v\, and ll/p| have finite integrals over

(a,6). If the behavior at one end, say 6, is worse than this, the problem

may be treated over [a, 6], a < 6 < 6, and then the nature of the problem

as 6 6 — 0 is considered. This is completely analogous to the treat-

ment of the problem on [0, 00
), and it will be seen that all results obtained

on [0, 00
) are valid in the case of an interval [a, 6) where the coefficients

in L have a singular behavior at 6. Similar remarks hold concerning the

case where the coefficients are singular at a and b, and the results are the

same as for the case

t Actually, it suffices for p to be absolutely continuous and q integrable over every

finite subinterval.
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2« The Limit-point and Limit-circle Cases

Here the interval under consideration is [0, oo). If for a particular

complex number h every solution <p of the differential equation

Lx = ioa?

satisfies jj" \(p\^ dt < oo, that is, (^eg^CO, oo), then L is said to be of

the limit-circle type at infinity; otherwise L is said to be of the limit-point

type at infinity, t In order to justify this definition, it must be shown

that the classification depends only on L and not on the particular h
chosen.

Theorem 2.1. If every solution ofLx = iox is of class 8^(0, oo) for some

complex number U, then, for arbitrary complex Z, every solution of Lx — lx

is of class 8^(0, 00 ).

Proof. It is given that two linearly independent solutions <p and ^ of

Lx = Iqx are of class 8^(0, qo). Let x be any solution of Lx = fcc, which

may be written as

Lx ^ Iffic —1“ (I — l(^x

By multiplying by a constant if necessary (to achieve [<p\p] — 1) the

variation-of-constants formula yields

x{t) = Ci<p{t) + C2^(0 + (I — U)
f* (vitHir) — (O)x(t) dr (2.1)

where c, Ci, C2 are constants. If the notation

is used, and if JIf is such that ll^||o ^ M, |lif H. ^ Jlf for all < ^ c, then the

Schwarz inequality gives

(p(^)^(r) — vir)'f'(t))x(r) dr
j

^ Mi\<p(t)\ + liKODIlxlle

Using this in (2.1), the Minkowski inequality yields

11x11. ^ (Icil + N)M + 211 - lolAT^llxll.

If c is chosen large enough so that 11 — U\M‘ < i, then

11x11. g 2(lcxl + lc*l)M

Since the right side of this inequality is independent of t, it follows that

X s 8®(0, 00
) and the theorem is proved.

t The geometric significance of the tenns limit drde and limit point will be made
apparent shortly.
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In the limit-point case, clearly, at most one linearly independent solu-

tion of Lx = is of class S^(0, <»). It will be shown presently that in

this case there is exactly one solution oi Lx ^ lx of class 8^(0, «») for any

I such that 9̂ 0.

Let ipj ^ be two solutions of Lx == lx satisfying

^(0,Z) == sin a ^(0,Z) = cos a

p(0)^'(0,Z) = — cos a p(0)^'(0,Z) = sin a (2.2)

where 0 g a < ir. Then clearly ^ are linearly independent solutions,

and from Theorem 8.4 or Prob. 7, Chap. 1, are entire functions

of Z and continuous in (Z.Z). Moreover, since [^^](0) = 1, one has

[(p^]{t) = 1 for all t These solutions are real for real Z and satisfy the

following boundary conditions at 0

cos a <p(0jl) + sin a p(0)^'(0,Z) = 0

sin o'^(0,Z) — cos a p(0)^'(0,Z) - 0

Every solution x of Lrr = lx except ^ is, up to a constant multiple, of the

form

X = ^ + wV' (2.3)

for some m which will depend on Z.

Consider now a real boundary condition at some point 6, 0 < Z> < co

,

say,

cos p x(J)) + sin p pQ))x'(b) =0 (0 ^ /3 < tt) (2.4)

and ask what must m be like in order that the solution Xi (2.3), satisfy

(2.4). Clearly m must satisfy

m = - cotgp(6,Z) +pQ>)<p'ib,l)

As I, b, fi vary, m becomes a function of these arguments m — m{l,b,^),

and since (p, <p', \l/,
ip' are entire in I it follows that m is meromorphic in I

and real for real 1. If s = cot |3 and if (l,b) are held fixed, (2.5) may be

written as

m Az + B
Cz->rD (2 .6)

with A, B, C, D fixed while z varies over the real line as /3 varies from 0
to TT. From well-known properties of the mapping (2.6), the real axis of

the 2 plane has as its image a circle Cb in the m plane. Thus x will satisfy

(2.4) if and only if m lies on Cb.

From
B -1- Dm
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the equation of the image of the real axis, Qfz = 0, becomes

(I + Cm){B -f- Dm) - (A + Cm)(B + Dm) = 0

which is the equation for Cj. It follows easily that the center of Ch is

and the radius is

From the fact that

fnt, =
AD - BC
CD - CD

\AD - BC\

\CD - CD\

(3fZ 0)
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The radius n in (2.8) is given for 3Z > 0 by

= (2 .12)

Now let 0 < a < & < oo. Then if m is inside or on Ct>

and therefore m is inside Co. This means Ca contains Cb in its interior

if a < 6. Thus for a given Z, (3?Z > 0), as 6 oo the circles Cb converge

either to a circle C„ or to a point m^. If the Cb converge to a circle, then

its radius = lim Vb is positive, and from (2.12) this implies ^ e 2^(0, oo ).

If is any point on C^, then is inside any C& for 6 > 0. Hence

\v + dt <^
and letting 6-^ oo one sees that <p + e 8®(0, oo). The same argu-

ment holds if ifi^ reduces to the point Therefore, if Ql 9^ 0, there

always exists a solution of Lx = lx of class 8®(0, 00 ). In the case Cb^ C^,

all solutions are of class 8^(0, 00) for 3Z 9^ 0, since both ^ and <p +
are, and this identifies the limit-circle case with existence of the circle

C^. Correspondingly, the limit-point case is identified with the existence

of the point In the case Cb —> there results lim n = 0, and from

(2.12) this implies that ^ is not of class 8^(0, 00), Therefore in this

situation there is only one linearly independent solution of class 8®(0,<»)

for 3Z 7*^ 0.

In the limit-circle case m is on Cb if and only if (2.11) holds. Since

X — + w^(Z,Z), it follows that m is on C^ if and only if

3fZ 1x1* dz = 3fm

Since [xx](0) = — 2i3'm, it follows from the formula above [(2.10)] that m
is on the limit circle if and only if [xxK®® )

= 0. The following theorem

has been proved.

Theorem 2.2. If 9^0 and <p, ^ are the linearly independent solutions

of Lx ^ lx satisfying (2.2), then the solution x = ^ + myl/ satisfies the real

boundary condition (2.4) if and only if m lies on a circle Cb in the complex

plane whose equation is

[xxm = 0

As b —> 00 either Cb a limit circle, or Cb a limit point. All

solutions of Lx — lx are 8®(0, w) in the former case, and if ^l 9^ 0 exactly

one linearly independent solution is 8^(0, « ) in the latter case. Moreover,
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in the limit-circle case, a point is on the limit circle C^(l) if and only if

[xx](°o) == 0.

In the limit-point case, if m is any point on Ch, then m —^ the limit

point, and this holds independent of the choice of in the boundary

condition (2.4). In particular, this will hold when = 0, and thus the

limit point is given by

The Greenes function G associated with the boundary-value problem

Lx = lx

sin a x(0) — cos a p(0)x'{0) = 0

C03,fi x(b) + sin p{0)x'{b) == 0

is clearly given by

r/f n - I
(< s r)-

I + m(l,b,fimt,l)} (t > r)

It follows directly from Theorem 2.2 that in the limit-point case Green’s

function tends to a unique limit as 6 oo given by the same formula but

with m replaced by In the limit-circle case there are an infinite

number of limit functions to which Green's function may tend, depending

on how 0 varies as b increases. In any case, the limit function to which

G tends is of class 8^(0, oo ) as a function of t.

Theorem 2.3. In the limit-point case the limit point moo is an analytic

function of I for > 0 (and < 0). ^m^ > 0 for ^l > 0 and if has

zeros or poles on the real axis they are all simple.

Proof. From (2.8) it follows that the center and radius of the circle Ci

are continuous functions of I for 3fZ > 0. Thus, since Ch is interior to Ci

for 6 > 1, it follows that if Z is restricted to a closed bounded subset A of

Ql > 0, then the points m == m(ljbj0) on Cb are uniformly bounded as

6 — 00 . The functions m^, where mb(l,0) — m(Z,6,i3), being meromorphic

and bounded on A, are analytic there. Hence, by Cauchy's theorem) the

functions mb constitute an equicontinuous set on A, and m converges

uniformly to Being the uniform limit of analytic functipns,

itself is analytic on A, and hence on ^Z > 0.

Since is inside of it follows from (2.10) that > 0 for Ql > 0.

'^rhis proves that if m^ has zeros or poles on the real axis they ax’e simple

and that the poles have negative residue. These remarks apply also, of

course, to the meromorphic function of Z, mb.

It is important to know whether a given operator L is in the limit-point

or limit-circle case. A useful sufficient condition for L to be in the limit-

point case is the following:

Theorem 2.4« Let M be a positive differentiable function^ and ki and fca
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two positive constants such that for large t

[Chap. 9

q(t) S -hM(t) j
“ = 00

\p^{t)M\t)M-Kt)\ ^ ki (2.14)

Then L is in the limit’-point case at infinity.

Proof, It will be shown that Lx = 0 does not have two linearly inde-

pendent solutions of class 8^(0, oo). Suppose x is a real solution of

Lx = 0, and assume x€8^(0, <»). From {px'Y = follows for some
c> 0

'}dt

Integrating by parts and using the fact that x s 8“(0,«)) there exists a

constant kz such that

-PX
M

Let

- + PI®

H(t) - dt

Then using (2.14) and then the Schwarz inequality

j‘ i, j’ s Ete! s i|H(„ a

Thus by (2.14) and (2.15) there exists a constant kt such that

PX X
M + H - kiHi < kz (2.16)

If H(i) 00
, as f —>• 00

,
then (2.16) implies that for all large t, px'x/^ >

H/2. This means x and x' have the same sign for all large t, which con-
tradicts X s S®(0, oo). Thus H remains finite so that

i
Now suppose <p and are two linearly independent solutions of Lar = 0

which are of class 8^(0, oo), that is, suppose L is in the limit-circle case.

It can be assumed that these solutions are real and

This implies

[<P^] = v{<P^' — W) ^ 1

^ Mi {pM)i
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By (2.17) and the Schwarz inequality, the left side of the above equation

is integrable over (0 ,
00 ). By hypothesis (2.14), the right side is not.

Thus the limit-circle case is ruled out.

In the case M(t) = 1 for 0 g ^ < <» the following corollary results.

Corollary 1. If q(t) ^ — fc, where k is a 'positive constant
j
and

then L is in the limit’-point case at infinity.

Many second-order differential operators of practical interest have

p(t) = 1 for 0 ^ i < 00 (in fact, a simple transformation can always

effect this), and in this situation Theorem 2.4 implies the following

simple criterion.

Corollary 2. If p(t) = 1 for 0 ^ t < <» and q(t) ^ for some

positive constant fc, then L is in the limit-point case at infinity.

3. The Completeness and Expansion Theorems in the Limit-point Case

at Infinity

As a necessary preliminary, the results for the finite interval 0 ^ t ^
b < 00 will be given a slightly different formulation. Consider the

problem

Lx — — {pxy + qx — lx

sin arc(O) — cos ap(0)a;'(0) =0 (3.1)

cos jS x{b) + sin jS p{b)x'{b) = 0

where 0 ^ a, p < t. This is a self-adjoint boundary-value problem on

0 ^ t Sbj and consequently there exists a sequence {X6n}, ri - 1, 2,

. . . ,
of real eigenvalues and a corresponding complete orthonormal set

{6bn} of eigenfunctions. As in Sec. 2, let be the solutions of Lx = lx

satisfying the conditions (2.2). Then satisfies the first boundary

condition of (3.1) and no solution of Lx = lx independent of ip can satisfy

this condition. Therefore

^bn(f) “ r6n^(^jXl>n)

where r^n is a constant, independent of t. The completeness theorem

applied to any continuous function on 0 ^ t < 00 which vahishes outside

0 ^ t ^ Cj where 0 < c < b, yields

00

/o'
1/(01* = 2 k^ni*

IfmatM) I*
(3.2)

n* 1

Let

ff(X) = /o“/(0l^(a)d« (3.3)

and let p» be a monotone nondecreasing step function of X having a lump
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of \rhn\^ at each eigenvalue X6n, and otherwise constant. Assume further
that pi,{\ + 0) = pb{\) and p&(0) — 0. Then the Parseval equality (3.2)
may be written as

df. = l_\ lg(X)l* dp»(X) (3.4)

The function pj, will be called the spectral function for the problem (3.1).
The fundamental idea behind generalizing the formula (3.4) to the

interval 0 ^ ^ < oo is to show that as 6 —> oo the function pt tends to a
monotone nondecreasing function p (which need not be a step function)
in such a way that (3.4) still remains valid in some sense when p6 is

replaced by p.

If <T is any monotone nondecreasing function on — oo < X < oo
,
let

8^(<r) denote the set of all functions h which are measurable with respect
to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure defined by a and such that

\h(X)\^da(\) < «

Theorem 3.1. Let L he in the limit-point case at <». Then
(i) There exists a monotone nondecreasing function p on — oo < X < «

sitch that

p(X) - p(p) = lim (p^(x) - p^(p)) (3 5)
5*“^ 00

at points of continuity X,p of p.

(ii) If fe S*(0 ,
00

) Oiere exists a function g e S®(p) such that

I

dt
I*
dp(X) = 0 (3.6)

and

/o" l/Wl^ dt = f_\ 1^(X)1^ dp(X) (3.7)

(iii) The integral

/_ 0{h)ff{t,\) dp(\)

converges in S*(0, oo) to f, that is,

/•" - r I’

<« - 0 (3.8)

Civ) Ifm. is the limit point, considered as a function of I,

p(X) - p(p) = Bxl i + u) dv (3.9)
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at points of continuity \,n of p and inversely

mjl) -
^

dp(X) -t- c(l - k) (3.10)

where^ c is a nonnegative constant, and 0.

The function p is called the spectral function for the problem

Lx = lx sin OL x(fS) — cos a p(0)rt?'(0) = 0

By

j^'°mKt,'K)dt

will be meant the value at X of the function g defined by (3.6). Thus

?(X) = /o“/(<)^^'(«,X)d< (3.11)

and g may be regarded as a transform of / by means of the function

The relationship (3.7) is the analogue of (3.4) and is called the complete-

ness theorem, or Parseval equality. It follows that

/(<) = /-"« (3-12)

where the equality is meant in the sense of (3.8), and (3.12) is called the

expansion theorem. If /, for example, is continuous and vanishes for all

large t, then the integral in (3.11) exists in the ordinary sense.

The correspondence / —> g maps the space S^(0,co) into S^(p), and it is

an important additional fact that this mapping is onto, that is, all of

L2(p) is used up in the process. J

Theorem 3.2. If g e 8^(p), there exists an f e S^(0, oo) satisfying (3.8),

and by means of this f the function g may be represented in the form (3.11).

Before proving Theorem 3.1, the following results required in the

proof will be stated. The first is a form of the Kelly theorem on sequences

of monotone functions adapted to the infinite interval, whereas the second

is an integration theorem.

Selection Theorem. Let {/in}, n = 1, 2, . . . ,
be a sequence of real

nondecreasing functions on — oo < X < oo
,
and let H be a continuous

nonnegative function on the same interval. If

|fen(X)| ^ jH’(X) (n = 1, 2, , . . ;

— 00 < X < oo)

t By appraising pb(K) more precisely than will be done here it can be shown that

c«0in(3.10).

t The spaces 3®(0> “) s-nd 8*(p) are Hilbert spaces and the content of Theorems 3.1

and 3.2 may be summed up by saying that the correspondence / ^ one-to-one

norm preserving mapping of «o) onto that is, a unitary mapping.
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then there exist a subsequence {^nj) and a nondecreasing function h such that

|A(X)1 g ff(X) (-eo<X<«)
and

lim A„*(X) = A(X)

Integration Theorem. Suppose {An} is a real, uniformly bounded,
sequence of nondecreasing functions on a finite interval a ^ X ^ c, and
assume

lim An(X) = A(X) (a g X g c)
n—*• «o

Iff is any continuous function on a ^ \ ^ c, then

lim £V(X) dhn(\) = fV(X) dA(X)

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let mh(l) be a point on the circle where
Ql > 0. Then the completeness theorem (3.2) applied to the solution
X6 “ of Lx = lx yields

OO

|r6.p
1

XiimtM) dt
f (3.13)

n -1

Green’s formula applied to xi> and f results in

0- - X»,) dt = [xiMib) - [xnAtnKO)

where V%n(0 = f(t,Xin). A simple calculation shows that “• 0mce both X6 and V%» satisfy the same boundary condition at b, and
[x6^6n](0) — 1. Therefore (3.13) implies

From these equations follows the important equality

/"" dpt{\)

j-. jX - IJ* ^ > 0) (3.14)

Let f - f in (3.14). Since C„ is in Ci for 6 > 1 there exists a constant
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k such that is less than i: for 6 > 1. Thus (3.14) yields

f “ < k (3.15)

j _ « 1 -h

or, for V > 0,

l'_
dpi(\) < ka + v^)

This, together with pb(0) = 0, gives

\pb(S)\ < fc(n- X*) (_ « < X < oo)

Choosing a sequence b« -> «>
,
and choosing a /3, 0 S ^ < ir, for each 6«,

it follows from the selection theorem that a subsequence of the sequence

{pt,} exists, converging to a Umit function p which is monotone non-

decreasing and satisfies

1p(x)
1
^ fc(i + X")

Now let / have a continuous second derivative on 0 ^ < < « ,
and

vanish near t = 0 and for all large t. Then applying (3.4) to L/ for large

enough h results in

\{Lf)(t)\^ dt (3.16)

Using Green’s formula for f and

j’ iLfKt)Ht,>^) di = Xj7(X)

and hence (3.16) becomes

/o"
\{Lm)Vdt = /_”„X%(X)l*dp,(X)

From this it follows that for m > 0)

/^l&(X)l*dp6(X) ^ /^X®l9(X)lMp»(X)

^ \{Lf)it)V dt (3.17)

where A = (- »
,
«>) - (-m,m]- Applying the completeness relationship

to / itself

/o”
1/(01* = (/r,. + jl) \dWVdpi(k)

Letting b tend to infinity through the subsequence found above, it follows,

using (3*17) and the integration theorem, that

1 /o" 1/(01* mi^dpi-K)
I

^ P-* /o"
l(X/)(01*df
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Now allowing

a*
-> », there results the Parseval equality

lo ls'(^)l*<ip(X) (3.18)

for any / restricted as above.
Rather standard arguments now suffice to show that the Parseval

fTllS 0 Sn'th .

Fi>-st suppose/ e 8^(0. =o) andvanishes
g 0. Then there exists a sequence of functions /„ e 8®(0 «>

)

fo'^. \f« - f\^ dt = 0n—» 08 (3.19)

and from (3.18) applied to

fo |ffn(X) - ^„(X)j*dp(X) (3.20)
where

ffn(X) = dt (3.21)

Since the left side of (3.20) tends to zero as n, m oo
, it follows that the

cZnTeS “ ?! ^ thi llrrtace^

given by’
^ ^ continuous function

y(x) = X"/(t)^(<,X)d<
Using (3.18) again

X‘mm - ta X* \U{t)Yit . Hm /_-_ |j.(x)|.rf,(x,

- /-. IjWI’JpW

large t > 0. Suppose / is any function of class S*(0, oo
) and defiL

fS) = fit) (0 g t ^ a)

and
°°

ff.(X) = ^ famit,\) dt = l‘ fit)y(,it,\) dt

/. . I^«(X) - »d(X)|* dp(X) = |/(«)|s df (a < ^

Since
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the set [ga] converges (as a—> oo) in the mean in 82(p) to a function

g e 8^(p). From letting a —> oo in

/_”jff<.(x)Np(x) = /;

there now follows the Parseval equality (3.7) for any /e $*(0,00).

The proof of the expansion theorem (3.12) [in the sense of (3.8)] will

now be given. Let A = (ju,X] and

Mt) = f^gCK)fit,-\)dp{\) (3.22)

where g is the function appearing in (3.6). The relation (3.7) implies

that, if/i,/2e8®(0, 00) and gi,gi are the corresponding transforms, thenf

Jq
fjjsdt = (3.23)

Let P 8 S®(0, 00 ) and vanish for t > a > 0, and let the transform of P be
Q. Then from (3.22) follows, on multiplying by P and integrating,

JjUit)P(t) dt = // (/^
Sr(X)^(«,X) dp{\)) P(t) dt

= /a (/o“
dt) dp(\)

= /^ff(X)0(X)dp(X)

From (3.23) for fi — f and ft — P,

I ‘fPdi^ J_\ g(h)Q(\) dpi\)

Subtracting the above and letting A‘’=!(— 00,00)—

A

/o
"

(/ - U)P dt = ,7(X) Q(\) dp(X)

and using the Schwarz inequality

I /o
"

(/ - U)P dt
I*
g li7(X)l* dp(X)

f_\
|Q(X)|* dp(X)

= /^Jl7(X)l*dp(X) /o"|PNf-

Applying this inequality to the function P given by

P(t) =m - U(t) (O^t^a)
= 0 (a < <)

1 4/J. - l/i +/.|> - \f^ - fi\> + ti/i + f/il* - i|/i - »/8l*
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/o“ 1/
- dt g 1^?(X)1* dp(\) (3.24)

Since the right side dpes not depend on a, the above holds with a—> oo.

Letting A —> (— oo, bo) yields the expansion result (3.8).

Clearly the uniqueness relation (3.5) is an immediate consequence of

(3.9). Thus it remains to prove the relations (3.9) and (3.10). From
(3.14) it follows that, for any fixed Z, > 0, there exists a constant k

such that

dpi(\)

/. fX - zp
g k

for 6 > 1 and all ^ 0. Letting 6—4 oo through the subsequence
chosen below (3.15), it follows that the above is true with p in place of pb-

Since it holds for all p,

dp(\)

L-oo [X
< 00

From (3.15), fo^ p > 1, there exists a constant k such that

/.

" cipi(X) ^ k

for 6 > 1 and similarly over p). If 5^ 0, 3Zo 0 and

But' (3.25) is just

which tends, as 6 -U 00
,
to

( 1 1 )
\|X - Ip iX-lolV

— m), (—U;p) and {p,«>)

[uence and if then p —

»

( 1 _ 1 ^
. V|x - ip ix - lop;

3^6(1) 3»it(lo)

31

to

3I0

3w„(l) 3wi„(Zo)

31 310

(3.26)

dp(X)

Therefore

3»nJZ)
=/:

dp(X) + c (3.26),31 j_«|x-lp

where e is a cohstajit independent of I, provided 31 > 0 (or 3I < 0).
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From Theorem 2.3 > 0. From (3.26), letting SRZ = 0,

3fZ—» w, it readily follows that c ^ O.f From (3.26) results

3(m,(l) - m„(Zo)) = dp(\)^ -f- c3(Z - U)

(3.27)

Since is analytic in I for Ql> 0 (or (jfZ < 0), determines 9im„ to

within an additive constant. The imaginary part of the analytic function

of I (for fixed lo,Slo 0) defined by the right side of (3.10) is —
by virtue of (3.27). Thus, this must be m„(l) — m„(io), which

proves (3.10).

Let X, p be points of continuity for p. Then from (3.26)

ji?or " “«r /- . (o -T+ . *

- ii?. /_ .[**"' (^) - ('-T-')]

= ’r(p(X) — p(m))

3delding (3.9), and thus completing the proof of Theorem 3.1.

In proving Theorem 3.2 the following will be required.

Lemma 3.1. Let g e S^(p) and

Uit) ^ dp{X)

where A is a finite \-interval. Then, as A—

r

(— w , « ), /a is convergent in

8’(0, « ), and thus tends in the mean to a function f e ?®(0, » ).

Proof. Let Ai D Aj and let P e 8®(0, oo
) be a function vanishing for

large t. Then if Q is the transform of P,

/o" (A. - f^,)P dt = ^_^.ff(X)Q(X) dp(X)

Using the Schwarz inequality much as above (3.24), and letting

P = hi — hi

for 0 ^ < g o, and P = 0 for < > o, there follows

/o“ \hi
-

/a,1* dt g |!7(X)1» dp(X)

Since the right side does not depend on a, this inequality holds with

o = 00 . Letting Ai and At—* (— 00
,
00

), the proof is completed.

Remark: At this point the self-adjointness of L in the limit-point case

can be proved. This is done in Prob. 13.

t As has already been remarked by appraising n, it can be shown that, in fact, c - 0.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. In view of Lemma 3.1, it remains to show that

g comes from /by (3.11), that is,

ffO^) =
If,"

f(t)Ht,h) dU (3.11)

where the equality is meant in the mean in From Theorem 3.1

there exists a ^ e 8^(p) such that (3.11) holds with g replaced by g. There-
fore the problem reduces to showing

/_“j^(x) -ff(X)|^dp(X) =0

Let r - g — g; clearly r. s 8*(p). Using the fact that / is the limit in the
meaa of /a, where

h(t) = dp(a) A = (n,X]

it follows that the function Aa = /a — /a,

Aa(0 = r(X)^(i,X) dp(\)

tends in the mean to zero, that is,

lim /
“
|AA(0l*d< = 0 (3.28)

It will be shown that Aa is the zero function.

Let I be a complex number with > 0, and put

dpiX) (3.29)

Then, since L\p =
LHp — IH^ + Aa (3.30)

From (3.29) follows easily that satisfies the same boundary condition
at zero as does namely;

sin a/fA(0,Z) - cos a p(0)/ri(0,0 = 0

By the variation-of-constants formula, (3.30) yields

•ffA(<,0 = [<p(t,l)i'(T,l) — (p(T,Z)V'(i,l)]AA(r) dr + (3.31)

where ca is a constant (which may depend on A). From the fact that
re8*(p), r/(X - Z) s8*(p) and hence H/,, as a function of t for fixed
Z, 3fZ > 0, converges in the mean in 8*(0,oo) to a function AT as A
(- 00

,
oo). Using this in (3.31), it follows from (3.28) that there exists a
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constant c so that

H(t,D = c^(f,Z)

Since i/ is not of class 8^0, «> ) for > 0, the constant c must be zero, and

hence = 0 for > 0. Thus He, tends to the zero function in

8X0,“=) for 31 > 0.

Let

T.i\) = 1^’ Ht,\) dt

that is, r, is the transform of the function which is one for 0 i 1 ^ « and

zero for t > s. Thus r, e 8“ (p) . Integrating (3.29) with respect to t and

using Ha —» 0 in 8*(0, » ) there results

^

Since r, e S^p) the Schwarz inequality shows that the integral on the left

of (3.32) is absolutely convergent. Indeed

fSe.

Formula (3.32) can be inverted much as in the proof of (3.9) for p. For

this purpose it will be assumed that g, and hence r, is real. This is no

restriction since every p is a sum gi + ig^, where gi and g 2 are real.

Taking the imaginary part of (3.32) and integrating, one obtains

5f.rr.
*

= 1“ r((r)r.(<T) jim j^tan'i (^-7^)
“

-
^ j

“fpW ~ ® (3.34)

Since for A = (mAI^

/^r(<r)r.((r) dp(<r) = r(<r) [*iM dt dp{<r) == /J
(/^r(<r)^«,<r) dp(<r)) dt

it follows that the function k given by

fc(s) = j]^r(<r)r.(<r) dp(<r)

has a continuous derivative, and from (3.34) this m^ust vanish. Thus

h^(S) = /^r(X)^(f,X)dp(X) « 0 (3.35)
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Since f(0,X) = cos a, it follows from (3.35) with i = 0 that if cos a ^ 0

r(X) £fp(X) = 0 (3.36)

If COS Of “ 0, then sin a 5?^ 0 and, by differentiating (3.35) with respect to

*15 first and then setting i = 0, (3.36) follows. Thus (3.36) is always valid.

Because of the arbitrary nature of A, (3.36) implies that for any a > 0

Y(X)r(X) dp(\) = 0 (3.37)

for any step function 7 . The step functions are dense in 8 ^(p), and since

r e 8^(p) it follows that 7 can be chosen so that the left side of (3.37) is

arbitrarily close to

jl, KX)l*dp(X)

which must therefore vanish. Since this holds for all a, the theorem is

proved.

4. The Limit-circle Caste at Infinity

IfX is in the limit-circle case at infinity, the circles Ch(l) converge to

C^(l) as 6 00 for each I, 9̂ 0 . Each circle is traced by points

m = m(Z,6,/3) as /3 ranges over 0 ^ < tt for fixed h and Z. [In case

3Z — 0, the circle Ch(J) becomes a straight line.] Let Zo be fixed^ QfZo 9̂

0 . A point on the circle is the limit point of a sequence

m(Zo,6y,ft*), y = 1
,
2

,
. . . ,

with 00 as » 00 .

Let my denote the function of I given by my(Z) = m(Z,6y,/5y). These are

meromorphic functions of Z, real for real Z and, as was seen from Qm/^l >
0 for 3Z 5*£ 0

,
the poles and zeros of these functions can lie on the real axis

only anci are simple. Let py denote the step function p6 associated with

the condition pj at by. Then the following theorem will be proved.

Theorem 4.1. Let ih^(lQ) be a point on C^{U) and (by,i0y) a sequence such

that m(Zo,by,iSy) = my(Zo) tends to ih»(h) as . Then for all I

lim my(Z) rh^Q) (4.1)
H- »

and [in the sense of (3.5)]

lim py(\) = /5(X) (4.2)
00

where 7h^ is a meromorphic function of Z, real for real Z, and with poles and

zeros that are real and simple. Moreover^ jS is a step function discontinuous

at the poles

i

Z = X*, fc == 1
, 2, . . . , of only and with ajump at \k equal

to minus the residue of ih^ at X*. The function^ \pje, where yf/kit) = ^(<,Xjb),
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form a complete orthogonal family in S“(0, «> ) . If is the function

defined by ^«(f) = <pit,lo) + rfi<e(Zo)^(<,io), then

= 0 (4.3)

for all h. On the other hand, for f/i, where ffi{t) = >P{t,l),

bhUaili’^) ^ 0 (I k = 1,2, . . .)

The condition (4.3) is actually a boundary condition satisfied by the

at t = 00 . With each point on the limit circle C„(lo) is associated such

a boundary condition. In the course of proving Theorem 4.1, two other

theorems will be proved which will make clearer the nature of this

boundary condition.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let

xy(«;) = -b mi(r)>p(t,D (4.4)

Apply Green’s formula to and Xj(t,h)

.

Since both functions satisfy

the same condition at bj, it follows that

mj{l) — mjQo) — {1 ~ lo)
Jq

X;(^jOxj(^)^o) dt

Using (4.4) in (4.5),

inj{l<t) + {I — U) f <f>it,T)xiilM) dl

mill) nr ^

1 - (I - h) dt

In the limit-circle case all solutions of Lx = lx are S®(0, » ) . Therefore,

aaj—* «>
,
the entire function of I whose value at I is given by

<pit,l)xjit,h) dt = <p(t,l)[<p{t,lo) + nti(lo)^(t,lo)] dt

which appears in the numerator of (4.6), tends to the limit

^ <p(t,l)[<p(t,l(^ -f ih„(lo)\l'(f,lo)] dt (4.7)

If I is restricted to some finite part A of the I plane, then it was shown in

the course of the proof of Theorem 2.1 that <p and \l/
have norms in 8*(0, <»

)

which are uniformly bounded in A. Thus, by the Schwarz inequality,

the integrals in (4.7) are uniformly convergent in I over any finite part

of the I plane. This implies that (4.7) defines an entire function of I

The same is true for the integral in the denominator of (4.6). Thus, as

j 00
,
the meromorphic function Wy tends to a limit ih^ which is also a

meromorphic function, and this proves (4.1). The properties of

(4.6)

(4.6)
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follow from > 0 for 3fi 9^ 0. It follows from (4.6) that

+ (I — h) f
dt

(4.8)

1 Q ^9
) Jq

dt

As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the Helly selection theorem shows that

a subsequence of {pj} exists which converges to a limit /$. Since (3.14) is

valid, the argument of Theorem 3.1 then shows that (3.9) is valid with p

replaced by p and by This proves that is independent of the

choice of sequence and thus that (4.2) is valid. Since t^oo is real on the

real axis, (3.9) also proves that jS is a step function discontinuous only at

the \h and with a jump at X* equal to minus the residue of the pole of

there.

The completeness of the set follows from (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8)

with p replaced by jS. The orthogonality will be proved after Theorems
4.2 and 4.3.

From (4.8) it follows that at any pole X^ of the denominator must
vanish, that is,

^

(X* - ^o) HtMM) dt = 1 (4.9)

By Green’s formula it is easily seen, since ^(<,X») is real, that

(X* - U) dt = l- [UMb)

Using (4.9) and letting 6 -* oo
,
it follows that (4.3) is valid.

Let ^ denote the set of all functions w such that

(i) u is dififerentiahle and u' is absolutely continuous on 0 ^ i ^ & for

all b < 00
,

(ii) u and Lu e 8®(0, « ),

(iii) sin o «(0) — cos a p(0)u'{0) = 0,

(iv) [w5ij(«) =0

Let

V'(r,lo)j^«,(<,lo)

(t^r)
(Or) (4.10)

and for any / e 8*(0, oo
) let

§(W(<)= /o"^(Wo)/(T)dT

The integral is absolutely convergent since / and are both of class

8^(0
,
00 ).

Theorem 4.2. For any /e8^(0, oo) the function u = §(io)/ei) and
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(L — Zo)« «" /. Conversely, if ue^, then f = (L — Zi))u e 8*(0,oo) and

u = §(Zo)/.t

Proof. It has been shown in Theorem 2.2 that

= 0 (4.11)

Let denote the functions given by <p(t) = <p(t,lo), V'CO = ^(<,Zo).

From (2.8) it follows easily that, if is the center of the circle C„(U),

then
[^](oo) + mJiZ'^](oo) = 0 (4.12)

and the reciprocal of the radius of C„{U) is

|[^](oo)l > 0

Clearly, since ii„ = v + fh„ip, (4.12) yields

[iZ':^J(«>) = - ^J[^](«>)
so that

[lZ'^J(«>) 0 (4.13)

The proof of the first half df the theorem follows from the use of (4.10).

Indeed, if u = g(Zo)/, then

= ULiiM
Jq

'l'ir,U)fiT) dr + 'P'(t,li) ^ ^«(r,Zo)/(T) dr

From this it follows that (i) is satisfied, and

u"(f) = mk) /V(r,Zo)/(T) dr +rm f
“tMKr) dr +

Since [^^](<) = [^^](0) = — 1, one sees easily that Lu = Uu +/.
That M e S‘(0, °o

) follows from the fact that f and are 8*(0, «> ) and the

use of the Schwarz and Minkowski inequalities. Since Lu = Uu +/,
Lue8*(0, oo), and (ii) holds. Condition (iii) is valid since rf> satisfies

(iii), and (iv) follows with the aid of (4.11).

The second half of the theorem will now be proved. Let/ — Lu — Uu.

Then/e 8*(0,<») and, from the first part of the theorem, §(Zo)/ is of class

£). Thus w = u — §(Zo)/ is of class l5 and satisfies Lw — Iqw = 0.

Hence w = ci^ + for some constants ci, cj. Used in (iii) and (iv),

it follows that Ct and Ci, respectively, must be zero because cannot

satisfy (iii) and, by (4.13), ^ cannot satisfy (iv). This completes the

proof.

This result can now be used to prove the following theorem.

t The statement of Theorem 4.2 is just the statement that §(Zo) is the inverse of the

operator L — U with domain fi.
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Theorem 4.3. The boundary-value ‘problem

Lx = lx sin «a:(0) — cos ap(0)x'(0) = 0 [aJJtoK®®) = 0 (4.14)

is self-adjoint; that is, for all u and v of class

" (Lu)v dt= 1^'“ u(i:v) dt (4.15)

Proof, From Greenes formula and the fact that [wt;](0) — 0, (4.15) is

equivalent to

[t^t;](oo) = 0 (4.16)

From Theorem 4.2 there exist /,ge8*(0, «>) such that u = §(l!o)/ and

V = §(Zo)^. Expressing [uv](b) in terms of the integrals involving the

Green's function (4.10) and / and g and letting 6 —> «>
, (4.16) follows from

(4.11), and the theorem is proved.

It is a consequence of (4.3) that ipk is of class £). From (4.15) the

orthogonality of the is immediate. 'No rl/i, I for all k, can satisfy

~ Oj for if it did \ki would be of class & and thus would be

orthogonal to all This is impossible since the ipk are complete.

5. Singular Behavior at Both Ends of an Interval

The cases where the coefficients in L have singular behavior at both

ends of an interval, or singular behavior at one end and a semi-infinite

interval, or an interval extending over the whole t axis, are all handled

similarly. Here the case where L is defined over — oo < ^ < oo will be

treated. Recall that

Lx = ~(px')' + qx

where now it is assumed that p, p', q are real and continuous, p(^) > 0,

on — 00 < ^ < 00
. (These restrictions on p,g can be relaxed somewhat.)

Let <pi,<pz be solutions of Lx = Ix^ real for real I, satisf3dng the initial

conditions

^i(0,Z) - 1 = 0

p(0)^;(0,Z) = 0 p(0)^;(0,Z) = 1

Then <px,(p2 are entire functions of I for fixed t.

Let d: a ^ t ^ b he any finite interval containing zero, and consider

the self-adjoint boundary-value problem on d:

Lx ^ lx

cos a x{a) + sin a p(a)x'(a) = 0 (5.1)

cos p x(b) + siix j3 p(b)x'(b) — 0

where 0 ^ a, fi < t. There exists a sequence of real eigenvalues {X«n},

n ** 1, 2, . . . ,
and a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions {Ain}.
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In terms of these, the Parseval equality holds for any f e

oo

I \m\^ di = X I I*
(5-2)

n*»l

If hji e S^(5), then

^ f^fi(t)hsn(t) dt Jjiit)hsn(t) dt (5.3)

n»= 1

Since (pi,<p2 form a basis for the solutions of Lx = lx, it follows that

hlnif) = r^nl^lCiyXfin) + r5n2^2(^,X8n) (5.4)

where rjni and Un2 are complex constants. Placing (5.4) into (5.2), the

latter may be rewritten as

2

f_\ y ^«y(X)^«(X) dp«.(X) (5.6)

where

?ay(X) = /,/(<)«(«,X) dt

and the matrix pj = (psy*), called the spectral matrix associated with the

self-adjoint problem (5.1), consists of step functions with jumps at the

eigenvalues Xj. given by

P!yt(Xjn -f 0) — psyfc(Xjn — 0) = ^ rsmjfsmh

where the sum is taken over all m such that Xjm = X{„. Let

pj(X + 0) = pj(X)

and p»(0) be the zero matrix. Clearly pj possesses the properties:

(i) pa is Hermitian (pay*, = pikj)

(ii) pa(A) = pa(X) — ps(fi) is positive semidefinite if X > p (A = (p,X])

(iii) The total variation of pay* is finite on every finite X interval.

Any matrix pa satisfying (ii) is said to be nondecreasing. The matrix pa

is the counterpart on 5 of the nondecreasing spectral function pa for the

problem (3.1).

Applying the Parseval equality (6.5) to any continuous function /
on — 00 < t < 00 which vanishes outside some interval Si contained

properly in S, one obtains

2

/_"j/C01*d< = /_X X dpM
j,k >" I

(6 .6)
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where

~
00

As 5 —» (— 00 , 00 ) (that is, a —> — 00,6 ®® )» it can be shown that, if L
is in the limit-point case at — oo and oo

,
there exists a matrix p having the

properties (i) through (iii) such that p« p, and (5.6) is valid for any

f e S2(— 00 , 00 ) . If 1/ is in the limit-circle case at one, or both, of the points

— 00 or 00
,
limiting matrices p still exist such that (5.6) holds, but there

is the usual nonuniqueness.

The key to proving the existence of a limiting matrix p is an equality

for PS which replaces the equality (3.14) for p^. Let Xa - <pi + irtafpi be a

solution of hx = lx 0) satisfying the boundary condition

cos a x(a) + sin a p(a)a;'(a) =* 0

and similarly let Xh — <pi + 'rnh<p2 be a solution of the same equation

satisfying

cos 15 x(b) 4" sin p(b)x'(b) = 0

Then, as has been shown in Theorem 2.2, nia and Mh lie on circles Ca and

Ch in the complex m plane whose equations are, respectively,

[xcXa]{a) = 0 [x6X6](6) - 0 (6.7)

It is easily seen that Greenes function Gs for the problem (5.1) exists,

provided 0, and is given by

)ma(l) — rrihil)

) Xa{r,l)xh{t,l)

\ma(l) — m&(i)

(t^r)

(t>r)

The completeness relationship in the form (5.3) is now applied to the

functions

/i(0 =^ it,0,1), hit) =^ iifi,l)

yielding

ar*
it,0,V) dt

U, fc = 0, 1)

“ ^ I^ («,O,l)S.n(0 dt £^ii,0,l)hUt)dt (5.8)
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From the definition of Gi it follows that

249

and

xM,l)
ma(l) - m»(f)

Xi.(^i0

Mail) — mi(f)

(t ^ 0)

it > 0)

(f (\]\ _ Xn(^)0

dr p(0)(7na(i) - mtil))

piOKmaiD - m»(Z))

(< g 0)

(OO)

(5.9)

(6 .10)

Using (5.9) and (5.10) and Green’s formula, the integrals in (5.8) can be
evaluated. For example,

2m I |U.«,0,1)1* df = 2t91|m.(l) - m»(01-* |xa(<,0l*d<

+ Jq
lx»(f,l)l*

- |m„(D - m5(l)l-*l[xaX-](0) - [X6X6](0)}

= 2i3(ot6(1) - ma(Z))lm«(l) — jn»(Z)l-*

making use of (6.7). Therefore

|g.(t,0,l)|* df = 3^(”^°(Q ~
(6.11)

Similarly,

M) - Mmi - ^»n) lOiitfiMinit) cU

= [X6ft«n](6) — [X6l»«n](0) + [x«l»«n](0) — [xAnKtt)

= [(x« - x»)fn«](0)

= (m»(l) — »b(0)[V’sfe«n](0)

= (mbil) — mail))f,nl

and hence

I^G,itfl,l)KUi) di = (5.12)

Here use has been made of the fact that [xtfcin](5) = 0 which follows since

both xi and ha, satisfy the same boundary condition at b; similarly

[xAn](a) = 0. Now (5.8), (5,11), and (5.12) yield forj = h = 0,

/• dp„,(X)
: Wu(0

where

Jlfaii(Z) = («i,(Z) - ma(Z))-* (6.13)
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Further similar calculation sho-ws that

[Chap. 9

where Mm is given by (5.13), and

(5.14)

MmCl) = Miiiil) = Hma(l) + nii,(0) (m„(Z) - mj(i))-»
MmQ) = ma(r)mt{l)(ma(l) —

Formula (5.14) replaces (3.14) for p^.

Since

X 3fl
X* Ix6(<,0|* dt = 3fmt(0

for a fixed I, QZ ?£ 0, ma(Z) and nn(l) are in opposite half planes. Suppose
Z = i m (5.14). Then points m,(i) lie on a circle which is in C-i for
a < — 1, whereas points m»(i) lie on Ch which is in Ci for 5 > 1 Thus
there is a constant c > 0 such that |m.(t) - m»(i)| > c for a < -1,
0 > 1 . Since ma(i)and m6(i) are uniformly bounded for a < —*1 & > 1
it follows from (6.14), and the definition of the Jlf«*(Z), that

f dpt,y(\) ^ n.

i- - 1+ X*
^ ^ (j = 1, 2)

for some constant K. Since

it follows that

f
*°

|dptyfc(X)[

7-- 1 ++ x»
< K

holds fory ^ h also.

^

Using the HeUy selection theorem, which applies equally well to func-
tions with dominated total variation, much as in the proof of Theorem
3.1, it follows that there exists a sequence of intervals 5„ = [a„,5„], -4
(-«,«), and corresponding boundary conditions prescribed bya„ /3„
such that p,^i(X) tends to a limit pjt(\) as n -4 « . The matrix p = (p-J
possesses the same properties (i) through (iii) as pi.

If L IS in the limit-point case at - » and oo
, p is unique since in this

situation both m* and nn tend to points m_«,, m„, respectively, and as in
the proof of Theorem 3.1 the formula

lim -
«—+0 7r

(v -f ie) dv
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can be proved. Here M^hQ) ia the limit (which exists) of MijhQ) as
5— 00, oo).

There is also a corresponding expansion and completeness theorem, the

proof of which parallels that of Theorem 3.1, and will be omitted.

Theorem 6.1, Let L he in the limit'-point case at — oo and oo
. There

exists a nondecreasing Hermitian matrix p = (pjk) whose elements are of
hounded variation on every finite X interval, and which is essentially unique

in the sense that

psjk{\) — P6jk(p) Pi*(X) — Pja(m) (6 —> (
— oo

,
co))

at points of continuity \fjL of pjk^ Further

PjkOO — Pifc(p) = lim - [ ^Mjk(v + ie) dv (5.15)
e-^+o^ Jn

where

Mud) = (m_(Z) - m^(Z))-i

Mud) = M2id) “ + ^oo(0)(^~oo® "" ^ooCO)”*^ (5.16)

M22d) == ^-oo(i)^ooW(^-oo(0 ~ ^00®

Analogous results hold if L is in the limit-circle case at either or both
of the end points of the interval. In order to obtain a unique spectral

matrix, boundary conditions must be added at the end point where L is

in the limit-circle case, as was done in Sec. 4. If both ends are in the

limit-circle case, then and m^^ are meromorphic and thus so are itfn,

ikfi 2 ,
and M22 .

For any limiting matrix p let 8^(p) denote the set of all vectors g with

components ^ 1,^2 functions of X such that

2

ikii® = [L Y, <

"

jtk — 1

The nondecreasing nature of p guarantees that the integral above is

nonnegative.

Theorem 6.2. Let p be any limit matrix of the set { p«

}

. Iff e 8®(— <»
,
«>

)

the vector g = (ghgz), where

'tonverges in 8®(p), that is, there exists age S*(p) swh that

II?
- ffcdll 0 (c-* <=o)

SaijCh) “ f{t)<Pj{t,\) dt (- « < c < d < 00)

where
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In terms of this g, the Parseval equality

[Chap. 9

and the expansion

2

= f-\ 2 «#ax)!7*(x) d/vt(X)

ave ,vql%d^ the latter tntegral convergtng tn the mean in oo^ oo).

The spectrum associated with a problem for which p is uniquely, deter-
mine is the set of nohconstancy points of p, that is, the set of all non-
constancy points of all elements ppt of p. Since p is Hermitian and
nondecreasing, it follows that

|Pifc(A)|2 ^ Piy(A)pw(A)
where

Pifc(A) = Pj*(X) — pyjt(p) A = (p,X]

Hence the set of nonconstancy points of all elements of p is the same as
the set of nonconstarfey points of all elements p^- of p. Clearly
the spectrum is a closed set. The point spectrurn is the set of all discon-
tinuity points of p, and the continuous spectrum is the set of continuity
points of p which are in the spectrum. Points in the point spectrum are
also called eigenvalues and solutions of the problem for such points are
csX\.ed eigenfunctions,^

Example 1. Perhaps the simplest case is where

Lx ^ -x"
Here

== cos Vn V2{t,l) =: gE.V^^
vl

and it is obvious that L is in the limit-point case at both — « and «
For 3? > 0 the solution e-*vT< e 8*(— oc,0) and hence

cos y/l t -|- 7n_^(Z)
^ = c(cos "v/i < — i sin y/l <)

for some constant c. Putting t = 0, there results c = 1, and therefore

Similarly

= —tvT

= i\A
t Every eigenfunction is of class 8‘( - », »). See Probs. 6 and 7.
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Thus

= ilf21 (Z) = 0

(X > 0)

(X <0)

(X > 0)

(X < 0)

ipiiiCX) = dp2i(X) = 0

The expansion theorem becomes for any/ e 8*(— 00
J
00 )

m = ^ // <fx + 1 j\mV\tg.(\) dx

where

ffi(X) = J f(t) cos y/x t dt

and the interpretation on the integrals is the same as in Theorem 5.2.

This is precisely the Fourier integral formula for functions/ e 8*(— » , « ).

(The spectrum of the problem Lx = — as" = Za: on — <» < Z < « is the
setO g X < 00 .)

Example 2. Another interesting case is the Hermite operator L given by

Lx = —x" 4- Z®X (— 00 < Z < eo)

From Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.4 it follows that since q(t) = z* —» oo as
Z^ ± 00 the limit-point case prevails at — oo and oo

. Considered over
— 00 < z ^ 0 and 0 S Z < *

»
the spectrum of any boundary-value

problem with a boundary condition at zero is discrete; see Prob. 1. This
implies that the functions ni-*, are meromorphic with simple poles on
the real axis. For 3Z 0, m_„(Z) and m^(Z) are in opposite"half planes;

this implies ?n_„(Z) — m^(Z) has only isolated zeros. From (5.16) and
(5.16) it then follows that the p,t are step functions with discontinuities

at an enumerable set {X„}, n = 1, 2, . . . . The orthonormal set of

eigenfunctions (hn) which are solutions of Lx = X„a: of class 8®(— oo,oo)

are, except for constant factors, e”*'’i?„(Z), where the are the Hermite
polynomials. Indeed, let x = e~^^y. Then Lx — ho becomes

-y" + 2ty' 4- y == Zy

Jlfii(Z) = M2*(Z) = i "v/Z

2 VZ

and consequently, from (5.15),

^Pii(X) — 1 eZX

2*- VX
= 0

dp22(X) = ^ dX

= 0
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Hint: For « > 0 show, by successive approximations, that

ViM “ ~ ^ 5(t)«.i (t,*) dr

has a bounded solution and hence that -««•-» 0 as < -» « . Show Lv.i - »V,.

(Note that vi exists for 3» S 0.) Show similarly there is a #>j related to e Neither

n nor vi is 8’(0, « ). Show, by Prob. I, Chap. 1, from

sine(^ ^

that 1^1 is bounded as t -> « and from this that as ^

where

^(t,s) — sin (si — «(«)) - 0

A(s)ef^ “
^ jo

and the integral converges uniformly. Since ^ “ ci^i + 02^2 ,
show by letting ^ *0

that Cl - Ac”'“/(2w) and ct ^ Ci. Hence i4(l) 0 implies that rf^(t,S) -« 0 for aU i.

Consider the problem Lx lx, a;(0) « x(h) « 0. Then the eigenvalues occur at

those values of s for which '^(h,8) * 0. For h large there occur (si — Si)h/T c

eigenvalues in («i,sj), where \c\ < 4 and

AHs)
2s*

where € —> 0 as 6 —> « . Thus for large 6

/5j»(«2) — Pb{Si)
2(82 - 81)8^

t(A* + 2€«»)

where a is in (51,52). As 6 —> ««

;J(S2) - P(8i)
2(52 - 5i)5»

^A»(«

for some S in (51,52). Thus
25*

xA*(5)

where ^(5) * p(5*).

6. In Prob. 4 let 5 be complex and show that the function F defined by

F(5) - A(5)5<“<*>

is analytic in 5 for 95 > 0. Show that F can vanish for 35 > 0 only if dta 0. Show
that where F(5) = 0, yp(t,8) » 0(5”>*>‘) and hence an eigenvalue occurs.

6. In the case of a boundary-value problem on 0 ^ < 00 which has a spectral

function p show that if ^ is in the point spectrum then where ^(0 — is of
class 8*(0, CO ).

Hint: Let / ^ for f < a and/ “ 0 for f > a. Let

f“
di - ».(x)

/: |p.(\)|»dp(X)

Then
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Let p(% + 0) — p(X — 0) «• r. Show
7.

For Lx - Za;, — «> <i < oo
,
prove that a discontinuity in the matrix p at X =* X

implies that at least one solution of Lx « is of class S*(-- <», «>).

Hint: Let the discontinuities of pn, pu, and P22 at H be rn, ri2, and r22i respectively.

If / e — w , «» ) and is real,

P dt ^ rii ”i“ 2ri2 (/:. ftpi

Taking / « r\^*p\ 4- 6^2, where 6 = na/rn^ prove /e — <», «»). If m » 0, prove

<025 S*(— «, «).

Remark: If rjj < nir22, there are two independent solutions in «>,«).

8.

For a boundary-value problem onO ^ t < 00 which is in the limit-point case at

ofi, the spectrum depends on a in the boundary condition at i * 0 and will be denoted

by S(a), Let the set of cluster points of SM be denoted by 5'(a). Prove that S' (a)

does not depend on a.

Hint: Let S*M denote the complement of jS'(a) on ~ oc < x < 00
, On jS*(a),

p is constant ^cept for isolated jumps so that, from (3.10) and (3.9), m^, where

w«(0 = is a mcromorphic function of I and real on <S*(a!). For ot *= ai then,

wi«i, where = m^(Z,a:i), is meromorphic on S*{ot\). If 7 « ai — a,

m« {I,a)
1 4- cot 7 ai)

cot 7 —

Thus is meromorphic and real on 5'*'(ai). This proves S*ia) 2 Since

the roles of a and ai are interchangeable, the theorem is proved.

9.

5*, the complement of <S', defined above, is open and thus consists of the union

of intervals. From the formula for above, it is clear that each point X of an

interval is a pole of ni^ for some choice of a, namely, cot (ai — or) » Thus
each point of an interval is in the point spectrum F(a) of the boundary-value problem

for some o. On each interval, then, a may be regarded as a function of X with value

a(X) being such that X e P(a). Prove that this function of X is regular on an interval

of 5* and is monotone increasing.

Hint: From (3.10), (dm^/dX)(X,ai) > 0. From cot {on — a) « m„(X,ai) follows

da , ,
1 dm^

1 + <(X,ai) Ik (K^i)

10.

Let Lx » —x" 4- g{0^ onO ^ t < <», where g is real, continuous, and periodic

of period 1. Prove that S' is the union of the closure of the intervals on — =» < X <
00 on which x" + (X — q)x *= 0 is stable; that is, prove, in the notation of Sec. 3,

Chap. 8, that S' consists of those points for which /^(X) ^ 4.

Hint: L is in the limit-point case [by Theorem 2.4 or from the fact that on a stable

interval no solution is 8*(0, sc)]. Thus for 3/ 0 one characteristic multiplier 7(1)

satisfies [7 (01 < 1* Multipliers are roots of <r* — o/(0 4-1 » 0, where

/(I) * ^'(M) 4- iA(M)

in the notation of Chap. 8, and y(l) is one of the roots (f .± VjP — 4)/2. For the

problem Avith x(0) «= 0, 4- e ?“(0, co) and is therefore a solution with multiplier
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7. Thus ^(1,0 + = y and therefore = (7 — On

the interior of stable intervals/* < 4, and 7(0 tends to a nonreal number of magnitude

1 as 9^ — 0 . Thus 5*^ 0 on stable intervals. On unstable intervals 0

except at points where the entire function ^(1,0 « 0.

11. Let L be as above but now take the interval — « <t < 00 . Show that here

the spectrum S is identical with /S' of Prob. 10 and S is continuous.

Hint: Mu = — 7) and M 22 ^ 0- — <pf v3*)/((7”^ "" 7)^)- Since no

solution of Lrc — \rc is S*(—«,<«), it follows from Prob. 7 that S is continuous.

12. Let / e 8®(0, « ) and let L be in the limit-point case on 0 ^t< « as in Theorem

3.1. If Z is not in the spectrum (in particular, if 9Z 0), the problem Lx = Zx +•/,

sin a x(0) — cos a p(0)x'(0) * 0, has a unique solution h in S*(0, «). If

fit) = 1^"° dp(.\)

then

^ g(X)^(Z,X) dp(\)

J — 00 X — Z

where the integral converges in S®(0, « ). (Thus L — Z has an inverse if Z is not in the

spectrum.)

Hint: Let ha * dp/(\ — Z). By Lemma 3.1 (or by Theorem 3.2), ka con-

verges in 3*(0, <« ) to a limit X as a — « . CJlearly ha satisfies the boundary condition

at < = 0. Also Lha = lha + /<», where fa = dp and from this

“ Jo
“ ^(Z,0^(T,Z)]/a(r) dr -f c(a)^

where c(a) is a constant. Thus, as a— oo,

^ “ X “ Htjl)<p(rjl)]fi'r) dr + c(oo)^

where c( <» ) must exist because X» h, fa—

*

/. Thus LX = ZX + /, and X satisfies the

condition at Z « 0. It remains to prove h is unique. For 9Z 0 this follows from

the fact that ^ is not 8*(0, «) for 3Z 0. For 9^ “ 0; let I — ’h. Clearly where

^(0 = is an eigenfunction corresponding to some pb for some condition ^ at 6

since ^ is real. If ^ e S*(0, oo
), the jump of pb at % does not tend to zero as 6 ««>

,
and

5i is in the spectrum of p. Thus, if is not in the spectrum, ^ is not 8*(0, «> ) and so X

is unique.

13.

Let 2D denote the class of functions satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) below (4.9), The
boundary-yalue problem Lx — Zx, sin a x(0) — cos a p(0)x'(0) = 0, is said to be self-

adjoint if for any UfV e JD

{LUfV) = {Lu)f) dt uiLv) dt - (u^Lv)

Show that if L is in the limit-point case the problem is self-adjoint.

Hint: Let ^ 0, Lu — lu -/, and Lv ^Iv ^ p. Then /,p e S*(0, ««). Let

ff

Jq
f^dt and q be similarly related to p. Let Ua = dp/(K — Z). Then,

by Prob. 12, Wo — u in 3*(0, oo). Let Va be similarly defined.

#cZp
X -- Z

r ® $ dp

-•a X •— Z
dt
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Letting #»— «

(/,.j

But (u«,p) is also givea by the integral on the right. Thus (/,Va) = (uajp). Letting

a-^ (Lu,v) = {u,Lv).

14. It is shown in Theorem 3.1 that p is unique in the sense that allpb—>pasb—> «,

Prove the following stronger result: If (3.6) and (3.8) hold with p replaced by some

p, then P must be p given by (3.9).

Hint: Let / e S®(0, oo ). Then the unique solution h of Prob. 12 can be represented

two ways, so that for > 0

d(p - pm = Fa{t,l)

J u

converges in S!’(0, <«) to 0 as a—> Let r(X,s) = Cleaxly re8*(p)

and being of the form (3.11). Taking
fj

Fc dt and letting a -» »

-j5)(x) -0

The same holds with I replaced by 1. If 1 = m -b t") then

(X - Z)-‘ - (X - f)-‘ -
IX - 11*

Integrating with respect to m from m to mi and letting r- 0,

f"’ ff(X)r(X,8) d(j>
- P)(X) = 0

for all MI and MI. Differentiate the above with respect to a. Then

’‘0

Let /«) : 1 for 0 < i < r and /(t) - 0 for i > r. Then ,00 is r(X,r) and differen-

tiating with respect to t

I

'* ^(r,X);'(s,X) d(p - ?)(X) = 0

./MX

K , ^ ,/2, tel . - . - 0 »d ».e ««.« -

ijLStor^d.udlhmtelr-.-O.

- «(X) - 0

’’"fL «»., Th»r«« 4.1, .how

"aT. Sir*. B-441

fixed r, JV
,V lrfc^(T,^fc)l*

f |G(«,r,Wl‘ dt^
2, IXt-JiT
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for all Nf where ru is the normalizing factor. Integrating in r, the result follows.
16.

At zero. Lx « —a;" 4- [(H — 0 < r < 1, is in the limit-circle case. If

I “ solutions of Lx lx are given by fiJrist) and where Jr and J-r are

Bessel functions. Let aj'(l) « 0 and consider a boundary condition at / »= a < 1.

Determine mail) and show that

moil)
1 Ca-^Jr(8) - S^J^rjs)

S - a'^Jiris)

for any real choice of the constant c.

17. If L is in the limit-point case at eo, and — qo, show that the problem Lx » Za; is

self-adjoint in the sense that

(Lu)v dt = jf <

for all functions u^v e — «>, » ) which have absolutely continuous first derivatives in

every closed subintc^al of (— «>, oo) and such that Lu, Lt; e «,«>),

Hint; Modify th6 method of Prob. 13.

18. State and prove the analogue of Theorem 3.2 for the case (— 00
,
00

), where L is

in the limit-point case at both — « and «

.

19. Expand on the remark below (5.16) and formulate and prove precise theorems.

20. Let a; be a vector with components xx and xx. Let Lx be the vector with

components

LiX » p^iv^x^^ d- rxt 4*

Lsx “* — pi(pla;i)' {“ rxi 4" ^sXt

where p and p' are continuous, p > 0, and r, gi, and gz real and continuous for 0 ^
i < 00 , Let u and v be vectors of class (7^ on 0 ^ Z < 00 . Let u • v denote uiVi 4

Show that

P* (Lu - v — u-Lv)dt Ma [mv](Z*) — [uv]iti)

where [mvKO * p(0(w*(0i^i(Z) — wi(Z)5s(Z)).

Let tp and be solutions of Lx ^ lx which satisfy

pl(0)iAi(0,Z) « sin a P^0)^p^(0fl) cos a
pi(0)<Pi(0,Z) » —cos cc V^i0)*pz{0,l) * sin a

(a) Develop the theory of Sec. 2 for Lx * lx, XiiO) cos a — 0:2 (0) sin a « 0.

(5) Develop the theory of Sec. 3 for the above problem in the limit-point case

(define the latter notion). In particular, show that if the vector / is 8*(0, «»), that

is, ^ / '/dZ < 00
, there exists a p such that

exists imd

” /_"« dp{>)

(c) Develop the theory of Sec. 4 for this system.

id) Formulate the results of Sec. 5 for this problem.



CHAPTER 10

SINGULAR SELF-ADJOINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS
FOR nTH-ORDER EQUATIONS

1. Introductioti

In this chapter the theory of Chap. 9 will be extended to the nth-order

case. Here the formal differential operator L is defined by

L® = + • •
• + Pn®

It is assumed that the p* are complex-valued functions with n — k con-

tinuous derivatives on an open interval a <t <b, where the cases

a = — 00,6 = oOjOr both are allowed. Further, po(0 0 on a < < < 6
,

and L coincides with its Lagrange adjoint L+ given by

L+x = (— l)”(po®)<“’ + + • •
• + Pn*

Notice that n may be odd and that forn = 2 complex-valued coefficients

may now occur.

First, a general expansion result and Parseval equality will be proved,

and then the inverse transform theorem will be demonstrated for two

important cases. The existence of Green’s functions and the relationship

of these with the spectral matrices will then be considered.

The simplest example of the present theory occurs with Lx = ix' on the

interval — »
• < < < «> . Here ix' = lx has as a solution and the

expansion theorem for this case is just the Plancherel theorem.

As before, the method used will depend on setting up self-adjoint

boundary-value problems on closed intervals 8: & S t ^ h, where a <
a < 6 < 6. Thus on 6 it is assumed that n linearly independent bound-

ary conditions

n

Utix = y (M, (a) -t- =0 O' = 1, . • . ,») (1.1)

which are self-adjoint are given. (That such conditions always exist

when L = I/+ is shown in Prob. 15, Chap. 7.) The conditions (1.1),

determined by the matrices Mi = (Af*,*) and Ni = (AT*/*), are abbre-

261
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viated by Ubx = 0. The boundary-value problem on 5

Lx = lx Usx = 0 (1.2)

is self-adjoint, and therefore there exists a complete orthonormal set of

eigenfunctions {xs*} and corresponding eigenvalues {\sk]-

For functions UjV in the space 8^(6) the inner product and norm are

defined by

(UjV)ii = uv dt I|u||a
=

For functions in S^(a,6) these will be denoted by (UjV) and ||ii||, that is,

(u,v) = /;
uv dt ||u|| = {UfUy

2« The Expap:dion Theorem and Parseval Equality

The Parseval equality for the self-adjoint problem (1.2) is

«0 .

where w e 8^(6). Let^y = <pj(tjl)j (j ^ 1, . . . ,
n), be solutions of La: « k

which for some fixed c, a < c <hy satisfy

= 5y, o; fc = 1, . . . ,
n) (2.2)

where 5y* is the Kronecker delta. The are entire functions of 7 for

fixed t. Since the tp, are independent solutions

n

Xih{t) == ^ r5w(^,XjA) (2.3)

y-i

where the Uhi are complex constants. Using (2.3) in (2.1), the Parseval

equation can be written as

“ /-I y dp,jk{\) (2.4)

where

^«y(X) = ^ ^y(i,X)w(i5) dt (2.5)

and the matrix pa = (pay*) consists of step functions with discontinuities

at the eigenvalues. The jumps at the eigenvalues are given by

pay*(Xp + 0) — pmO^v ~ X (2*®)

where the sum is taken over all m such that Xam = Xjp (note that several
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Xim can correspond to one eigenvalue X«p). Clearly the matrix has the

properties:

(i) pi is Hermitian

(ii) pi{A) = pi(\) — piifi) is positive semidefinite if X > /i, A == (/x,X]

(iii) The total variation of pijk is finite on every finite X interval.

It is further assumed that pi(fi) is the zero matrix and ps(\ 4- 0) = pi(k) .

Because of (ii), ps is said to be nondecreasing. The matrix pi is called the

spectral matrix. Note that it depends not only on the problem (1.2) but

also on the choice of the independent solutions of Lx = lx.

In this section it will be shown that the relation (2.4) is valid with 6

replaced everywhere by (a,b). The following theorem gives the existence

of at least one limiting matrix p as 6 —> (a,6).

Theorem 2.1. Let {5} be a set of intervals tending to (a,6) and { TJiX — 0}

a corresponding set of self-adjoint boundary conditions. Then {6} contains

a sequence {5y} tending to (a,6) asj-^^ such that

p(X) = lim p5,(X) (2.7)

exists on — CO < X < 00 . Moreover, the limit matrix p satisfies (i), (ii),

and (iii) above.

Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the Kelly selection

theorem and the following fact
:
given any p > 0 there exists an M{p) < oo

,

not depending on d or Ui, such that for [X] g p

lp*y.(X)l. ^ M{p) (2.8)

To prove (2.8) it is suflScient to take j = k, since from (2.6)

2 ^ + j_^dpikkO<)

The functions are continuous in (t,\) and at ^ = c are equal to 5,*.

Thus, given p, there is an ft > 0 such that

(2.9)

for c ^ t ^ c h and lX| ^ n- Let/ be a nonnegative function of class

C'" on (a,6) vanishing along \vith its first n — 1 derivatives, outside of

(c, c + h) and normalized so that

= 1 (2 .10)

The Bessel inequality applied to (— for some fixed m, (m - 1,
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. . ,
n), gives

n

^ 2 SjWMdpM (2 .11)

where here

g,{\) = (-!)”-» dt

= dt

By (2.9) and (2.10),

l^t(X) - 3*,„| <

which, with (2.11), 3delds

di s i - I /' 2
Summing the above from m = 1 to m = n, the result follows, and hence
Theorem 2.1.

For any such limiting p, the space 8*(p) is defined as the set of all vector

functions g — 1, ... ,n, which are measurable with respect to

p and such that

n

y.ife-1

Theorem 2.2. Let p he any limit matrix given by Theorem 2.1, //

/ e 8*(a,6) there exists a vector g e 8^(p) sitch that if

g>j(.^) = l^j(t,y>mdt (fiC(a,6)) (2.12)

then

k -
?»ll -^0 (« -» (o,6)) (2.13)

In terms of this g, the Parseval equality

11/11 = Ili7ll (2.14)
and expansion

It

^(0 = 2 ^ftib(X) (2.15)
),k-l

are valid, where the latter integral converges to f in the norm of i%a,b).
Proof. The proof follows the same development as that of Theorem

3.1, Chap. 9, Eqs. (3.16) to (3.24).
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As in Chap. 9, by

f! dt O' = 1, . . . , n)

will be meant the jth component of the vector g whose existence is proved
in Theorem 2.2.

The analogues of the remaining parts of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in Chap.
9 will be proved in Secs. 3 and 4 below.

3. The Inverse-transform Theorem and the Uniqueness of the Spectral
Matrix

The inverse-transform theorem states that every vector g s 8®(p) arises

from a function/ s 8*(ct,6)
,
as in Theorem 2.2. This is true under certain

additional assumptions onL, which correspond in the case n = 2 of Chap.
9 to the situation where L is in the limit-point ease at 6, as in Sec. 3, or in
the limit-point case at both a and b, as in Sec. 5. In principle, the proof
is like that of Theorem 3.2, Chap. 9. As in that proof, the following
lemma is required.

Lemma 3.1. Let g e 8‘(p) and

n

“ /a I dp^(X)
/.*-l

where A is a finite X interval. Then, as A—* (— eo,oo), converges in
i^(a,b) to a function f e 8®(o,6).

Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 3.1, Chap. 9.

Another fact used in the proof is the explicit representation of the
inverse of the operator L — Z for 0.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose for some I, 9^ 0, that Lx = Za: has no nontrivial

solution in 8*(a,6). Iff e S*(a,b) and g is any vector in 8*(p) such that

n

1 Vi(t,\)g,(\) dpy*(X)

where the integral converges in to /, then the equation (L — l)x — f
has a unique solution F in 8®(a,&) given by

n

I - 0-V/(«,X)p*(X) dpy»(X)

where the latter integral converges in 8^(a,6) to F.
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Proof. If for any finite X interval A,

n

=./a Z dp:ki\)

i.As-l

and
n

FaCO = £ y (X - 0-V,(<,X)!7*(X) dp,*(X)

then (L — Z)fa = /a. By Lemma 3.1 there exists anF s 8^(a,6) such that

ll/^A
-Fl|-^^OasA-^^(-oo,oo). Also, by hypothesis,. ||/a - /1| 0 as

00
,
00 ). From the variation-of-constants formula there exist

continuous functions dj such that

n n

FaQ) = y <«,•(<,
1)

j* AiW/aCt) d'*' + y

where the cy(A) are constants, and a < c <b. Because Fa and /a con-

verge in 8*(o,5) and because the are independent, it follows that

cy(oo) = lim iv(A)
«, «o)

exists (where the limit is taken through a suitable sequence A*) and

n n

fCO = y J!
ej(r)f(r) dr +

'I
y- 1 y-

1

This is the variation-of-constants formula and shows that F is a solution

of (L — l)x = /. Since F e8^(a,6) and since Lx ^ lx has no nontrivial

solution in 8^(a,6), F is unique.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose neither equation (L ± i)x = 0 has a nontrivial

solution in 8^(a,6). If g ^ Ihere exists anfe 8*(a,b) such that

n

1 wit,\)gk(.\) dpi,{\)

y.A-i

where the integral converges to fin 8^(a,Z>), and

= X'
dt (3.1)

Remarks: If = 2 and the pk are real, the condition on the solutions of

{L ± i)x = 0 is equivalent to the statement that L is in the limit-point

case at a and h. It can be shown that if neither (L ± i)x = 0 has a non-

trivial solution in 8^(a,6), then (L — Z)x - 0 has no nontrivial solution in

8^(a,6) for any Z, 3^ 5^ 0; see Sec. 4.
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The interpretation to be put on (3.1) is the usual one, namely, if

gtk(X) = Js
dt (8 C ia,h))

then llff
— gt\\ 0 as 5 —» (a,h).

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The existence of f is provided by Lemma 3.1.

Using this/, there exists by Theorem 2.2 a gf e S^(p) such that

gk(>d = //

and if

n

h{i) - V3(.t,h)gk(h) dpjk(\) (3.2)

then 11/ - /a 11
0 as A -> (- « ,

00 ). The problem is to show

\\g - 511
= 0

If /a is defined as in (3.2) with g replaced by g, then \\f
-

/aH -> 0 as

^ _ 00
,
00 ). Using Lemma 3.2, it follows that the unique solution F

of (L - i)x = / which is in 8®(®i*>) is given by

n

F(t) = ^ (^ ~ i)~''9i(iih)gk(\) dpyft(X)

j,k -

1

n

= 2 “ »)-Vj(«,X)5*(X) dp/*(X)

sJk * 1

Similarly, the unique solution of (L — %)z = F which is in Z^{a,b) is

n

Fi(t) = f X “ f)“Vy(<,X)fl'*(^) <^Py*(^)

n

“ 2 (X - i)-Vy(<,X)5*(X) dpi*(X)

i.A 1

This may be repeated to obtain for p = 1, 2, . . . ,

n

where r ^ g — g-

Let r be the transform of the function which is one on (c, c + s) and

zero elsewhere, that is,

ry(X,s) — dt
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Integrating (3.3) with respect to t from c to c + s, one obtains

2 - ^)-’’ri(X,s)n(X) dft-.(X) = 0 (3.4)

-

1

Since T and r are in 8^(p), the function H of I defined by

n

M-l

is analytic for 3fZ > 0. By (3.4) H and all its derivatives vanish for

I = i. Thus = 0 for > 0. A similar result holds for the lower

half plane, that is, with I replaced by 1. If Z = m + iv, then

1 1 _ 2ij-

X - Z X^ (X - n)^ + V*

Thus, using 3(1) - H(t) = 0,

V
r,(X,s)r^(X) dp,-,(X)

(X - A»)* + r*
(3.5)

If Xi and Xa are points of continuity of p and (3.5) integrated with respect

to ft from Xi to Xa, holding v fixed, and then letting v 0, it follows that

n

lx' 2 rxx,s)r*(x) dft-,(X) = 0

If this is differentiated with respect to s,

and if derivatives are taken with respect to s and evaluated at s = 0,

there follows by (2.2)

n

lu 2 ® (i = 1, . . . ,
n) (3.6)

As-l

Because of the arbitrary character of Xi and X 2,
if 7y are any step functions

which vanish for large lX|, then

/_". 2 Ty(X)n(X) dp,fc(X) = 0

This implies ||r|| — 0, which was to be proved.
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Theorem 3.2. Let neither eqtiation (L ± i)x = 0 have a nontrivial

solution in 8*(a,b). Then the matrix p is unique in the sense that if p is any

other matrix for which Theorem 2.2 is valid then

p(X) — p(p) = p(X) — p(m)

at points of continuity p of p and p.

Remark. An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 is that for any

X, p which are points of continuity of p

pj(X) — pt(jp) p(X) — p(a*)

as S — (a,b), irrespective of how Ut varies with 5. Thus if neither equa-

tion (L ± i)a: = 0 has a solution (^0) in 8*(a,b), p is called the spectral

matrix of the problem Lx = te on (u,b). The spectrum, point spectrum,

and continuous spectrum for this problem are defined in terms of p, as in

Sec. 6, Chap. 9.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let/(0 = 1, c ^ ^ c -h r and f(t) = 0 other-

wise, and let

gkM = ^k{t,\) dt

Then, much as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, F, the unique solution of

Lx = ix + f,ia given by

n

Fit) = X dpy*(X)

(X — f)“‘pj(<,X)fffc(X,T) dpjkih)

Also, if (fjk = pjk — Pik,

n

H{1) = /_**„ X “ 0"‘rXX,s)ff*(X,T) dffjkih)

must vanish for > 0 and this leads to

n

lx! X °

A* 1

in place of (3.6). Taking the derivative with respect to r of the left side

above, there results

n

i y ^k(c + Tj\) dcr;7;(X) = 0
‘ A
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Differentiating m — 1 times with respect to r and setting r — 0, there

results

which proves the theorem.

The other case where the inverse-transform theorem, and also the

uniqueness of p, will be proved is one for which the open interval (a,6) is

replaced by [a,6),
— oo < a ^ < 6, and where the interval 5 = [d,6] is

now [a, 5]. It is assumed that pk e on [a,fe) and po(0 0 on [a,b).

The boundary conditions Usx = 0 are assumed to contain m linearly

independent conditions of the form

n

J =0 (i = 1, . . . ,
m) (3.7)

where the Mij are constants not depending on 8, that is, on 6. The condi-

tions (3.7) will be denoted by == 0 and the remaining conditions of

UiX = 0, which may depend on 5, will be denoted by = 0. The
case n = 2m will be considered and it will be assumed that Z/CD is such

that can be determined so that Usx = 0 are self-adjoint conditions.

In this case it is convenient to take c — a. Since the rank of the

matrix M = (M,y) is m, there exist exactly n — m ^ m linearly inde-

pendent solutions ^1 ,
. . . ,

of Lx = lx satisfying (3.7). Let

. . . ,
be m solutions of Lrc - Za; such that . . . ,

form a funda-

mental set with initial conditions at a independent of 1. The eigenfunc-

tions {xik} of the problem Lx = Za;, Utx = 0 are of the form

m

Xtk(t) =
î-i

since only
, 4'm satisfy the conditions (3.7), and in terms of

. ,'l'm the Parseval equality becomes for u s 8*(5)

m

ii“ii« = /_*« y d^jj*(x)

where

ff«(X) = j,
’^y(<,X)M(0 dt

Since

n

Vi = y cjaV'ife (i = 1, . . . ,
n)

Ib-l

for some constant nonsingular matrix C = (c#*), it follows that pj is related
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to the matrix pa by ps = CpaC*. Here pi = (pijk) is such that jSaj* = 0 for

jjk > m, and pi has all the properties that pa has. If p is any limit matrix

obtained by letting 6 [a,b) through a sequence of intervals, then

clearly p = CpC* is a matrix with elements having row or column index

exceeding m equal to zero. In terms of p, the Parseval equality and

expansion theorem become for any /s 8^(a,6)

m

ll/ll* = 2 ft(X)ff*(X) dPAX)
i him ^

(3.8)

where

JtlH ^ X

gA) = hit^)m dt • (3.9)

and

t 'l'At,\)9>cix) dp,-,ix) (3.10)

where the integral on the right of (3.9) converges in the norm of S*(iS) and

that of (3.10) in S*(a,6).

The analogue of Lemma 3.1 is now valid, that is, if e there exists

an/e 8®(a,i)) for which (3.10) is valid. Similarly, the representation of /

in terms of p gives the analogue of Lemma 3.2 as follows:

Lemma 3.3. Suppose for some I, 0, that the problem

Lx = lx = 0 (3.11)

has no nontrivial solution in 8*(a,6). If f ^ o/nd g is any vector in

I8*(i8) mch that (3.10) holds, then the problem

(L -l)x=f i7»>x = 0

has a unique solution F e 8*(o,6) given by

m

Fit) = /_"„ X dpjiciX)

:,k — 1

where the latter integral converges in i^{a,b) to F .

Proof, The proof is the same as for Lemma 3.2 if it is observed that,

for any finite X interval A, the function F^ defined by

m

Fj^it) ^ ^ dpjk(S)

satisfies (L - ?)Fa == /a, and C/<i>Fa == 0 since the satisfy the condition
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= 0. Thus for some constants cy(A) and continuous functions

n m.

m) = 2 Ut,l)
//

e,(T)fir) dr+y C,iA)Mt,l)

y-1 y-i

The analogues of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are now immediate.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose neither problem

{L ± i)x - 0 = 0

has a nontrivial solution in 8^(a,6). If g z there exists an f e 8®(a,6)

given by (3.10), and in terms of this f the vector g is represented by (3.9).

, Moreover
j
the matrix p is unique in the sense that if p is any other matrix for

which (3.8) through (3.10) is valid^ then

pW — pW = iS(X) — ;5(m)

at continuity points of p and p.

Thus if X,At are continuity points of p, then

ps(h) — pa(/i) p{h) — Pip)

as 6 == [a, 5]
—

> [a, 6), irrespective of how varies with 5. The matrix

p is called the spectral matrix of the problem (3.11) with respect to the

set {^y}.

The two cases, that of Theorem 3,1 and that of Theorem 3.3, will be

referred to as Cases I and II, respectively.

The inverse-transform theorem and the uniqueness of the spectral

matrix hold for other cases also if boundary conditions are added in the

manner shown in Chap. 9 for the limit-circle case, but this will not be
considered here.

Let ID represent the set of all functions u e 8^ (a,6) which are of class

(7”“^ on (a,6), is absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval,

and Lu e 8® (a,6). If a is finite, let £) represent the set of all e iD such
that u e on [a,6) and U^^'^u = 0. In Case I the problem Lx — lx on

{aff), and in Case II the problem Lx = lx, = 0 on [a,6), are self-

adjoint, in the sense that in Case I (Lu,v) = (u,Lv) for all u,v e 3D, and in

Case II this is valid for all u,v e £). The proof in each case can be made
to follow that of Prob. 13, Chap. 9.

4. Greenes Function

• In the treatment of Chap. 9 for n == 2, the existence of Green's function

in the limit-point and limit-circle cases was an immediate by-product of

the method. Here a somewhat different approach will be followed. The
existence of Green's function Gs for the self-adjoint problem Lx = lx,

Ugx = 0 on 5 was proved in Chap, 7. It will be shown that there exists
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a sequence of intervals 5^ (a, 6) such that the corresponding Green’s

functions tend to a function G which is a Green’s function in the Cases

I and II discussed in Sec. 3. The relation of Green’s function to the

spectral matrix shown in Sec. 5, Chap. 9, will be shown to hold in general

in the section that follows.

Use will be made of the existence of a function K = Kit^r) defined for

a < t,T < h which serves as a kernel in the variation-of-constants formula

for the solution of Lz == /. This function is such that

dr

is a solution of Lx — / on any subinterval 5 of (a, 5), and K has the same
differentiability properties as any Green’s function associated with L.

In particular, has the same discontinuity at ^ = r as the

Green’s functions. There are many such K, and the existence of one

such is given in (2.4) of Chap. 7 for the case Lx = Zx + /; see also Prob.

22, Chap. 3.

In the following it will be convenient to denote functions such as

considered as a function of t for fixed r, as if ( ,t), and similarly if con-

sidered as a function of r alone it will be denoted hy K{tj ).

Lemma 4.1. The set of functions is uniformly hounded and (for

n > 1) equicontinuous on every compact (t^Tjl) region where 9^ 0 . (If

n == 1, t ^ r is excepted.)

Proof. Let the closed interval 60 be contained properly in the closed

interval which in turn is properly contained in (a,b). Let p, be any

real-valued function of class on (a,&) such that ^(0 “ 1 on some open

interval So, SocSoc^i, and m(0 = 0 for Z outside 5i. Then define J by

J(t,T) = fi(t)K(tfr)

Let 5 D and r s 5o. The function u = G^i ,r,l) — J( ,r) is of class

C” on b and satisfies the boundary conditions UhU = 0. Therefore, since

(L -- l)u — — (Lt — l)Jy where Lt denotes L applied to J considered as a

function of Z,

G,{t,T,l) = - U{s,r)-\ds (4.1)

Applsdng the Schwarz inequality to (4.1), there results

W,r,l)\ g l/«,r)| + \mt, ,011. I1LJ( ,r) - ,r)\W (4.2)

The uniform boundedness of the Gs for t,T s 5o and I ranging over some
compact set A with 3^1 0 will follow from (4.2) once it has been shown
that |1G'.(<, .1) 11* is bounded uniformly for ( e 6o, Z s A.
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However, this follows from the fact that if « = Qiil)f, where

88©/(i) = jgGt(t,7 ,T)f(T) dr

and f e 8® (5), then

ii«ii. g m\-vh (4.3)

Indeed, u satisfies (L — l)u = f and Usu — 0. Using Greenes formula,

(Lu)u dt — u{Lu) dt ^ 0

or

2i3fZl|Mlli = (/« - fu) dt

and using the Schwarz inequality, this yields (4.3).

Applying (4.3) to.w =* (?j( ,t,1) — J( ,t) for re So results in

\\G>( .r,Z)|lj ^ 11J( ,r)|k + |3i|-‘l|iJ( ,r)-Ui ,r)lk (4.4)

Thus l|Gj( ,T,Z) lla is uniformly bounded for t e So, Z e A, and 5 D Si. From
the symmetry relation Gs(t,r,T) = <?j(t,Z,?) it follows that |l(r8(Z, ,Z)l|j is

also uniformly bounded, and hence by (4.2) so is {(?i }
for t,r z So, Is A, and

spsi.
From (4.1) follows (for n > 1)

^ (<,r,Z) = ^ (f,r) - Go(t,S,D ^ [LJis,T) - U(s,t)] ds (4.5)

and, using the Schwarz inequality on the integral, the uniform bounded-

ness of the set [dOi/dr] for <,t e 8o and Z e A results. {If n = 1, the inte-

gral in (4.1) is taken as a sum of an integral from ai to t and an integral

from r to bi, where di = [ai,bi]. }
The symmetry of Gi implies the uniform

boundedness of [dGs/dt] also. The uniform boundedness of {dGs/dl]

follows from the analyticity of Gs in I and the uniform boundedness of

{(je}. The uniform boundedness of all first partial derivatives of G^

implies the equicontinuity of the set {(?«}• (If ^ = 1, the set {Ga —
is equicontinuous.) This completes the proof of the lemma.

This lemma, together with the Ascoli lemma, proves that there exists

a sequence of intervals 8m C (ot,b) (m = 2, 3, . . .), where 8m — (o,b) as

m —> oo
,
such that the corresponding Greenes functions Gm = tend

unifornaly on any fixed compact subset of a < r < b, 9̂ 0, to a

limit function. A subsequence will tend to a limit function uniformly

on a compact subset A 2 D Ai. By taking a sequence {A»} tending to the

set a < <, r < 6, 0, and using the diagonal process, there exists a

sequence of Green's functions which tend uniformly on any compact

subset of a < T < b, 3Z 0, to a limit function G. This G is defined
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for a < t, T < b, 0, and being the uniform limit of continuous

functions, is continuous. Since the Gm are analytic in I for 31 0,

the same holds for G. The relation Gm(.t,r,l) = Gm(r,t,l) implies that

Git,r,t) =
Theorem 4.1. Let G he the limit of any convergent sequence {(?«} of the

set {Gjf of Green’s functions associated with given self-adjoint boundary-

value problems

Lx = lx UsX = 0

on closed bounded svbintervals 3 of {a,b) . Then G is continuous for a <t,

r < b, {t ^ T for n = 1), 31 5^ 0, c/nalytic in I, and possesses the properties:

(i)

(ii)

(iU)

(iv)

d'KS/dt’’ (k = 0, 1, n — 2) exist, are continuous on a < t,T <
b, and d’^~Hr/dt"~^, are continuous on each of the regions

t^r,r^t.

dt"-!
(x + 0,T,1) (t - 0,T,1)

1

Po(t)
(a < T < 5)

As a function of t, G satisfies Lx = lx if t 7^ r.

dt/dr^ dt^dr^
* 0, 1, . . . ,

n 1)

uniformly on any compact region^ where 3? 9^ 0, and t 9^ r if

j or fc is n — 1.

(v) Git,r,l) = G(r,t,l)

(vi) G{t, ,l)eii^ia,b) (a<t<b)
(vii) If f s S*(a,b) the function v defined by

v(t) = [' G{t,r,l)f(T) dr (31^0)

is an element of 5) and

Lv = Iv + /

Proof. The representation (4.1) gives for t,r e 5o, 31 ^ 0, and ioC

8i C 5,

^ (1.^.1) =^ + \^
Q^{t,s,l) ^\U{,s,r) - LJis,r)] ds (4.6)

for y = 0, 1, . . . ,
n — 1. Recall that since and d’'~^K/

dr”^^ have the same discontinuity at i = r their difference is continuous

there. Moreover, from (4.6), if i t,

d”Gt

dr”
,

i-iyiG,(t,r.D- («.’) +

-1- (?.(«,s,l) \U{s,r) - LJ{s,t)\ ds (4.7)
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Observing (4.1) with S = 5„, and letting m-+ », yields

G(t,T,l) = Kit,r) + —L,J(s,T)]ds (4.8)

and therefore the partial derivatives d^G/di’ exist and

^ ^ ^ [Z/(s,r) - L,J(s,r)] ds (4.9)

fori = 0, 1, . . . ,
n — 1, ao ^ t,r ^ 6o, 3f2 5^ 0. Moreover,

^ (<,-r) +
ar"

(-l)"K?(i,r,Z)

Po(t)

+ G(t,S,l) ^ ms,r) - LJ'(s,r)] ds (4.10)

for t 7^ r. Since (v) has been proved, the relations (4.9) and (4.10)

prove (i).

Clearly a^-'G/at""^ has the same jump at i = t as d^-^K/dt’'-^, proving

(ii). From (4.8) it follows that, as a function of t, G satisfies Lx = lx,

provided t ¥ r, proving (iii). Since the right sides of (4.6) and (4.7)

with 5 = 5m tend, as to—

>

oo
,
to the right sides in (4.9) and (4.10), it is

seen that

a^Gm
^

ar* ar’
(i = 0, 1, . . . ,

n) (4.11)

uniformly on any compact region, where 7^ 0, and provided

t 7^ r wheny = n — l,n. The symmetry relations imply that

d^'Gm
^

d^G

dP'
^ dP (i = 0, 1, . . . ,

n)

under the same conditions that (4.11) is valid. Returning to (4.6)

through (4.10), it is easy to see that the mixed derivatives d^’^^G/BPdr^

(j, fc = 0, 1, . . . ,
71 — 1) exist and satisfy (iv). Relation (v) has been

proved.

The proof of (vi) is based on (4.4). From that inequality there exists

a constant Ci (depending on 6o and di only) such that

ll(?a( M ^ CilSrKlZl + 1) + Cl (re 5o)

But 1|65( ,T,0li? ^ \\Gf${ ,rjl)\\i for 5 C 5, and letting first 6—^ (a, 5)

through the sequence and then S —> (a,&), it follows that, for any fixed

(t'jOj 3^ ^ 0, G( jTjl) e8®(a,6). This also gives for fixed (^,Z), 31 ^ 0,

G{t, ,Z)e82(a,6).
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It remains to prove (vii). If / e 8^(a,b), then the integral

G(t,rjl)f(r) dr (a < t < bj 9^ 0)

converges absolutely by (vi) [and uniformly for t in any finite subinterval

of (a, 5)]. It defines a function v, and, using the properties developed

above for 0
,
it is not difficult to see that v has continuous derivatives up

to order n — 1, is absolutely continuous on every closed subinterval

of (a,&), and

Lv — Iv + f

For example, to prove the existence and continuity of t;', one first shows
by means of

(t.rMr) dr

and a treatment of (4.6) similar to that of (4.1) in deriving (4.4) that

\\dG(tj jl)/dt\\ is bounded for fixed Z, 9^ 0, uniformly for t on any finite

subinterval of (a,Z>). Thus the integral

^ (t,r,Dfir) dr

converges uniformly for Z on any finite subinterval of (a,b), and hence

represents a continuous function on (a,6) which is easily verified to be v'.

From (4.3) for d = 5m, letting m — 00
,
it follows that

llvll ^ I3J1-M1/11 (4.12)

which proves v e 8*(a,2)) . Since Lv — Iv + f,

IMs(x + Hi) ll/ll

3delding Lv e and completing the proof that v e SD.

For any f s 8®(a,b) let g(Z)/ denote the function given by (vii) in Theo-

rem 4.1.

The functions G arising in Cases I and II will now be considered. In

Case II suppose G is obtained by taking for So, and all S the interval

closed at a. Thus 5 = [o,6]. The boundary conditions UtX = 0 which

determine Gt are assumed in this case to include U^^'>x = 0. Thus in Case

II Gt as a function of t satisfies — 0. All the convergence properties

of Theorem 4.1 can be shown to hold uniformly over a ^ t, r ^ bo for

any 6o < b. Thus the limiting G also satisfies U^’-'^x = 0 and thus for

such G, V of (vii) is an element of 6.

It will now be shown that in Cases 1 and II the hypothesis that

Lx ± ia; = 0
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has no nontrivial solutions.of class 2) and i), respectively, implies that for

any I, 7^ 0
,
Lx — lx = 0 has no nontrivial solution of class © or it,

respectively. The argument is essentially the same for both cases and

will be proved for Case I.

Suppose for some U, Qh > 0, that (L - k)x = 0 has only the trivial

solution in 8*(a,b). Let \l - Zol < and suppose u e © and (L - l)v
- 0.

If

u — V — {I -- (4.13)

then u e ©. Clearly (L - fo)w = (L - l)v = 0. Thus u = 0 and (4.13)

implies, with the use of (4.12), that

if ||i;l| 7^ 0. Thus v = 0 and the result is proved for \l
—

Zol < SU, which

implies the result for > 0. It is proved similarly for < 0.

Now suppose G for 3Z 5^ 0 is not unique in Cases I and II and let

Q have the same properties as G. Then as a function of t, G — G is of

C’^(a,b) and is thus of class © or ©, respectively, and a solution of

(L - t)x = 0. This is impossible, proving the following theorem;

Theorem 4.2. In Cases I and II

Gs G [5 (ct,b) Tn Case I]

Gs-*G [S [a,h) in Case II and U^^'>Gi = 0]

'uniformly on any com'pact (i,r,Z) region inhere 3? 0 independent of the

choice of boundary conditions Us in Case I and U^s^ in Case II. The func-

tion G is unique in that it is the only function with the 'properties listed in

Theorem 4.1 {and in Case II satisfying = 0).

The function G is called Green’s function for the problem Lx = lx on

(0,6) in Case I, and for the problem Lx = lx, (7«»a: = 0 on [a,b) in Case

II. In either case, let Q{1) denote the operator defined for all/ e 8*(o,b) by

9mt) = [! Git,r,l)f{r) dr ^ 0)

Then Theorem 4.2 yields the following: The operator g(Z) is the inverse

ofL — I with domain © in Case I and with domain ^ in Case II.

6. Representation of the Spectral Matrix by Green’s Function

Here the existence of the spectral matrix p vdll be established, inde-

pendent of the treatment of Sec. 2, using methods related to those of

Chap. 9. In particular, the spectral matrix and Green’s functions will be

related by formulas analogous to (3.9), (3.10), Chap. 9.

First, the nonsingular case is treated. Let Gs be Green’s function

associated with the self-adjoint boundary-value problem Lx = h,
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Usx = 0 on 5. Let

= Gi(t,T,r) — Gs(t,T,T)

Theorem 6.1. The spectral matrix ps described by (2.6) satisfies

2i<^l f°°
‘iptjkih) ; d’+’‘-^Hs , .

where 0 andj,k = 1, . . . ,
n.

Proof. If 3fm 0, then

(I — m) Gs{t,s,l)Gs(s,r,m) ds = Gs{t,T,l) — Gs(t,r,m) (5 .2)

To show this, let u be the solution of

(L — l)u = (?j( ,T,m) U,u = 0

Then clearly

u(t) = Gs{t,s,l)Gt(s,T,m) ds

Let V = Gti ,T,l) — Gi( ,T,m). Then ViC”{S) and Uiv = 0. More-
over, clearly Za; = Iv + (I — m)(?»( ,t,»b). Thust; = (I — w)« and this

proves (5.2). In (5.2) take m = 1. Then it becomes

2i^l f^Gt{t,s,l)G,(s,r,l)ds = H,(t,T,l)

Since (?»(«,r,Z) = Gi(t,s,1), this yields

/,W S' * -W
for j, fc = 0, 1, . . . ,

n — 1.

Letting {xj*} and {Xj^j be the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for the

problem Lx = lx, Usx — 0, it follows from

that

LxSm — IxSm + (Xjm — l)xSm

XSm{t) '= (Xjm ~ 0 jj
Gs{t,S,l)xSmis) ds

and thus for ft = 0, . . . ,
n — 1

xim(0 “ ~
j,

(^)«)0x»in(s) ds

Thus the mth Fourier coefl5cient of d*(5i(<, ,l)/dP with respect to xsm is
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_ 1). Usmg the Parseval equation on the left side of (5.3)

yields

f d^G, , n , o-cvT V ^
2i^l /

(r,s,l) ds = 2t3Z
2^

i*. >

* »n“l

Using the definition of the matrix pj, this can be rewritten as

2i^l
j ^

- l\~‘^ dp,p,{\) =

P,g-1

Setting < = T = c and using (2.2), (5.1) is proved.

Let G be the limit of a convergent sequence (G„} of {(?»} ,
and let»

Further, let

and

= G(t,T,l) - G(t,r,t)

PUT) = M)

P..Q) -

for y, fc = 1, . . •
) (/Y 1 j

Theorem 6.2, Le^ {(?m} ie any convergent sequence of the set {Gj} and

tfie spectral matrix associated with Gm- Then there exists

an Isermitian, nondecream.ng matrix p = (pyt) whase elements are of

bounded variation on every finite X interval, such that

Pm(X) - Pm(ji)-*p(» - p(/*) (m-+ «) (5.4)

if X,p are continuity points of p. Further
,
at such points X,f»

».W - B.0*) =^ u»„
/,

X’*(" + “) * ('')

Remabks: Although Theorem 5.2 gives an alternate existence proof for

p, the new result is given by (5.5). It is clear that in Cases I and II it is

not necessary to take a sequence of {5} but suffices for 5—> (a,b) and

> [a,b), respectively, for p5 *-> p. In these cases, G, H, and therefore

the Pik are unique, and by (5.5) so is any limiting p.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. The proof is much like that of Theorem 3.1,

Chap. 9, and will be sketched briefly. From (5,1)

2z3l =
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and for I = i

;«;,i+x2= 2i

since pmjj is monotone. The right side of (5.6) is bounded, since by
Theorem 4.1 (iv) Pmnii) Pad)- Thus

0 . 1,..., »)

where A is a constant and

Since

\pM\ < ^(1 + X*)

lp„yt(A)l* ^ p„„y(A)p„ij:(A)

with = PW)fe(X) - pmjkiii), A = it follows that the total

variation of pmiib on any finite X interval is bounded independent of m.

The Helly selection theorem implies the existence of a subsequence of

{p„} tending to a p having the properties stated in the theorem. More-

over, the argument of (3.25) and (3.26), Chap. 9, leads readily to the fact

that

Pjkjl) f” dpy,(X)

2i3l “ j- « |X -

is a constant independent of I for 0. An inversion results in (5.6).

Since Pmjk^Pjh the relation (5.4) follows from (5.5).

PROBLEMS

1. .Let L be the differential operator defined for vectors a; of r components by

Lx w* p^x

where the Pk are r-by-r matrices of complex-valued functions of class on an open

interval (a,6). Assume det Po(«) 0 for a < i < b and that L is formally self-

adjoint in that it coincides with its Lagrange adjoint given by

L-^x « (-mP;x)(-> -h 4- • • • + Pjic

Formulate and prove the analogues of the expansion theorem, Parseval equality, and

the inverse-transform theorem in Cases I and II. Also, prove the existence of a

Greenes matrix in the two cases, and prove the analogue of Theorem 6.2.

2. Prove that the problem Lx *» ix' 4* a(i)x ^ lx is self-adjoint on — « < t < oo,

where a is a real continuous function on this interval. Show that the spectrum is the

X axis, “ « < X < 00 . Give the expansion theorem for this case.

8. Consider the operator L defined for vector functions with r components

Lx - ia:' 4- A(t)x
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where A is an r-by-r matrix of continuous functions on — « < ^ < « such that

A*(0 « A(i). Then L is formally self-adjoint. Prove that the problem Lx «= lx is

self-adjoint on (— «, x>), no boundary conditions required.

Hint: Prove that every solution <poiLx « Za: is of the form where ip

r

is a solution of the equation = —zA(i)x. Let f • g ^
^ fjQi for vectors f^g.

j-X
Show that (yp • ypy ** 0 so that \p(t) • ^(<) « c, a constant, and

• y(Z,Z) = * yp(t) ^

Therefore there are no nontrivial solutions oiLx =^lx for any complex I which are of

class Sr(— «), that is, for which
j

<pdt < oa.

Compute the spectral matrix p in this case and prove that the spectrum is the entire

X axis, — 00 < X < 00 . This problem is the generalization to systems of Prob. 2.

4. Let L be the operator defined for vector functions of r « 2s (s ^ 1) components
by

Lx « Ix' + Ax

where I is the skew-symmetric matrix 7 « —7' * —7“^ given by

i®«, 0. being the identity and zero s-by-s matrices, respectively, and A is areal constant

matrix such that A = A . Thus L is formally self-adjoint. Prove that there are no
nontrivial solutions of the equation Lx =» lx for any., complex I which are of class

8J(- 00
,
oo). Prove that there are exactly s linearly independent solutions of class

8j(0,oo) for 3^
Hint: The equation Lx ^ IxAs one with constant coefl&cients, and a fundamental

matrix is given by
^(«,Z) - exp [Z7(A - IE)]

which shows there are no solutions Sj(— oo). The nature of the solutions depends
on the characteristic roots of the matrix 7(A — IE). The characteristic polynomial
of this matrix is

/(m,Z) * det (^E - 7(A - IE))

so that /(/i,Z) « J(A,0- Since

/(m,Z) “ det - 7(A - IE)) I)

show f(pjl) ~ /(— Because A -f m7 is Hermitian if « 0, it follows that for

3fZ ^ 0 none of the characteristic roots of 7(A — IE) can have a zero real part.

The problem Ix' + Ax ^ lx on (— 00
,
00

) is thus self-adjoint. Prove that for

0 ^ t < 00 the problem Ix' + Ax - lx, together with an appropriate set of 5 homo-
geneous boundary conditions at Z =0, yields a self-adjoint problem. Investigate the
nature of the spectrum in these two cases.

5. Show that an alternative way to obtain a self-adjoint problem in Prob. 4 on
0 ^ Z < « is by use of

(^*7^,)' - (Z - Z)^V

for any solution <p of Ix' -1- Ax = Zx.

Hint: Adjoin s conditions U^'^^x = 0 at Z » 0 so that for any <p satisfying ** 0
it is the case that <p*Itp » 0 at Z « 0.
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6. Let L be the operator given by Lx = Ix' A (t)Xj where I is the matrix aefined

in Prob. 4 and A is an r-by-r (r = 25, a ^ 1) matrix of continuous real functions on
— « < i < 00 which are periodic of period 1, i.e., A(i + 1) = A(f), and A « -4'.

Prove that the problem Lx lx on — <« <t < oo ia self-adjoint with no boundary
conditions required. Consider self-adjoint problems on [0, « ).

Hint: From Sec. 5, Chap. 3, the fundamental matrix ^ of Lx = lx satisfying

4»(0,Z) = E, the identity matrix, is of the form ^(tjl) = P(jt,l)e^^^^\ where

Pit + 1, 0 « P(i,Z)

and jR(Z) is a constant matrix for fixed L This shows that there are no solutions

«5,oo) and no point spectrum. The problem on [0, «) can be treated by the

device of Prob. 5.

7. If (a,6) is an open real interval, the space is a Hilbert space with inner

product

Let iD be the set of all u e S®(a,b) of class on (a,Z)), absolutely continuous on

every closed subinterval of (a,6), and Lu e S®(a,6), where L is the formally self-adjoint

differential operator defined in Sec. 1. Let T be the operator in S®(a,b) with domain D
and Tu - Lu for u e !©. Let Ds denote the set of all w e SD such that w = 0 outside

some closed bounded subinterval of (a,h), the interval may depend on Uf and let S be

the operator in SPiafi) with domain Ds defined by Su «= Lu for u e SDs. Prove that S
is a symmetric operator and that its closure S is the adjoint T* of T,

Hint: Use the variation-of-constants formula.

8. Suppose T ^ T"*, that is, T is self-adjoint. Let, for any closed subinterval 6 of

(a,b), the set SDj be all u e ^^ia,h) such that u e on 5, is absolutely con-

tinuous on 5, and Lu e S*(5), and u satisfies a set of self-adjoint boundary conditions

Uiu ~ 0. Define Ts to be the operator with domain Ds given by Tsuit) =» Lu(0,

t e 5, and Tsuit) « 0 for Z not in 5. Show that Tj is self-adjoint. Let the spectral

resolutions of T and ITj be given by

T = JL
respectively. Prove that ||J^5 (X)u — J^(X)u|| —»• 0, as 6-4 (a,6), for every u e

if X is not an eigenvalue of T.

Hint: Let be the pointwise limit of Ts. Prove that the closure f« of is just

T. Apply a result due to Eellich [see B. v. Sz. Nagy, Spektraldarstellung linearer

Transforniaiionen des Hilbertschen RaumeSf Ergeb. Math. voL 5 (1942) p. 66.]

9 . Using the result of Prob. 8 and Theorem 2.1, prove that

n

E (mt) = X dp,»(X)

j,k^l

where A = (pt,X], E(A) « £?(X) — E(m), and the ¥>,*, gk are as defined in

Theorem 2.2. From this, prove the Parseval equality and expansion theorem.

XO. Formulate and prove results corresponding to Probs. $ and 9 which are ana-

logues of Case II, Chap. 10.



CHAPTER 11

ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF LINEAR BOUNDARY-VALUE

PROBLEMS ON A FINITE INTERVAL

1. Introductiont

Let a S i S be a closed bounded interval and let L be the linear

differential operator of order n (n ^ 1) defined by

Lx = pox<"> + pix^’'~'^ + • •
• + Pn-ix' + p„a;

where the pk are complex-valued functions of class O'"”* on and

Po{t) 5^ 0 on [a,b]. The principal concern of this chapter will be with

boundary-value problems such as investigating the solutions of Lx = 0
on [a,&] which satisfy a set of homogeneous boundary conditions of the

type
n

y (ilf3)fcX<*-b(a) + JV/fcX<*=-«(5)) = 0 (j = 1, m) (1.1)
jfc-1

where the Mjk and iVy* are complex constants. Corresponding to any
homogeneous boundary-value problem is a well-defined “ adjoint

problem which is associated with the Lagrange adj oint L"*" of L given by

L+rc = + (— + • *
• + PnX

and a set of boundary conditions complementary*’ in a sense to those

for the problem associated with L. It will be shown that many properties

of the original problem are mirrored into ^^complementary*’ properties of

the adjoint problem. This chapter is largely algebraic.

The fundamental results follow from two important formulas, that of

Green and the boundary-form formula. The latter will be discussed in

Sec. 2. Recall that Green’s formula says that if, for example, u,v s C” on
a ^ t ^ b, then

{Ln)v dt — u(L’^v) dt == [uv\ (tz) — [uv] (ti) (1.2)

tOnly Sec. 6 of Chap. 12 requires Chap. 11, and for this purpose Theorems 3!1,

3.2, and 4.1 can be omitted.

284
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where a ^ h < h ^ b, and [u«](i) is the form in («, u', and

{v, v', . . . ,
«'“““) given by

M(0 = X X
(-!)’

If the form [uv]{t) is written as

M(i) = X

then it is clear that B,k{t) = 0 for j + fc > n- + 1, and

Bjk{t) = (-l)'-‘po(0

for j + k = n + 1. Therefore the- matrix B(t) with elements Bjkit) is a

triangular one of the form

B 11 Bt

Bit) =

Thus det B(t) = (po(<))” and hence B{t) is nonsingular for a ^b.

It will be convenient now to introduce the notion of a semibilinear form.

Such a form is a complex-valued function § defined for pairs of vectors

f,g with k components satisfying

§(«/ + Pg,h) = otg{f,h) + fi${g,h,)

$(f,ag -b ph) = a$if,g) + 0$if,h)

for any complex numbers a, P, and vectors f,g,h. If / — ifu • • • » /*)

and g = (gi, . . . , Qk) the product / • g is defined as

h

f -9 = ^fiSi

If S is a fc-by-fc matrix, with elements s<y, fit/ •
fir is a semibilinear form

k

$(f,g) =Sf-g^ X
ij-

1

It is clear that is a semibilinear form with matrix Bit). The

right side of Green’s formula (1.2) may also be considered as a form in

(«(ii), u'ih), ...» uih), . . . , u<”^'^>its)) and ivih). v'ih),
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. . . ,
^^(^2), . . . ,

The 2n-by-2n matrix B corre-

sponding for this form is given by

^ "
V On B(h)J

where On is the zero matrix. Clearly det B = (
— 1)” det B(ti) det 5(^2).

Consequently B is nonsingular for all ^i, t 2 in [a, 6].

2. The-Boundary-form Formula

Given any set of 2mn complex constants Mu, Nij (i = 1, . - • ,

j = 1, . . . j
n), define 7n boundary operators Ui, . . . , !7m for functions

X on a ^ t ^ b, for which 0* = 1, . . . ,
^ “ 1) exists at a and 6, by

n

Uic=
Y,

{%=!,... ,m) (2.1)

y-1

Clearly, if a and /S are complex numbers and Xi,X 2 s on [a, 6], then

Ui{oLXi "b ffx2) “ aUiXi -|- ^UiX 2 ,
that is, the TJi are linear operators.

The operators Ui will also be called boundary forms. They are said to be

linearly independent if the only set of complex constants ci, . . . , Cm for

which
m

y ciVix — 0

for all x e on [ajb] is the set Ci = C2 = * * * = Cm — 0.

The forms (2.1) may be described more briefly if f is defined to be the

vector associated with x with components x, x'

,

and M, N
are the m-by-n matrices with elements Mij, Nij, respectively. Also, let U
denote the vector boundary form with components Ui, ,

Um- In

these notations (2.1) becomes simply

Ux ^ M^{a) +Nm
If {M :N) denotes the matrix with m rows and 2n columns

• • • Jlfin Nn • •
JNTin

(
2 .2)

(M-.N) =

^

m

N„

then it is easy to see that XJi, ... ,Um are linearly independent if and
only if rank {M\N) = m. If the latter condition holds in (2.2), XJ will

be said to have rank m. It will always be assumed that for any vector

form V the number of components is equal to its rank.
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To any m linearly independent boundary forms f/i, . . . , I/m it is

always possible (in many ways) to adjoin 2n — m linearly independent

forms t/m+i, . . . ,
I/an such that the combined system I/i, . . . ,

U^n

constitute 2n linearly independent boundary forms. This is equivalent

to imbedding the matrix {M\N) in a 2n-by“2n nonsingular matrix. Let

Uc be the vector form with the components t/m+i, • . . ; t/an. If 1/ is

any form of rank m and Uc any form of rank 2n — m such that the vector

form with components t/i, . . . ,
t/2n has rank 2?^, then U and Uc are

said to be complementary boundary forms.

Remark. The only application of the results of this chapter will be

for the case m — n and therefore the reader may restrict himself to this

case in what follows, if he desires.

The boundary-form formula will show how the form on the right side

of Greenes formula (1.2) may be considered as a linear combination of a

boundary form and a complementary form. In order to prove this, two

remarks concerning the semibilinear form (1.3) will be required. It will

be recalled that the adjoint of a matrix A = {oif) is the transposed com-

plex conjugate matrix A* = {pLjf). Thus

Sf’g=f-S*g

Now let g be the semibilinear form associated with a nonsingular

matrix S, and suppose f = F/, where F is a nonsingular matrix. There

exists a unique nonsingular matrix G such that if g Gg, then $(f,g) == / •

for all f and g. To see this, note that S(/,g) — Sf • g = • g. Hence

the matrix G = (SF"0*, which is clearly nonsingular, will satisfy the

requirement and is uniquely determined.

Suppose g has the unit matrix E
;
i.e., g(/,^) — f ’ g* Let F be a non-

singular matrix such that the first j (1 ^ j < k) components of / - F/

are the same as those of f. Then the unique nonsingular matrix G such

that g = Gg and / * gf = / - g is such that the last k — j components of g are

linear combinations of the last k — j components of g with nonsingular

coefficient matrix. To prove this, note that F must have the form

where 0+ is the zero matrix with j rows and fc — y columns. Let

where 0,- is a matrix with j rows and col'umns. Clearly

f-g^Ff-Gg = 0*Ff-g
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must be an identity in f and g. Thus = Ek^ and this means from

(2.3) and (2.4) that G^Ek-j = 0+, and since det Fk-^j - det F 9̂ 0,

G1 = 0+ or = 0„, the (fc — j)“^y-j zero matrix. From this follows that

Gk-d is nonsingular because G is nonsingular, and this completes the proof.

Theorem 2.1 (Boundary-form Formula). Given any boundary form U

of rank m, and any complementary form Ue, there exist unique boiindary

forms Utf of rank m and 2n — m, respectively, such that

[xy]{h) - [xy](a) = Ux • Uty + * U^y (2.5)

If tie is any other complementary form to U, and Ot, the corresponding

forms of rank m and 2n — m, then

U+y = c*my

for some nonsingular matrix C,

Proof, The left side of (2.5) may be considered as a semibilinear form

§ for vectors / with components (rc(a), . . . ,
x(b), . . . ,

a;^”-i^(5)), and g with components (2/(a), . . . , 2/(^)» • • • >

2
yC«“i)(i))) with nonsingular matrix B. Thus if

Ux = M^(a) + Nm'

then Ux = {M:N)f. Also UtP^ = {M:^)f for two appropriate matrices

for which

is of rank 2n. Thus

(y*.)
-

and, by the sentence in italics in the middle of page 287, there exists

a unique 2n-by-27i nonsingular matrix J such that §(/,$r) = Hf • Jg. If

then (2.5) holds.

The second statement in the theorem follows from the remark in italics

made on page 287 above (2.3), but here Hf and Jg correspond to / and g

in that remark.

3. Homogeneous Boundary-value Problems and Adjoint Problems

For any boundary form U of rank m there is associated the homogeneous

boundary condition

Ux=^0 (3 . 1)
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for functions x e on [a,b], and if 17+ is any boundary form of rank

2n — m determined as in Theorem 2.1, then the homogeneous boundary

condition

U+x = 0 (3.2)

is called an adjoint boundary condition to (3.1). It follows from Green’s

formula and the boundary-form formula that with (u,v) = r vx dt,

{Lu,v) = (u,L+v)

for all w e C" on [o,6] satisfying (3.1), and all t) e C" on [a, b] satisfying (3.2).'

Let D and Z>+ be the hnear subsets of the set of all functions « e C"

which satisfy (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Then Theorem 2.1 shows

that D+ is uniquely determined by U, although U+ is not. If the theorem

is apphed to C/+ instead of U, it follows that (3.1) is an adjoint boundary

condition to (3.2) and D is uniquely determined by 17+.

Associated with 17+ are two matrices of complex constants P and Q,

each with n rows and 2n — m columns, such that (P*:Q*) has rank

2n — m and
U+z = P*i(a) -I- Q*^{b)

It is of interest to characterize the adjoint condition (3.2) directly in

terms of the matrices M, N, P, Q.

Theorem 3.1. The boundary condition U+x — 0 is adjoint to C/x = 0

if and only if

MB-\a)P = JVJ5-i(b)Q (3.3)

where B(t) is the matrix associated with the form [x3/](<).

Proof. Let ij be the vector with components (y, y',

Then [xy]{t) = B(05(0 "^(O-

First, suppose TJ+x = 0 is an adjoint boundary condition to Ux = 0.

From Theorem 2.1 there exist forms Uc, U'f of rank 2n - m and m,

respectively, such that the boundary-form formula holds. Put

= Mciia) + Nci{b) rank (Af.iiVe) = 2n - m
Uty = Ptvia) -t- Qfr,ib) rank (P*:Q*) = m

Writing out the boundary-form formula, there results the following

identity in Ko); y(®)) v(b)‘

{PeM d- PMc)^(o,) • i?(a) d- (QcM d- QMc)J(o) • ij(&)

d- (PJV d- PNc)m via) d- iQcN + QNc)m v(h)

= Bib)m y(&) - B(a)m ’ n(a)

PM d- PM, = -B(o) PM d- PNc “ 0„

QM d- QMc « 0« QM + QN', = B(b)

Thus
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and, since B{a), B(b) are nonsingular, this implies that

-B-Ka)Po -B-Ka)P\fM N\^{En 0„\ .g.s

B-Kb)Qc B-Kb)Q/\Mc No) \0« Sn/

The mAtriv involving ilf, . . . ,
iV. is nonsingular, and hence so is the

matrix on the left. Since the latter is a left reciprocal for the matrix

involving M, ... ,Nc, it is also a right reciprocal. Thus

(M N\(-B-Ka)Pc -B-\a)P\ ^ (Eo. 0+ \

\Mo Nc}\ B-^Qc B-Kb)Qj V0_ Eu-rr,)

where 0+, 0_ are matrices with all elements zero. Therefore

-MB-Ka)P + NB-\b)Q = 0+

which is the relation (3.3).

Conversely, suppose Vf is a form of rank 2n — m, where

uty = Phia) + QhQ>)
and the relation

MB-Ka)Pi = NB-Kb)Qi (3.5)

holds. Since rank {M:N) = m, it follows that there exist exactly

2n — m linearly independent 2n-rowed vector solutions of the linear

system {M:N)u = 0. From (3.5) one sees that the 2n — m columns of

the matrix

are solutions of this system. Since rank (P* :
Q*)

— 2n — m,

and because B(a), B(b) are nonsingular, the rank of the matrix Hi in (3.6)

is 2n — m.

If = P*^(a) + Q*{(f>) = 0 is a boundary condition adjoint to

Ux = 0, then it follows that the matrix on the left in (3.4) is nonsingular,

and this implies that if

then the rank of H must be 2n - m. Therefore by (3.3) the columns of

H also form 2n — m linearly independent solutions of {M:N)u = 0.

Hence there exists a nonsingular (2n - m)-by-(2n - m) matrix A such

that Hi = HA, implying that B-^{a)Pi = B-^(a)PA, B-\b)Qi =
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or Pi = PA^ Qi = QA, Consequently U^y — A*U'^y and
this proves Uiy = 0 is an adjoint boundary condition to Ux — 0.

If 1/ is a boundary form of rank m, the problem of finding solutions of

TTm: Lz — 0 Uz — 0

on [a,6] is called a homogeneous boundary-value problem of rank m. The
problem

Ttn^: L-^x = 0 f7+a; = 0

on [a,6] is defined to be the adjoint boundary-value problem to 7r*». Clearly

Tm is the adjoint problem to The identically zero function on

[a,6] is a solution of both Tm and and this will be referred to as the

trivial solution.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following:

Theorem 3.2. If m n, the boundary condition Ux = 0 is adjoint to

itself if and only if

MB-Ka)M* = NB-^{b)N*

Thus if the above holds and L+ = L, the boundary problem TTn is self-adjoint;

that iSj if UjV e C” on [a,b] and satisfy Ux = 0, then

(LUjV) = (UjLv)

This last equation follows from Green's formula and the boundary-form

formula.

If ^ 1, ...
, <pn is a fundamental set for Lx = 0, let ^ denote the non-

singular matrix

It is called a fundamental matrix associated with Lx = 0. Similarly, if

^ 1 ,
. . . ,

is a fundamental set for L^x = 0, let ^ denote the matrix

Vi—> ifi—

/

The meanings of U and XJ'^ are extended to matrices by defining

17$ = M$(a) + m{h)
U+^ = F*$(o) +

Theorem 3.3. The problem irm has exactly k (0 ^ fc ^ n) linearly

independent solutions if and only if 17$ has rank n, — k, where $ is any

fundamental matrix associated with Lx — 0.
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Proof, The function <p satisfies La; = 0 if and only if the corresponding

yector $ with components . . . ,
is of the form ^ = $c,

where c is a constant vector. Thus V^p = 0 if and only if

U{^c) = {V^)c = 0

The number of linearly independent vectors c satisfying (I7#)c = 0 is

n — rank {V^),

If ^>1 is any other fundamental matrix associated with Lx =* 0, then

— #(7, where C is a nonsingular constant matrix. Therefore

rank (U^i) = rank (U^)

completing the proof.

If Tm has exactly k linearly independent solutions, say <piy . .

h

then any linear combination ^ Ci<pi, where the Ci are complex numbers, is

m

again a solution. Moreover, if <p is any solution of then ^ (k<Pi

for some constants c». Thus the solutions of tt^ form a vector space over

the complex numbers of dimension fc.

There exists a certain duality between the number of nontrivial solu-

tions of TTm, and irtn-m*

Theorem 3.4. If Vm has exactly k linearly independent solutions, then

has exactly k + m — n linearly independent solutions.

Proof. Let <pi, <pk he k linearly independent solutions of Xm.

Suppose I7c, where

= ilfef(a) + N^m
is a boundary form of rank 2n — m complementary to U. It will first

be proved that the vectors Uopi (i = 1, . . . ,
fc) are linearly inde-

pendent. Suppose they are not. Then for some constants, ai,
,
a*,

not all zero,

h

^ OLiUc<pi = 0

1

and this implies

t/c

k

= 0 (3.8)

However,

(3.9)
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h

for each of the <pi satisfies Ux = 0. Thus if ^ ^ oii<pi and the corre-

<—

1

spending f vector is then (3.8) and (3.9) together give

M f(a) + iVf(b) = 0MM +NM = 0

Since

n)-*'
it follows that f(a) - |(6) == 0. But = 0, and thus by uniqueness

ip(t) — 0 for a ^ ^ ^ 6. This contradicts the definition of ^ as a non-

trivial linear combination of
, <pk* Hence

OKI = a2 = • • “ = a* = 0

Let ^ 1 ,
. . . ,

be n linearly independent solutions of L+a; == 0, and

suppose ^ is the corresponding fundamental matrix. Green’s formula

gives

0 = - {(pi^L-^ypi) = [<p^'Pj]ib) — [(pirpiKa)

for i = 1, . . . ,
fc, i = 1, . . . ,

n. By the boundary-form formula

this is equal to

U<pi * Ut^s + U,<pi • U-^yp^

and since U<pi = 0 (i = 1, . . . , A;) there results

Uc<Pi • U+fi = 0

or, since f • g = g*f for any column vectors / and g^

iU^)*Uc<Pi - 0 (t - 1, . . . ,
fc)

Hence the system — 0 has the k linearly independent 2n — m
dimensional vectors Ug<pu • . . , Uom as solutions. Therefore

rank (U’^) = rank S (2rz- — m) — fc

Suppose rank (17+^) = r < (2n — iri) — fc. Then it can be shown by
similar reasoning that, if is any fundamental matrix associated with

Lx —
0, rank (U^) ^ m -- (n ^ r) < n -- k, which is a contradiction.

Therefore rank (U'^) = 2n — m — fc, and this implies that there exist

exactly k m — n linearly independent solutions of by Theorem
3.3.

In particular
f
Th and vt have the same number of independent solutions.
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4. Nonhomogeneous Boundary-value Problems and Green’s Function

A nonhomogeneous boundary-value problem associated with is a

problem of the form

Lx ^ f Ux — y (4.1)

on a ^ t ^ bj where / is a complex-valued continuous function on [a,b]

and 7 is a complex constant vector such that either / is not the zero func-

tion or 7 5*^ 0. Here it will be assumed that C/ is a boundary form of

rank m. Clearly if <p and ^ are two solutions of (4.1), the difference

^ — (p is a solution of tt^. Hence, if Tm has k linearly independent solu-

fc

tionsv?!, . . . then^ ^ X . . . ,Ck-

iZi

The problem (4.1) does not always possess solutions; the theorem below

gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution.

The following result will be used. Let A be a matrix and b a vector.

Then Ax = b has a solution if and only if 6 • = 0 for every solution u

of A'^x = 0.

Theorem 4,1. The nonhomogeneous problem (4.1) has a solution if and

only if m =yUt4' (4.2)

holds for every solution yp of the adjoint homogeneous problem

If 7 = 0, then the condition (4.2) says that/ must be orthogonal to all

solutions \p of

Proof of Theorem 4,1. If ^ is a solution of (4.1) and yp satisfies

then Green’s formula and the boundary-form formula yield

M) ~ (^,L+^) = U<p • UtyP + Uccp • mp
and (4.2) results immediately.

Conversely, suppose (4.2) holds for all yp satisfying Every solu-

tion <p oi Lx — / is of the form
n

where . . . ,
is a fundamental set for Lx ~ 0, c» are constants, and

<p a particular solution of Lx = /. Thus (4.1) has a solution if and only

if there exist constants Ci, . , . , Cn such that

n

^ CiUpi + Vip — 7

OI

= 7 — TJ<p (4.3)
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where $ is the fundamental matrix corresponding to . . . , tpn, and e

is the constant vector with components ci, . . . ,
c». Now (4.3) has a

solution c if and only if y — !7(p is orthogonal to every solution u of the

corresponding adjoint homogeneous system

that is.

(m)*u=^o (4.4)

(7 — Utp) * = 0 (4.5)

Let xtn-m have exactly linearly independent solutions, • • • , i'll*-

By precisely the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.4, it can

be shown that the fc+ vectors - • - ,
are linearly independent

m-dimensional vectors which are solutions of (4.4). The number of

linearly independent solutions of (4.4) ism — rank — m — (n — k),

where k is the number of linearly independent solutions of *„. But from

Theorem 3.4, k+ = m — n + k, and hence (4.5) holds for every u satisfy-

ing (4.4) if and only if

(y - Uv) = 0 (i = 1, . . . ,
k+) (4.6)

Applying Green’s and the boundary-form formulas to ^ and ikit one

obtains

(m - U9 • (4.7)

and together with (4.2) this yields (4.6). Therefore there exists a con-

stant vector c such that (4.3) obtains, proving the existence of a solution

of (4.1).

Corollary. The problem (4.1) has a unique solution if m = n and the

only solution of is the trivial one.

Proof. By Theorem 3.4, ir;*" has only the trivial solution so that only

^ = 0 enters (4.2) . A more direct proof is that must have rank n in

(4.3) which leads to the above at once.

Suppose m = n. By Theorem 3.4 this implies that ir„ and have the

same number k of linearly independent solutions. If fc = 0, it is possible

to solve the nonhomogeneous problem (4.1) with y “ 0 explicitly in

terms of the Green’s function.

The existence of the Green’s function (?(<,t,Z) for the problem

Lx — lx = f Xfx — Q

was established in Chap. 7. It was there shown that, if the homo-

geneous problem had no solution at I, thenG existed. (It was also shown

that, if for one value of I the homogeneous problem had no solution, then

it would have solutions only for a set of I which are the zeros of an entire

function.) Here I will be taken as zero and it will be assumed vn has only

the trivial solution. (r(t,r,0) will be denoted by G{t,T). The unique
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solution of (4.1) -with 7 = 0 is given by 2f> where

m) = [^Git,r)fir)dr

If xn has only the trivial solution, then clearly x;!' has only the trivial

solution, and hence Green’s function (r+ for izt exists and is unique.

Theorem 4.2. If Xn has only the trivial solution, Green’s function (?*" for

ir* is given by

G+(t,r) = G(t,<) (4.8)

Proof. Let o < ti < tj < i> and consider the functions Gi and Gt
given by Gi(t) = G(t,ri), Gt(t) = G+(t,Ti). Then applying Green’s

formula to each of the intervals [a, ri — 0], [ri + 0
,
t2 — 0], [tj + 0,

b],

there results

[GtGt]{ri. - 0) - IGiGlKa) + [GiGtKr, - 0) - [GiGjKn + 0)

+ [GiGtm - [GrGt]{r^ + 0) = 0 (4.9)

By the boundary-form formula

.[Gi(??](&) - [GiGtm = 0 (4.10)

From the form of [a:y](0 it follows that the only terms of interest in (4.9)

are those involving the (n — l)st derivatives, and these are

Po(0[(— l)’’~^x(t)y<-’'-'-'>(t) + (t)5(t)] (4.1p

Now G satisfies

a»->G
(t -1- 0, t)

a»->G
(t - 0,

t)
1

Po(t)
(4.12)

and similarly for G+

a’>-iG+
(r + 0, t)

a»-«G+

dP'-’-
(t - 0, t)

1

(-l)’‘Po(r)
(4.13)

It follows easily from (4.9) through (4.13) that G*{ri,ri) — G(t2,ti) = 0.

Similar reasoning shows this is true for ti > t 2, proving the theorem.

To consider G(t,r,V), the differential operation (L — 1) is considered

instead of L. Let Li = L — I and consider the problem

Lix = 0 Ux = 0 (4.14)

The adjoint problem is given in terms oiL* = L+ — 1 and 17+. Applying

Theorem 4.2 to (4.14), it follows that

G+(<,r,Z) = G(r,t,t) (4.15)
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For the self-adjoint problem where L+ = L and C7 and 17+ are equivalent,

it follows that

which was proved in Chap. 7.

PROBLEMS

1. Let Lx ^ — (pa:0 qx, where p is positive and p
'
is absolutely continuous on

[a,&] and q is continuous and real. Let

Ux = ^ 4- ^
\m2i m2i/ \x'(a)/ \n2i naa/ W(6)/

Show that 7 is its own adjoint if and only if

pip)

^iiWaa mufUii

pia)

fhiimz2 —
pia)

p (b )

fl2in22 — Tiaii^aj

p (b)

niinaa ” 'U-ai^ia

P (f>)

If M and N are real, notice that only the last condition is required.

2. Prove (4.16) using (Lu,v) « (u,L’^v) for u,v e C’*[a,6] and satisfying Uu « 0,

U+v « 0.

Hint: For /,^€C[o,b], let uit) «« Oit,r,T)f{T) dr, vit) ^ 0‘^(t,r,l)g(T) dr.

Then I/w = Zu + /, L+v Zw -|- gr, Uu » 0. U'^v « 0.

5. Let the adjoint of L be L+; let the boundary form V have rank n and adjoint I7+.

Suppose for all UjV e C"[a,6] and satisfying Ux ^ 0

(LujV) “ {UjLv)

Then show that ^ L and that U is its own adjoint, that is, U’^x « 0 is equivalent

to Ux - 0.

Hint: For aU u^v e C"[a,6) and vanishing identically near a and 5, (w,Lt;) — (w,L+t?).

This implies (L — L'^)v =* 0 for all such v and thus L « L+, since a homogeneous linear

differential equation cannot have solutions vanishing over an interval and not identi-

cally zero. If 17+ is adjoint to f/,

(Lu,v) ~ {%Lv) - Uu • Utv + Ucu • 17+t;

so that for all u,v satisfying Ux « 0, UoU • U'^v «» 0. From this it follows that

U+v = 0 for all V satisfying Uv ^ 0. Since the ranks of the matrices associated with

U and t/+ are both n, this implies the result.

4. Let L, Uj and L+ be defined as in Prob. 18, Chap. 7, but now it is no longer

assumed that self-adjointness prevails. Show that 7+ is determined and an adjoint

problem associated with Lx ^ lx, Ux ^ 0.

6. Since U is assumed to have nr components above, show that the problem above
and its adjoint have the same number of linearly independent solutions.

6. Show that if L and 17 are as in Prob. 4, and U has nr components, if the r-by-r

matrix Git,r,l) is the Green's function for solving Lx •« Zx -f-/, 17x - 0 and is

that associated with the adjoint problem, then

(?+(W) -



CHAPTER 12

NON-SELF-ADJOINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS

1. Introduction

In the case where a boundary-value problem on a finite interval is not

necessarily self-adjoint, the methods of Chap. 7 are no longer adequate,

and a new approach is required in order to obtain an expansion theorem.

Such an approach is furnished by the Cauchy integral method. The

method is valid for the self-adjoint problem already treated in Chap. 7

and yields complete information about the convergence of the expansion

for any iategrable function.

The essence of this method can be easily seen by looking at the expan-

sion theorem in the self-adjoint case in a slightly different light. Let L
denote an nth-order ordinary differential operator which is formally self-

adjoint, and consider a self-adjoint boundary-value problem

t: Lx = lx Ux = 0

on a closed bounded interval a ^ t ^b. Then there exists a complete

orthonormal set of eigenfunctions {x*}. and a Green’s function

G = Oit,r,T)

for the equation Lx = lx, provided I is not one of the eigenvalues X*,

fc = 1, 2, . . . . The expansion theorem of Chap. 7 states that for any

function / e 8*(a,&)
00

/ = y
*-1

where

(/,x*) = X'/(0x*(<) dt

and the series converges in the mean to /. Let

mm = jy{t,r,T)f(r) dr

Then since Lxk = Xibx* = + (X* — R follows that

mf,Xk) = (/,8(Z)x*) = (X* -
298
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and hence the Fourier series for S(l)f is given by

299

9(0/ = y (X* - l)~^(f,xk)xk

ib«* 1

Using the residue theorem with Cm a simple closed curve in the I plane

which encircles each of the poles Xi, . . . , Xw exactly once in the counter-

clockwise direction, this leads formally to

00

Z ^ J2“.L
ib-1

the Cauchy integral formula for the series expansion of /.

In the non-seK-ad]oint case it is possible, as was shown in Chap, 7, to

define Green’s function (j(i5,T,Z) whenever the entire function A — A(i) does

not vanish identically. Further, it makes sense to speak of the integral

Lmfdi
where Cm is a simple closed curve encircling eigenvalues Xi, . , . ,

Xm,

which may be complex. Then the expansion theorem results by showing

that for suitably restricted functions /,

/ = lim [ (1.1)

Thus /is represented as minus the sum of the residues of 8(0/*

In this chapter the second-order problem

Lx = + q{t)x ^ lx . .

UiX = aiix(0) + a»-2a?'(0) + a^xiir) + anx^ix) =0 (i = 1, 2)
^ ‘ ^

will be first considered. Here g is a continuousf complex-valued function

on 0 g ^ ^ TT, and the Uty are complex constants. By a transformation

of the form t — at + any closed bounded interval a ^ t ^ b can be

carried into 0 g ^ g tt, so that it is no restriction to limit attention to the

latter interval. The generalization to the case whereL is of the nth order

is straightforward, and will be outlined in Sec. 4.

The matrix A = (a»;) of two rows and four columns specifies the

boundary conditions. It will be assumed that it has rank 2; otherwise

there would exist only one linearly independent boundary condition.

t It will be seen from the proofs that the continuity restriction on q can be relaxed

greatly. In fact, all results hold if g is only required to be integrable on 0 ^ ir.
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Let ^1, ipi be linearly independent solutions oi Lx = Uc satisfying

iorjj'k — 1, 2. These functions are continuous in (^,^) for 0 g ^ ir and

aR Ij and for fixed t are entire functions of L A nontrivial solution of

(1.2) will exist for a given I if and only if the determinant

Uiipi Ul<P2

XJiipi U2<p2

vanishes. As a function of Z, A is entire, and its zeros are the eigenvalues

for (1.2).

In the self-adjoint case it was seen that A could not vanish identically,

for the eigenvalues are all real. Moreover, A had to vanish at an enumer-

able set of points on the real axis. For the non-self-adjoint case the

situation can be quite different. For example, if g is the zero function

on 0 g Z ^ and

then elementary calculations show that A vanishes for all Z. On the other

hand, if

for the same g, then A is a constant, not zero, and therefore there are no
eigenvalues. Clearly it is then necessary to give sufficient conditions

which will insure that these degenerate cases will not occur.

The method of this chapter will be to show that in a large number of

cases the general problem (1.2) can be reduced to the study of the same
problem when q{t) == 0 for 0 g Z ^ tt. In the latter case, the function A
of Z can be given explicitly, as can the Green's function.

Where the above method fails, the problem (1.2) is handled by dealing

directly with (1.2) and by using the results of Chap. 6 to get the asymp-
totic behavior of its Green's function as |Z1 oo

^
as is indicated at the

end of Sec. 3.

2. Green's Function and the Expansion Theorem for the Case Lx = —a;"

Since later interest will center on the problem (1.2) with the correspond-

ing Green's function G, it will be convenient to denote by A the special

operator given by

Ax = —x"

and by T, Green's function for the problem on 0 J g ir.

Ax — Zx Uix = 0 U2X = 0 (2 . 1 )
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when it exists. Setting I = p*, it follows that, except when p = 0, c*'’* and
are independent solutions of Aa: = p^x. The zeros of the function

(0 of p defined by

w(p)
Vie'"* Une'*"*

(2 .2)

are those values of p for which (2.1) has a nontrivial solution for I = p®,

except at p = 0. The Green’s function for (2.1) exists for those p for

which to(p) 0, and is given for p 0 by

where M is defined by

Mit,T,p)

6)(p)

M{t,r,p) =
yit,r,p)

' v

Uiy Vie'"* Uier*"*

Uiy Vie'"* Uie~*"*

(2.3)

(2.4)

and the function 7 is a fundamental solution of the equation Ax = p*x.

It can be defined as that solution of this equation [when considered as a

function of t for fixed t(0 <T<x)]on 0 <T<i^ir which satisfies

7 (t + 0, T, p) = 0, {dy/dt)(T + 0, T, p) = — 1, and y{t,r,p) = 0 for

0 ^ g T. With this definition of 7, a solution <p oi Ax = p®x +/,
where / is integrable on 0 ^ i ^ x, is given by

<p(f) = 7 (<,v,p)/(t) dr

Formula (2.3) may be verified directly from the definition of F or by
reference to Prob. 12, Chap. 7. Since T is a meromorphic function of I

and therefore of p, it must be given by (2.3) for p = 0 also.

The explicit nature of F will now be examined. From the definition of

w it follows that

w(p) =

+ e~‘'"

(Xii — %p(tl2

<X21 — %p(l22

dll + ip(ii2

CL2\ “h ipO,22

diz + ip(^x4

CI23 H" %pOf2A

— ^Ipdli

(128 — %pO>24
— 2ip

Oil

a2i

(ii«

O22
— 2<p

a^z

au

Using the notation

Ajk ==
Oii (Ilk

0>2j a>7k

this can be written as

w(p) = — P(p)e*^"‘ + P(—

—

2i{Ai2 + Aa^p (2.5)

where

P(p) = A24P® + i{Au — A^^p + All (2^6)
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Another form for (2.5) is

u(p) = — 2i(A24P* + Ais) sin irp + 2i(A2» - Au)p cos vp
— 2i(Aii + Au)p (2.7)

from which it is obvious that « is an entire function mth an infinite number

of zeros unless Aik = 0, An =>= 0, and Ass = An,

The function y is readily seen to be

yit,T,p) = -p-‘ sin p(f - t) (t < 0
= 0 it ^ r)

After a little tedious calculatitm, M is found to satisfy for « ^ t:

-2ipMit,r,p) = P(p)e‘A»-H-o + p(_p)e-iK-r+o + Q(p)e><’(—

«

+ Q(-p)e-*'-f'-^« + 2iAiipW‘^*~'^ - (2.8)

where P is given by (2.6) and

Qip) — Anp^ — iiAu + Ai^p — An
For.t > T,

-2ipMit,r,p) = P(p)e‘'<'-'-^"> + P(-p)e-''><'-‘^> + Qip)e'»<^*-^'>

+ Q(-p)e-‘'><’^‘-"> + 2tAi2p[e''>(’-« - (2.9)

In terms of trigonometric functions, (2.8) becomes for f ^ t

—ipM{t,T,p) = (A24P® + A 13) cos p(ir — T + f)

— (Ai4 — A28)p sin p(ir — t + i) + (A24P* — Aia) cos p(t — t — f)

+ (Ai4 + A23)p sin p(ir — r — t) — 2pAi4 sin p{t — r) (2.10)

A gimilnr formula for —ipMit,T,p) results for < > r by interchanging t and

T, and replacing A 34 by An, in the right side of (2.10).

If A24 0, it follows easily from (2.7) that the zeros of «, for large jp],

are close to p = ±wi, where m goes through the positive integers. Let

each integer ±m be enclosed by a circle of radius -i and with that integer

as center. Denote the points interior to these circles by E. Then the

circles with equations |p1
= m + -I do not intersect E (and thus do

not intersect any zeros of to) for large integer m. Hence they may be

taken as simple closed curves surrounding the zeros of to. Since I = p®,

the circles Cm go into circles Cm- 1^1 = (»i + -y)* in the Z-plane.

Let ffm be given for integrable functions / on 0 ^ t ^ t by

= (|^"r(<,r,p»)/(r)dr)pdp (2.11)

where each circle is traversed once in the positive direction. It will be
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shown, in the case ^4.24 0, that the difference between and the mth
partial sum of the Fourier cosine development of / tends to zero as

m —» 00
,
uniformly on 0 g ^ ^ tt. The cosine partial sums are given

by

where

m

Sm(t) = y Ok cos kt

jb-^0

COS kr fir) dr 1
,
2

,
. . .)

Theorem 2.1. If Au 0, the difference am — Sm tends to zero as

m 00
,
uniformly on 0 S < ^ tt.

Remark: The sequence {0-^} is said to be equiconvergent with the

sequence {$m} on an interval if <r,» — Sm—^ 0 uniformly on the interval

as m —i- 00
.

Proof of Theorem 2,1. Let p = u + iVj where UjV are real. From
(2.7) it follows that

co(p) = --2z.A24P^ sin Trp + 0(lp|e*’'^') (1 p1
—^ «)

and, if p is outside the set E defined above, |sin Trpj > const Thus
if p is not in J5,11 /g—irlvlX

^ -2iAuP^'s^p + ^yw)

Since r(<,r,p2) = ikf(i,T,p)/co(p), it then follows from (2.10) that for large

|p|, p outside Ej

T(t,ry) =

or

1 cos p(7r — T “h i^) + cos p{ir r — t)

2 p sin irp

+ 0
(

g—lwlCir—Cr—i))\

W )
(t^r)

COS p{ir - t) cos pt
, ^

7^ \“W“/

V

(ir—CT“t))\

w~~)
{t g r) (2.12)

For t> T & similar estimate holds for r, the only change being that t and

T are interchanged in (2.12). Thus from (2.11) <r« may be thought of as

consisting of the stun of two terms and <r^^, where

o-iJ>(0
-•/ ir

[Jo

COS p(7r — ^) cos pr

Sin Tp
/(t) dr

+ i;
cos p(t — r) cos pt

sm Tp f{r) dr
\
dp
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Interchanging the order of integration and using the residue theorem,

there results

As-l

COS kt cos fcr

— Sm{t)

the mth partial sum of the Fourier cosine expansion of /.

It only remains to show that tends to zero uniformly in 0 ^ i g t

as m —> 00. From (2.12) one is led to estimate

f /** g“l«I (r-i)

LI,
(2.13)

If 6 > 0
,
then this term is

A simple calculation shows that, since Cm has radius Tm = m +

(2.14)

ft+ s . ;

By making 6 small enough / 1/(t)1 dr can be made arbitrarily small,

independent of t, since 1/(t)
|

dr is uniformly continuous onO ^ t ^ r.

Having chosen 5, the integer m can be made large enough so that the

integral in (2.14) is made arbitrarily small. Thus (2.13) tends to zero

uniformly in i as m oo , Entirely sinoilar considerations apply to the

last term in (2.12) except that the integral of |/(r)| over (r — 5, ir) enters

instead of over (t, t + 8). The terms for i > r are handled similarly, and

this proves the theorem.

The case A 24 5*^ 0 is not the only one for which a theorem of the type

Theorem 2.1 holds. For example, if A 24 = 0, and Au — A 28 7*^ 0, then

(2.7) and
(2 . 10) imply the existence of circles Cm and a set E as before,

where Cm does not intersect E for large m. Similar estimates to (2.12)

hold. It would be of value to the student to formulate and prove the

analogue of Theorem 2.1 for this case and also the case where Ais 9̂ 0

and all other An = 0 .

It can be shown directly that if / is differentiable on 0 ^ t ^ ir, then

(Tm given by (2 . 11) converges to / as m — 00 except possibly at 0 and tt.

Briefly, what is involved is to observe that M is a linear sum of exponen-

tials in T. Thus

j’ M(t,T,p)f(T) dr
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is a sum of terms of which

dr

is typical. This term can be integrated by parts, yielding

+ ^ r dr
tp ^P tpjt

The integration in p then gives f{t) from terms like the first one above.

The second and third terms are disposed of much as in the arguments

used to prove Theorem 2.1.

3. Green’s Function and the Expansion Theorem for the Case Lx =
-x" + q(t)x

Let G denote Green’s function for the problem

Lx = —a;" + q(t)x = lx Uix = 0 U2X = 0 (3^1)

where C7i, U2 are given in (1.2), and q is b, continuous complex-valued

function on 0 ^ S tt. As in Sec. 2, let T be Green’s function for the

problem

Ax = —x" = lx Uix = 0 Uftx ~ 0 (3.2)

Since SG/dt and dT/dt have the same discontinuity at = r, it follows

that G — r, considered as a function of i, is of class and, except

possibly at f = r, is of class However, since G satisfies Lx ^ lx

(except at < = t) and T satisfies Ax — lx (except at i =* r), G — T is, in

fact, of class because

A(G~ r) -Z(G-r) - -q{t)G

It follows from this equation and Z7<(G T) = 0, t ==» 1, 2, that, except

at the poles of G and F,

G(Z,r,Z) r(Z,r,Z) == T{tfSfl)q{s)G{SfTjl) ds (3.3)

It will be seen that the integral equation (3.3) determines the essential

behavior of G in terms of the known behavior of F. It will be shown
below that when F meets certain requirements for large 1Z|, (3.3) has a

solution G, and it follows at once from (3.3) that this G has all the desired

properties of Green’s function for large \l\ and therefore must be Green's

function. Thus, under these conditions, it will be the case that for any

continuous q the function G exists and is meromorphic because if G exists

for even one value of Z, A ^ 0.
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Under the assumption Au ^ 0, it follows from (2.12), and a similar

relation for t > t, that for large [pj, p outside E,

lr(^,T,p2)| ^ (3.4)

where A; is a constant dependent only on the boundary conditions, and

A„(i,r) =

The existence of a solution G of (3.3) will be proved under the assumption

that r satisfies (3.4).

Clearly the case A24 0 is not the only situation where (3.4) holds. If

Au — 0 and A 23 — A 14 0, then (2.7) and (2.10) imply the existence of a

set E outside of which (3.4) is valid, and again there is a family of circles Cm

of radii increasing by 1 when m increases by 1, and Cm does not intersect E
for large m. Another case in which (3.4) holds is when Aiz 9^ 0 and all

other Aij = 0.

Theorem 3.1. If Greenes function T for the problem (3.2) satisfies (3.4)

for all sufficiently large |p|, there exists a solution G of the integral equation

(3.3) for all sufficiently large \p\, p outside E,

Proof, The method of successive approximations can be used. Let

Go{t,T,l) be the zero function, and define Gp+i, p = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
by

Gp^i(t,T,l) =1 r(^,r,i!) ds (3«5)

for all
1 p| sufficiently large, where I = p^. Let

max \Gp+i(t,r,p^) - Gp(t,T,p^)\{hv{t,T))-^\p\ = kp (3.6)

where the maximum is taken over 0 ^ i ^ tt for fixed t and |p| large, p
outside E, By (3.4) and (3.5) it is clear that (3.6) holds for p — 0 with

fco = k. Suppose now that it has been shown that

k O' = 0, 1, , p) (3.7)

Then it will be proved that (3.7) holds for / = p + 1 as well. Indeed,

from (3.5),

fcp+i g Afcp|p|"^ max r lq(s)lhv(t,s)hv(s,r)(hv(t,T))'-^ ds

Using \s — + |t — a] ^ 1^
—

' rj, t — — s] + [r — s| ^ tt — — t],

«• — |r — «! + 1^ ""
si ^ T —

*
1^ — r|, and27r — — s[ — |r — s] ^ [< — t|,

there results

hv(t,s)hvis,r) ^ 2hv{t,T)

JCp+i ^ 2kkj,\p\-^ fj |g(s)| ds

Thus

(3.8)
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and if |p| is large enough

2fc|pl-i l2(s)l ds < i

Used in (3.8), this yields (3.7) for j = p + 1, and hence establishes (3.7)

for all j by induction.

The uniform convergence of the sequence {O',} to a limit function G
now follows readily. This G satisfies (3.3) for aU sufficiently large |Z|,

proving the theorem.

From (3.7) it also follows that [Gl satisfies the same inequality (3.4) as

r, with k replaced by 2k. Using this in (3.3) again, there results

lG(<,r,p*) - r(<,r,p*)l ^ 4fc*lpl-*A,(«,T) IJ lff(8)l ds (3.9)

Let / be an integrable function on 0 ^ i ^ ir, and let

/c„ (/o
p dp

and recall that <r„ is the corresponding sum for f using r,

ra-,P*)/Wdr)pdp

If r satisfies (3.4), it is possible to prove that {jSm} is equiconvergent with

{<r„}, which means — o-m -> 0 as m —> <», unifomcdy in <, 0 S « g r.

This reduces the study of the convergence of to the simple cases

considered in Sec. 2.

Theorem 3w2. If F scdisfies (3.4), then {jS™} £s equiconvergent wUh .

Proof. From (3.9) it follows that for small 5 > 0

2rl5„(i) - v„(01 ^ 2fci

+ 4Tfci l/(r)| dr (3.10)

where

and where obvious changes in the limits are made ifi<8ori>w — J.

Given any e > 0, $ can be chosen small enough so that the last term on the

right of (3.10) can be made less than «/2, independent of < on 0 ^ ^ x.

Having so chosen 5, then by taking m large enough it is possible to make

the first term on the right of (3.10) less than e/2, by making use of (2.14).

This proves the equiconvergence of {j8m} with {vm}.
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A particular case where Theorem 3.2 is valid is when A24 ^ 0. Cou-
pling this with Theorem 2.1, it follows that {5„} is eqxiiconvergent with
the Fourier cosine expansion of / on 0 ^ ^ ^ tt in this case.

In case (3.4) does not hold, the construction of G from T becomes more
complicated. The behavior of G{tyr,l) as |Zl can be found by using

the results of Theorem 3.1, Chap. 6. For an nth-order equation, Sec. 5,

Chap. 5, is relevant and Lx ^ he oi (3.1) is considered in the example at

the end of Sec. 5. With I ^ Lx ^ he has for 3p ^ 0 two solutions

<Pi and <p2 with

~ [1+i
/'

* + 0 (,^)]

«(i,p) ~ [1 -i ,(s) * + 0

Moreover,

<Piit,p) ~ e*'’*

^
ds + 0

j

and similarly for

Expressing A, of Chap. 7, and G(t,r,T) in terms of <pi and </>t and

using (3.11) and (3.12), the behavior of A and 0 for large |p| is found (for

9p S 0) . Since I = p*, this deternaines the behavior of G for large \l\ and

thus the convergence of

as m —> 00 may be considered.

4. The nth-order Case

The generalization of the method exploited in Secs. 2 and 3 to the case

of the nth-order linear differential operator is straightforward. Consider

the operator L, where

(3.11)

(3.12)

Lx =
-t- pi(<)x^““‘^ + •

• + Pn(t)x

and the pj are continuous complex-valued functions on some closed

bounded finite interval which, with no real restriction, may be assumed

to be 0 ^ ^ TT. Let 17 be a boundary operator with components Ui,

. . . ,Un,
n

17^ = J
(a«a:tf-«(0) -1- bijx(i-»(j)) (< = 1, . . . , n)

the Oii, bij being constants. The boundary-value problem of interest is
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Lx = IXf Ux = 0. A slightly more general problem

Lx = lr(t)x Ux == 0

where rp^OonO^^^-Tr and of class C” there, can be reduced to the

case where r(i) = 1 on 0 ^ ^ ^ t by the substitution ds == (r{t))^^dL

It is also possible to assume that pi(^) = 0 on 0 ^ ^ ^ if pi is pf

class because the substitution x = qy, where g is a solution of

M' + PiQ = Oj effects this. Thus it will be assumed that the boundary-

value problem is of the form

Lx = x^^^ + + * •
* + Pn(t)x = lx Ux — 0 (4.1)

where p?, , . . , pn are continuous functions on 0 ^ / g ^r.

The associated simpler problem

Aa; = x^^^ — lx Ux — 0 (4.2)

is considered. If the nth roots of 1 are ai, . . . ,
an, then a set of linearly

independent solutions of Ax — lx for Z 5^ 0 is . . - ,
where

I =; p«. Using these solutions, the explicit nature of Greenes function T

for (4,2) can be analyzed as in Sec. 2, and analogous expansion results

considered.

The relationship between Green's function 0 for (4.1) and T is obtained

as follows. Since, as a function of Z, G and T are of class C"*-® and since

they have the same discontinuity in the (n — l)st derivative at Z = r, it

follows that <7 — r is of class in Z. From the differential equations

in (4.1) and (4.2) it follows that the nth derivative of (? — F is continuous

at Z = r so that, in fact, G — F e in Z on 0 ^ Z g tt. Clearly, except

at Z = T,

A(G - F) - l(G - F) = « . . . _ (4.3)

where denotes the fcth derivative of G with respect to Z, Since

C7(G — r) =0, (4.3) implies that

G(t,r,D - nt,T,l) = fj T{t,s,l)f{s.r,l) da (4.4)

where

/(s,T,Z) = — p2(s)(?<'‘“*(s,T,Z) — • • • — p„(s)(?(s,r,Z)

From (4.4) follows

G<««,r,Z) - r<«(Z,r,Z) = /; r<«(Z.s,Z)/(s,r,Z) ds (4.6)

For cases where F has reasonably smooth behavior, (4.4) and (4.5) can be

used for large [pj (I = p") as defining (?. As in Sec. 3, (4.4) and (4.5) can

be dealt with by a successive-approximation procedure. This also yields
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a bound on |(? — F] which can be used as in Sec. 3 to get an equicon-

vergence theorem for the representations of a function by G and by F,

Where F has complicated behavior, the behavior of G for large |Z| can be

obtained directly by using the result of Chap. 6, as was indicated at the

end of Sec. 3 for the case n = 2.

6. The Form of the Expansion

Before proving the expansion theorem, the nature of the expansion

will be considered. The orthogonality of the eigenfunctions which holds

when T is self-adjoint need not hold when tt is no longer self-adjoint. It

is replaced by a biorthogonality relationship involving the eigenfunctions

of T and those of the adjoint problem 7r+ defined in Chap. 11.

Let Z = X be an eigenvalue for which means that

(L - X)x = 0 Ux^Q (5.1)

has k independent solutions, fc ^ 1. By Theorem 3.4, Chap. 11, this

implies that

(L+-X)a; = 0 17+a: = 0 (5.2)

also has fc independent solutions. Let X, and X^ be eigenvalues of t and
let Xp be ail eigenfunction of x for Z = Xp. Let be an eigenfunction of

T+forZ = X,. That

M,) 0 (5.3)

follows at once from the adjointness relationship

(LxM- (xp^+^«) =0 (5.4)

stated below (3.2), Chap. 11, if Xp 5^ X,.

In case Xp = X,, the relationship between x and ^ is treated, in an
important case, in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. If G = G{t,r,T)j the Green^s function for x, has a simple

pole at I = Xp, then the residue of G at the pole is

np

- ^ (6 .6)

where the x? and are eigenfunctions of ic for I ^ Xp and of x+ /or Z = Xp,

respectively. Moreover,

iXiM = h (^p ^ iy 3 ^ rip)

and the xjy rrip ^ j ^ Up, are a complete set of eigenfunctions ofiratl^Xp
and similarly the for at I = X^.
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From this and (5.3) it follows now that %% with eigenvalue Xp is orthog-

onal to all except one of the eigenfunctions of 7r+. The exception is

^|/i with eigenvalue Xp, and =1- As a corollary there is the follow-

ing theorem:

Theorem 6.2. If all the poles of G are simple and if the eigenfunctions

ofT are {xj}, then the eigenfunctions of can be arranged in a sequence {\pj}

so that

If Xi has eigenvalue Xp, then ypi has eigenvalue Xp.

In this case, the expansion (1.1) becomes, because (5.5) is valid at aU

poles,
00

m =
'I

Xi(t) Kr)Ur) dr (6.6)

which, in the self-adjoint case, of course becomes the familiar orthogonal-

function expansion theorem with == Xj. The expansion (1.1) does not

take the simple form (5.6) if G has poles of order higher than 1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let the residue of G at the simple pole I = Xp be

Go(tjT), Let Xj be an eigenfunction of r at i = Xp. Then

(L - Oxy = (Xp - Z)xy

so that

Xj(t) = (Xp - 0 G(t,r,T)xj{r) dr

Letting I —* Xp, (Z — 'kp)G(t,r,l) —> Go(Z,t). Thus

Xj(Z) = ~ ja
dr (5.7)

From (2.6), Chap. 7, it follows that (?(Z,r,Z) — K{t,r,l) is of class

as a function of t. Moreover, is an entire function of Z. Thus
Go(Z,r) is also the residue of <? — at Z = X, and therefore

G,it,r) ((?(Z,r,Z) - K(t,T,D) dZ

where the integral is over a small circle with the center at X,. Thus

Ga = Goit,r) is of class C" as a function of t. From (L — 1) G — 0
,

t 9^ r,

where L operates on G as a function of t, follows

(L - Xp)(? = (Z - Xp)(? UG = 0

and, expanding (? as a Laurent series in the neighborhood of Z = X,, there

follows for Z r

(L - Xp)<?o = 0 Wo * 0 (5.8)
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Since Go s C" as a function of t, (5.8) is valid at < = r also and therefore

Up

Go(t,T) = ^ C'j(t)xj(0 (
5 .9)

where the xy, m, ^ j ^ rtp, are the independent eigenfunctions of t at

I = Xp and the Cj are functions of r.

Since G+(i,T,Z) = G{T,t,T), it follows that Oo{r,t), the residue of G+ at

I = Xp, is also of class C" as a function of t, so that for «+ the analogue of

(5.8) is

(L+ - Xp),G«(t,<) = 0 UtGo(T,t) = 0 (5.10)

Thus since the xi independent, each Cj{t) in (5.9) must be an eigen-

function of T+ &t I = Xp. Denoting these eigenfunctions Cy(0 by -Mi),

the result (5.5) follows.

Using (5.5) in (5.7)
np

Xi(i) = ^ x.(<) X dr

Since the » are independent, the relation (xi,di) =* follows at once.

This shows that no = 0 and thus all the eigenfunctions xy of " at

I
— Xp occur in (5.5), If the di were not independent, the relationship

(Xi,M — would be impossible. This completes the proof of Theorem

5.1.

The Green’s function need not have simple poFes. The problem

—x" = lx x(0) = 0 x'(0) -f- x'(x) = 0

has double poles at all its eigenvalues, Xj, = (,2k -f- 1)*. Indeed, here

TV
^IH cos Z1(t — t)

G(t,T,l) -
2Z1 cos* (^*t)

f
®

{ sin li(t — t)

[ »

(t < t)

(t>r)

PROBLEMS

1. Discuss the nature of the residue of G(,t,T,l) at a multiple pole of O.

2. Consider the system

Lx ^ X* A{t)x =“ lR(t)x

on ah interval a where a; is a vector and where A and R are continuous

n-\}y~7i matrices and the characteristic roots of R are distinct on ct ^ ^ ^ Z>. Let Af

and N be constant matrices and Ux «= Mx(a) Nx{h) =* 0 be a boundary condition

for solutions of La:' « lR{t)x. There exists a continuous nonsingular matrix T on

a TOch that T-^RT « D, a diagonal matrix. Setting x » Ty, one obtains

y' - {T-^AT - - IDy
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provided T' exists. Thus assume that R is diagonal. Let A =* -h A 2, where Ai
is the diagonal matrix consisting of the diagonal of A, and let

Po(0 = exp Ai{s) dsj

so that Pq — AiPo. Suppose Pi is the unique matrix with diagonal terms zero

satisfying PxE — RPi =» A 2P 0 . Let

where

* (Po(0 + Pi{t)l-^) exp [ZA(0I

A(Z) = P(«) da

Show that is a fundamental matrix for a system

x' — A(t)x = lR(t)x +
where |P(f,Z)l is "bounded for a ^ Z ^ 6 and for 1?! large. Since Sir is known, Greenes

matrix function T for the problem

(*) Lz =* lR(fiz 4- B{tyl)l~^x CTo; = 0

can be explicitly determined; do this. (See Prob. 16, Chap. 7.) Let G be Greenes

matrix for Lx = lR(f)x, Ux =» 0. Prove that

G(t,T,l) = r«,r,Z) - T(t,a,l)B(s,l)G(.s,r,l) da

and develop results for (*) analogous to those given in Secs. 2 and 3.

3. In Prob. 4, Chap. 9, the solution <pi can be used to construct a Green's function

(?(Z,T,a*) on 0 ^ Z < «o for 3s > 0. Indeed, if Ae**^ * P, as in Prob. 5, Chap. 9,

<?0,T,S»)
F(s)

^(r,s)yx(Z,s)

(Z < t)

(Z > t)

Now /G dl corresponds to 2/(?s da. For a function / of class and vanishing for Z

small and for Z large let

where C is the path consisting of the line from — J? 4- le to P -{- tc and the semicircle

u -f Pe*®, 0 ^ ^ IT, in the a plane. If g is restricted so that for some 5 > 0,

s*‘l3 (Z)
1
dZ < 00 (very much less will do), show thatF is analytic for > —S and

that P —> 1 as !«!
—> 00 . Thus F has a finite number of zeros for ^ 0- Consider

/ as e — 0 and P —^ 00 . That part of J which is in the semicircle can be computed as

R^ CO, Note that ^(Z,s) ^ (sin ta)/a as \a\-> 00 . Proceed similarly for 3« < 0,

Combine and get the expansion theorem of Prob. 4. Relax the conditions on/. The
problem «'(0) -j- oa;(0) »» 0 for real a can also be solved as above.

The interest of the method here is that, as a little consideration will show, it is valid

for complex-valued g(Z) and complex a. Carry out the case a;(0) **0 with g complex-

valued and obtain the expansion theorem for that case. Note that the problem is no

longer self-adjoint and thus F can have zeros off the imaginary axis. The eigenfunc-

tions axe no longer necessarily orthogonal.



CHAPTER 13

ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS;

STABILITY

1. Asymptotic Stability

The treatment of nonlinear systems presented here Tvill be restricted to

local behavior, that is, to the behavior of solutions starting new a known
solution of a system.

A solution ^ of a system

(' - a)

which is defined for i S 0 is said to be stable if, given any € > 0, there

exists a 5 > 0 such that any solution <p of the system satisfying

k(0) - if-CO)] < «

satisfies

\<p(t) - ^(^)| < € (t^O)

Note that this requires solutions starting nearby ^(0) to exist for all

t ^ 0. The solution ^ is said to be asymptotically stable if, in addition to

being stable,

kW ^(01 Q oo)

The following result of Perron is the simplest example of asymptotic

stability.

Theorem 1.1. Let

x' - Ax +f{tjX) (1.1)

where A is a real constant matrix with the characteristic roots all having nega-

tive real parts. Leif be real, continuous for small la;| and t ^ 0, and

f{t,x) = c(|a;|) (|x| 0)

uniformly in t, t 0. Then the identically zero solution is asymptotically

stable.

The conditions that A and f be real or that / be continuous can be
replaced by any other conditions which assure the local existence of a solu-

tion for (1.1) for small |x| and t ^ 0.
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The fact that the characteristic roots of A have negative real parts
assures that the linear system y' = Ay has the trivial solution as an
asymptotically stable solution.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The solution <p of (1.1) with 1^(0)
|

small can be
continued for increasing t so long as 1^(^)| remain^ small. So long as <p{t)

exists, it follows from (1.1) that

<p{t) = e^^<p{0) + e<^’‘*>^/(s,^(s)) ds (1.2)

Because the real parts of the characteristic roots of A are negative, there

exist positive constants K and <t such that

^ Ke-^^ (t ^ 0) (1.3)

Using (1.3), (1.2) yields

Wit)
I
g ii:l^,(0) |e-'‘ + K \f{s,,p(s))

\
ds

Given « > 0, there exists a S such that |/(i,x)l g ^\x\/K for |a;| g S.

Thus, so long as
1
S S, it follows that

e^IvCOI ^ ^^k(0)| + « «"k(s)| ds

This inequality yields, by Prob. 1, Chap. 1,

e'V(<)l ^ ii:k(0)le“
or

k(0l ^ k 0) (1.4)

If < is chosen so that « < <r, then (1.4) shows that |<o(i)l ^ ir|^(0)| sp long

as |v5(<)| ^ Thus, if |<!>(0)| < ^/K, it follows that (1.4) is valid for all

t S 0, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Let the characteristic roots of A be Xt, = 1, 2, . . . , n, and let

max (9iX*) = —n <Q (1 .5)

Then any solution p of (1.1) which tends to zero ast—*<» satisfies

(1 .6)
> «o t

Thus, by Theorem 1.1, all solutions with
1
»j(0)| sufficiently small satisfy

(1 .6).

To prove (1.6), it is noted that <r in (1.3) can be taken as « for

any given « > 0. This may necessitate taking K = K, large. Since

p{t) —* 0, it is the case that |v7(<o)| can be made as small as is requiredby
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taking to large enough. Thus, applying Theorem 1.1 for t ^ ^o, it follows

as in (1.4) that
g(»>-.)0-(o)]^(|{)j 0(1) (<-^ «)

Since o- = —
€, it follows that

lim sup —

^

^ —ft + 2e
« t

Since € > 0 is arbitrary, (1.6) follows.

A more general statement of Theorem 1.1 weakens the requirement

1/1
« o(la;l). It is sufficient to assume that, for some fc > 0,

\Kt,x)\^k\x\ (t^O) (1.7)

for all small la;|, and that, given any € > 0, there exist £ and T such that

\f(t,x)\^e\x\ i\x\^S,t^T) (1.8)

To show that (1.7) and (1.8) suffice, observe that, with (1.7), (1.1) yields

ii«>ir s (Mil + i»i*)ii<p|i

where ||«)|| is the Euclidean length of p. Here use is made of the fact that

n~4|a;| ^ ||3;|| ^ |a;|, where x has n components. Thus, so long as ||^(0||

is small,

lk(01l ^ lk(0)||e<"^"+»»*)‘

or

lv,(0| g n»lv(0)|e''^'+‘»»>‘ (<^ 0) (1.9)

so long as |^(0| is small. In the same way,

|»,(0)1 g ^ 0)

Having chosen e, (1.8) is used for t ^ T, and Theorem 1.1 is applied to

the interval t i T, assuming lv»(r)l to be small. But by (1.9) it is the

case that |^(!r)| is small if |^(0)| is small enough. This proves that (1.7)

and (1.8) can replace |/|
= o(|:c|) in Theorem l.L It is also the case that

(1.6) is valid here.

Hie inequality (1.9) and that below (1.9) show that stability over

[0, «> ) and [T, « ) are equivalent.

A special case of some interest where (1.7) and (1.8) hold is the case

where fit,x) in (1.1) is replaced by B(t)x + g{t,x), where the matrix

B(0 —> 0 as < — 00 and lff(<,®)l
= o(|®l) unifonffiy in < § 0 for small |®|.

In this case, (1.1) would be written as

4- B(<)® + J7(<,®) (1 .10)
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For Theorem 1.1 to be true for ^ ^ T, it suffices for (1,8) to hold not for

arbitrarily small 6 but merely for e < <r/K, where <r and K are from (1.3).

With this less restrictive h3rpothesis, (1 .6) need not hold.

In case the matrix A in (1.1) has one or more characteristic roots with

positive real parts, then it is not possible for the solution ^ == 0 to be

stable. In this sense Theorem 1.1 and the results following it are the best

possible.

Theorem 1.2. Let at least one characteristic root of A in (1.1) have its

real part positive. Let f(t,x) satisfy (1.8). Then the solution ^ = 0 o/

(1 . 1 ) is not stable.

Remark: With a shghtly more restricted hypothesis the result is a

consequence of Theorem 4,1 of this chapter.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. To prove the theorem, a transformation

X = Py^ P a constant matrix, is made, resulting in an equation of

the form

j/' = By + g(t,,y) (1.11)

where B = P-^AP. It will be shown that the zero solution of (1.11) is

not stable, and this clearly implies that ^ = 0 is not stable for (1.1). By
proper choice of P, the matrix B can be put in the form

®-(o‘ 1)
where jBi is a canonical matrix of k rows and columns with its character-

istic roots all having positive real parts, while B 2 is a canonical matrix

with characteristic roots all havingnonpositive real parts. The character-

istic roots are in the main diagonal. Those elements off the main diagonal

which are not zero can be assumed to be 7 > 0
,
where y can be made as

small as any assigned positive quantity by proper choice of P. While y
corresponding to real x may be complex, Py will be real. Thus

is defined.

Let the components of <p be <pj and let

k n

B* - y I,..!*
and P* = y

.•-1 i-k+l

Let the real parts of the characteristic roots of Bi exceed some <r > 0.

Choose e < <r/10 and choose v and T so that

\g(t,y)\^4y\\ (i-i3)

for ||y|| g n.
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Suppose the zero solution of (1.11) is stable. Thus for ij and T as

chosen above there exists a 5 > 0 such that, if is a solution of (1.11) with

p(T) + R{T) < S, pit) + Rit) <rt ioT T. Choose such a solution

<p with RiT) = 2p(T) > 0.

With ff defined as above, it follows from the use of (1.11), (1-12), and

(1.13) that, for i ^ r

k

^ (p^^i + ^i?() = 2RR' ^ 2(rR^ - 2yR^ - 2e(p + R)R
» = 1

Or, since y can be chosen smaller than (r/20 and since « is chosen less than

<r/10, it follows that

R' ^ ^aR - ep (1.14)

In the same way,

p' ^ <(p + 12) + ^ p (1*15)

From (1.14) and (1.15) follows

{R - pY i iciR - p)

Thus
Rit) - pit) ^ iRiT) - p(r))e'(‘-«^*

Since RiT) = 2piT), it foUows that Rit) S p(r)e'''-*’>/<. This is impos-

sible, since under the hypotheses of stability pit) + Rit) < 17 for i ^ T,

and thus the theorem is proved.

Let/(<,a:) consist of a linear term Bit)x and a term that for small |a:l is

0(|a;p’*^), o > 0. An assumption of this kind about / leads to the possi-

bility that, as a function of t, for fixed x, fit,x) can grow large as f «

without affecting asymptotic stability. This case is treated in the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 1.3. In Theorem 1.1 let the condition l/(t,a;)l = o(la;l) 5e

replaced hy the conditions that for small [xj and allt^O

|/(i,a:)l ^ fc|a:l -1- (1.16)

where a > 0,h, and k are constants, and that, given any e > 0, there exist

6 > 0 and T ^ 0 such that for [xj ^ 5 and f^T
|/(<,x)| ^ elx| -f 1x11+^'’ (1.17)

Then the solvMon p = 0 of il.l) is asymptotically stable.

Proof. With K and a determined as in (1.3), choose 77 < <r. Choose

«

in (1.17) so that dC <h- The choice of e determines S and T. From

(1.16) for 1x1 < 1 and 0 ^ g T,

l/(t,x)l g (fc + T‘)lxl (1 . 18)
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Using (1.18) much as (1.7) is used in deriving (1.9), it follows that

l¥>(ir)l can be made arbitrarily small by taking |^(0)1 small enough. Let

1^(0) I
be small enough so that

\<p(T)\ < ^ (1.19)

and so that for ^ ^ T

i:‘+‘‘|,!.(T)l‘e-^('-'>><‘-«<‘ < hi (1.20)

The requirement certainly can be fulfilled since o- > 17. From (1.3)

applied for t ^ T, and (1.17),

1^(01 g K\<fiiT)\e-’^‘-^> + dC
/y e-'<‘->lv(s)l ds

+ K /ye-'(‘-*>lv(s)li+»s‘ds (1.21)

as long as |¥>(i)l ^ S. From (1.3) for f ^ 0, FT ^ 1. So long as

.|^(t)h‘ g ^ (1.22)

it follows from (1.16), using eK < ^rj, that

1^(0 |e-‘ S KW{T)\e^^ + v £ ds

where this inequality and the following are valid as long as lv(<)l ^ 5 and

(1.22) holds. Applying Prob. 1, Chap. 1, the above inequality yields

e’*W{t)\ ^ iiCl^>(T)le»*’e’<‘-^

or

\<p(t)\ g (1.23)

Since (1.19) is satisfied, (1.23) implies that lv9(<)| < 5 for t ^ T. From
(1.20) and (1.23) it follows that (1.22) is also satisfied for all i T and
thus (1.23) holds for all < ^ T, proving the theorem.

It is easy to show that (1.6) is valid, with the hypothesis of Theorem

1.3, for all solutions of (1.1) which tend to zero as t —> so

.

For the result of Theorem 1.3 it is evident from the proof that it is not

necessary for e in (1.17) to be arbitrarily small. It is enough if e < cr/K.

An important case where Theorem 1.3 applies is the system

m— O

where the Am are constant matrices, r is a constant and r > — 1, and

g(s,x) is a power series in the «, for small 1*1, beginning with at least

second-degree terms, with coefficients which are 0(«*) for large a with 6
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constant. The change of variables t = s’^V(r + 1) is made, and (1.24)

assumes the required form for Theorem 1.3 with Ao = A. The system

(1.24) is a generalization to the nonlinear case of the irregular singular

point at infinity. The treatment of (1.24) for complex s, in case g is

analytic, requires little modification.

The results obtained for (1.1) can be easily extended to the case

x' = Ax+f(t,x,x') (1-26)

In Theorem 1.1 it is only necessary to require that f(t,x,w) satisfy

f(t,x,w) = o(la:| + Itcl) (1-26)

uniformly in < ^ 0 for small jzl + |u>|. The conclusion is that, if |¥>(0)|

and |«>'(0)| are small enough, then ^(<) —>^ 0 as i—* <». The various

extensions which apply to (1.1) also apply to (1.25).

To prove these statements, a and < 1 are determined so that, with

K and <r as in (1.3),

0 < 7 = K<a- (1.27)
1 — p

From (1.26) it follows that there exists a 5 > 0 such that for la:| + |«>| ^ 6

|/(<,x,«;)l ^ ajxl + p\w\

Let 1^(0) I

and |^'(0)1 be small. Then so long as |^(0| and 1^'(<)| are small,

(1.25) implies

l^'l ^ |A1 M + 1/1 ^ i\A\+aM+PW'\
or

Thus |^'(t)| remains small so long as |^(0| is small. From (1.3)

lv.({)l g ^^(O)!^-" + K /J
e-'<‘->(a|,,(8)| + /3k'(s)l) ds

Using (1.28) and (1.27),

!,,(<) ! g K\v(0) |e-'‘ + y /„
v(s)

1
is

But this implies

1^(01 g K|,,(0)|s-<'-^>‘ (t^O)

Thus, if |^(0)| and |^'(0)| are small enough, |y>(0| and |y>'(0| remain small,

and the result is proved.
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Theorem 1.4. Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 all apply equally ‘well in case

the constant matrix A is replaced by a real periodic matrix P(t) and

y' = P(t)y (1.29)

has all n characteristic exponents with negative real parts.

Proof. A fundamental matrix solution $ of (1.29) is given by (Theorem

5.1, Chap. 3) ,

«•(«) = Z(t)^

where Z is a periodic nonsingular matrix and .5 is a constant matrix with

all its characteristic roots having negative real parts. Let x = Z(t)w in

o' = P(t)x + f(t,x) (1.30)

Then

w' ^Bw + Z-Kt)f(t,Z(t)w) (1.31)

so that all the theorems apply to (1.31) and hence also to solutions

of (1.30). Indeed, a real solution <p of (1.30) gives rise to a solution

^ = Z~'^<p of (1.31) which can be shown to go to zero as in Theor^ 1.1

or 1.3. It then follows that <p itself goes to zero.

The conditions that P and / be real in (1.30) are used only to get the

local existence of a solution and can be replaced by any other conditions

that assure local existence of solutions, such as/ analytic in «, for example.

2. First Variation : Orbital Stability

Let p be a real solution of

(' - s)

for 0 ^ ^ < 00
,
wliere F is real, continuous, and has continuous first-

order partial derivatives with respect to z == 1, . . . ,
n, in a region of

(ijx) space which contains the solution curve (^,p(0)> 0 ^ i < oo. [The

requirement that p and F be real can be replaced by any other condition

that assures the local existence of solutions of (2. 1) . Thus it would suflBce

for F to be analytic in x for each t] Let z = <p ^ Pf where <p satisfies

(2.1), and let the matrix with columns (^dF/dXi){typ(t)) be denoted by
Fx(tfP{t))* Then

z' = F(t, z + p(i)) - F(t,p{t))

^ F.(t,pit))z + Kt,z) (2.2)

where, by the theorem of the mean.

f{t,z) = o(|z|) (2.3)
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for small \z\ unitoniily in t over any finite t interval. If / is omitted from

(2.2), there occurs the linear system

2
/' = FS,Pii))y (

2 -4)

which is called the variaiion of (2.1) with respect to the solution p(i).

The first variation determines in some cases the nature of the stability of

the solution p of (2.1).

An important case arises -^hen F is periodic in t. Let the* solution p be

periodic of least period « and letF be periodic of period w in <. [Note that

w need not be the least period of F. If the smallest period of jP" in i is

(a/m, where m is an integer and m > 1, then p is called a subharmonic

solution of (2.1).] The equation (2.4) now has a periodic coefficient

matrix of period <a. The appraisal (2.3) holds uniformly int,0

The equation (2.2) is of the form considered in Theorem 1 .4. Indeed, the

following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.4:

Theorem 2.1. If the characteristic exponents associated with the eguation

of first variation (2.4) oJl have negative real parts, then the periodic solution

p of (2.1) is asymptotically stable as f —> «

.

A much more subtle case arises when the right member of (2.1) does

not depend on t. In this case,

x' = F(x) (2.5)

The system (2.5) arises in classical mechanics as Hamilton's equations,

for example.

It is assumed that p is a periodic solution of (2.5) of period T and that

F is real and of class in some region of x space which contains the closed

curve X = p(t), 0 g ^ T. The case where F is analytic (and thus need

not be real) is of special interest and wiU be mentioned later.

Since p is a solution of (2.5), p'(t) = F(p{t)). On differentiating this

equation, there results the fact that p'(t) is a solution of the equation of

first variation

y' = F.(p(<))y (2.6)

Clearly p' has period T and thus the characteristic exponent associated

with it as a solution of the linear system (2.6) may be taken as zero. In

this case, the equation (2.6) can have at most n — 1 characteristic expo-

nents with negative real parts and thus the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1

cannot be satisfied. Indeed, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 does not hold

in this case. To see this, note that pj, where pi(<) = p(t + S), is a solution

of (2.5) for any constant 5. By taking S small enough, p and ps can be

made arbitrarily close at < = 0. Nevertheless, it is obvious that lp(<
-|- 8)

— p(<)l does not tend to zero as i ^ <»
,
so that asymptotic stability does

not prevail.
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It is possible, however, for a type of asymptotic stability to prevail

which is of great importance. The solution x — p{f) may be regarded as

a closed curve or oriit in x space with f as a parameter. If 1 char-

acteristic exponents of (2.6) have negative real parts, then the closed

orbit is asymptotically stable in the sense that any solution of (2.5) which

comes near a point of the orbit tends to the orbit as t > <* . This is called

asymptotic orbital stability. Indeed, the following theorem is tsrue.

Theorem 2.2. Let n — 1 characteristic exponents of (2.6) have negative

real parts. Then there exists an « > 0 such that if a solution <p of (2.5)

satisfies \<pih) - p{to)\ < efor some U and h, there exists a constant c such

that

lim \<p(t) — p(< -|- c)| =0 (2.7)

t-* «

Thus not only is there asymptotic orbital stability but each solution

near the orbit possesses an asymptotic phase c.

In the proof that follows it will be shown that there is a surface S in

X space which has dimension n - 1 such that all solutions of (2.5) which

start on (S' at i = 0 tend to the curve x = p(<) as <—>•«> . Trom this the

result will follow readily.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. It will be assumed that the coordinates have

been translated and rotated so that p(0) =0 and p^O) is a vector with

all components zero except the first. Thus p'(0) is a multiple of the unit

vector ei with components (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0).

The equation (2.2) now has the form

z' = Fx{p(t))z + fit,z) (2.8)

Since

Ut,z) = n(z + pit)) - Fxipit))

it follows from the continuity of F* that

= 0(1) (N^O) (2.9)

uniformly in <.

Any real fundamental solution ^ of (2.6) satisfies

'^(< -t- r) = ^it)C

where C is a real nonsingular matrix. Since p' is a solution of (2.6) of

period T, one characteristic root of C is one. All other characteristic

roots are less than one in magnitude, since it was assumed that » — 1

characteristic exponents of (2.6) have negative real parts. Thus there

exists a real constant nonsingular matrix M such that
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where Ci is a square matrix with n — 1 rows and with all characteristic

roots less than one in magnitude. The matrix is also a funda-

mental matrix for (2.6) and it satisfies

m + Mt)
(J

(2.10)

Let be the first column of Then (2.10) implies ^i(T) = ^i(O) so

that ypi has period T. Because n — 1 characteristic exponents have

negative real parts, there cannot be two independent solutions of (2,6) of

period IT. Therefore = fcp' for some constant k. Thus, with no

restriction, the first column of ^(0) can be taken as where ei is the

vector with the first component one and all other components zero.

The solution matrix ^ can be expressed as

^(t) = Zit)e^^ (2 . 11 )

where Z has period T, so that

where jBi — log Ci/T, and Bi has all its characteristic roots with negative

real parts. Therefore

»(0 -Z(o(J /»,)

Let

- Z(I) (“

and

t7*(M)=2(0(j o)-^-‘(s)

Clearly

Ui(,t,s) -t- Ut(t,s) = (2.12)

is real and as a function of t for fixed s is a solution of (2.6). Since the

first column of

m (J S)
(2.13)

is the first column of ^(t), this matrix is real and is a solution of (2.6).

The first row of the matrix

(J j)2-(.) (2.14)

is the first row of and hence is real. Since Ui(t,s) is the product
of the matrices in (2.13) and (2.14), it follows that Ui(t,s) is a real matrix
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which is a solution of (2.6) for fixed s. Since by (2.12) I7i + is a real

solution, Vi is also a solution of (2.6) for fixed s, and is real.

Let the real parts of the characteristic roots of Bi all be less than — <r,

where <r > 0. Then there is a constant K such that

\Ui(t,s)\ it ^ s) (2.15)

\U2it,s)\ g K (2.16)

Consider the integral equation

eit) <= ’*’(0o + f* Viit,s)fis,eis)) ds — Uiit,s)fis,eis)) ds (2.17)

where o is a constant vector with the first component zero. For < g 0, it

follows from (2.11) that there exists a Ki such that

l’®'(«)ol S Kilale-" (2.18)

It is readily verified, with the use of (2.12) and the fact that the Uj are

solutions of (2.6), that if the integral on the right of (2.17) and its deriva-

tive converge, then 5 is a solution of (2.8). By (2.9) there exists a 5 such

that

1/(2) - m\ ^^ |2 - *1 (|2|, N < B) (2.19)

It will be shown by successive approximations that if |a| < S/i2Ki),

then (2.17) has a solution 6 = 6(1,a) for i ^ 0 and

10(<,a)| g 2Ji[:i|al<r»«* (2.20)

Let ff(o)(<,a) = 0 and let e(i,+i)(t,a) be given by replacing 9(f) on the right

of (2.17) by 9(fc)(<,a). Clearly, by (2.18),

l^(«(<,o) - 9(o)(f,a)| g Ki\a\eri'*

for < S 0. It follows readily that if for f ^ 0

\6<j)(t,a) - 9o-i)«,o)| g (2.21)

fory ^ k, then |9(,')(<,o)| < 2JiCi|o| < 5 forj S k. Using (2.15), (2.16),

and (2.19),

l®(*+i)(<,o) - fl(*)(i,o)| ^ ^ |®(fc)(s,o) - 9(*_i)(s,o)| ds

9(»_i,(s,o)| ds
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Using (2.21) with j = k,

+ J’
e-i” ds

j
g e-i-r*

which proves (2.21) by induction. From (2.21) it follows that the

sequence {^y)} converges uniformly for 0 ^ i < «» and \a\ < 8/2Ki to a

limit 6 = d(tja) which satisfies (2.20). Because of the uniformity of

convergence, 0 is a continuous function of (t,a) for 0 ^ ^ < oo and |a|

small. This and (2.20) in (2.17) show that ^ is a solution of (2.8) which

tends to zero uniformly in a as ^ » oo

.

By (2.11) Z(0) = ^(0) so that the fiirst column of 2'(0) is ei. Putting

< = 0 in (2.17) and using the definition of J72

0(0,a) = ^(0)a - (J IJ
Z-Hs)/(s,0(s,a)) ds (2.22)

The integral in (2.22) contributes nothing to the last n — 1 components

of the vector equation. Taking the last n — 1 components of the equa-

tion (2.22) and observing that the cofactor of the first element of the first

column of ’*'(0) must be nonvanishing, it follows that the components
dj(0,a), j = 2, n, are linear combinations of the Oj, j = 2, . . . ,

n, and conversely. If the initial values 0(O,a) are represented as points

in z space, then 0(0,o) is taken as z in (2.22) . Taking the first component
of (2.22), it is seen that th^rinitial values Zi = 9<(0,o) satisfy an equation

n

Si "H ^ bj'Sj “(“ S((Z2j • • • , (In) “ 0 (2.23)

y-2

where the hj are constants and S is the first component of the integral

on the right of (2.22). By (2.9) and (2.20),

J?(aj, . . . ,
a„) = o(|ol) (la| —> 0) (2.24)

Since the a, are linear homogeneous in Zj, j ^ 2, it follows that

S((l2j . • . ,
On) “ H (22 ,

» . • > Sn)

Thus (2.23) becomes
n

Si + ^ 6;S,- + H{z2, . . . ,
z«) = 0 (2.25)

y-2

where H = o(lz2
|

-f-
• • •

-f lz„l). The equation (2.25) is the equation

of a surface <S in a space from which solutions d of (2.8) emanate at < = 0
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which tend to zero as < —» « . The surface is only defined near z = 0.

Clearly the tangent plane to S at the origin is given by (2.25) with H
replaced by zero. Since x = z + p(t), it follows because p(0) = 0 that

the initial manifold in x space, which will also be denoted by S, has the

same equation as in z space; that is,

n

+ y bjXj + H(x2, . . . , scn) = 0

Because p'(0) is parallel to the xi axis, it follows that the curve x = p{t)

crosses S at a; — 0 and is not tangent to S,

If a solution
<f>

of (2.5) satisfies \<piti) — p(io)l < € for some ti and io,

then because yp(t) = <p(t — io + ^i) is also a solution, \yp(U) — p(^o)| < e.

Because p has period T and because ^ and p are both solutions of (2.5), it

follows that 1^(0 ~ p(01 remains small for \t — toj < 2r if e is small.

Thus the solution ^ crosses the surface S for some ?, where |? — ^o| < 2r.

But the solution ^ of (2.5), where = ^(^ + 2), which has ^(0) on S
satisfies ^{t) — p{t) —> 0. Thus <p(t -- U + ti + T) — p(t) 0 so that if

c ^ to — h — If Theorem 2.2 is proved.

If F is analytic in x, then it follows readily from the uniform con-

vergence of {^o*)} surface S is an analytic surface because ^(0,a)

is analytic in (a^, ...,««), from which it follows that H is analytic in

(X2, . . . ,
Xn)-

3. Asymptotic Behavior of a System

Theorem 3.1. In the system

a:' = Ax + fitfX) -f g(t,x) (3.1)

let f and g be continuous for small \x\ and < ^ 0. For small [xj let

g(tjx) — 0 a5 i » » (3.2)

uniformly in x. Let the characteristic roots of A have negative real partSj

and given any e > 0, let there exist 6 and U so that |/1 ^ €\x\ for [x] g 6 and

t ^ tt. Then there exists a T such that any solution <p{t) —» 0 os t qo if

\<p(T)\ is small enough.

Remark: Even though <p(t)—>0 as <—><», it is not the case that

^ 0 is a solution of (3.1) unless g(tf0) ^ 0. In particular, g may be

independent of x.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. To prove the above result, the constants K and

cr of (1.3) are required. Let 5 and T be chosen so that for \x\ ^ 5

!/(«,*) 1
g (\x\ <^ T)
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and let T be increased if necessary so that for t T there is an a > 0

such that

Iffa®) I
g a < S (3.3)

Much as in Theorem 1.1, if ^ is a solution of (3.1)

1^(01 s + Ke
/J ds

+ ir£e-'(‘-*)lff(s,Ks))|rfs (3-4)

so long as |^(0| ^ S. Let max |^(s)| for T ^ s ^ the denoted by M(t).

Then

M(t) g K\,fiiT)\ + + El
CT C

or

Clearly, since Kaf{(r — Ke) < 5, it follows that if |v>(r)| is small enough

M(t) < 5 for all i T.

Let

y = lim sup |^(<)|

Clearly 0 ^ 7 ^ 8 < <», and there exists a sequence {tj],i = 1
,
2

, ,

such that as y -+ '»,tj—* », and ((,) |
—* y. From (3.4) it follows that

k(i^)| ^ ii:|v>(T)|e-'<«-« + Ke e--(«->|„(s)| ds

+ Ke /’*' e-'<‘<-*’(^(s)| ds + K «“'^‘'~*’|ff(«,¥’(«))! ds
Jtifl Jt

Given any v > 0, there exists an integer J, such that for all j ^
I<<»(4)1 > y — V, and k(0l < 7 + 57 for < ^ tf/2. Thus, for j ^ 7„

7 - 17 ^ Kl9>(T)ls-'(‘^> +— + E<1+ .V) ^
O' , O’

K+ — max |ff(«,^(s))(

Letting j-^oo, it follows that 7 — 17 ^ (iS'e/v)(7 + ij); and since

Ke/ir < i, 7 < 3i;, which implies 7 = 0.

Rbmabe: If
ff does not necessarily satisfy (3.2) but does satisfy (3.3),

it follows from (3.5) that <p exists and is bounded over (T, «) if |^(3^| is

small enough.
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Theorem 3.1 may be applied to the case of a first-order equation of

classical interest. Let y and s be scalars and let

^ = s-“[oy + b8 + h(s,y)] (3.6)

for small s ^ 0 and small y. Let a > 0 and b be constants and let

be a power series in s and y involving terms of the second and higher

powers. (Much less restrictive hypotheses on k suflBce, as will be clear

from the proof.) Suppose m > 1 and let (m — l)s“~‘ = 1/t. Then

(3.6) becomes

^ =‘ -ay + g(t) + f(Jt,y)

for large t and small y, where g and / (scalars) satisfy the hypotheses for

(3.1) for t > 0. Indeed, g(t) comes from —bs — h(s,0) w)iile/(<,y) comes

from —h{s,y) -+ h(s,0). Thus any solution <p of (3.6), with |¥>(so)| suffi-

ciently small for some so > 0, satisfies <p(s) —^ 0 as s —>•
-t-0.

The case m = 1 is handled by setting s = erK (The case m < 1 is not

singular at the origin, the equation being, in fact. Lip (s), and thus the

existence theorem of Prob. 4, Chap. 1, is applicable in this case.)

It is clear that s’" in (3.6) can be replaced by a positive function of

s,p(s), defined, for s > 0 and with

The substitution ds/p(8) = t can be made here. The term 6s in the

numerator of (3.6) can also be replaced by more general terms.

4. Conditional Stability

If some but not all of the characteristic roots of A have negative real

parts, then some but not all of the solutions <p of

3/ = Ax + /(<,*) (4.1)

with |v>(0)l small tend to zero as

«

—
> providing/ is suitably restricted.

It will be assumed here that / is continuous in (t,a;) for small |x| and

t ^ 0; moreover, given any « > 0, there exists a 5 and T such that for

{ s r

!/(«,«) - /(«,*)! ^ «
1
* - *1 (4.2)
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for |zl ^ 5, 1*1 g 5. A sufficient condition for (4.2) is that the matrix/,

exist and that as la;|
—» 0

/. = 0(1)

uniformly in i ^ 0. It will be assumed that f(t,0) = 0. It will also be

assumed that A and / are real-valued but, as in previous results of this

chapter, this requirement can be omitted if / is, for example, analytic.

Theorem 4.1. Let the above assumptions hold and let k characteristic

roots of A have negative real parts and n — k have positive real parts. Then

for any large to there exists in x space a real k-dimensional manifold S con-

taining the origin such that any solution <p of (4.1) with <p{to) on the manifold

S satisfies <p{t) —» 0 as t <» . Moreover, there exists an ti such that any

solution <p near the origin but not on S at t = to cannot satisfy '|<»(f)| ^
t ^ to. If f is analytic in x for each t ^ 0 and 1x1 small, then S is an

analytic manifold.^

More precisely, it will be shown that there exists a real nonsingular

constant matrix P such that M y = Px then there are n — A: real con-

tinuous functions = ^^(2/1,
. . . ,yk) defined for small \yi\, i g k, such

that

yj » ^,(pi, . . . ,yh) (j = k 1, ,
n) (4.8)

define a Jfe-dimensional manifold S in y space. The manifold S in a; space

is obtained from S by applying P-‘ to y so thalt

defines S in terms of k curvilinear coordinates yi, ...
, y*.

If there is a constant c such that for each fixed f ^ to / is anaijrtic in x

for |x| < c, where x is a vector with complex components, then it will be

shown that the are analytic in (yi, . . . ,yk).

Proof of Theorem 4.1. There exists a real nonsingular constant matrix

P such that

- (0
‘

B.)
= ^

where B\ is a matrix of k rows and columns having all its characteristic

roots with negative real parts and B 2 is a matrix of n — & rows and

columns having all its characteristic roots with positive real parts.

Letting y — Px, (4.1) becomes

y' = By + g(t,y)

fSee also Prob. 11.

(4.4)
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where g = Pf{t,P-^y). Thus from (4.2) it follows that, given any «,

there exist a 5 and T, not necessarily equal to those of (4.2), such that

\9(iS - s(.i,y)\ ^ Ay - y\

for 151 g 8, lyl ^ S,t^T. Let

= (C t)
and

- (2 .2.)

Then = I7i(<) + ?7j(<) and

m = BU, (j = 1
,
2)

Let fl£ > 0 be chosen so that the real parts of the characteristic roots of

jBi are less than — a. Then there exist positive constants K and o* such
that

\Ui(t)\ ^ (t ^ 0) (4.9)

1172(01 ^ if (^^0) (4.10)

Consider the integral equation

= Ui{t — io)a + Ui(t — B)g(8j6{s,a)) da

- I " I7a(« - s)ff(«,fl(s,a)) da (to^r) (4.11)

where a is a constant vector. Let e in (4.5) be chosen so that 2«lf/v < ^
and let lal satisfy 2iSrial < 8. Using successive approximations to solve

(4.11) with 0(o)(t,o) = 0, it follows readily that

s

which leads to the existence of a solution 9 of (4.11) which satisfies

ltf(t,o)l < 2Klol«-“(‘-‘"> (4.12)

From (4.11) it is clear that the last n — k components of the vector a do
not enter into the solution and may betaken as zero. That 9 is a solution

of (4.4) is immediate for small lo|, since by (4.10) the integral in (4.11)

converges. It is also clear from the uniform convergence of the successive

approximations that $ is continuous in (<,o) for t ^ <o and |a| small.

From (4.11) it follows that (he first h components of 9i(<o,a) are

0j(to,a) Oi (J ^ I, ... ,h)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)
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and the later components are given by

ey(<o,o) = - Uiilo - s)g(s,e(s,a)) 0* = fc + 1, . . . ,
n)

where ( ),• denotes theyth component. If the functions are defined by

Moi, . . ^a*) = - (£" Ui(io - s)g(s,e(s,a)) ds).

forj = k + 1, . . . ,
n, then clearly the initial values y,* = Sj(io,a) satisfy

the equations

= i'iiyi, . • . , yt) (i = fc + 1, . . . , n)

in y space, which define a manifold ^ in ^ space. The condition (4.5)

implies the uniqueness of solutions of (4.4) which start near the origin.

Therefore, if p is any solution of (4.4) with lp(<o)l small and p(<o) on B,

then p(f) = 6(t,a) for some a, where d is the solution of (4.11) satisfying

6(to,a) = p(<o), and p(<) 0 as < —» «>

.

It will be shown next that no solution p of (4.4) with |p(to)| small and

p(to) not on B can satisfy |p(<)| ^ 2 for < ^ to, where d is the same as

below (4.5). Indeed, suppose |p(<)l g 5 for t ^ io. Then it follows

readily from (4.4) that

p(<) = e‘‘-*'>*p(to) + ds

Using (4.6) and (4.7), this can be written as

p(0 Ui(f — to)p{to) + 17a(< — fo)c + Ui(f — s)flf(s,p(8)) d8

- y Uo(t - 8)g(,8,pi8)) d8 (4.13)

where c is the constant vector

c = U2(to — s)g{s,p{$)) ds + p(to)

and the integral above converges because of (4.10) and the fact that by

(4.5) |fl^(«^,p(s))| is bounded for \p{s)\ g d and s ^ to.

Clearly all the terms on the right ot (4.13) are bounded as < —> oo

except possibly the term U2(t — to)c. Unless all the components c/,

j > fc, of c vanish, it will be shown that this term is unbounded as < <»

.

Each component of U2{t — to)c is the sum of polynomials multiplied by
exponential terms of increasing magnitude. Thus by Prob. 26, Chap. 3,

each component is unbounded unJess it vanishes identically. By (4.7)

all components can vanish only if all Cj are zero for j > k. Since the left

side of (4.13) is bounded as < —v oo, it follows that the right side must bo
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bounded and thus that all components Cj, j > fc, of c vanish so that p
satisfies (4.11).

It will now be shown that, if 0 is a solution of (4.11) satisfying |^(i,a)| S
5 for < ^ toj then it is unique. This will prove that if p is any solution of

(4.4) for which \p(t)\ ^ 5, ^ ^ io, then p(t) is 0(<,a) for some a, where $ is

the solution of (4.11) constructed above by successive approximations.

Thus pito) is on Sj contradicting the fact that p(to) is not on S,

To prove the uniqueness of solutions of (4.11), let 6 and S be solutions

for the same a and let |0(<,a)| ^ 6 and |6^(<,a)| ^ 3. Then (4.11) yields,

with (4.5),

\S{t,a) — BitjO)] g e^*\S(s,a) — 6(^s,a)\ ds

+ e'^^*\S{s,a) — 0(s,a)| ds

If sup \S{tya) — d(tfa)\ = M (t to)

j

then M ^ 2KeM/(r so that, since

€ < <r/2Kf it follows that ilf = 0, proving the uniqueness.

In case / is analytic in x for each t ^ 0 and \x\ small, it follows in the

usual way as a consequence of the uniform convergence of the successive

approximations procedure for (4.11) that 6 is analytic in a for fixed t and

therefore that S is an analytic manifold. This completes the proof of

Theorem 4.1.

In the case where / has continuous first derivatives with respect to the

Xi, the manifold S is of class as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 4.2. The manifold 8 of Theorem 4.1 is differentiable if df/dXi

exists and is continuous for i = 1, . . . ,
n, and U is sufficiently large. To

be more precise^ the functions j = fc + 1, * . . ,
n, are of class for

\yi\ sufficiently smaU, I ^ fc. Moreover^ dypi/dyi — 0 j/i = • * * =
2/jfc

" 0

Proof, The proof is equivalent to proving that {d6/dai){U,a), i =» 1,

. , . ,
fc, exist and are continuous for small \a\.

Let fc be a scalar andy be fixed and let a + fc be used to denote a + fccy.
'

Let p{t) *= \B(t,a + fc) — d(^,a)l. Then, using (4.5) in (4.11), it follows

for small {fc| that

p(t) ^ Klh\ + K€ e-'C'-JpCs) da + Ktp e-'<-<)p(8) da

Let Jf sup p{t) for t ^ to. Then the above yields

M g irihl + 2K€M

Since 2Kt/a' < i, it follows that M g 2K\k\ or that |p(<)| ^ 2K|hl. Let

q(,t,a,h) = + h) — ${t,a)]/h. Then the above result shows that

Iffl g 2K
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From (4.11) follows

q(t,a,h) = Ui(t — to)ej + Ui{t — s)[g;,(s,6(s,a))q(s,a,K) + A]ds

~ i
" ~ s)[flry(s,0(8,a))2(s,o,A) + A] ds (4.14)

where is the matrix (dgi/dyi) and

A = ^[fi'(s,fl(s,a + h)) - g(8,B(a,a))] - gvis,e(s,a))qis,a,h)
H

Given any ri> 0, jhl can be taken so small that; by the theorem of the

mean and the continuity oi g^ for small s and by (4.5) and (4.12) for

large s it follows that

and since 1^1 ^ 2K
|Al ^ i7l?(SiOih)l

lAl g 2Kn (4.15)

If |a| is small, it follows from (4.6) and (4.12) that

lfir,(s,9(s,a))l ^ m (4.16)

Let £ be small enough so that 2K€n/<r < i. Let

i(t,a) = Uiit - io)e/ + Ui(t - 8)?„(s,fl(s,o))if’(«,o) ds

~ L"
ds (4.17)

That a continuous solution if-
of the linear system (4.17) exists follows

from the use of successive approximations. Subtracting (4.17) from

(4.14), denoting sup \q
- V-lfori S by m(h), it follows, uang (4.16), that

m{k) ^ K.enmQC)
p + 2K}ii —

where the last term results from the use of (4.15).

follows that

m(h) ^

Since 2Kenf(r < i, it

Since »/
—» 0 as h —>• 0, it follows that m(A) —» 0 as h 0. Thus g

—
» ^ as

fc -» 0. This means that dB/daj exists and is the solution ^ of (4.17)

.

From (4.12) and (4.11) it follows that

n

y-Z+1

2K^\a\t •<r(«-eo) ^ g
2K^\a\t

a
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Since e can be made arbitrarily small by taking la| small enough, it follows

that under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 (d^j73yi)(0, . . . , 0) = 0,

j > k. This is, of course, also true under the stricter hs^pothesis of

Theorem 4.2. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

In the next theorem, (4.2) can be replaced by a weaker condition which

is (4.2) with as = 0. In that case, solutions of (4.1) need no longer be

unique.

Theorem 4.3. Let <p be a solution of (4.1) and let

lim sup = fe < 0 (4.18)
i-* M t

Given any € > 0, lei there exist a 8 > Q and T such that

l/(f,a:)| g e\x\

for la:| < 5 and t ^ T, Let k of the characteristic roots X<, i = 1, . . . ,
ife,

of A have negative real parts and the remaining n — k roots have nonnegative

real parts. Let = fjn and let ^ M2 ^ ^ M* < 0. Then

6 — M/ for some j ^ k or else <p(t) s 0.

Proof. Suppose <h < iXmJrX for some m g fc — 1. Let JSi have

the characteristic roots Xi, . . . ,
X^ and let have the remaining n — m

characteristic roots with real parts all exceeding Much as in the

proof of Theorem 4.1, there is a F such that

PAP-^.B.(f'
ft)

Let « > 0 and <r > 0 be chosen so that

Mm < —a — <r < —a + < Mm+i (4-19)

and also

— a — -Jor < b < —a (4.20)

With JSi and Ba defined as above, let Ui and Uj be given by (4.6) and

(4.7). Then (4.8) holds but, instead of (4.9) and (4.10),

\Ui(t)\ ^ {t k 0) (4.21)

117,(01 ^ {t ^ 0) (4.22)

Setting y = Px, the analogue of (4.4) is obtained and, corresponding to

the solution <p of (4.1), there is ^ of the analogue of (4.4). Choose

e so that 2Ke/<r < i. This fixes 5. The variation-of-constants formula

shows that for any fixed 0 T there are vectors and c<*>, having
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its last n — m components all zero and its first m, such that

ip(t) = Ui(t — + Ui(t — Ui(f — s)fl'(s,^(s)) ds

- /
" V2(t - s)g(8,v(s)) ds (4.23)

An easy appraisal of the terms in (4.23) shows that all terms except
Ui(t - ii)c® are of exponential growth at most e-“' while the tern
Ui(t - h) is of growth at least Thus the equation (4.23) cannot
hold unless = 0.

Using (4.23) and recalling that = 0 and denoting by c,

|v(<)l ^ cXe-<“+'>(*-“) + K« £ e-<“+»»‘-*)|y(s)| ds

+ Kf <-‘5
1
v(s)

I
ds (4.24)

Let

max c«f-‘«>|^(s)| = M(t)
9^t

Then by (4.20) M(t) exists and is monotone nonincreasing. For each t

there exists Ski t such that

Jlf(0 = e“C'^o|^(j)| _ m(T)

Thus (4.24) yields, with t — I,

M(^ ^ ds

Since Jlf(s) = ikf(0 = M(f) for t ^ « g I, this gives

M(<) S cifer'(*-w +Kf f e-'»-^lf(s) ds +
Jti er

Since 2Ke/<r < 5,

M(<)e" g 2cKe/^^ + 2Ke £ ^’•Mis) ds

Using the inequality in Prob. 1, Chap. 1,

M(t)e^ ^ 2cXe'“e®*‘«-‘')

Since 2iiL« < this gives

ilf(<) g 2cjS:«-*»(*-''>
or

1^(01 ^ 2cXe~<«+t»)0-h)

which by (4.18) implies h S — (a + i<r) contrary to (4.20). This proves
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then that 6 ^ and thus contradicts the assumption jUm < & <
Therefore, if mi ^ b ^ Mfc, then b = Mi for some j ^ k.

In case 6 < 0, it follows easily that

6 g Mib < 0 (4.25)

and in case b < m it follows easily that v? = 0.

The following generalization of Theorem 4.1 is proved with only minor

changes.

Theorem 4.4. Let the real parts of the characteristic roots X< of A be

denoted by Mi o^nd let m* ^ Mi-t-i- Suppose m is such that

'M« < < 0 (4.26)

and otherwise let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then for any large

to there exists a real m-dimensional open manifold Sm containing the origin

such that any solution <p of (4.1) with q>{t^ on the manifold Sm satisfies

Um sup g Mm < 0 (4.27)
t—* «o t

Moreover^ there exists an r? > 0 such that any solution satisfying j^(i)| < vj

for t U but not on Smatt = to satisfies

lim sup i ^ Mm+i > Mm (4.28)
OP 5

Iffor each i, df/dxi eacists and is continuous in {t,x) for < ^ io and \x\ smaU,

then the analogue of Theorem 4.2 is true for Sm> Iffor each t,f is analytic in

X for small |a;|, then Sm is an analytic surface.

Proof, The proof of Theorem 4.1 is modified by defining Bi and Sj as

in the proof of Theorem 4.3. It is also assumed that (4.19) holds. With

Ui and Uz defined a.s before, (4.21) and (4.22) also hold. The equation

(4.11) is now considered with Ui and Uz defined as above and with the

vector a having its last n — m components all zero. As before, successive

approximations lead easily to a solution 6 6(t,a). The analogue of

(4.12) is

|fl(«,o)l g 2iS:|o|e-“(‘-“> (4.29)

where |a| is small enough so that 2K\a\ < S. The existence of 8m and

consequently 5« follows as before.

Since —a < ym+i, it follows from Theorem 4.3 that (4.29) implies (4.27)

for 0. A solution of (4.4) starting from at t = to coincides with 6(t,a)

for some choice of a by the uniqueness theorem for (4.4) . This completes

the proof of (4.27).

Suppose a solution of (4.1) is not on /Sm at t = to and that (4.28) does

not hold. Then by Theorem 4.3, (4.27) must hold and therefore the solu-
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tion (fi
= P<p of (4.4) must satisfy (4.23) with = 0 as proved below

(4.23) . Let <1 in (4.23) be taken as U. Thus is a solution of the integral

equation (4.11), (with Ui, XJi and a modified as above). Since |¥>(01 <
1), rj can be chosen small enough so that

2JJ:|^(<o)| < « and \v{t)\ < S (« ^ to)

Let the first components of a in (4.11) be those of ^(<o). Suppose now
the integral equation (4.11) has two solutions $ and S for the same a with

both |0| and \S\ less than 5 for 2 ^ ^o- Then subtracting the two equations

and using (4.21) and (4.22),

|9 - S\e^ g Ki
J‘^

ds + Ko j* *)|e - da

Letting sup |(? — S\e^, a ^ to, be denoted by M, there follows M ^
2KfMlff which implies M = 0 because 2Ke/tT < 1. Thus ^(t) coincides

with 9{t,a) and therefore lies on /5m at t = to. This proves (4.28).

The proof of the analogue of Theorem 4.2 is immediate. The remarks

on analyticity follow in the same way as at the end of the proof of Theorem
4.1.

Theorem 4.6. Let the hypotheaia of Theorem 4.3 be satisfied and let there

6e a A > 0 such that for small |a:|

f{t,x) = 0(1*1 1+^) (4.30)

uniformly int ^ 0. By Theorem 4.3 there exist integers p and q,l^p^
q ^ k such that

SRXp_i < = 9iX])^.t = • • • = SRXj = 6 < iRXp^.!

There exists a d > 0 and a solution ^ of x' = Ax,

m = ^ Qi{i)^<* (4.31)

i-p

where the Qj(t) are column vectors not all zero which are 'polynomials in ty

such that

ip{t) = ^(0 + 0(e(^>0 (4.32)

as t—^ 00
. Conversely

f if (4.2) holds, then corresponding to any solution

f of x' = Ax which is of the form (4.31) there is a solution <p of (4.1) which

satisfies (4.32). Furthermore, if p ^ 1, then <p is uniquely determined by

Thus (4.32) shows that solutions of (4.1) which go to zero as i oo are

equal to solutions of x' = Ax to within an error term of exponentially

smaller order.
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Proof of Theorem 4.5. There exists a real nonsingular matrix P such

that

/Bx 0

PAP-^ =
(
0 B*

\o 0

= B

where Bi has characteristic roots with real parts less than h, Bi has char-

acteristic roots with real parts equal to h, and Bi has characteristic roots

with real parts greater than 6.

LetifsP*. Then (4.1) becomes

s' = Bz + g(f,z) (4.33)

where g(t,z) = Pf(f,P-^z). By (4.30)

ff«,s) = 0(|2r+'^) (4.34)

Let ^ = P(p. Then ^ is a solution of (4.33) and

lim sup ^ = b = tip (4.35)
o» I

where fip = 9iXp. By (4.34) and (4.35) there exists an j; > 0 such that for

l£tr|^0 t

g{t,m) = 0(e(^^}‘) (4.36)

Let

and similarly for U3 (t) so that e** *= Ui + Ua + Ut, and moreover

t/; = BUi U - 1, 2. 3)

It follows from the definitions of Bi, Ba, and B« that there exists a B,

0 < & < ri, such that

Ui(t) = 0(e»-»>‘) (f > 0) (4.37)

Uiit) = 0(e<‘-*>‘) (f < 0, j - 2, 3) (4.38)

Because ^ is a solution of (4.33), it follows readily that

v(t) “ + f* c<‘“*^*ff(«,#(«)) da
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where co is the constant This can be written as

<p{t) — Ui(t)co + U3(i)c + /i + «/2 + /» (4.39)

where c is a constant vector and

Ji = Ui(t)c

= - /
“ [U2 (t - s) + Unit - s) ] gis,Hs))

From (4.36) and (4.37) it follows easily that

Js = O(e<'^>0

ast—* 00
, and from (4.36) and (4.38)

J» = 0 (6
('^)‘)

The term Ji on the right of (4.39) is either identically zero or else

lim sup > 6
£-4 «0 t

Because of the size of all other terms in (4.39), the above is impossible so

that Ji is identically zero. Thus by (4.37) and the appraisals for Jt

and Jz

ipit) = f7*(0c + 0(e<‘-»0 (4.40)

as f 00 . Since <p = P~V> the result (4.32) fpllows. That not all the

Qj{t) can be zero is a consequence of Theorem 4.3.

Given any then P^(f) is Uiit)c for some choice of the vector c.

There is a solution of (4.39), with Jx = 0, just as in the proof of the

existence of a solution of (4.11), and (4.40) follows much as before. This

proves that there is at least one <p corresponding to a given

Finally, in case p = 1, then Ui = 0. Any solution of (4.1) satisfying

(4.32) must satisfy the integral equation (4.39) with Ji^Q. The impos-

sibility of the integral equation having two distinct solutions now follows,

much as in the uniqueness proof at the end of Theorem 4.4.

6. Behavior of Solutions off the Stable Manifold

In this section it is necessary to introduce a real canonical form of the

real matrix A. A real nonsingular matrix P exists so that

PAP-» = B
where
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the Dj bang real square matrices and all other elements of B being zero.
£ach Dy is either of the form

(Xy 0 0 • • • 0\
Y Xy 0 • •

• 0 \
0 Y Xy • •

•

0
I

(5.2)

0 0 0 • • -y

where y may be taken as any real number not zero, or else Dy is of the form

A- 0 0 . •
• 0 \

I
yE^ Si 0 • •

• 0 \
1

0 yE2 Si •• • 0 1 r5.3^

where Si is real and

,0 0 0 yEi Si

and E2 is the unit matrix of two rows and columns.

^

The matiix (5.2) may contain a single row and column. It is asso-
ciated, of course, with the characteristic root Xy, while (5.3) is associated
with die conjugate characteristic roots ± ijSy. In the simplest case,
(5.3) IS Si itself.

Clearly

/e»‘ 0 • •
• 0 \

= K ®
I

(6.4)

\o 0 • . . giBoi.

J

For the form (5.2)

while for (5.3)

c**' 0 0
yUf^i 0

C-vtl*
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ptSt

\sin /3,f cos ft</

[Chaf. 13

(5 .7)

The proof of (5.6) is an easy consequence of

D,=

'Sj 0

0 Si

0

0

0

E,

and the fact that the two matrices above commute, together with the fact

that

0

0

0

E.

0
0

0

0

jEj 0

0 Et

Oj

etc.

A case of great interest occurs when/(<,a;) of (4.1) becomes a function of

X only. In this case theA-dimensional manifold of initial values shown
to exist in Theorem 4.1 is clearly invariant under t and, moreover, any
point on the manifold and close enough to the origin remains on the

manifold as ( increases. In case / is a function of x only, the system is

called avionomous and the solutions may be regarded as curves in x space

with t as a parameter. Through each point of x space there passes a
unique solution curve. In the autonomous case, by changing the sign of

t, it follows under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 that there exists an

(» — fc)-dimensional manifold containing the origin such that any point

on the manifold near the origin tends to the origin as t^ — oo and any

solution starting off this manifold cannot remain arbitrarily close to the

ori^n as t -* — <» . This result can be made more precise. This will be

shown for the autonomous case but can be generalized also to the case

where / depends on i as well as ®.

It will be assumed that the transformation y ~ Px has been made and
that the system is in the form

where

y' = By + p(i/)

-(f 1)

(6.8)

and Bis in the form (5.1). The 1; characteristic roots of Bi have negative
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real parts and the n — k roots of Bt have positive real parts. The con-
stant y will be specified later.

It is convenient to set

y — 2/(1) + 2/(2)

where y^i) is a vector with its first k components equal to those of y and
the last n — k all zero and

2/(2) = y — y{i)- The stable manifold intro-

duced in the proof of Theorem 4.1 may be given by the vector equation

2/(2)
= 'PiVa)) (5.9)

since it does not depend on to- Note that the first k components of are
zero. Consider now any solution </> of (5.8) with |v)(0)| small. Let
(P = V(i) + (0(2) and let

{(/) = (P(2)(0 — ^(»’(i)(0) (5.10)

Theorem 5.1. Let f of (4.1) be a function of x only and let the hypotheses

of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 be satisfied. Let (^(0) |
be small, and suppose <p does

not start on the manifold (5.9) at i — 0. Then so long as \<p{t)\ remains
small, the Euclidean length of ^{t), as given by (5.10), is an exponentially

increasing function of t

This theorem shows that the distance of the solution <f>(t) from the

stable manifold, if taken normal to 2/(2)
= 0, is an exponentially increasing

function of 1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Clearly

('(t) = <Pa)(t) — Pv(v(u(l))‘p'i)Cl)

where is the n-by-n matrix with columns d^/dyj. Note that the last

n - k columns of py are zero. If = g(i) -f g^i), it follows from (5.8) that

Thus
Vo) = -t- gu)(ip) (j — I, 2)

= B(p(3) -|- g(2)((o) — •+ ga)(,<p)) (5.11)

For solutions on the stable manifold, f is identically zero. For such a
solution d, (5.11) holds with ^' = 0 and gives

0 = JSi^(0(i)) -t- gi2){0(i) + ^(ff<i)))

— \Ai/(^(i))['B^(i) + ff(i)(®(i) + (^(^(1)))] (5.12)

Because the above holds for all solutions 6 on the manifold and since

there is a solution through each point of the manifold, it follows that it is

an identity and thus holds if is replaced by yah with |y(i)| small.
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Using ((> = ^( 1) 4- V(s) in (5.11) and subtracting (5.12), in which 0(i) is

replaced by from (5.11) it follows that

{' = + P(2)(<P(i) + <Pw)
—

ff(2)(<P<i) + Hviv))

- M<Pa))(3a)(<Pw + + 'f'Wa)))) (5-13)

If f
* is the transpose of then J = is the square of the Euclidean

length of and clearly J' = (*$' + Since = £ + i'ivw), i*

follows that

|?(d(v’(i) .+ ~ 9(i)i<PW + ^f'(?>(l)))l ^ <U1

for 1^1 ^ 5, much as in (4.5). Using this in (5.13),

J' = £*(B + B*)£ + Ji

where

17il ^ KeJ

U = 1
,
2)

(5.14)

(5.15)

for some constant K. Because the first fc components of { and £* are

zero, only the matrices Ba and B? enter in the evaluation of £*(B + B*)£.

The'elements of Bj + Bf on the main diagonal are all positive and real

exceed some number 2d. The other nonvanishing elements of

Bj + B* are at most 2{n - k - 1) constants y. Thus from (5.14) and

(5.15)

J' ^ (2d — 2(n — k — 1)7 — K€)J

Thus, if 7 is taken small by proper choice of P, and « is taken small by a

proper choice of 5, then

J' ^dJ

which proves the result so long as |¥>(0 l = 5*

Corollary to Theorem 6.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 there

exists an (n — k)-diinensional manifold

1/( 1)
== xiyw)

of soMions stable for —«>. By reversing t, Theorem 5.1 leads to the

fact that, forpa solution as before, the vector

Pwit) — x(«’(2)(0)

has a Euclidean length which is decreasing as t increases so long as l(p(0!

remains smaU.

PROBLEMS

1. Let all solutions of the linear system with constant coefficients y' Ay be

hounded for t S 0, that is, let \e^^\ ^ M,t ^0, for some constant M. Let / be of

class C and let there exist a constant o ,and a g(,t) such that |/(/,2c)l ^ (/(01®1 for
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|x| ^ a and < ^ 0 and let g(t) dt < co

.

Show that there exists a constant Mi

such that any solution ^ of the system x' — Ax + satisfies lv»(0| < il!f‘i|^(0)| if

\<p(P)\ ^ a/Ml.

Hint: Show that ^ ikr|^?(0)| exp

2. In Prob. 1 it is clear that = Ui(t) + U2 (t), where Ui(t) contains elements

which are sums of exponential terms e‘Vfor real X,- and lC/i(01 ^ Ki, — « < / < oo,

and 1172(01 ^ -8^26"*^*, 0 ^ « for some «r > 0, where Ki and K2 are constants.

Show that corresponding to the solution <p there is a constant vector p such that

^(0 — 17i(0p “» 0 as / —
Hint: Show that there is a p such that

vit) =^ Ut(t - «)/(*,V.(s)) da - j* Viit - a)f(.a,v{s)) da

3. Another method of dealing with (3.6) and, indeed, for getting further results is

based on the variation-of-constants formula

^(.) = cE(a) - bE(a) E(a)

where E($) = for m > 1 and a similar E(s) = s* for m = 1, The above

is used with c a small constant, and a successive-approximation procedure is developed

based on setting <pn-^i(<r) in place of <p(ff) on the right and <pn(s) in place of ^(s) on the

left. The term ^o(«) ^ 0. Show that the process converges for small c and s > 0 and
leads to the existence of ^(s) and to the fact that ^(s) 0 as s —> +0.

4. Show that the results of Secs. 3 and 4 apply to the case where the constant matrix

A is replaced by a real periodic matrix P of period w.

Hint: Set x ^ Z(t)yj where Z(t)e*^ is a solution of x' = P(t)z and where B and the

periodic matrix Z(t) can be taken as real for real P(t). An alternative approach is to

take Zit)e*^ which follows by assigning it the initial value E and, if necessary, break
6*^ up into several parts, for example, Ui{t) + U2 (t), where each part is determined

by the rate of growth of the exponential terms assigned it. Since Ze*^ is real, it follows

that ZUi and ZU 2 are real. Thus in the variation-of-constants formula appears

V,(t,r) - Z(t)U,a - T)Z-Hr) (j » 1, 2)

6. CJonsider the real system

Xi « OiXi +/<(xi,X2) (t » 1, 2)

with ai < a* < 0. Let/< be of class and let/,- and its first-order partial derivatives

vanish at (0,0). Using Theorem 4.4, show that, except for translations of i, the

system has exactly one solution *p « (^>1,^3) such that

Umsuplogil2ilSL±ki(0L) .a,

Moreover, show by use of the extension of Theorem 4.2 for the case of Theorem 4.4

that this solution lies on a curve of class C* X3 « ^(xi) with ^'(0) » 0, and that ^ is an

analytic function if the U are analytic.

6. Show by Theorem 4.6 that if /< « 0[(|xi| 4- A > 0, then for each choice

of the constant c the differential equation of Prob. 6 has a solution « (vi,^») satisfy-

ing tpi{t) — wid v»a(0 “ 4- 0(e<‘**"*>0 for some S > 0 00, Since

the case c 0 must be that discussed in Prob. 5, show that all other solutions must
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satisfy the equations above.

Prob. 6

Express the results of ^robs. 5 and 6 in terms of the geometric configuration of the

solutions as curves in the (xi,X2) plf\ne in the neighborhood of the origin.

7. Using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, show that the real system considered in Prob. 6 but

with 02 > 0 > tti has, except for translations in exactly one solution tending to

zero as «« and that this solution lies on a curve of class X2 = ^'(0) =* 0.

Show that for ^ « a similar situation prevails with xi and X2 interchanging their

roles. This is the case of a saddle point. State the significance of Sec. 5 for this case.

Show that ^ is an analytic function if the /< are analytic.

8. Consider the real system

Xi “ —axi -h fi(xi,X2)

Zi « — /JflCi - aX2 +f2(Xi,X2)

where a > 0 and the /* are of class and vanish with their first-order partial deriva-

tives at the origin. Let fi = 0[(lxi| -f for some A > 0. Using Theorem 4.5,

show that there is a 5 > 0 such that corresponding to any choice of the constants c

and 7 there is a unique solution <p * where

ipxlf) « cos (/se -h 7) +
v»2(0 =« sin (/3i •+ y) +

as < 00 . For /3 3^ 0 this is the case of spirals, and for i3
= 0, a case of a node at the

origin.

9. In Prob. 8 show that if w « tan"*^ (^*/^i) and if p =»
-f-

^|)i, then

lim r«(«) 4- - log p(ol “ 7 + - log c
«o L ® J ®

Show that, except for translations in t, the constant on the right determines the solu-

tion of Prob. 8 uniquely. Note that the case j3 =» 0 is also valid. Show that lim can

be omitted if fi mf^ ^Q,
10. Consider the real system

x[ « -Xa;i + fiixi,Z2)

®2 “ “ ^2 fiixijXz)

where X > 0 and the fi are as in Prob. 8. Show that for any choice of the constants

Cl and C2 there is a unique solution <p « (<pi,P2), where

P2it) « cite-'^* + C2e-^* -h

with 5 > 0. Conversely, for any solution show there are Ci and C2 for which the

above holds. Show that

li^
00 \<Pi X / Cl X

and that, except for translations in t, the constants on the right side above determines
the solution uniquely. Show that lim can be omitted if » /2 » 0.
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Let the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 be modified so that instead of n — A; char-

acteristic roots of A having positive real parts they now have nonnegative real parts.

Show that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 remains valid with the following change:
There is no solution ip not on S at i = io satisfying |v?(OI < "n and

lim sup
log W(t)\

t
< 0

Hint: \Ui\ ^ t > 0, |C72l ^ t < 0.

12. Let F = F(tjX) be of period T in L Let x' - Fit^x), (2.1), have a periodic solu-

tion p of period T and let F and Fa be of class C in a region of (tjX) space which contains

0 ^ ^ < 00 . Let ip = ip(t,a) be the solution of (2.1) with ^(0,a) = p(0) + a,

where a is a vector with n components. Show that the variational equation (2.4) has
the matrix <pa(tjO) as a fundamental solution.

13. Assume F and p are as in Prob. 12. Let ^ == h(x)hQ & one-to-one transforma-

tion with nonvanishing Jacobian from xto ^ space of a region of x space containing the

closed curve x = p(t)^ Let x = g(^) and let h and g be of class C*. Then, corre-

sponding to (2.1), there is the equation

(") ha(gmF(t,gm

which has the periodic solution h(p(t)). Show that h{<p(t,a)) is a solution of (*) for

small la|. Show that hx(<pitjd))ipa(tfa) for a = 0 is a fundamental solution of the

variational equation of (*) with respect to the solution h(p(jt)). Show that the char-

acteristic exponents are the same for the transformed case as for the original case.

Hint: Since hx(p{t))ipa(tjO) is a fundamental matrix, the characteristic exponents are

obtained from the logarithm of the matrix

which is the matrix y>a'(0,0)vsa(ir,0).

14. Let the function V be of class in x space for small \x\. Let V(x) >0 for

X 7^ 0 and 7(0) = 0. Show that, if |^1 is small, solutions of

x' =» a:(0) = €

tend to zero as i —> « if there is a constant k > 0 such that

n

X ^
imml

for < ^ 0 and small |a;|.

Hint: Let ^ be a solution of x' ^ LetF(t) « 7(y(i)). Then dF/dt ^ —kF,



CHAPTER 14

PERTURBATION OF SYSTEMS HAVING A

PERIODIC SOLIITION

1. Nonautonomoas Systems

The behavior of the system

x' = (1-1)

for small |/<|, based on the behavior for /* = 0, is of considerable impor-

tance. The system (1.1) is a special caae of

(1 -2)

In (1.2) At may be a real vector. The general dependence of solutions on

a parameter n has been considered in Sec. 7, Chap. 1. Here the case of

special importance is considered where (1.2) with m = 0 has a real

periodic solution p of period T. It is assumed that / is periodic in t of

period T. (Note that T need not be the least period of either p or of /.

Also note that / need not depend on t at all.)

In Theorem 7.5, Chap. 1, where the existence of the partial derivatives

dp/d^i of a solution <p with respect to initial values is proved, it is

assumed that is continuous, as well as /». However, by using the

method of Theorem 7.2, Chap. 1, the existence of <pi follows if only is

assumed to be continuous. This will be done here, although in practice

usually exists, and indeed / is usually analytic in (», /x).

It is assumed that / is real and continuous in when (t,x) is in

some domain V of (fjx) space containing the curve (t,p{t)) and when ImI

is small. It is also assumed that / has first-order partial derivatives with

respect to the components of x which are continuous in (tjXjfx).

The first variation as defined in Sec. 2, Chap. 13, will occur in this

chapter.

Theorem l.l. Iff satisfies the conditions above and if the first variation

of (1.2) for M = 0 with respect to the solution p has no solution of period T,

then for small 1ju| the equation (1.2) has a solution q == q{tfii), periodic in t

of period T, continuous in (^,m), and with g(t,0) = p(t). There is only one

such solution for each /*.

348
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The first variation is the linear system with periodic coeflBlcients

n

2/' = ^ (<,p(0,0)j/y = fx(t,p(t)fi)y (1.3)

where the matrix fx(t,p{t),Q) has period T. The condition that (1.3) have

no solution of period T is equivalent to there being ho characteristic

exponent of the linear system (1.3) which is an integral multiple of

2HfT.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The solution of (1.2) which assumes at < = 0

the initial value p(0) + a, where |a| is small, will be denoted by

tp = <p(t,a,ix)

It follows from the uniqueness of <p that for this solution to be periodic of

period T it is necessary and sufidcient that <p(T,a,n) = <p(0,oc,ij,) or that

tp{T,a,n) — p(0) — a - 0

For M = 0, this system has as a solution a = 0. If the Jacobian of this

system taken with respect to the components of a is nonvanishing at

^ = 0, a = 0, then it follows that the system has a unique solution

a = a{n) in the neighborhood of /i = 0, a = 0, where a is continuous in

tt and a(0) = 0. The Jacobian is the determinant of the matrix

- E (1.4)

If the Jacobian does not vanish, then the existence of a periodic solution

q of (1.2) is established for small 1^1 by setting <p(t,a(p),n) — q(t,ii).

Moreover, in the neighborhood of a; = p{t), this solution is uniquely

determined since a(^) is unique. It is an important fact that the

Jacobian depends only onf(t,x,0) since m = 0 in (1.4). Thus in the case

(1.1) the Jacobian does not depend on h.

The Jacobian is closely related to the first variation (1.3) of (1.2) with

respect to the solution p. In fact, if the equation

= f{t,<p(t,a,ii),n)

is differentiated with respect to the components a< of a, there results at

M *= 0, a = 0

^U<,0,0) = fx{t,v>m0),0)vait,0fi)

or, since »>(<,0,0) = p(<),

/„(<,0,0) = Mt,p(.t),0)Mt,0fi)
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Thus the matrix ^ given by

’*'(<) = ^«(«,0,0) (1.5)

is a solution matrix of (1.3), and since ^,(0,0,0) = £! it is a fundamental
matrix. Hence the multipliers associated with (1.3) are the roots of

det (SP(r) - XS) = 0 (1.6)

But by (1.6), (Sf'(r) — E) is precisely the matrix (1.4), the determinant of

which is the Jacobian. Thus the Jacobian vanishes if and only if (1.6)

has X = 1 as a root. A necessary and sufficient condition for (1.3) to

have a solution of period T is precisely that X = 1 be a root of (1.6), so

that the theorem is established.

If the characteristic exponents of (1.3) all have negative real parts, it

is the case that the solution p of (1.2) for At = 0 is as5Tnptotically stable.

The following result holds.

Theorem 1.2. If the real parts of the characteristic exponents of (1-3),

the first variation, of (1.2) for /t = 0 with respect to p, are all negative, then

(1.3) can have no periodic solution, so that the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is

valid. Moreover, in this case the periodic solution q = q(t,fi) of (1.2) is

asymptotically stable providing Iju] is small.

Proof. The first part of the theorem is obvious. To prove the
stability of q, we observe that the first variation in this case is the system
with periodic coefficients

y' = f<c(t,q(.t,ii),u.)y (1.7)

and where (1.7) becomes (1.3) for /t = 0. Thus, if "3? = ^{t,u) is a funda-

mental solution of (1.7) with ’3?(0,iu) = E, then the multipliers of (1.7)

are the characteristic roots of the matrix ^{T,ii). Since ^ is continuous

in IX for small Iaa), it follows that, since the characteristic roots of Sf'(7’,0)

are less than one in magnitude, the same is true for 'qr(T,ii) for small Iai].

The proof of Theorem 1.2 now follows by using Theorem 2.1, Chap. 13.

For each t let / satisfy the further condition of being analytic in (x,ix)

for Xt,x) in V and 1^1 small. Then, from the existence Theorem 8.4,

Chap. 1, it follows that <p = <p(f,a,ii) is analytic in a and p for small |aj

and IaaI over 0 g f ^ T. The nonvanishing of the Jacobian of (1.4) now
assures not only the existence and uniqueness of a = a(p) but also that

a is analytic in p. Thus q is analytic in p for small \p\ and for any t.

For simplicity it will now be assumed that p has only one component
and thus need not be treated as a vector. Because of analyticity, q has
for each t a power-series representation in p with coefficients which are

continuous in t since q is continuous in (t,p). The power series is of the

form

9(«,m) = P««(<) + up^Ht) + /^*P‘«(<) + • • •

(1 .8)
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where = p(0 and because of the periodicity of q it follows that p^
is also periodic of period T for aU j.

Using (1.8) in the differential equation (1.2), there results

ao

Since the right side is analytic in /x for small |/il, it can be expanded in

powers of ju. Equating powers of /t, there results, with p^®^^) = P(0) the

sequence

^(0 =/(<,P«®>(0 ,
0)

,^ (0 = /*(<,?<'»«),0)p(«(f) + g (i,p(®)(0,0) (1.9)

(0 =Mt,P^^Kt),0)p»m+F^^Kt)

where is determined by p^®> and and in general is determined

by p^^, j = 0, 1, . . . ,
m — 1. Thus the procedure leads to a formal

process for obtaining each p<*> in terms of the p^, j < k, by solving a
linear system of differential equations.

Since the existence of q as an anal3d;ic function of p has been demon-
strated, it follows that the system (1.9) has the desired periodic p®,

j k 1, as a solution. It is also the case that there is no other solution of

period T possible for (1.9) ;
this will now be proved by induction. Since

p«i)(t) =, p, which is given as part of the hypothesis, there is no question

about uniqueness here. Suppose then that the next equation of (1.9) has

two different solutions p^*^ and of period T. Then the difference

p<» _ p(i) is clearly a solution of the first-variation equation (1.3). But
by hypothesis this equation is assumed to have no periodic solution of

period T. Thus p^^^ =
Suppose now that p<»"’ is determined for all j < m for some m. Then

^ (<) = /.(<,?<«(<),0)p<“HO + ^’'"•’(0 (1.10)

where is uniquely determined by p^'^, j < m. Thus for the same
reason as in m = 1 it follows that p^"*> is uniquely determined by (1.10)

and the fact that it is periodic of period T. This proves the statement

that (1.9) has one and only one system of periodic solutions p^,i ^ 1, of

period T and that these may be obtained by solving the sequence of

linear differential equations (1.9) for; >= 1, 2, . . . .
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2. Autonomous Systems

An example of the system to be treated here is

x' = f(x) + iigixjfi) (2.1)

where \ii\ is small. A more general formulation in which n may be a

vector is

x' = f(x,fi) (2.2)

The system (2.2) is real for real x and /*. Here it is assumed that, for

= 0, (2.2) has a real periodic solution p of period To. This solution,

X = p{t), may be regarded as a closed curve in x space. Let F be a

domain in x space containing the curve x = pit). Let f be of class in

iXfii) for aj in F and \n\ small. In fact, it suffices for /» to exist and be

continuous for a: in F and li«|
small.

The first variation of (2.2) for ft = 0 with respect to the solution p is

y' = Mpit),0)y (2.3)

The system (2.3) has a periodic solution of period To, namely p'. Thus

in the case (2.2) the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 cannot be satisfied and

a different result is required.

Let be the tundamental matrix for (2.3) which satisfies \C^(0) = E.

The fact that (2.3) has a solution of period To is equivalent to the matrix

^(jTo) having one as a characteristic root.

Theorem 2.1. If / satisfies the conditions stated above and if (2.3) has

one as a simple characteristic root of the matrix ^(To), then for small |/xl the

equation (2.2) has a solution q = q{t,ij) of period Both q and T are

continuous in for small q(t,Qi) = p{t) and T{0) == To. The determi-

nation of qitjfj) and T(fi) is unique.

In order to motivate the proot presented below the following geometric

discussion is given. By rotating and translating the x space the tangent

vector (0) can be made parallel to the xi axis and the first component

of p(0), pi(0), can be made zero. Thus pi(0) = 0 and p'(0) = 0, j ^ 2,

, . . ,
n. A solution of (2.2) for 1/*! small which is near some point of

X — p(t) will, because of the continuity of the solution with respect to

initial value and stay near x = p(t) over a range of t of 22^0. Since p

must cross the plane xi — 0, in this range of t, so does the solution of

(2.2). Because (2.2) does not involve t explicitly, the solution curve in

X space is uniquely determined by the coordinates of the point where

it crosses xi = 0. Thus for any fixed /x it takes only n — 1 parameters to

determine a solution of (2.2) as a curve in x space.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. As above, it is assumed that p'(0) is parallel to

the xi axis. Consider, for small l/x], the solution of (2.2) which assumes

at < = 0 the value p(0) + a, where \ol\ is small and ai = 0. This solution

is designated by ^ = <p{tajp). For this solution to be periodic of period
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T = To + T, where |t
1
is small, it is necessary and sufficient that

+ T, a, n)
— p(0) — a = 0 (2.4)

The equation (2.4) has at m = 0 the solution a = 0, t = 0. If the

Jacobian with respect to (r, at, , ««) does not vanish at (a = 0,

r = 0, ft = 0), then (2.4) has a unique solution a = aQi), r = rOt) for

small \ii\, jal, and jr]. Because (d<(>/dT){T0,0,0) — p'(To) = p'(0), the

Jacobian is the determinant of the matrix

where d<pi/daj is evaluated at (To,0,0). If the Jacobian does not vanish,

then a and t are uniquely determined as continuous functions of p for

small Also a(0) = 0, r(0) = 0. Thus ^(t,a(p),p) = q(t,p) is

periodic of period To + r(ju). Because Pi(0) 7^ 0, the nonvanishing of

the Jacobian is equivalent to the nonvanishing of the cofactor of dpi/dt

in (2.5).

If ai is not held fixed, then the fundamental solution is given by the

matrix »?«(<,0,0) with elements dipt/Boj. Thus the equation for the char-

acteristic roots of the matrix ^{To) is given by

det (v«(ro,0,0) - XB) = 0 (2.6)

Since (6«9//aai) (0,0,0) = Oforj ^ 2 and since (d(p/aai)(<,0,0) is a solution

of (2.3), it follows that (d<p/da^{t,0,0) is some multiple of p' and is there-

fore periodic of period To so that (S^jy/aai) (To,0,0) = 0, i ^ 2. Thus

only the first element in the first column of the matrix on the left side of

(2.6) is not zero. Since (9¥>i/3ai) (0,0,0) = 1 = (d(pi/da.^{To,0,0), it

follows that the cofactor of dpi/dt in (2.5) can vanish only if X = 1 is a

multiple root of (2.6). This proves the theorem.

Because p' is a solution of the first-variation equation (2.3), it follows

that one is a characteristic root of ^(.To), as already stated. If the

remaining n — 1 characteristic roots are all less than one in magnitude,

then the solution p has asymptotic orbital stability and the following

result holds.

Theorem 2.2. Ifn — lofthe characteristic roots associated with the first

variation, (2.3), of (2.2) mth p — 0 are less than one in magnitude, then

clearly Theorem 2.1 must hold. Moreover, the periodic solution of (2.2),

q = q(t,p), has asymptotic orbital stability for small l/i|.

Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1.2. Briefly, if

= ’$'(<,/*) is the solution of p' = U(.g(.t,p),f^)y with '®'(0,p) = E, then the
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matrix ^(r(M),M) is continuous for small m and for m = 0, ^(TojO) = ^(ro).

Thus, because ^(To) has n — 1 characteristic roots less than one in

magnitude, the same must be true of ^(T()Lt),M) by continuity considera-

tions, and this proves the theorem.

In case / in (2.2) is analytic in (Xy^l) for x in F and \n\ small, it follows

from Theorem 8.1, Chap. 1, that p is analytic in t] and then an easy modi-

fication of the existence theorem 8.4, Chap. 1, implies that

<p = <p{t,OL,lx)

is analytic in for small \a\ and |m| over any fixed finite range of t.

The nonvanishing of the Jacobian [the determinant of (2.5)] implies that

a and r are analytic in /i. Thus q is analytic in (typ) and T is analytic in

/i for small

For simplicity it will be assumed from here on that p has only one

component, that is, ii need no longer be regarded as a vector. Because

of the analyticity of g and T, it follows that if t = sT{/jl) then

= r(Syn)

is analytic in ix for small \jjl\ and periodic in s of period 1. Thus

r(s,M) = r^°^(s) -f- + mV^®^(s) -f
• *

• (2.7)

T(n) = To + pTi -h + • •
• (2.8)

where has period 1 since r does. Letting /x —> 0, r^®^(s) = p{sTo).

The system (2.2) becomes

g = TMfM
Since r is a solution, it follows that for small \n\

= (To + pri + . .
•)/(r(a,M),M)

Expanding the right member in powers of n yields

drCO)^ == ro/(rco),0)

^ = r(^.(rC'»,0)r<» + ri/(rw,0) + (rC«,0)

(2.9)
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where depends only on < m, and Tj,j < m. Aside from (2.9),

it is also the case that ri(0,/x) = Pi(6). Thusri^(O) = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . .

The expressions for r(s,ju) and T(fx) given by (2.7) and (2.8) are then

solutions of the system (2.9). It will be shown that the system (2.9)

determines and Tj uniquely. Thus if the system (2.9) is solved for

and Tj,j ^ 1, subject to the conditions ri^(G) = 0 and periodic of

period 1, then the result is r and T. The system provides then a con-

venient means for obtaining r and T.

Since and Tq are given, the proof begins with and Ti. Let there

be two solutions to (2.9) for m = 1, (r^^^Ti), and (f^^^fi). Denote the

difference by k and Ti — Ti by aTo. Then h is periodic of

period 1 and hi{0) = 0. Subtracting the equations for the two cases

shows that A is a solution of

g = Pis)w + oro/(rC®(s),0) (2 .10)

where P{s) — ro/®(r^°^(s),0) is the matrix coefficient of the variational

equation for (2.2) with t replaced by sTo. Indeed, the variational equa-

tion is

I - PWl/ (2.11)

and a periodic solution of (2.11) is = dr^^^/ds. Moreover, by

hypothesis the characteristic root 1 associated with the periodic solution

is a simple root. The other — 1 roots are all different from one.

Using the first equation of (2.9), (2.10) becomes

^ = Pis)w + oV'<«(s) (2.12)
as

with solution w = h(8). Since is a solution of (2.11), it is readily

verified that if

tf'(s) = h(s) - os^(“(5) (2.13)

then ^ is a solution of (2.11).

If the solutions of (2.11) are in canonical form where is already

defined and

^(*^(1) = X.V'f'HO) + d<V'«-‘’(0) (z = 2, ... n)

then d2 = 0, since Xi == 1 is a simple characteristic root. Using

n

i-1
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the periodicity of h yields

n n

^ 2 W<‘-»(0) + Oi^««(0) = 0 (2.14)

t»2 t-3

Since the solutions are linearly independent, this implies that a = 0.

Thus (2:l:3)~yields A By the periodicity of h this means ^ must be

for some constant fc. Since hi(0) = 0 and (0) 5*^ 0, it follows

that fc = 0. Thus A(fi) s 0, and the uniqueness of and Ti is proved.

The uniqueness of and Ta, etc., proceeds in identical fashion, and the

proof follows by induction.

3. Perturbation of a Linear System with a Periodic Solution in the

Nonautonomous Case

Consider the second-order differential equation

u" + u = (3.1)

where / is periodic in t of period 27r. The first variation for the case

/i = 0 is simply u" + u = 0 which has two independent solutions of

period 27r. Thus, if (3.1) is rewritten as a system, neither Theorem 1.1

nor 2.1 (in case/ does not contain t explicitly) can apply, since the relevant

Jacobians vanish. Nevertheless, the equation (3.1) is of considerable

importance.

A sketch of a procedure for treating (3.1) will be given and then a

general system will be treated. A minor simplification can be made by
translating t in (3.1) by 7, where the constant 7 be specified later.

Thus (3.1) becomes

u" + W = ixf(t + 7, Uj w', fi) (3.2)

Let a be a constant and consider the solution (p(t) — <p{tya,y,yt) of (3.2)

which satisfies ^(0) == a, ^'(0) “ 0- Clearly (3.2) implies

<p{t) = o cos < + sin (« — s) /(s + 7, v>(s), »»'(«), n) ds (3.3)

In order that <p be periodic of period 2x in t, it is necessary and sufficient

for ^(2)r) = o, <e'(2ir) = 0, or for

if,(0.7 ,m) =0 (i = 1, 2) (3.4)

where

t2x
Hi{.a,y,n) = sin s/(s + 7, <p{s,a,y,n), <p\s,a,y,n), fi) ds

and fflmilarly for Ht but with sin s replaced by cos s.

Suppose that the equations (3.4) have for = 0 a solution a == oo and

7 = 7o so that ir,(oo,Yo,0) — 0,j — 1, 2. Then if the Jacobian
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d(,a,y)
(ao,-Yo,0) p* 0 (3.5)

it follows that o and y are uniquely determined as continuous functions

of n near y. = 0. Because the Jacobian is evaluated at /t = 0, the explicit

form of Hi and H2 for use in (3.5) is found from the use of (3.3) with

y = 0. Thus

f2ir

Hi{a,yfi) — sin s/(s + Y, a cos s, —a sin s, 0) ds (3.6)

and similarly for £r8(hi<y,0).

li f(t,u,u',y) = + /Sit* + c COS t, where a, p, and c are constants, then

o and y become functions of ot, 0, and c as well as of y. It is easily seen

that Hi = 0 with the present choice of / yields yo = 0, and the equation

Hi = 0 becomes

ao + ^ a» + c = 0 (3.7)

which is then the equation that determines Oo. It is easily verified that

(3.5) is now equivalent to the condition that co be a simple root of (3.7)

.

The equation (3.1) is a special case of the system

x' = Ax yf(t,x,y) (3.8)

where ^4. is a constant real matrix with Ni as a characteristic root for some

integer N, and / is real and has period 27r in t. (Note that 2ir need not be

the least period of /.) The unperturbed system with y = 0,

x' — Ax (3.9)

has then a solution of period 29r so that Theorem 1.1 does not apply. Let

j = 1, k, he solutions of (3.9) of period 25r. Then for any

constants cy and yj
k

y + yj) (3.10)

is also a periodic solution of (3.9). It is not obvious for what Cj and yj, if

any, (3.8) may have a periodic solution which tends to (3.10) as y 0.

Here sufficient conditions will be given for (3.8) to have a periodic

solution.

Setting X = Py, where P is a real nonsingular constant matrix, the

system (3.8) can be replaced by a system for y where the coefficient

matrix B = P~^AP, when >* = 0, is in real canonical form. Moreover,

this new system satisfies the same assumption as (3.8). It will therefore

be assumed that A already has the following real canonical form
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Bx

where the elements not shown are zeros. Each Aj, j = 1,

matrix of ay {oj even) rows and columns of the form

(3.11)

'Si O2 • •
• O2 02'

Ex Si • • • O2 O2

O2 Ex • • • O2
.

0

.O2 O2 • • •
Si,

,
A;, is a

(3.12)

where O2 is the 2-by-2 zero matrix and

0 ) *’-0 9
iVy being a positive integer. (In the following, Ek will always denote the

fc-dimensional unit matrix, 0 < k <n, and E = En-) A matrix Ay may
have only two rows and columns, in which case it is Sj. Each matrix JBy

(3.13)

where By may have only one row and column, in which case By consists
k m

of the single element 0. The matrix C has 7 = n — ^ ay — ^ ft*
rows

rows and columns, j = 1, • • . ,
m, and is

/o 0 ... 0 0\

/ 1 0 ... 0 0
'

Bi = r 1 ... 0 0

\o 0 ... 1 oV

y-i

and columns, and has no characteristic roots of the form iN for any
integer iV, including N — Q, It is useful to notice that C need not be in

canonical form.
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A fundamental matrix for (3.9) is given by

= ptBl

otB%

Here
^Si O2

^Si

=

where otj == 2pj, and

while

,(Pj- 1)! (pi-2)!

gtSt

(

cos Nit — sin

sin JVy< cos

in Nit\

os N^J

1

t

0

1

1/-2

(/3y-l)! (^y-2)!

(3.14)

(3.16)

(3.16)

(3 17)

Concerning the matrix e*®, the fact that the characteristic roots of C are

not of the form iN, for N an integer, implies that

det (e^'® - Ey) 0 (3.18)

Suppose now that (3.8) has a unique solution (p = <p(t,ti,c), where

tp(0,fx,c) = c, which exists for t in some interval containing 0 ^ ^ 25r,

and is continuous in y, for y sufficiently near y =. 0. From (3.8), using

the variation-of-constants formula,

<p(t,y,c) == e^c + P e<^^‘^*S(s,<p(s,y,c),y) ds (3.19)

It follows directly from (3.19), and uniqueness, that a necessary and

sufficient condition for v to be periodic of period 2ir is that
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- E)c + II
ds = 0 (3.20)

This represents a system of n equations for the n unknowns consisting

of the components of c. In order to state sufficient conditions for the

existence of c, the structure of (3.20) is analyzedm more detail. If there

eidsts a function c = c^, continuous in n for small
1m 1,

such that

has period 2ir, then from (3.20), letting 0,

(gir^ — E)co — 0 (3.21)

Thus (3 21) is a necessary condition for the existence of such a periodic

solution V. = v(<,m,Cm). Note that from (3.19) we have vHM =

and (3.21) just expresses the necessary and sufficient condition that

be a periodic solution of (3.9) with period 2»-.

From (3.15) and (3.16) we have

- Ea, =

and from (3.17)

gixBl _ Ef, =

02 O 2
• • • 02\

2irE2 O 2 “•)

(2vy^^Ei
• • OzJ

,(pi-l)I (py
- 2)!

/ 0 0 . • 0\
' 2ir 0

“)
i

(2iryi-^ (27r)^'-*
• • • 0 /

\(A- 1)1 (0,- - 2)!

(3.22)

(3.23)

From (3.22), (3.23), and (3.18) it is now clear that (3.2p implies that all

components co< of co are zero, except possibly those with index t corre-

sponding to the last two rows of any Ay or to the last row of any By.

These indices are all those with the following forms

z = ai — 1, «!

z = ai + 0f2 — 1) «i +

z = ai -b
• ' • -b aifc

— 1, ai + • •
‘ + «* (3.24)

z* = ai + ’
"I" “b ^1

z = ai + • * • + «» + /3i + ^2

z’ =* <*1 + ’ * * + «» "I"
4* ' * ' 4" 0*i»
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The indices i having the forms given in (3.24) will be called exceptional

indices, and the corresponding components of any vector will be called

exceptional components. They are 2fc + m in number, and the exceptional

components coi of co are not determined by (3.21).

To proceed further, consider the components of the. vector on the left

in (3.20) with indices

i = 1, 2

j = ai + 1, ai + 2

j = ai 4- • ‘
* + + 1, 0£i + • •

• + ajfe-i + 2

i = ai + • •
• + O'* + 1

y = + • •
* + a* + ^1 + 1

(3.25)

y = ‘ + otjc + Pi + • •
• + + 1

These 2/c + m indices will be called singular indices, and the correspond-

ing components of a vector singular components. From (3.22) and (3.23)

it is evident that the singular components of (e^'^ — E)cp, are all zero.

Thus the singular components of the integral in (3.20) must vanish for all

fx suflSciently near /u = 0. This gives

[ T' dal ^ ®

for any j in the set (3.25), where
[ ],- represents the jth component. In

particular, if jx = 0, then »j(s,0,co) = e'^^co, and thus for the singular

indices

ffy(co) * [f^ ds]^. = 0 (3.27)

If the periodicity of 6*-^co and / are used, then (3.27) can be replaced by

H,(co) = [/o®'
««V(-8,e-*^co,0) dal = °

For M = 0> all components of Co other than the exceptional ones are zero.

Thus (3.27) is a system of 2fc + m equations in 2fc + m unknowns,

namely, the components cw of co with i exceptional. If »= <p(t,n,c„) is

to exist as a periodic solution, it is neceaaary for (3.27) to have a solution.

Note that (3.27) can be written ovi explicitly without solving the norilinear

system, (3.8).

Suppose that the system (3.27) has a solution for the exceptional com-

ponents of Co, say co< = a.-. Denoting by o the vector with components

Oi for the exceptional indices and zero otherwise, it follows that

p{t) = <p{t,(i,a)

is a periodic solution of (3.9) with period 25r.
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To prove the existence of a periodic solution of (3.8) for \n\ small, the

following assumptions will be needed;

(i) A is a real constant matrix with the canonical form (3.11) through

(3.13), with at least one characteristic root of the form iN, where N
is an integer;

(ii) are real, and f has period 2ir in i;

(iii) a vector a exists which satisfies (3.21) and (3.27) for co = o;

(iv) /, ft are continuous in (t,*,iu) for (t,x) in a vicinity V containing

the periodic solution p(t) = of (3.9), 0 g g 27r, in its interior,

and for \n\ < S, for some 5 > 0 ;t

(v) the Jacobian of the (2k + m) Hj of (3.27), j singular, with respect

to the (2k + m) Cm, i exceptional, does not vanish for cw = Oi.

Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (i) through (y) above, there exists

a unique periodic solution q = q(t,it) of (3.8), of period 2t in t, which is

coniinuous in (t,fi) for aU t, and |m| sufficiently small, and which for u = 0
reduces to q(t,0) = p(t).

Remark: If assumption (v) does not hold, then a more detailed analysis

is required which wiU not be undertaken here.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. It will be shown that, for sufficiently small ||»|,

(3.20) has a unique solution c = c„, continuous in u, and with Co = o.

From this it follows at once that q(t,p) = ip(t,p,c„) is the desired solution.

The existence and uniqueness of a solution <p(t,p,c) of (3.8) for |m 1
and

|c — Col sufficiently small and with <p(0,fi,c) = c follow directly from the

assumption (iv).

To show the existence of c = c,,, the system of equations (3.20) is

replaced by the systems Si(ii,c) and Sit(ii,c), where Si(u,c) consists of the

components of (3.20) with nonsingular indices, while S2(p,c) consists of

the equations (3.26) with singular indices. As discussed after (3.23),

5i(0,c) is a homogeneous linear system for the nonexceptional components
Ci of c, and since the determinant A of the coefficients is nonvanishing, the

only solution is cw = 0, i nonexceptional. St(0,c) is just the system of

Eqs. (3.27) with c = Co, and by assumption this has a solution cm = Oj,

i exceptional. The first partial derivatives of the left side of Si(u,c) with
respect to the exceptional components of c are all zero at ;u = 0, c = a.

Thus the over-all Jacobian D0*,c) of the left sides of fi'i(M,c) and S2 (/i,c)

with respect to the components of c, when evaluated at /x = 0, c = a, is

the Jacobian Di(u,c) of the left side of Si(fi,c) with respect to the non-
exceptional components of c, evaluated at = 0, c = a, multiplied by the

Jacobian D2(u,c) of the left side of (3.26) with respect to the exceptional

components of c, evaluated at /i = 0, c = a. But Di(0,a) is just the

determinant A which is not zero, and Di(0,a) is just the Jacobian in

t See the second paragraph of See. 1.
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assumption (v), which is not zero. Therefore, by the implicit-function

theorem, the combined system S2 {fijc) has a unique solution

c — Cf, for sufficiently small ljoi|, which is continuous in /x, and such that

Co = a. This completes the proof.

The situation as regards analytic perturbations / is as follows:

Theorem 3.2. Suppose the assumptions (i) through (v) are satisfied, and

in addition let f be an analytic function of (x,/x) for {t,x) in V and l/ixl < 5.

Then q is analytic in y. for sufficiently small l/xj.

Proof. For (/x,c) sufficiently close to (0,co), the solution <p ~ (p(t,fx,c) of

(3.8) is analytic in y and c by the existence theorem for such systems.

Also, Cft is analytic in by the implicit-function theorem for analytic

systems. Thus q{t,fj) = <p{t,ti,Cp) is analytic in ii.

From the practical point of view, it is important to know (in the

analytic case) whether the periodic coefficients (with period 2ir) g^^^(0 in

the convergent power-series expansion

00

= 2 (3 .28)

can be calculated recursively. As is to be expected, this is indeed true.

Let the jth component of g® be denoted by qf. Placing (3.28) into (3.8)

and comparing coefficients of powers of n, tWe results

I •

= e‘^a,

^ (t) = Aq(Ht) +/(f,3<«(<),0),

^ (i) = Ag<«(0 +/.(<,g'‘»(0,0)ff<»(0 H-0(i,5"’(f),O), . . • , (3.29)

^ (i) = Ag<«(0 +/.(i,«''»(0,0)««-‘H0 • . .

where F® depends only on for 0 ^ I ^ j — 2. That there exist solu-

tions g® to the system of differential equations (3.29) follows from the

existence of g. It will be shown that each equation in (3.29) has at most

one solution of period 27r and thus the formal process of solving for the

g® recursively yields g. Clearly g^*^ is determined by the second equation

in (3.29) only to within a periodic solution of the homogeneous equation

(3.9). However, the requirement that the next equation of (3.29) have

a periodic solution g^®^ determines g^‘^ uniquely. For suppose this is not

the case. Then there are two distinct solutions for g<» each of which in

the next equation allows for the solution of a periodic g<®\ Denoting the

differences between the two g^'^’s by and the two g^’s by it

follows, by subtracting the two equations for the g<‘^’B from each other
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and the two for the that

^ (t) = A^^Kt)
at

^ (0 = Aq^^Kt)
at

(3.30)

(3.31)

If 5<®>(0) = aP'’, then from (3.31),

r= 4- e<‘-‘^^fx(s,e’*a,0)q^^Hs) ds

Since 3'®^ has period 2ir, this yields

(^g
2TA _ jE)gW) + J^^e«*“*)^/,(a,e*-*a,0)g'«(s) ds = 0

Taking the components of the above with singular indices, j, it follows

that

[ io^
e<*'-*J^/,(s,e*X0)?'‘Ks) ds]^. = 0 (3.32)

Clearly q^^\ being a periodic solution of (3.30), is of the form

qW(s) =

where the only nonvanishing components aj“ of are those ^th excep-

tional indices. Now (3.32) is linear homogeneous m these Oj ,
and the

determinant of the coefficients of the left side of (3.32) with respect to the

o‘“ is precisely the Jacobian of the (2fc -f m) Hj of Theorem 3.1 which is

assumed not to vanish. Hence a<« = 0, and thus 3'«(0 = 0. Premsely

the same argument shows that if the are uniquely determined for

I g j, where y > 1, then 3«+» is also uniquely determined, thus yielding

the result by induction.
, , , 7 j-

Theorem 3.3. If the assumptims of Theorem 3.2 hold, then the analyuc

solution q of (3.8) can he obtained recursively by solving the system (3.29) for

the periodic coefficients g<«, of period 2^, in the converge^ power-series

expansion (3.28). Each q^^^i S 1, is determined uniquely by the ith equa-

tion in (3.29) and the fact that the (i -f 1)«< equation has a periodic solution.

4. Perturbation of an Autonomous System with a Vanishing Jacobian

Here the real system
*' = Aas -h uf(x,u) (4.1)

will be considered, where A is a real constant matrix, |m 1
is small, and / is

real continuous in (x,ix) for small \y\ and a: in a region V to be descnbed

later. In fact, it will be assumed that /, is continuous m {x,ix) for x

in V and \u\ small. With = 0, the system (4.1) becomes

a/ = Ax (4.2)
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It is assumed that (4 .2) has a periodic solution of period 2ir. Note that

2r need not be its least period. It is assumed to be the case that does

not have one as a simple characteristic root. This last statement is

equivalent to the vanishing of the relevant Jacobian (2.5).

As in Sec. 3, it can be assumed with no restriction that A is in real

canonical form given by formulas (3.11) through (3.13). Thus (3.14)

through (3.18) also hold. As before, C need not be in canonical form.

Let (4.1) have a unique solution <p = where w(0,m,c) = c,

which exists for t in some finite interval and is continuous in ju for n near

M = 0. Then, as before,

v(t,n,c) = e^c + 1^1^ e<‘-*^^/(v5(s,M,c),/x) ds (4.3)

Necessary and sufiicient for <p to be periodic of period 2t + t is that

(e(sr+r).t _ j5j)c ^ ^ ds = 0

or

r2ir+T
(e®*''* — E)c + — E)c 4* m ®^**^'*^*^'V(v(s,M)C)»m) ds = 0 (4.4)

If = <pit,fi,c) is periodic of period 2ir + t and if c = c,, and r = r^ii)

are continuous for small enough |#tl, and r(0)
== 0 , then it follows, since

<p(t,0,ct) = e'^co, that

(e*'^ - E)co = 0 (4.6)

As in Sec. 3, this implies that only the components of c© with exceptional

indices can be different from zero. (Clearly r and c need, in fact, only

exist for small n> 0 with limiting values as /u —»• 0+.)

It is assumed here that in the canonical form for A there appears

at least one matrix of the type Aj. The exceptional indices associated

with A 1 are ax — 1 and ai. The component of 6*^00 with index ai is

(co)«,_i sin Nxt +• (c«)o, cos JVi<, and hence, for any specific choice of

(co)ai-i and (co)o„ this sinusoid vanishes for some value of t and has

there a nonvanishing first derivative; if not, both (co)<,,_i and (co)a,

vanish. By continuity, the component <90,
of must cross the t

axis at some t also. The system (4.1) is invariant under translations in

t. In what follows it will be assumed that <pai vanishes at t = 0. This

means that

= (c,i)ai “ 0

for sufficiently small |f«|, including n = 0. Thus the problem becomes

one in obtaining sufficient conditions for the existence of c = c„ and

r =• t(m) with (cm)«, «“ 0 satisfying (4.4).
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As in Sec. 3, the components of — E)Ci, with singular indices are

all zero. Thus (4.4) shows for the components with these indices

(~^ + Jq
dsj = 0 (4.6)

Letting jti
—> 0 in (4.6), the term involving the integral tends to a limit,

and hence the other term approaches a limit. Since t —> 0 as m 0>

(4.6) gives for the components with singular indices

e®'^Aco Km >^/(e*^C(,,0) d«l =0 (4.7)
»i->o \m/ Jo Jy

Changing the variables from s to 2b- — s and using the periodicity of

6*"‘co, there follows

e^'-^Acii Km e‘^f(e~‘-^Co,0) dsj = 0

which can be used instead of (4.7). If at least one singular component

of is different from zero, then (4.7) mpKes the existence of the

Kmit of r/fi as fi—> 0, whereas the existence of tWs Kmit is not impKed by

(4.7) if ail the components of e*’''‘Aco with singular indices are zero. The

system (4.7), which holds for singular indices only, can he regarded as a

system of’2fc + m equations for the 2k + m unknowns consisting of the

2fc + m — 1 components of Co with exceptional indices ((co)«i = 0)

and the unknown Kmit of (r/ju), m~*0.
Let r = juB, and let

ffy(co,f') = [ve^'^Aco + ff" dsl (4.8)

where j goes through the singular indices. [It is to be observed that Hy

is given expKcitly in (4.8) as a function of co and v, and does not require

that (4.1) be solved.]

For the foKowing existence theorem it is assumed that

(i) A is a real constant matrix with canonical form (3.11) through

(3.13);

(u) n, f = f(x,ft) are real;

(in) a vector a, with a«, = 0 and with nonexceptional components zero,

and a number vo exist which satisfy Hy{a,vo) = 0, j singular;

(iv) /, /, are continuous in (a:,/i) for a: in a vicinity V containing the

periodic solution e*^a, of period 2b-, of (4.2), and for |/i| < 6, for

some 5 > 0;t

fSee the second paragraph of Sec. 1.
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(v) the Jacobian determinant of the {2k + m) of (4.8) with respect

to the (2fc + m — 1) (co)i, % exceptional (i ai), and with respect

to V, does not vanish for (co)< = a*- ((co)ai — 0)> v = v^.

Theorem 4 .1 . Under the assumptions (i) through (v) above there exists a

periodic solution q == q(t,fx) of (4.1) with period 2ir + T(/i), where q is con-

tinuous in {tju) for all t and 1m1 sufficiently smally t — t(/i) is continuous in

M, (?(^0) = t{p)/jjl vq as /t —> 0, and = 0- There is no

other periodic solution of (4.1) whichf when /x 0, becomes e^^a.

Remark: The role of on can be taken by ai + " “
• + «/, for any

j ^ k.

Proof of Theorem 4.1, Since v enters jH) linearly, the Jacobian will

certainly vanish if the coefficients {e^^^Aa)^ = 0, j singular. Note that,

as in Sec. 3, the Oj with nonexceptional indices all must vanish. From
this it follows that the terms (e^*‘^Aa)j, j singular, can be different from

zero only for thosej associated with an Ai which has exactly two rows and

columns, and for no Thus (v) really implies that there is at least one Ai

which must have two rows and columns.

The proof follows that of Theorem 3.1 closely and hence will be omitted.

Theorem 4.2. Let f be analytic in (x^p) for x in V and |/x| < 5, and

suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then the periodic solvlion

q is analytic in (<,ju) for all t and for 1^1 suffiiciently small, and r is analytic

in p for |/x| sufficiently small.

Proof. The proof is very much like that of Theorem 3.2.

In the analytic case, the coefficients in the power-series expansions for

q and t can be calculated recursively. Here it is convenient to replace

t by s, where < = s(l + r/2ir), and let q{8{l + T/2n’),p) = p{8,p).

Clearly p is analytic in p for small \p\f and periodic in s of period 27r.

Therefore there exist expansions

«Q

=
'I

(4.9)

i-0

i - i (
4.10)

-•I

where both series converge for small enough \ii\. Clearly, 2nrbi = vt, and

p«»(8) = Since the component of g(0,p) with index ai vanishes,

it follows that this component of p^’^O) must vanish for all i ^ 0.

The differential equation (4.1) becomes

|-(i + 4)(A.+«f(M) (4.11)
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If (4.9) atri (4.10) are substituted into (4.11) and coefficients of the powers

of n are compared, there results the following system of equations:

= Ap<» + + /(P<«,0)
as

^ + bap(<» + btf(p«>\0) + /.(?(«> ,0)p<»
J2)

+ 1

ds
= + bjAp(^^ + + f

where depends on p^^\ • • • ?
and 6i, 62, ,

by-i.

That the system (4.12) has a solution for and b* is clear.

Theorem 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, the analytic solu--

tion q of (4.1) can he obtained by solving Eqs, (4.12) in succession for the

periodic coefficients p^^\ of period 2t, of the power series (4.9) for

pM “ 9 (s (1 + )

and the constants b* in the expansion (4.10) for r/2Tr. The p^*^ and bi are

uniquely determined in (4.12) by the requirements that p^°^(fi) = e*-^a,

27rbi = Vo, p^^{s + 27r) = p^‘^(s), and p%(ff) - 0.

Proof. Suppose there are two functions p^^^ satisfying the second

equation in (4.12), and two constants b2, 62, such that to the pairs (p^^^b2),

(:P^^\b2) there correspond p^^\ respectively, satisfying the third

equation of (4. 12) . Subtracting the third equation for one case from that

for the other case, and denoting = p(^> — _ ^5(2)^

62 = b2 — ^2,

^ + tiAp^oi +Mp<^>,0)P<»

From the second equation for each case follows

ds
ilpci)

Let p^^^(O) = and p^®^(0) == The ai component of each vector

is zero. Since p^^^ is periodic, it follows that
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where only the exceptional components of can he different from zero.

Thus has at most 2/b + m — 1 components that are not known to be

zero. From the differential equation for and the fact that

;p(2)(0) = ^W(27r)

it follows that

{E - da + (cr) da

+ da

Since the singular components of the left side vanish, the same is true for

the right side. Setting p^’‘^{a) — e''^a, and 2irJ)i = vo, it follows that

for all singular j. These 2fc + m equations are linear homogeneous in the

2fc + m terms consisting of 2^62 and the 2A: + m — 1 components of

not fixed at zero. However, the determinant made up of the coefficients

of these 2k + m terms is precisely the Jacobian of the {2k + m) Hy(co,v)

with respect to {co,v) evaluated at p == Poj co = a. This Jacobian is not

zero. Thus S2 = 0 and — 0
,
which proves that 62 and are

uniquely determined by (4 . 12). In the same way, it follows that if

. . . ,
and 61, ... ,

bj {j > 2) are determined uniquely, then

(4.12) determines p^'> and 6/+1 uniquely, thus 3delding the result by

induction.

Examples analogous to those in (3 . 1 ) can be considered. The case

u" + « = nf{u,u',n),

^ where u,n are scalars, yields for the periodicity equations (4 .6)

’ - + f sin (t - a) /(w(s,/ii) ,¥?'(«,m),m) ds = 0
T M Jo

-c„ 5HLI - - + / cos (t - s) f{(p{s,ii),<p'{s,n),tt) ds = 0
T II Jo

where here represents a scalar. Letting p—»-0 and recalling that

t(0) = 0, there results

J

^2ir

sin 8/(co cos s, —Co sin a, 0) da = 0

1 2it

— cov + Ig
cos 8/(co COS a, —Co sin a, 0) da =» 0
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PROBLEMS
1,

Show that the consideration of

w" -1- w =

where <a is near 1, can be transformed to the case (3.1) by setting r ^ and

where gf « + (1 — kii)f{TjU, w duldr, p). In particular, if

/ =* au 4- H- c cos ut

show that the effect on Oo of varying w is the same as that of varying a in (3.7) . Show
that by varying ot continuously, |ao| may be discontinuous.

2. Consider the system

x' = Ax -f pFit)

where A is a constant matrix, / is continuous in {i,x) for small la;| and all and periodic

in t of period T, F is continuous and periodic of period T, and ju is a constant. Let/,
exist for small \x\ and all t and be continuous in Let y' = Ay have no solution

of period r. Let/*(i,0) = 0, and let/(«,0) « 0. Prove that for small p there exists

a unique solution <p « <p(tjp) of period T which is continuous in {t,p) for all \t\ and small

p. Show that « 0.

Hint: Use Theorem 1.1.

3. In Prob. 2 let/be independent of t and thus of the form /(a) and letF be an almost
periodic function. Let A have no characteristic root with real part zero. Show that
for small p the differential equation has a unique almost periodic solution v? » ^(t^p).

Hint; + ^2 (t), where |^i(0| ^ t ^ 0, and ['*^2(01 ^ t ^ 0.

By successive approximations, show that if c is taken as <r/(42s:) and j/ij < S<r/l4sKM)j
where M *= max |F(0|, then the system

(*) v(.t) - H(t - 8)fM8)) dt + M?(<)

has a solution. Here Hijt) = for i > 0, and H(t) = for < < 0 and

g(t) - H(t - 8W(8) d8

Show that \<p(f'.p)\ ^ 4KM\p\/c. In (*), g is almost periodic. Given > 0, let L be
a translation number of g such that \g{t +• L) - p(0| < 17 . Show from (•) that
\tp{t + L) — v?(0l < 4Kii)/iT and thus that ^ is almost periodic. That <p is unique
follows from the fg.ct that any small uniformly bounded solution of the differential

equation on (
— «, 00

) is a solution of (*).

4. State and prove the analogues of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 for the case where A
in (3.8) is replaced by a periodic matrix A{t) of period T,



CHAPTER 15

PERTURBATION THEORY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
REAL AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

1. Two-dimensional Linear Systems

Consider the real linear system

x\ = axi + 5x2

x\ == cxi + dx2

where a, 6, c, d are real constants such that the determinant ad — he does

not vanish. Clearly = (0,0) is then the only critical point of this

system, that is, the only point where the right member of (1.1) vanishes.

Let the coefficient matrix of (1.1) be denoted by

Then (1.1) can be written as z' = Ax, where x — (xi,xt). Let A have

the characteristic roots n. These roots can be real or complex, but if

one is complex, say X = a + i/3 (a, /3 real, /J 5^ 0), then n = a — ip ia the

other root, for the coefficients of the characteristic equation for A are real.

It is known that there exists a real nonsingular constant matrix T such

that, if
2/
= Tx, then the transformed system y' = (TAT~^)y has a real

coefficient matrix J = (TAT~'-) which has one of the following real

canonical forms:

m c D ™ (0 1)
(III) J) (X5^0,r>0) (IV)

(J
(X<0</«)

(V)
f)

(« 5^0,13 5^0) (VI)
J)

(^^0)

Thus, in order to discuss the nature of the orbits of (1.1) near (0,0), one

may assume A has one of the forms (I) through (VI).

371

('-!) (1 .1)
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Before taking up each of these cases individually, a matter of notation

will be settled. In general, a solution of a two-dimensional system

^2 = 9^2(a;i,X2) (1.2)

will be denoted by ^ (931,^2), and it will often be convenient to consider

the polar junctions p, co, associated with the solution <p, defined by

p(f) = + <plit))i „(i) = tan-i^

Lt is stressed that p, <a are defined with respect to a particular solution <p

of (1.2), and are consequently junctions oj t. Thus p, w are to be dis-

tinguished from the polar coordinates r,d in the plane defined by

r = (a:f + a;|)^ 9 = tan“^ ~
Xi

just as the solution coordinate functions ^91,^2 are to be distinguished

from the Cartesian coordinates xijX2 in the plane.

(I) Here the system is given by

Xj^ XXi X2 ~ \X2

and therefore, if (ci,C2) is any initial point except (0,0), a solution through

this point is given by <pi{t) = cie^\ 92(0 = C2e^^ If X < 0, then p{t) —> 0
as t—^ +00, and if X > 0, p{t) —> 0 as ^ ^ — 00. The orbit through

(ci,C2) is an open half line passing through this point and with an end
point at (0,0). See Figs. 3 and 4, where the arrows indicate the direction

of increasing t This type of critical point is called a proper node. Its

distinguishing feature is that eoery orbit tends to the origin in a dejinite

direction as i —> + 0® (for X < 0), or as — 00 (for X > 0), and, given

any direction, there exists an orbit which tends to the origin in this direction.

Thus the origin is (as3rmptotically) stable in case X < 0, and xmstable

when X > 0.

(II) The system for Case (II) is

35 1
— Xxi 2? 2 — px^
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and the solution passing through (ci,cs) 5^ (0,0) at i = 0 is given by
= cie^‘, = Cge'". Assumes < X < 0, for example. Thenas<—

>

-f-w, i<pi(t),<pi{t)) (0,0), and if Ci 0, <pt{t)'/(piit) = (c2/ci)e<'‘-’‘>‘

—

»• 0,

as i
—»

-f- 00 . If Cl = 0, C2 0, (,<pi(t),<piit)) = (0,026"'), which is just the

open positive or negative Zi axis, according as C2 > 0 or C2 < 0. In this

Fia. 5. (II) Improper node, m < ^ < 0. Fio. 6. (II) Improper node, 0 < m <

case, the origin is called an improper node. A qualitative picture of the

orbits is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Here, every orbit, except one, has the same

limiting direction at the origin. The origin is (asymptotically) stable in

case /* < X < 0, and unstable when 0 < ;« < X.

(Ill) The equations in this case are

z\ == Xxi x'i — yxi Xa;2

and it is easy to see that v’i(<) = Cie’^‘, ¥>8(0 = (c2 + Ci7f)e^', is the solution

passing through (ci,C2) at < = 0. Suppose X < 0, for example. Then as

(— -j- 00
,

and <p2 tend to 0. If ci 7^ 0, v2(<)/«’i(0 = c«/ci + 7^— ± “

,

Fig. 7. (Ill) Improper node, X < 0. Fig. 8. (Ill) Improper node, X > 0.

as t
—> ± 00 . If Cl < 0, then <pi{t) < 0, for i positive and large enough,

and if ci = 0, then (vi(0,9a(i)) = (0,C26’'0> which gives an orbit which is a

half *2 axis. Also, if ci 0, «>2(0//i(i) = ('Y/X) + ± «>
,
as

i ± CO . Thus every orbit has the same limiting direction at (0,0). The
origin in this case is also called an improper node. The nature of the

orbits is sketched in Figs. 7 and 8.
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(IV) Here the equations are

“ XiPl X 2 ^

Ci^‘, Viit) = cjc'", where now X < 0,

n > 0. If |Xl = l^tl, the orbits would

be rectangular hyperbolas. In the

general case, the orbits resemble these

hyperbolas ; see Fig. 9. Here, if (cijCs)

(0,0), (piit) 0, <p2(t) -> ± ac-

cording as C2 > 0 or ca < 0. In this

case, the origin is called a saddle “point.

(V) In this case

ail = Qfl/i -f- ^Xi

x'2 = —fixi + flKta

and the solution which passes through (ci,C2) at f = 0 is given by

^i(t) = e“‘(ci cos /S< -f C2 sin 0i) = e-'C-Ci sin -h c* cos fit)

If Po = c? -h C2,
this solution may be written (pi(<) = poe“‘ cos — S),

^j(f) = — poe“‘ sin (fit
— S), where cos 5 = Ci/po and sin 6 = Ca/po- The

polar functions p, w for this solution are p(t) = poc", w(f) = —fit -h 6,

and hence p = where C = which is a spiral. Thus the

origin in this case is called a spiral point. (Alternate terms for such

a point are vortex and focus.) See Figs 10 and 11.

and a solution is given by <pi(t) =

Fio. 9. (IV) Saddle point, \ < 0 < p.

Fia. 10. (V) Spiral point, a < 0, |8 < 0.

(VI) This is just a special case of (V) where a = 0. In this atua-

tion a solution through (ci,C2) at < = 0 is <pi(t) = Ci cos fit Ca sin fit,

pj(t) = —Cl sin fit -f Ca cos fit, or, as in (V), p(<) = po, which is a circle of

radus Po with (0,0) as the center. The origin is called a center in this

case; see Figs. 12 and 13.

From the definition of stability, it is easy to see by considering the six'

cases (I) through
,

(VI) above that the following theorem holds. The
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pictures in Figs. 3 through 13 give a nice qualitative idea of the notion of

stability in each of the cases.

Theorem 1.1. Necessary and sufficient for the origin to he stable for the

system (1.1) is that the characteristic roots of the real nonsingular coeffiderU

matrix A should have negative err zero real ‘parts.

2. Perturbations of Two-dimensional Linear Systems

Consider now the nonlinear two-dimensional real autonomous system

= axi + hxt +/i(®i,a:a)^ '
»2 = C®i -I- dXi + MxifXi)

where a, b, c, d are real constants, ad — be 0, and /i,/2 are real con-

tinuous functions defined in some circle about the origin (xi,®*) = (0,0)

with radius ro > 0. The functions /i and/j are called perturbations, and

the system (NL) will be referred to as the perturbed system corresponding

to the linear system

(L) *1 = cuci -h bxi x'i = cx\ (tea

Intuitively, if the perturbations /i and/a are “small” in some sense, one

would expect that the behavior of the orbits of (NL) near the origin in the

(xijXa) plane would be very similar to the behavior of the orbits of (L).

it will be shown that this is in general true, provided that f-i.,f% satisfy

certain minimum assumptions.

In addition to the given assumptions on /i,/a, it will be assumed that

/i = o(r) ft = o(r) (asr— (2-1)

This guarantees that the perturbations tend to zero faster than the linear

terms in (NL). Also, it is easily seen that this condition, and the fact

that od — 6c 5^ 0, imply that the origin is an isolated critica,! point for

(NL) : that is. there exists a circle about the origin in which the origin is

the only point where the right member of (NL) vanishes. An isolated
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critical point such as the origin in (NL), with oi — 6c 0, is called a

simple critical point

It is to be remarked that the assumptions made on fi and /2 do not

imply the uniqueness of solutions of (NL).

One of the most important methods for analyzing the orbits of (NL) is

to use the polar equations obtained from (NL) via the substitution

Xi — r Gos 6 0^2 = r sin ^

namely,

rr' = r^[a cos* ^ + (6 + c) cos 0 sin ^ + d sin* 0] + r cos 6 Fi(r,6)

+ r sin ^ F^irjd)

rH' = r*[c cos* 0 + (d — a) cos 0 sin ^ — 6 sin* 6] + r cos $ F2 (r,d)

— r sin 0 Fi(r,6)

where

Fj(r,e) = fj(r cos r mn 9) (j = 1, 2)

Clearly, if ^ = (^1,^2) is a solution of (NL), then the polar functions

(p,co) constitute a solution of the polar equations.

Before proceeding to the detailed statements and proofs of the results,

the definitions of the various types of critical points will be made precise.

If there exists a 5, 0 < 5 ^ ro, such that, for any solution path (^i(0>v?2(0)

of (NL) which has at least one point in 0 < r < 6, the solution exists over

a t half line, and if {<pi(t)j<p2 it)) — (0,0) as ^ + o® or —
,
then the origin

is called an attractor for (NL). In the case /i = /2 = 0, then the nodes

and spiral points are attractors, whereas saddle points and centers are

not. The origin is said to be a node for (NL) if it is an attractor for which
all orbits arrive at the origin in a definite direction, and it is said to

be a proper node if it is a node and every half line through the origin

is tangent to some orbit there. The origin is called a spiral point for

(NL) if it is an attractor such that \o>{t)\ —)• + 00 as > +00 or — «>,

where co(^) = tan"^ {<P2 {t)/<pi{t)) and (^1,^92) is any solution of (NL) which
enters the region 0 ^ r < 5. If there exists a sequence of periodic orbits

of (NL) each of which contains all later orbits and the origin in its

interior and such that Cn tends to the origin as n — then the origin is

called a center for (NL).

The following theorem is a special case of Theorem 1.1, Chap. 13-

Theorem 2.1. If the origin is an attractor for the linear system (L), it is

one for the nonlinear system (NL).
Theorem 2.2. If the origin is a spiral point for the linear system (L), it

is one for the nonlinear system (NL).

Proof, By Theorem 2.1, the origin is an attractor for (NL). The
polar equation for 6 is given by

r^d' = X1X2 — x[x2 — — i9r* + o(r*) (r —> 0)
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But r —> 0, as ^ -t- « (in case a < 0). Thus as t -f oo

0' - -|8 + 0(1)

and therefore, for any solution <p of (NL) starting sufficiently near the

origin,

w(«) = -/3< + o{t)

Thus &)(<)/<—» — /3 as t—> 4-00, which proves —>• + <», as -1-w,

according as j8 < 0 or (8 > 0, and hence proves the theorem.

3. Proper Nodes and Proper Spiral Points

Although attractors of (L) go into attractors of (NL), it is not in general

true that a node goes into a node. This is illustrated by the following

example, where a proper node for (L) goes over into a spiral point for

(NL). Consider the system

xi = -«! — Xt

log (xl -f a:|)i
A = —*2 + Xl

log (zl -f- xl)i
(3.1)

Clearly (3.1) satisfies the same hypothesis as the system (NL). The
polar equations corresponding to (3.1) are

6
' = 1

log r
r =

Thus r = p(t)
—

ce~*, for some constant c > 0, and hence

e' = u'it) = r.
—-—

A

^ (log c- t)

Therefore «(<) = — log (t — log c) + k, where

k = w(to) -h log (<o — log c)

This implies <o(0 —» as -f « ,
and the origin is a spiral point for

(3.1), although the origin is a proper node for the corresponding linear

system z'l = —Xi, = —Xi.

The above example shows that in order for a node for (L) to become a

node for (NL) it is necessary to restrict the functions fiji still further.

It can be shown, in fact, that if fijt satisfy the conditions for (NL), and

if, further, fi = O(r‘+0, ft = 0(r*+'), 0, for some « > 0, then if the

origin is a proper node for (L) it is one for (NL) also.

This result is a special case of one which holds for a spiral point (see

Corollary to Theorem 3.1 below). Consider the canonical form of (NL)

when the corresponding linear system has a spiral point at the origin

ajj =» oKCi -h pxt + fiixi,xt)

tm ~fiZi + OtXt -f- ft(,Zl,Xt)

(a 7»* 0, /S 0) (3.2)
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For the linear case,

x[ = txxi + /3xj x'i
= —Pxi + axt (3.3)

the polar equations are

r' = oer 8' = — jS

If a < 0, /3 < 0, for example, then for every solution path of (3.3),

r = pit) 0, and $ == m(«) ^ +«, as <-» +«>. Further, pe*"/'’ is a

positive constant or, what is the same, u + (^/a) log p = c, for some

constant c. Also, given any constant c, there exists a solution of (3-3)

such that CO + (|3/a) log p = c. This prompts the fallowing definition.

If a + i|8, a — ip (a 5^ 0) are the characteristic roots of tRe coefficient

matrix

CD
in (NL), the origin is said to be a proper spiral point for (NL) if it is an

attractor such that for every solution tending to the origin as « -> + «»

(qj. ^ — oo), 0) + iP/a) log p tends to some constant c as i —^ + «> (or

^ > — oo)j and given any constant c, there exists a solution of (NL) such

that <0 + (i3/a) log p c as i (or <— — oo). If ^ = 0, then this

reduces to the definition of a proper node.

The following example shows that a spiral point for (L) (which is, of

course, a proper spiral point) may fail to go into a proper spiral point for

(NL). Consider

rci
= -xx + X2 +

log

X2
A—

The polar equation involving / is

r' 1L = -14-—
r log r

and this implies r == p(0 satisfies pe* = po/ (log p — I), for some constant

po. Thus pe‘ 0, as < + oo
;
for p —> 0, as t —» + 00

.

By virtue of the example (3.4), one is led to inquire under what condi-

tions on/1,/2 in (NL) a proper spiral point for (L) becomes one for (NL).

The following general result gives a sufficient condition.

Theorem 3.1. Let ix,U (NL) satisfy the inequalities

l/,(ri,j!2)l ^ ^((®i + a:?)*) (»' = 2) (3.5)

where 'p = Pif) is a continuous funrAion defined ow 0 ^ r ^ ro such that

asr—*0
Pir) = o(r) (3.6)
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and

r°'^l)dr<oo (3.7)
Jo

Then, if'the origin is a spiral point (or a proper node) for (L), it is a proper

spiral point (or a proper node) for (NL).

Using a more restrictive hypothesis, stronger results are obtained in

Probs. 8 and 9, Chkp. 13.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. It can be assumed that the equations (NL) and

(L) are in the canonical forms (3.2) and (3.3), and that a < 0, 0 ^ 0.

Letting Xi = r cos d, Xt = r sin 6 in (3.2), one obtains

,^2 + r cos Bfi(r cos 6, r sin e) + r sin efi(r cos d, r sin ff)

= — j3r* + r cos B fi(r cos 6, r sin 0) (3.8)

— r sin 9fi(r cos 0, r sin 0)

From the first equation in (3.8)

rr' — txr^ + o(r^) (r —> 0)

and this implies that not only does any solution r = p(t), which starts

sufficiently near the origin, tend to the origin, but that for any such solu-

tion p' < 0, for t sufiiciently large. Therefore, if t is suflficiently large,

r = p(f) is a monotone function of t, and thus determines the inverse func-

tion t = g(r) [by t = p(p(<))], which is monotone in a vicinity of the origin

r = 0, say for 0 < r ^ ri. If 0 = «(0 is a solution of the second equa-

tion of (3.8), define « by «(r) = <t(g(r)), 0 < r g ri. Then clearly

0 = w(r) is a solution of the equation obtained from (3.8) by formally

dividing, that is.

t-nr-s (3.9)

where

(3.10)

and

F^iT,6) -

F2(r,e) =

®Mr cos 0
,
r sin 0) - ^^/i(»’ cos 0

,
r sin 9)

r r

fi(r cos 0, r sin 0) + ^—fi(r cos 0, r sin 0)
a 0£

(3.11)

Equation (3.9) can be rewritten in the following form

(3.12)

where

“ ar(r + F2(r,9))
(3.13)
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From (3.5), (3.6), and (3.11), it follows that if r is sufficiently small, say

0 ^ r ^ fs, then

|F(r,9)l (3.14)

By virtue of (3.14) and the assumption (3.7), the integral

F(r,5)(r)) dr (r = min (ri,r2))

is convergent. Therefore, from (3.12) it follows that

«fr) + - log r —» w(r) + - log f — f F(r,Si(r)) dr (r —» 0)
a a Jo

From the definition of «, one has «(<) + (fi/a) log p(<) c,

where c is a constant.

Conversely let c be a real constant and consider the integral equation

#(r) = c + r^CsMs) - -log s) ds (3.15)
Jo Oi

Because P satisfies (3.14) and ^ satisfies (3.7), an e^uicontinuous sequence

can be constructed for (3.15) over some interval 0 ^ r g rs, just as it was

in the proof of the Carath4odory existence theorem. From this sequence

a convergent subsequence can be extracted which leads to the existence

of a solution <l> of (3.15). Let w(r) = <^(r) — (jS/a) log r. Then by

(3.15), S = w(r) is a solution of (3.12) and clearly

o

w(r) + £ log r—> c as r —» 0

Corresponding to this solution B = w(r) there exists a solution r = p(0

of the first equation of (3.8) for which p(<) —> 0; as < ,
and if

w(<) = w(p(t)), the pair (p(0, «(t)) determines a solution of (3.2), for

which «(0 + (;8/a) log p(<)
—> c, as t —» «> . This completes the proof

of the theorem.

Corollary. The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 remains valid for (NL) if

(3.5)

, (3.6), (3.7) are replaced hy

= O(ri+0 U = 0(ri+‘) (r 0)

for some « > 0.

Proof. Choose, in Theorem 3.1, ^(r) = Cr^+*, where C is a constant

such that l/il g Cr^+‘, I/2 I ^ Cr’^+‘, for aU sufficiently small r. Clearly

(3.6) and (3.7) hold, and hence the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is valid.
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4. Centers

The case where the origin is a center for (L) will now be investigated.

In order to illustrate what can happen in passing to the perturbed system

(NL) in this case, consider the example

x[ = —X2 — Xi y/xl + xl x'a = Xi X2 \/xl + xl (4.1)

This system satisfies the assumptions for (NL), and the polar equations

corresponding to (4.1) are r' = — and = 1. The solution of this

system passing through (ro,0o), where ro 0, at ^ = 0 is given by

p(0 = w (0 == ^ + ^0

and therefore p(t) —> 0 and ca(t) as i —>• + oo . Hence the origin

is a spiral point for the system (4.1), although the origin is a center for the

corresponding linear system.

Actually, the perturbed system (NL) can be much more complicated

than (L) in this case, while still remaining a center. As an example con-

sider the system

H- x,(xl + *1) sin

a/s = xi + + a:i) sin ~

The nonlinear perturbations have continuous first derivatives every-

where, and therefore there exists a unique solution through any given

point (ci,C 2) ^ (0,0) at ^ = 0. The polar equations for (4.2) are

r' = r* sin - = 1
r

The circles r — 1/n, n — 1, 2, ... ,
are periodic orbits, represented

by the solutions p(t) = 1/n, ^ + Po, where da is a constant. Also

r > 1

(m-1,2, ...)

1 J_
2»n + 1

^ ^ 2m

Therefore no orbits but r = 1/n can be periodic, and every nonperiodic

orbit must remain completely within one of the regions r > 1, 1/2to <
r < l/(2m — 1), l/(2m + 1) < r < l/2m, m == 1, 2, . . . . Since p

and a are monotonic as i—> +<» (A—» +'»), these nonperiodic orbits

r' > 0,

r' < 0,

r' > 0,
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must tend to the circles r = 1/n as i —> + oo or i — oo
,
or in the case

r > 1, p —» + 00
. Thus the origin is a center for (4.2).

The examples (4.1), (4.2) actually exhaust the possibilities for (NL)

when the origin is a center for the linear system (L). In fact, the follow-

ing theorem holds.

Theorem 4-1. If the origin is a center for (L), then it is either a center or

a spiral point for (NL).

jProof, The canonical form of the equations under consideration is

x[ = +/3x2 +fi(xi,X2) X2 = -jSxi +/2 (aJi,a;2) (4.3)

and

x[ = fiX2 X2 =

Assume /S < 0; otherwise the roles of t and —t are interchanged.

The polar equations for (4.3) give

r' = o(r) d' = — iS + o(X) (as r-^0) (4.4)

From (4-4) it follows that if ^ is a solution of (4.3) starting near enough

the origin at i = 0, then its polar functions r = p(<)) 0 = (o(0 satisfy, for

any € > 0, and po > 0 small enough,

Poe”** < p(t) V > 0

for t > 0. Therefore p > 0 for all finite ^ > 0 for which it exists, and a>

is a monotone function of t. Let the inverse oixa be ft, that is, t = h{6),

and define p by p(0) «= p(h{e)). Then r = p{d) satisfies the differential

equation

% - <"•*>

where

. cos 6fi{r cos 6, r sin d) + sin dft(r cos 8
,
r sin 6)

^
~ — (8 + (cos 0/r)ft{r cos 9, r sin fl) — (sin 9/r)fi{r cos 0, r sin 0)

Conversely, if r = p{0) is a solution of (4.5) starting sufficiently near the

origin, the polar equation for 0 will give a solution 0 = (u(<) which is

monotone in t. Then, if p(t) = p(w(t)), the pair (p(t),to(0) gives rise to a

solution of (4.3) starting pear the origin.

From this discussion it follows that the behavior of the solutions of

(4.3) near the origin can be studied by investigating the behavior of the

solutions of (4.5) near the origin.

The functionF is continuous in {r,0) in some circle 0 ^ r g ri, (ri > 0),

F(r,0 + 2ir) = F{r,0), and F(r,0) — o(r), r-+ 0, uniformly in 0. These

facts do not guarantee the uniqueness of solutions of (4.5).
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Let r2, 0 < r2 ^ ri, and 77 > 0 be given, and set M = max \F\ on

0 ^ r g r2. Then, by the local-existence theorem, there exists a circle

0 ^ r g r2/2 such that, if (po,0o) is inside this circle, (4.6) has a solution

r = p{d)j p(0o) = po, which exists for 0 S
1
^ ~ ^ol S min (2t -|-

77, r2/2M)

and stays within the circle 0 g r g 7*2- However, F = o(r), r—^0,
implies that if r2 is chosen small enough >2^ + 77. In this case p

exists on 0 g |0 — 0o| g 27r -f- 77 and remains within 0 g r ^ r2.

Suppose the origin is not a center. Then by decreasing if necessary

there exist no periodic orbits in r < ri. Consider again the solution

r = p(0) through (po,0o). Then either + 27r) < p(^o) or else p(0o +
27r) > p(0o). With no loss in generality, only the first case need be con-

sidered for p. If p(0) — + 27r) vanishes as ^ increases, there is a

periodic orbit in r < r2. Thus p(0) > p(0 + 27r) for B ^ Bq. Since the

sequence {p(0o + 27rfc) }, fc = 0, 1, . . . ,
is monotone decreasing, positive,

its limit f exists. If f = 0, then p{d) 0 as ^ > 00 . If r > 0, let

p(^o + ^ + 27rfc) = pjb(^). As \dp/d6\ ^ Mj the sequence {p*} isequicon-

tinuous on [0,27r]. Clearly pfc(O) r and pA:(27r) r as fc 00 . Thus
there is a subsequence of {p*} converging to a solution jS of (4.5), and

^ (0) = iS(27r) = f. Thus the solution is periodic, contrary to the assump-

tion of no periodic orbits in r < ra. Thus r = 0 and p(0) 0 as 0 —> 00 .

In case there is a unique solution through each point, this completes, the

proof. In the general case, consider the minimum and maximum solutions

of (4.5) pm and pw through (po,0o). Clearly pm spirals to the origin as 6

increases because p does. Suppose pn does not do so. Then

Pm{Sq 4* 27r).> pjif(0o)

and Pm(^0 “t“ 2'7r) < Pni(^o) = po = Pm{0q) < Pm{6o 4 27r)

Thus, by the corollary to Theorem 1.3, Chap. 2, there must be a periodic

solution through (po,^o) contrary to assumption. Thus all solutions

through (po,^o) spiral toward the origin as 6 increases.

The solutions through any point near the origin must spiral inward as

6 increases. For if not, there is a solution i$ which spirals outward as 6

increases. The maximum solution pM considered above must intersect

this solution, that is, there must exist a, Bi > do such that

pm(0i) = p{Bi 4" 2fc7r)

for some integer fc. Consider now the solution ^o, where

^o{6) — PAr(6) {do ^ 6 S ^i)

po{e) = p{e 4- 2fc7r) (^1 ^ e)

This solution through {po,Oo) clearly exceeds pmiB) for 6 > Biy contrary to

the definition of maximum solution. Thus jS cannot exist and all solu-

tions spiral inward as 6 increases. This proves the theorem.
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6. Impioper Nodes

Consider the case where the origin is an improper node of Type (II) for

the linear system (L)
,
and suppose for simplicity that the system is in the

canonical form

acj = \xi Xa = fiXt (ix < \ < 0) (5.1)

The nonlinear system (NL) corresponding to (5.1) is then

x'l = Xxi +A(®i>a:2) aJa = -i-fiixuXi) (6.2)

and the following theorem illustrates how the geometry of the orbits of

(5.2) near the origin compares with the geometry ^of those of (5.1).

The results of Probs. 5 and 6, Chap. 13, are closely related to the follow-

ing theorem and include (c).

Theorem 6.1. (a) Every orbit of (5.2) near the origin tends to the origin

otnd has a limiting direction which makes an angle of 0, ir/2, t, or 3ir/2 with

the positive xj. axis. Moreover, there are an infinite number of orbits tending

to the origin at angles 0 and ir.

(b) There exists at least one orUt tending to the origin ai an angle ir/2, and

at least one at Zir/2.

(c) If dfi/Bxt, a/s/3xi exist and are continuous on 0 ^ r g tq, then there

exists exactly one orbit tending to the origin in the directions t/2 and 2ir/2.

Proof of (a). From Theorem 2.1 the origin is an attractor for (5.2).

Therefore there exists a S, 0 < « g ro, such that any solution path start-

ing in 0 ^ r < 5 exists for t ^ <o for some to, and tends to the origin as

{ oo

.

Prom (5.2) it follows that, for any solution starting in

0 < r < 6,

r^e' = (m — cos 6 sin 0 -t- o(r*) (r —> 0)

or

0/ sin 29 4- 0(1) (r 0) (5.3)

2

Consider any c, 0 < e < ir/4, and the regions

Til
1
191 g e Til

1i9
- x| ^

Stt

Til '

9-|l
Til 1"-T

On ai. line 8 - Bin 2. > 0, md so by (5.8) (K < 0 tbere il r ta BmnU

u Qimilflrlv /9'>Oon^= —eifris small enough. Thus, if r is

sSenough, any orbit starting within Ti cannot leave Ti A similar

argument shows this is true of Tj. On the other hand, if r is small

en^gh, ihe directions of orhits on the boundanes d T, and T* axe toward

the extUr of these regions. Thus any orbit starting outside of T^ ano
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T’4 cannot get into Tz or Let 5i ^ 5 be so small that orbits starting

inside 0 < r ^ 61 behave as outlined above.

It is clear that a necessary and sufficient condition for an orbit to

approach the origin at an angle of r is that for any e, 0 < € < 9r/4, there

exists a U such that the orbit lies in Ti (corresponding to this «) for all

t ^ U , Note that an orbit approaches at an angle of t if it does so along

the positive xi axis.

It will now be shown that if an orbit C starts inside 0 < r ^ it tends

to the origin at an angle of 0, 7r/2, tt, or 37r/2. Suppose the assertion is

not true. Then for some € 0 ,
0 < €0 < ir/4, C does hot lie in Ti, Tz,

or T4 (corresponding to €0). Suppose, for example, C is in the region Si

ez < 6 < t/2 — €0. Then it eventually enters Ti. For suppose this

were not true. Then C stays in S for all sufficiently large t But in S^

by (5.3), 6' < [(jLt — X)/4] sin 2^0 < 0. Thus if f = — [(jn — X)/4] sin 2^0,

C must leave S and enter Ti in a ^ interval of less than ^/(2f). This is a
contradiction, and hence C enters Ti for every e and thus tends to the

origin at an angle of x, A similar argument holds if C is in any of the

regions other than Ti, ^2, Tz, or This completes the proof of (a).

Proof of (b). Let € > 0 and let the sector OAB be bounded by the

radii OB and OA emanating from the origin 0 at angle^ — e and 4- c,

respectively, and let the radius of the sector be small enough so that

in the sector r is a decreasing function of t. Because r is monotone
decreasing in i, the system (5.2) can be replaced by a first-order equation

dd/dr = F(r,$) in the sector. Consider the points S on the arc AB with

the property that all solutions of dS/dr = F emanating from points oi AB
to the left of any point of S pass out of the sector OAB by intersecting

the open radial segment OA. The points S form an interval AQ which

does not include points near B. It will now be shown that S does not

contain the end point Q of the interval. That is, AQ is open on the

right. Indeed, suppose all solutions from Q cross the open segment OA.
Then, in particular, the minimum solution does so. Thus by Theorem

1.4, Chap. 2, the minimum solution for nearby points to the right of Q
will cross OA. The maximum solutions have 9 at least as large as do the

minimum solutions and thus will surely cross OA. Thus all solutions

starting at Q and all points near it will cross OA, which is impossible by
the definition of Q.

Since the maximum solutions are continuous from above, the maxi-

mum solution from Q crosses 0A or stays in the sector OAB. The mini-

mum solution does not cross the open segment OA. If the minimum
solution does not tend to 0 in OAB, then the minimum solution crosses

the open segment OB. Let the maximum solution from Q cross OA at C
and the minimum solution cross OB at B. Let Ai lie on OA closer to 0
than C is, let Bi be on OB closer to 0 than D is, and let OAi - OBi.
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Consider the sector OAiBi. Proceed on the arc AiBi as with AB above.

Let the point that corresponds to Q on this arc be denoted by Qi. Con-

sider the solutions of dd/dr = F from Qi for tncreadng r. They cannot

cross OA or OB. Thus they must leave OAB by first meeting the solu-

tions CQ or DQ. But a solution which meets CQ at a point K, other than

Q, can be continued as a solution along CQ from K to Q, and similarly for

solutions meeting DQ. Thus there is at least one solution of dd/dr = F
which goes from Q to Qi. In the same way, there is a point Q2 on an arc

A2B2 closer to 0 and a solution from Qi to Q2 and thus from Q to Q2.

This solution can clearly be continued indefinitely toward 0 . Thus

QQ1Q2 * * • is a solution that tends to 0 . Since d is close to t/2 in OABj
it is clear from Part (a) that the solution tends to 0 at an angle of Zt/2
with the positive Xi direction as ^ > 00

.

Proof of (c). The proof wiU be given for the case Zit/2 . For any fixed

solution path (^1,^2) tending to the origin at an angle of 37r/2, <p\/<p2 0,

and thus from (5 .2) ^'2/^2 = At + o(l), as i—v +«. Thus for tp2 > 0
,

(p2 < 0 for all sufficiently large and hence 0:2 = (p2{t) may be introduced

as a new variable. Let ' == d/dx2»

Suppose there were two distinct orbits tending to the origin at 37r/2 as

Let the corresponding orbits be represented for all sufficiently

large t hy xi ^ = yp^ix^. Clearly ypj{x^/x2-^ 0 as a?2-^ 0+:
From (5 .2)

^i(iC2)
= X^t(g2) +/l(^<(X2),a?2)

^2 + f2{yl'i{x^,X2)
(i = 1, 2)

and by subtraction, if ^

f ^ X^(a;2) + {fi{M^2),X2) - fi{M^2),X2)]
^ li>X2 + f2{P\{x^iX^

,
[X^2(a;2) + fl{p2{x^,X^][f2{p2{X2).X2) - f2{P\{x^ ,X2)] .g

[tAX2 + f2{Pl{x^,X2)][fJLX2 + f2{p2ix^ ,X2)]
^ *

By the uniqueness theorem ^ 5*^ 0, and thus, with no real restriction, it

^-^n be assumed that ^ > 0. Because of (2.1), dfi/dxj is zero at the

origin. Clearly

•where \f's(a:2) < < ^1(2:2), and since dfi/dxi 0 as r —> 0, (6.4) implies

that

KX2) =^'^^(1+0(1)) (.X2-^0)
tJLX2

(5 .5)
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Therefore, if X2 is small enough, X2^/4> < 7 < 1 for 7 > X/jtt, and thus

ClX2*~'^ <
X2

(5.6)

where Ci > 0 is a constant, so that (5.6) implies ^{x^/xt-^ -t-<» as

2:2 —> 0
,
and this contradicts the fact that

_ /^ijXs) — iftjXi)

' X2 \ ^2

as X 2 — 0. This proves that there exists exactly one orbit tending to the

origin at 3r/2.

The case when the linear system (L) has an improper node of Type
(III) can be discussed in an analogous fashion. This case will be left to

the reader. This case is also treated in Prob. 10, Chap. 13.

6. Saddle Points

For the case of the saddle point at the origin, let the equations (NL)
and (L) assume the canonical forms

= \Xi +fl(XijX2) x'z = flXi +f2(Xi,X2) (6.1)

and

= Xxi X 2 = pur 2 (6 .2)

respectively, where X < 0 < Then the geometry of the orbits of (6 . 1 )
"

near the origin is described in the following theorem. The problem is also

treated in Prob. 7, Chap. 13.

Theorem 6.1. (a) There exists at least one orbit tending to the origin at

each of the angles 0 and ir.

(b) //, further
j
dfi/dx 2 j df2/0x2 exist and are continuous on 0 ^ r g ro,

there exists exactly one orbit tending to the origin at each of the angles 0 and

T. Any orbit starting sufficiently near either of these orbits in the neighbor^

hood of the origin tends away from them as t—^ + 00 .

The proof that there exists an orbit tending to the origin in a sector

1^1 ^ € is very much like the proof of Theorem 5.1(b). This orbit must
tend to the origin at a limiting tangent angle of t, for from (6 . 1)

e' = ^ ~
sin 2e + 0 ( 1) (r 0)

and so 9 = u{t) can remain in the sector
|
0

|
^ « only if u(t) —

0

as

t—>
"t"

0® .

The method of proof of Theorem 5.1(c) may be used with only minor

changes to prove (b).
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PROBLEMS

1. Locate and classify the singular points of

(1)
* —aa;2 — h sin X\

and

(2) ~ Xi X2 ** ci’(l X2}x 2 bxi

where the constants a and b satisfy o ^ 0 and 6 > 0.

2. Let

() X'. = P, (Xi,X2) (j = 1, 2)

where the P/ are homogeneous polynomials of degree m > 1 and/,- = o(r”*) as r —>• 0,

where r and 0 are polar coordinates. Suppose all solutions of (*) starting near the

origin tend to the origin as «. Let Q(0) * (X1P2 — X2Pi)/r’"'^^ and suppose Q
is not identically zero. If 0 = a»(0 is a solution, show that either «(0 tends to a

finite limit as i « or else that w(0 —> + « (or — 00
) as i «

.

Hint: dB/cU «



CHAPTEE 16

THE POmCARE-BENDIXSON THEORY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

let / = be a real continuous vector function defined on a

bounded open subset D of the real ixi,Xi) plane, and consider the two-

dimensional autonomous system

(E) = fl(,Xi,X2) X'i = MXi,X2) ^
Throughout this chapter it will be assumed that / satisfies the above
assumption, and that, further, for each real to and each point (f,»j) e D
there exists a uniqiie vector solution ^ of (E), with components

<Pu<Pi, such that = v- Actually, the notation

which does not contain to explicitly, is used because the solution

of (E) through considered as a curve in the (xi,Xi) plane is inde-

pendent of <0. If v>(iiSiv) is associated with to = 0, then for the same

<p, (fi{t — <0 , I, 1?) is the solution through a.tt — to.

By Theorem 4.3, Chap. 2, the assumption that <p is unique is enough to

guarantee that <piB& continuous function of (f,?,??) for all t for which <p is

defined and for all e D. This remark is essential in many of the

arguments to follow. Sufficient conditions for the existence and con-

tinuity of are given in Theorem 7.1, Chap. 1.

A point of D at which both/i and/j vanish is called a critical 'point. A
point of D which is not a critical point will be called a regtiXar poini.

1. Limit Sets of an Orbit

Suppose (or C~) is a semiorbit of (E) with representing solution </>

defined for all < ^ <o (or < g fo) for some to. That is, C+ (or C~) is the set

of all points P{t) of D with coordinates (¥>i(0jV2(0)> "where to ^ t < -|- «>

(or — 00 < t ^ (o). A point Q in the (xi,X2) plane is said to be a lirnit

poird of O'*" (or C~) if there exists a sequence of real numbers {tn.\,n = 1,

2, ,
where —> oo (or — oo

), as n —> oo
,
such that P(tn) —* Q,

as n 00 . The set of all limit points of a semiorbit C+ (or C~) is denoted

by L{C'*) [or L(C~)l and these sets are called limit sets. If C is a full

orbit it can be considered as the sum of a positive semiorbit C+, and a
389
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negative semiorbit C”. The corresponding limit sets -L(C+) and L(C“’)

will be denoted by L+(C) and L'“(C), respectively, and the set of all the

limit points of C, namely, L+CC) VJ L~(C), will be denoted by L(C).

The qualitative geometric results concerning the solutions of (E) which

will be presented here follow directly froin a thorough investigation of

these limit sets for the case of a semiorbit which remains inside a compact
subset K of D. These investigations lead to one of the few very general

theorems (the Poincar6-Bendixson theorem) which asserts the existence

of periodic solutions of a (nonlinear) system of differential equations.

In what follows, an orbit will always mean an orbit of (E).

Theorem 1,1. If is a positive semiorbit contained in a closed subset

K of Dj then L(C'^) is a nonempty
^
closed, and connected set

Proof, Let be represented by <p = for t ^ <o. Then the

infinite set of points P«: (^i(io + n), <P2{U + n)), n = 1, 2, . . . ,
is con-

tained in the bounded set K, and hence this sequence has a subsequence

which is convergent to a point which must be in K, for K is closed.

Therefore L((7+) is not empty, and L(C^) C K,
To prove that L(C+) is closed, let Q be a cluster point of Z/(C+). Then

there exists a sequence Qn eI/(C+), n == 1, 2, . . . ,
such that d(Qn,Q)

0, as 00
,
where d{Qn,Q) represents the distance between Qn and

Q. For each Qn there exists sl tn > n such that d(((pi(tn),(P 2(tn)),Qn) <
1/n. Therefore, given any € > 0, there exists an integer Ne such that

d((<pi(tn),<p2(tn)),Qn) < ^12, and d(Qn,Q) < e/2, forn > iV*. This implies

d{{<p\{tr)^<P2{tt)),Q) < Cj for n > iV*, or Q e L((7+), for oo
,
as «?

.

Suppose L(C'+) is not connected. Then there exist two nonempty,
disjoint, closed sets M,N such that L(C+) is the sum of M and N, that is,

L(C+) = Jlf VJ iV. Since M and N are both bounded, they are a finite

distance 3 apart.f Since the points of M and N are limit points of C+,

there exist arbitrarily large t such that P{t) is within 5/2 of M, and arbi-

trarily large t such that the distance of P{t) from M is more than 5/2.

Since the distance d{P,M) from any point P to is a continuous function

of P, and since the coordinates of P{t) are continuous functions of t, it

follows that there must exist a sequence {^n}, tn^ as n—» oo, such
that d{P{tj^,M) = 6/2. The sequence of points {P(<n)}, being bounded,
must contain a subsequence converging to a point Q, which must be a
limit point of C+. Hence QeL(C~^), and clearly d(Q,M) = 5/2. But
this implies Q is in neither M nor N, for

diQ,N) ^ d{N,M) - d{Q,M) = |

and this results in a contradiction, since by hypothesis L{C'^) M ^ Ns
Thus the theorem is proved.

t If and S2 are two sets of points, then diSi,S2) = inf d(Pi,P2) taken over all

points Pi e Sl, and P2 e S2.
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Theorem 1.2. Let C"^ he a 'positive semiorbit contained in a closed subset

K of D, and assume I/(C+) contains a regular point Q. Then the orbit Cq

through Q exists as a full orbit, and Cq C L(C‘*’).

Proof. Reference to Fig. 14 should prove helpful. Let Q have

coordinates (|,^), and let 0+ be represented by the solution <p =
for t ^ to. Now is a function of the initial position, and thus if

i<Pl,<p2) = ikrV)

at <0 ,
then <p = <p(t,i,v)- From the definition of Q it follows that there

exists a sequence { } ,
tn —^ <»

,
as ,

such that the points P whose

coordinates are the components of <p(tn,^,v), have the property P„—» Q,

as n—> 00 . The curve through Pn can be reparametrized so that Pb

is given by the components of ^(0,{»,ijb), where Pb’. (fB,i7B). Thus

<pit,^n,Vn) = Vif + <B) I?)-

The orbit Cq is given by <p(,t, ,
where Q is given by <p(0, f,^) . Thus, if

Q is a point on Cq, its coordinates are the components of <p(f,i,ri), for some

?. From the fact that the solution <p is continuous as a function of the

initial conditions, —* <p(.iA,v) as k oo
,
for P* —» Q- But this

is the same as ^(1 + tn, v) v(.^,n), and this implies Q sL(C+), for

f + 00
, as n—: « . Thus Cq C L(C+) C K, and by a familiar con-

tinuation argument this implies Cq must be a full orbit.

If Q is any regular point in the set L(C+), where C+ is any semiorbit

satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, then the orbit Cq through Q is

called a limit orbit of 0+. Thus Theorem 1.2 says that L(C+) is composed

of critical points and limit orbits.

2. The Poincarfi-Bendixson Theorem

In this section it will always be assumed that C* is contained in a

closed subset K of D.

If L(C+) has only regular points, then a description of L(C-^) is given

by the Poincard-Bendixson theorem which asserts that L((7+) is itself a

periodic orbit in this case. More precisely, the following is true.

Theorem 2.1 (Poincar6-Bendixson Theorem). Let (7+ be a positive

semiorbit conlained in a dosed subset K of D. If iCC"*") consists of regular

points only, then either
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(i) L(C+)) is a 'periodic orbits or

(ii) L(C+) is a periodic orbit

If the case (ii) prevails, the limit orbit L(C+) is called a limit cycle. In

this case, actually spirals^’ around L(C+) in a certain sense. This

will be shown in Sec. 3.

In order to prove this important theorem, an auxiliary concept will

be introduced. A finite closed segment I of a straight line in the {xijX 2)

plane is called a transversal with respect to / if every point of I is regular

and if the direction determined by / at every point of I is different from

that of 1. The properties of a transversal which are required for the

proof of Theorem 2.1 are summarized in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 below.

Lemma 2.1, (a) Every regular point {xi^x^ of D is an interior point of

some transversal, which may have any direction except that of f{xi,X 2)-

(b) Every orbit which meets a transversal must cross it, and all such orbits

cross it in the same direction.

(c) Let Po e 2> be an interior point of a transversal 1. For every e > 0

there exists a circle with Po as center such that every orbit passing through

a point inside of Ct for t ^ 0 crosses I for some t, |<1 < €.

Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) follow easily from the definition of a

transversal, and the fact that /is continuous at (a;i,a;2).

For the proof of (c) let Po have coordinates (fo,^q), and let the points of

I satisfy axi + bx 2 + c = 0. There exists a circle about Po which con-

tains only regular points of f. The solution <p passing through any

regular point ($,??) near Po at f = 0 is continuous in together in

an open set about (0,?o,^o). Let L(t,^,r}) = a(pi(t,^,r)) + b(p2{t,^,7}) + c,

where <p
= Then L(0,Jo,i7o) = 0, and (^L/^0(0,?o;’7o) ^ 0.

Therefore, by the implicit-function theorem, there exists a continuous

function t == t{^,y{) defined in some circle C about ({0,^70), satisfying

= 0, and L{t(^,7]),^,7}) = 0 . Moreover, since the function

i is continuous at (^o,>;o), for any e > 0, a circle exists about

(€o,^;o) such that \t{^,v)\ < c inside C^. Therefore the orbit passing

through any (f,?;) inside at ^ = 0 will cross I at t{^,r}), and < €.

Lemma 2.2. If a finite closed arc A of an orbit C meets a transversal I, it

does so in a finite number of points, whose order on A is the same as the order

on 1. If C is a periodic orbit, it meets I in only one point.

Proof. If V? is a solution representing C, the points of A are of the form

P(f)' I ^ t ior some finite I and ?. If A meets Z in

infinitely many distinct points Pn = P(Zn), then the distinct tn will have
a cluster point i onl ^ t ^ t. Thus there exists a subsequence of {Zn},

which can again be denoted by {Zn}, such that Zn—>2, n—» 00. Then
Pn-^ Q = P(2), n-^ 00

, But (^(Zn) <p(2))/(Zn " 2) /(<Pl(?) ,<^2(2)) as

n— 00
,
and since (mitn) — <^2 (2))/(^i(Zn) — <pi{i)) is the constant slope of
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I it follows that/has the same direction as I at Q, which is a contradiction.

Thus .A must meet J in a finite number of points.

Now let Pi = P(<i) and P2 = PiU) be two successive points of inter-

section of A with Z, where fi < k (see Figs. 15 and 16), Suppose Pi is

distinct from P2. Then the curve J consisting of the open arc from Pi

to Pi on A, denoted by and the closed line segment on Z from Pi to

Pi, denoted by is a Jordan curve, and thus separates the plane into

two regions.t Therefore points Q on C for Z < Zi, and sufficiently near

Zi will be on the opposite side of J from points R on C for Z > Z2 ,
and

silfficiently near k (see Figs. 15 and 16). There are two cases, according

as the points R are inside J or outside J

.

Suppose the former (Fig. 15)

;

Fig. 15

the other case can be treated similarly. Then, in order for ^0 get

outside J for f > Z2,
C must cross J. But it cannot cross P 1P2 ,

by

uniqueness, and it cannot cross P^i in the wrong direction. Hence C

remains inside J for Z > Z2. It is thus clear that the next intersection

P, (after Pi) of C with Z is inside J and is distinct from Pi. Thus Pi is

between Pi and Pi on Z.
,

If Pi is the same as Pi, clearly C is periodic. Suppose Pi is distinct

from Pi, and C is periodic. Then the arc from P on C must return to Q

and thus the arc RQ on C must cross J

.

But, as above, it cannot cross

^^i by uniqueness, and cannot cross P2P 1 in the wrong direction. Thus

Pi is the same as Pi, and C is periodic. This completes the proof of

Lemma 2.2. . ,

The proof of the Poincar6-Bendixson theorem now proceeds via me

following two additional lemmas.
_

Lemma 2.3. If C+ and L(C+) have a point in common, then C+ ^s a

periodic orbit

t A Jordan curve is a topological image of a circle. The separation property of sue

a curve is based on the Jordan qurve theorem. This states that if J is a Jor an curve

in the (a:i,»i) plane then the complement of J, ir - J, is the union of two disjoin

open sete Si and 8., each of which has J as boundary. Si is bounded and is caUed the

interior of J, whereas 8, is unbounded and is called the exterior of J.
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Proof. Let Pi = P(ii) be a point of C+ which is also a point of LiC"^).

It is a regular point and hence can be made an interior point of a trans-

versal 1. Since Pi e L(C'*'), any circle T with Pi as center must contain in

its interior a point Q = P(B), t > + 2. If P is the circle for e = 1 in

Lemma 2.1(c), then there exists

=

P(I) of (7+, where [? — ?| < 1 and P
is on 1. Let P be distinct fromPi. Then the arc PiP of (7+ intersects I in

a finite number of pointsbyLeinma2.2. Also, the successiveintersections

of (7+ with I form a monotone sequence which tends away from Pi. Thus
Pi cannot be a limit point of (7+ and so is not in L((7+). Therefore C7+

meets I only in Pi, and so (7+ is a periodic orbit.

Remark: This same argument shows that a transversal cannot meet

in more than one point.

Lemma 2.4. If L((7+) contains a periodic orbit, it is identical with it.

Proof. Let Co be a periodic orbit in L(C+), and suppose Co is contained

properly in L(C+). Then, by the connectedness of L(C+), Co contains a
cluster point Qo of the set L(C+) — Co. Let I be a transversal through

Qo. Every circle with Qo as center contains a point Q ofL(C+) — Co, and,

for Q close enough to Qo, the orbit Cq through Q will cross I, by Lemma
2.1(c). The orbit C« is a limit orbit by Theorem 1.2, and is distinct from
Co, for Co C L(C+) — Co. Hence I contains two distinct points of L(C+).
This contradicts the remark following Lemma 2.3. Thus Co = L(C+).

Proof of the PoincarS-Bendixson Theorem. Clearly, if C+ is a periodic

orbit, then C+ = L(C+). Therefore assume C+ is not periodic. Since
L(C+) is not empty and consists of regular points only, there exists by
Theorem 1.2 a limit orbit Co in L(C+). Now Co C if implies that the
semiorbit Cf has a limit point Po, and Po s L(C+), for L(C+) is closed. If

I is a transversal through Po, then, since Po and Cf are both inL(C+), Z

can meet L(C+) in no point but Po, by the remark following Lemma 2.3.

Since Po is a limit point of CJ, Z must meet CJ in some point, which must
be Po, and hence Cf and Lipt) have the point Po in common. By
Lemma 2.3, Co" and thus also Co are periodic orbits, and this implies, by
Lemma 2.4, that Co = L(C+).

CoroUaiy. If C+ is a semiorbit contained in a compact set K in which f
has no critical points, then K contains a periodic orbit.

3. Limit Sets with Critical Points

The following result classifies the behavior of L(C+) when this set con-
tains only a finite number of critical points of /.

Theorem 3.1. Let C+ be a semiorbit contained in a closed subset K of D,
and suppose D has only a finite number of critical points. Then either

(i) L(C'*') consists of a single point, a critical point of f, which C"*" ap-
proaches as t—* 00

, or
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(ii) L(C+) ia a ‘periodic orbit, or

(iii) L(C+) consists of a finite number of critical points of f, and a set of
orbits, each of which tends to one of these crJical points ast—* ± oo

.

Proof. The set I/(C'+) can contain at most a finite number of critical

points of /. If 1/(0+) contains no regular points of f, then L(C'+) is just

one critical point, for L(C+) is connected. Clearly C+ must te.nd to this

point as < —> + 00 .

If L(C'+) has regular points, it consists of critical points and a set of

limit orbits. Let Co be a limit orbit. It cannot have a regular limit

point unless Co is a periodic orbit, by the argument used in the proof of

the Poincar4-Bendixson theorem. Thus either Co is periodic, in which

Fig. 17 Fig. 18

caseLCC'*') = Co, by Lemma 2.4, or Co has no regular limit points. Hence
either L(C+) is a periodic orbit, or all orbits in Z/(C+) are not periodic and
have only critical points of f as limit points. Suppose the latter case, and
let Co be an orbit in L(C+). From the proof of (i) it follows that L+(Co)

and L“(Co) each consists of just one critical point of f [L+(Co) == L~(Co)

is not ruled out].

Corollary. If C+ ia a aemiorbit contained in a closed set K <Z D, and

L(C+) contains only one critical point P {and regular points), then a limit

orbit tends to P as t—^ + oo and < —»• — oo

.

Now suppose L(C+) contains a regular point P of /. If 0+ is a periodic

orbit, then L{C'*') = C+, and L(C+) is completely known. Suppose C"*" is

not periodic, and I is a transversal through P. Then, as in Lemma 2.3,

C+ must meet I in an infinite number of points which converge mono-
tonically on I to P. If Pi = P{ti) is any such point on I, let Pn, ra = 2,

3 be the successive intersections of C+ with I fort > h. Then the

curve Jn consisting of the arc PnPn+i on C+ and the line segment P^+iPn

on Z is a Jordan curve which has an interior 7„ and an exterior P„. See

Figs. 17 and 18.

There are two cases according as Pj e Ji or Ps e Ei. In the former case,

n+i C. In, n 1,2, ... ,
and in the latter 7«+i D /», n = 1, 2, . . . .
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For Pj e 7i, P e I\, and since no point of L(C+) can be in Pi, LCC"*") C Ii,

and similarly L(C+) C h for all n. If Pt e Ei, D for all n. In

the first case, let I denote the nonempty closed set consisting of those

points which are in the closure of /„ for all n > 0. Thus, if In is the
M

closure of 7n, I is given by r\ Jn. In case P3 e let I denote the closure
n« 1

of the set of those points which are interior to In for some n. Thus I is
eo

the closure of VJ 7^, Let J denote the boundary of 7.
ns-l

Lemma. L{C'^) = /.
eo eo

Proof. Suppose 7 = r\ In*, if 7 = U In, the reasoning is similar.
n—l n—1

Clearly L(C+) C 7, for L{C'^) C In for all n, and since no point of the

interior of 7 can be in L(C'*’), it follows that 7/((7+) C J, On the other

hand, every point on the boundary of 7 is a limit point of C+. Thus
L(C+) = J.

eo

In the case 1 — r\ In, is contained in the exterior of the set 7, and
n-l

eo

for the case 7 = VJ 7n, is located in the interior of 7.
n-l

Let satisfy the same conditions as in Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose L((7+) has a regular point, and C'^ and L(C+)

have no point in common, i.e., 9^

L(C'^). If is in the exterior {in-

terior) of I, the semiorbit Cp through

any regular point P, sufficiently near

L(C’*") and in the exterior {interior) of

I, has L{C~^) as its limit set. Moreover,

Cp spirals around L{C'^) in the sense

that a transversal through any regular

point of L{C^) meets Cp an infinite num-
ber of times.

Remark: L(C+) may contain critical

points and thus need not be a per-

iodic orbit.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose
is in the exterior of 7; refer to Fig,

19. If Q is a regular point of 7((7+) and I is a transversal through Q,
then by the discussion above there exists a nested sequence of closed sets

00

{In] such that the boundary of 7 = H In isL(C+). If P is near enough
n—l

Fig. 19. (C'*' exterior to I.)

t In particular, has this property.
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to Z/(C+), then P is inside some In and exterior to 7n+i. Clearly (7p can-

not cross the boundary of /n, and thus Cp either remains in In — /n+i, or

else crosses Z on the segment and passes into 7n+i. The first

possibility implies that L(Cp) is also in — 7n+i- If H is large enough,

i.e., if P is near enough to L(C+), there are no critical points of fin In — 7,

n > Ny for the critical points are isolated. Thus L(Cp) has no critical

points, and by the Poincar^-Bendixson theorem L{Cp) is a periodic orbit.

However, it will be shown in the next section (Theorem 4.4, Corollary 1)

that any periodic orbit contains at least one critical point in its interior.

This gives a contradiction. Thus Cp must enter 7n+i along Pn+%Pn^i-

The result follows now by induction.

Theorem 3.2 shows that the limit set L(C+) possesses a type of stability

property. This will be defined precisely in the case of a periodic orbit.

The periodic orbit C is said to be positively stable from the outside (inside)

if for every e > 0 there exists a > 0 such that every positive semiorbit

starting at a distance less than from C and outside (inside) C at Z — 0

is defined for all Z > 0 and remains at a distance less than € from C. The
periodic orbit C is said to be positively stable if it is positively stable from

the outside and inside. Negative stability can be defined with — Z

replacing t in the above. The type of stability defined here is often called

orbital stability.

Theorem 3.3. Necessary and sufficient for a periodic orbit C to be

positively stable is that for both the interior and exterior of C, either

(i) an orbit approaches C as a limit cycle as t—> + or

(ii) there exist periodic orbits in any € neighborhood of C.

Proof, The sufficiency follows directly from Theorem 3.2. Let C be

stable, and suppose there are no periodic orbits or critical points at a

distance of less than € from C, for some

€ > 0. Then a positive semiorbit

starting at a point less than in distance

from C must be such that L(C’^) is a

periodic orbit, by the Poincar6-Bendixson

theorem. Hence L((J^) — C, that is, C
is a limit cycle, and the theorem is

proved.

Now suppose that Ci and Cjj are per-

iodic orbits, with C 2 contained in the inte-

rior of Cl, and there are no critical points

or periodic orbits between Ci and C2.

Then Ci and C2 are said to be odjacmL

Theorem 3.4. Two adjacent periodic orbits cannot both be positively

stable on the sides facing one another.
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Proof, If Ci is in the interior of Ci, this means that C2 cannot be posi-

tively stable from the outside and Ci positively stable from the inside.

Suppose Cl and C2 are positively stable facing one another. Replace

by —t and let ^1 and Gt, be two orbits approaching Ci and C2 ,
respec-

tively, as i “ 00
,
and suppose h and U are two transversals, as shown in

Fig. 20. Let R be the closed region bounded by the two Jordan curves

t/i: PiPi on Cl and PiPi on Zi

t/2 : QiQi on C2 and QiQi on U

Any orbit C starting on the boundary of R must remain in R, and since

R is free of critical points; L((7) must be a periodic orbit in R, by the

Poincar4-Bendixson theorem. This contradicts the assumption that Ci

and C2 are adjacent.

4. The Index of an Isolated Critical Point

Let / = (/i,/2) be a continuous real-valued vector function defined on

a bounded open set D in the (a; 1 ,
0:2) plane, and suppose / has only isolated

critical points on D, Let J be a Jordan curve in D passing through no

critical points of /. If is the total change in the angle d that f(xi,X2)

makes with some fixed direction as (xi,X2) traverses J once in the positive

direction, then the index of J with respect to f is defined to be A^/27r, and

will be denoted by I/(J) . Clearly this number is an integer. The impor-

tant property of If{J) which is required here is one which is usually

proved in topology or complex-variables books.

Theorem 4.1. If J is a Jordan curve in D containing no critical points

off on it or in its interior^ then If(J) ~ 0.

Outline of Proof. Since / is continuous, it is uniformly continuous on

any compact subset of D. Thus there is a 5 > 0 such that, on any

Jordan curve Jj that can be contained in a square of side 5 in 2), the

maximum deviation of the angle of /from its value at a fixed point on

is less in magnitude than 2x. Thus the index of any such curve with

respect to / is less than one in magnitude and is therefore zero. The
process of showing that the index of the given Jordan curve J is equal to

the sum of the indices of a number of smaller Jordan curves, each of the

type Js, is familiar in the proof of Cauchy theorem and will be omitted

here. By this process it can be shown that If(J) = 0.

From this result it follows readily, by usual methods in complex vari-

ables, that if is a Jordan curve contained in the interior of another

Jordan curve J^j and there are no critical points between h and J2,
then

I/(J 1) = If{J2)- The index of an isolated critical point P with respect to

a vector/is defined as the index of any Jordan cuiwe contaming P, and no
other critical point of /, in its interior. This will be denoted by J/(P).
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Theorem 4.2. // J is a Jordan curve surrounding a finite number
n

Pi, ... ,Pn of critical points off, then If(J) = ^ I/{Pi)-
1

Proof. Surround each of the points Pi by a suflBciently small circle

Ci containing Pi as the only critical point in its ir.terior, and make the

cuts as illustrated in Fig. 21.

Fio. 21

Theorem 4.3. If J is a Jordan curve in the {xijX2) plane with a con-

tinuously turning tangent vector v, which is nowhere zero on J, then

UJ) - 1

Proof. If u{P) is the unit tangent vector to J at P, then clearly

Iu(J) = Iv{J), and so it suffices to prove the theorem for u. Without

loss of generality, assume that J lies entirely in the region a?2 ^ 0, and

that the points P oi J are given by P{t)\ {ai{t),a 2{t))^ 0 ^t ^ 1. Thus

Pit)

Fia. 22 Fig. 23

v(t) = further assumed that the positive Xi

axis is tangent to J at Po ** P(0); that is, v(0) has the same direction as

the positive X} axis (see Fig. 22).

The theorem will be proved by constructing an auxiliary vector U on

the closed triangular region

T: 0 ^ s ^ 1 5 g i ^ 1

in the (sj) plane (see Fig, 23) as follows: Define fl(s,«) = u(s) for

0 ^ a g 1, iJ(0,l) « — w(0), and for aU other (s,0 in T define
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to be the unit vector in the direction from P(s) to P{t) on J ^,»ee Fig. 22).

Let be the angle that u{Sjt) makes with the positive Xi axis. Clearly

0(0,0) = 0, and since J remains in the region X2 0, 0(0,0 varies from

zero to T as ^ runs from zero to one. Similarly, 0(s,l) varies from tt to 27r

as s varies from zero to one. From the definition of u it is clear that u is

continuous on T, and u 9^ 0 there. Hence by Theorem 4.1, applied to

the boundary B of T, Iz{B) = 0. This means that the variation of

d{s,$) as s goes from zero to one is 27r. But this is precisely the variation

in the angle that u makes with the positive xi axis as J is traversed once

in the positive direction. Hence Iu{J) — 1, and the theorem is proved.

An important consequence of this is the following result.

Theorem 4.4. If C is a periodic orbit of the two-dimensional system (E),

then If{C) = 1-

Proof, The curve C is a Jordan curve, and from its definition / is

tangent to C, and / 5*^ 0 on C.

Corollary 1. A periodic orbit C contains at least one critical point of f

in its interior.

Proof. Otherwise, by Theorem 4.1, J/(C) = 0, and this would be a

contradiction.

Corollary 2. If C is a periodic orbit and the critical points of f are

isolated, then the interior of C contains a finite number (^ 1) 0/ critical

points of /, the sum of whose indices is one.

Proof. Apply Theorem 4.2.

6. The Index of a Simple Critical Point

Let ad — be 7^ 0 and consider again the two-dimensional real system

«i = = axi + hz2 + gi(xi,X2)

= U(xi,Xi) = cxi 4- dxi + g2(xi,X2)

where gi,gi are continuous in a circle 0 ^ r = ^/xl + xl ^ y, for some

7 > 0. Further assume gi = o(r), gt = o(r), as r — 0. Here the origin

(xi,Xi) = (0,0) is an isolated critical point of / = a type which has

been called a simple critical point. The index of the origin with respect

to /is easy to calculate, and indeed this index depends only on the linear

terms in (5.1). This latter fact depends on the observation embodied in

the following lemma.

Lemma. If v, f) are any two continuous vector functions on a Jordan

curve J which never have opposite directions, or are zero there, then

h'iJ) = J«(J)

Proof. For 0 ^ 8 ^ 1 define the vector v, on J" by d, = (1 — s)v 4- sU.

Now V, 5^ 0 on 0 ^ 8 g 1, for i;o = v, Vi = 5, and if v, = 0 for s 0,1,

then V = — (s/(l — s))S at such an s, which implies v has a direction
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opposite to that of 5. Therefore exists and is clearly continuous in

s. But this index is an integer, and thus a constant. This implies

OV IviJ) = h{j)-
f f M hr

Theorem 6.1. If v is the vector function with components {.axi + 0x 2,

cxi + dx2), and f = ifiji) is the vector defined in (5.1), then //(O) = i«(0),

where zero is the origin (0,0)
. „ . , • 1. 4.

Proof. It will be shown that on a sufficiently small circle with center

at 0, / and v are never in opposition. Suppose t^ie contrary at some point

{xi,x^. Then at this point / + sn = 0 for some s ^ 0. f

where g = (fifijfl's))
hence (1 + s)v = —g, or (1 + s) HdH — \\g\\

there. Now Hall® = (aa:i + bx2y + (cxi + da:.)*, and if_ = r cos 6
,

X2 = r sin d, Hujl® = r®[(a cos 0 + b sin 0)* + (c cos 0 + d sin 0) ]. Since

ad - be 9^ 0,v = 0 only at (0,0). Thus v is continuous and not zero on

r = 1. Therefore

m = inf llt)il > 0
r-l

and since 11«11 is homogeneous in r, HuH ^ mr for all r > 0. This implies

^2(1 + s)V ^ II0II*
at any point (acijOJa), where / is in opposition to v.

From this it follows that such points cannot be arbitrarily close to (0,0),

for such an hypothesis would imply 0 < m® ^ m*(l + s)* ^ Hfirll
/r

,
and

since lloll = o(r), as r -> 0, this gives a contradiction.

Therefore, for some sufficiently small a > 0, / and v are not m oppose

tion in 0 < r < «. The case s = 0 above shows that f does not vanish

in 0 < r < «• Thus, by the previous lemma, If(J) = Iv(<I) holds for

any Jordan curve J in 0 < r < a surrounding (0,0), and this proves

^^xLorem 6.2. /// = (fi,fi) Is the vector defined in (5.1), th^ IM =

or +1, according as the origin is or is not a saddle point for the linear

system x\ = 0*1 + bx 2 , *2 = cxi + <^2 .

1 i + r 'rv»« unit
Proof By Theorem 5.1 it is sufficient to calculate J,(0). The unit

circle J: x^ = cos 0, X2 = sin 0, 0 g 0 ^ 2,r, can be used to compute

IJO) The total change in the angle that v makes with the positive xi

axis as J is traversed once in the positive direction is clearly

- 1/ to-

or

be)
r2r

Jo

de

(a cos 0 + 6 sin 0)» + (c cos 0 + d sin 0)*
(5.2)

i.(j) -^
The right side of (5.2) is continuous in (a,b,c,d) for ^ J

“

ad - be >0, there are two cases according as ad

od > 0, let b,c -4 0, and d-^ a in (5.2). Then the right side of (6.2),
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being an integer, remains constant. Thus

in this case. If od g 0, then be < 0, and if od is increased so that ad > 0,

the preceding can be applied to give the same result. If ad — be < 0, the

same reasoning shows that Iv(J) = —1- But od — 6c < 0 is just the

condition which distinguishes the saddle point from the other types of

critical points, and this proves the theorem.

PROBLEMS

1. Show that the system

x\ =* 372 “ —Xi + (1 — ajJ — x\)x2

has <p « (^1,^02), where <pi(i) * sin (i 4- c), <p2(i) ^ cos (t 4- c), and c is an arbitrary

constant, as its only periodic solutiens (except for the trivial solution « 0).

Hint; Show that on a closed orbit

J (1 — dt ^ 0

so that unless 1 ~ ~ v?* — 0 it is necessary for 1 — to change sign on the

orbit.

2. Show that orbital stability prevails for the solution in Prob. 1 . Show that any

solution <pf
not the trivial one, has an asymptotic phase 7, that is, sin (t 4- y)>

^>2(0 “'<508 (< 4" 7) as i — 00 .

Hint: Show that *pl 4- a decreasing function of t outside of the unit circle.

8. Consider the system .(for the damped pendulum) z\ = X2, =* —b sin xi — oxj,

where a and b are positive constants. Show that for any solution = (v^i,v>2) there

is an integer h such that 91 (0 — ^2(0 0 as < w. Distinguish between the

nature of the orbits in the vicinity of (fc«',0) for the cases k even and fc odd. Sketch

the orbits in the (a;i,X2) plane.

Hint: Show that X « 4- 26 sin* \<pi is a monotone decreasing function of t

unless 92 ss 0 and 91 a* nv for some integer n. Show that as 00, c ^ 0
,

where c is a constant, and that 92 0 so that 26 sin* •y9i —» c. Thus 91 Ci, a con-

stant. Since 92 — 6 sin 91 — .092—^ “* 6 sin ci and 92 —^ 0
,
it follows that sin ci “ 0 .

4. Let x^ =» /(^j®)j where a: is a scalar and /and df/dx are continuous in {t^x). Let

/ be real and of period 6) in If a solution 9 satisfies

lim sup [9(0 1 <

then show the equation has a periodic solution.

Hint: Either 9(«) « 9 (0) or else 9(fc«), * *» 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
is a monotone sequence.

5. Let / be real and even, g be real and odd, and let ^(a;) > 0
,

a? > 0 . Let

g%C^ and / be piecewise continuous. Let F{x) — /; fif) dt and 0{x) « g(t) dt.

Let there exist an a > 0 such that F(x) < 0 for 0 < ac < u and F(x) >0 and mono-
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tone increasing for a; > Let G{x) ^ « and F(a;)—> « as ««. Show that»

aside from the identically »ero solution, the differential equation

x" ‘^f(x)x' + gix) » 0

has (aside from translations in 0 a unique periodic solution which is stable. An

important example is x" 4- Ai(a;* — l)a5' + a; =« 0.

Hint: Consider the system ar' « y - F(x), y' = -g{x) and consider the change in

U ^ + G{x) along solutions in the

right half plane a; > 0. Let A'B'C^D'

(Fig. 24) and ABEFCD each represent

a solution in a? > 0. Using dU/dx «

^gF/{y — F)j show that XJb ^a <
Ub' - Ua* Using dU/dy * F, show

that Uf - Ub < Uc' - Show Ub
<Ub^ Show finally that Ud Ua
< UjD' — Ua'* For small A' show that

Ud' - UA' >0 and for large A show

that Ud <Ua- From the monotone

character of Ud — Ua, prove the result.

6. Let F be as in Prob. 5. Show

that 2/" + F(y') + y - 0 has, aside from

the trivial solution, a unique periodic

solution.

Hint; Let y* « x.

7. If the system x^ « i “ 1>

2, where /,• e C\ is considered in the three- Fia. 24

dimensional space, the solutions
- , , > i • .

may be regarded as determining a 1 - 1 transformation of the {xi,xt) plane mto

itself, the transformation being continuous in t. The more compUcated problem

x] fiitfXijXt) (j 2)

where fj is periodic in t of period w and where // and d///dxi are continuous in

may be studied bymeans of the transformation T of the {xi^xt) plane into itself defined

as follows; Let { be a point in the (xi,xt) plane. Let v be the solution of C**) ^th

^(0) - €. Then is defined to be ^(«). Prove that if T exists on the whole plane

then Prove that if an open simply connected domain D, bounded

by a Jordan curve j] satisfies TD C A where 15 - D U J, then (*) has a periodic

solution of period

Hint: Use the Brouwer fixed-point theorem which sta^ thatdTD (ZD then there

is a point PtD with TP ^ P, provided that T is continuous.



CHAPTER 17

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON A TORUS

t. Introduction

The situation of interest here is the study of the solutions, in the large,

of the single differential equation

X'=f(t,x) (1.1)

where it is assumed (throughout this chapter) that

(a) /is a real continuous function defined for all real {t,x),

(b) fit + 1
,

a;) = fit, X + 1) = fityx), and
(c) through every point of the it,x) plane there passes a unique solution

of (1.1).

Because of (a) and (b), / is bounded and hence every solution of (1.1)

exists for all t The periodicity assumption (b) implies that / may be
considered as a function on the surface of a torus 3, the points of which can

be described by Cartesian coordinates it,x), where two points Pi = (^i,,a:i)

and P2 — it2fX2) are regarded as identical if ti — U and Xi — x^ are

integers. Similarly the solution paths it,<pit)) may be represented on 5.

In three-dimensional space with rectilinear coordinates iu,v,w) the torus

5 is given by

u == (a -b J) cos 27rx) cos 27rt

V = ia + b cos 2Trx) sin 2^t

w = b sin 2tx

where a and b are constants and 0 < 6 < a.

By (c), through every point P of Z there exists a unique solution path

of (1.1). The study, in the large, of the solutions of (1.1) is therefore

reduced to the study of the paths itj<pit))^ — 00 <^<+oo,on the com-
pact surface 3.

Let <p = <pit,ri) be the solution of (1 . 1 ) such that <piO,r)) = 77 . Then
consider the transformation xp of the real line onto itself defined by

404
(1 .2)
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From the assumptions (a) and (c) it follows, by applying Theorem ^4.3,

Chap. 2, that V' is ^ homeomorphism of the real line onto itself, that is, a

continuous mapping whose inverse is continuous, t Let 6 be the circle on

3 defined as the set of all (t,x) on 3 such that I = 0. Then ^ induces a

homeomorphism T of S onto 6 defined by

TP =;= Pi (1-3)

where P = (0,„), Pi = (l,<p(l,^)) = It follows directly from

the uniqueness assumption (c) that no two solution paths may cross on 3,

and hence ^ must be a monotone increasing function. This implies that

T preserves the orientation of the circle Q.

Consider the solutions of (1.1) defined by

^(t') = <p(t) 1/ "I" 1) ~ *p(,t)V) "1“ I

It follows easily, from the assumptions (b) and (c), that since

^(0) = «>(0, »/ + l) = >/ + l'“ ^(0)

0 (t) s 0 {t). Using the definition of ^ [(1-2)], one then obtains

^(jj 1) = ^(tj) 1 (1-4)

for all real v The continuous monotone increasing function yp is said to

rewesent T. Actually, from (1.3) it is clear that T can also be repre-

sented hyyp + n, where n is any integer, for if P = (0,i?), then

Pi = (.hypM) =

Also if yp satisfies (1.4), then so does yp + n.

The investigation of the nature of the solution paths of (1,1) on 3 can

now be carried out by studying the homeomorphism T and its represent-

ing real function yp.

2. The Rotation Number

Let yp^ be the function defined by ypKn) = 'Pi'Piv))! and, in general,

j/”(ri) = yp(yp''~Kv)) for auy integer n, where it is understood that ^'“(’7) = V-

Similarly, define by T^P = TiTP), and the iterates T* by

r»p = TiT’^^P)

Yw = 0 ±1 ±2, . . .), where T®P = P. The set of iterates of T {T";

n = 0,'±1,'±2, . . .} form a group, for clearly = T’^ =
The function is of the same type as yp, that is, it is continuous, inono-

tone increasing, and satisfies (1.4). Alsor represents T», if yp represents

t If /» is continuous, this follows from Sec. 7, Chap. 1.
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T. Often it will be conTenient to abbreviate as follows:

Vn = '('"'(v) Pn = T’^P (n - 0, ±1, ±2, . . .)

Theorem 2.1. The limit

p = lim 5= (2.1)

|nl-» •» ^

exists and is independent of t) — Vo- The number p is rational if and only

if some power of T has a fixed point.

Proof. First, suppose p exists for some v, and consider any other rj.

Then there exists an integer m such that

m^v~v<m-\-l (2.2)

Using the monotone character of it follows from (2.2) that ^"(^ + m)

g ^"(17) < ^“(.^ + m + 1), or by (1.4) applied to V*". Vn. + vi^V7><

-I- 1. This is readily seen to imply that (vn — Vii)/n-^0, as

jj),|
00 . Thus if p exists for rj, it exists for ij and is the same number.

Now suppose some power of T, say T"*, has a fixed point P (that is,

Jimp _ p)^ .^tli coordinate ij. If T^P = P, then P =? T~^P
,
and so

T~” has the same fixed point. Thus it can be assumed that m> 0.

Now T’^P = P implies 17m = ij + r, for some integer r. Thus

VSm. — ^”(’7m) = ^“(’7 + ’) = »7m + r = 17 + 2r

and hy induction

Vmn^ v + rn (n = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .) (2.3)

Every integer k can he written as fc = mn d- s, where n,s are integers and

0 ^ s < m. Thus

Vk = »?mn+i = =
'l>*{v + ^l) = ^’{v) + TO = 17, + HI

hy (2,3), and

2* _ 5» ,

TO

k k'^ k

Since 17, is one of 170, 171, ... , Vm-u V>/^ —+ 0 as lfc|
—» « and

lim ^ = lim ^
|j,l_ « k |„|_+ «> mn + s m

Hence p exists, and is the rational number r/m.

Next it will be shown that if no power of T has a fixed point, then p

still exists. To say that no power of T has a fixed point means that no

integers m and r and real number 17 exist such that

Vm^v + r
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Thus corresponding to any integer m and a particular i? there exists an
integer r such that

i]+r<i7m<^7 + r + l (2.4)

But by continuity considerations (2.4) must then hold for all real rjj for

the corresponding equalities can never take place. If (2.4) is applied to

17 = 0, Omj 02m> • • • , OmCn-i), and the inequalities added, one obtains

nr < Omn < n{r + 1)

for n ^ 1 and a similar result for n g— 1. However,

r < 0^ < r + 1

and hence

0^ _ 0^ < ^mn m \m\
(2.5)

Interchanging m and n in (2.5) and adding to (2.5), there results

<-2 . _2

|m| ^ |7i|

and thus p = lim (Om/^), |ml <», exists.

Finally it has to be proved that, if p is rational, some power of T has a

fixed point. Let p be rational, that is, there exist integers k and m such

that mp + ft = 0. It will be shown has a fixed point. Define x by

x{v) = + ft. Then

Om _ ^
m n

and thus

x"(n)

n

X"(’?) = + kn

m • -—

—

mn + k mp + k (N -* «)

Clearly x represents T™, and mp + k = 0 stands in the same relation to

X as p does to i/.

Suppose r™ has no fixed points. Then xiv) — i? 5=^ 0 for any rj, and
hence it can be assumed that xiv) > v for all real »j. In particular,

x(0) > 0, and by the monotone nature of x, X"(0) > X’‘“K0) > • • >
x(0) > 0. Thus x"(0) Is increasing in n. Moreover, x”(0) < 1, for all

n. For suppose not; then from some n onward x"(0) >1. Pick one

such n. Then

X*"(0) > x”(l) = + kn = ^{'’”’*(0) 4- A:n H- 1 = x”(0) + 1 > 2

Thus x^’CO) > I, and

X"‘(0) >
1

nl n
(2 .6)

Letting Z—> oo in (2.6), one obtains mp + fc ^ (l/«), which contradicts

the fact OTp + fc = 0. Therefore the sequence of numbers (x^CO)} is
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monotone increasing and bounded, and thus has a limit, say tj. Now
xW) = lim xCx^'CO)) = lim = V- Hence ^ determines a fixed

point P = (0 , 77) of which is a contradiction. This proves p rational,

mp + fc — 0, implies has a fixed point.

The number p is called the rotation number of T for the equation (1.1).

It measures the average advance of a solution <p of (1.1) starting at (0,^?)

as t changes by a unit. It is independent of the solution used to define it,

and is rational if and only if there exists some solution which is periodic

with an integer period.

3. The Cluster Set

Let S be the set consisting of all iterates of a point P e 6 under T,

that is,

S = {T^P; ?i - 0, ±1, ±2, . . .}

Denote by S' the set of cluster points of S. The set S' will be called the

cluster set associated with T and (1.1). When p is rational, mp + fc = 0,

it follows readily from consideration of that S' consists of a finite num-
ber of points. In what follows it will be assumed that p is irrational.

Superficially S' depends on the P chosen to define S, but the following

theorem shows that actually S' is independent of P, and thus the term

the cluster set is meaningful.

Theorem 3.1. The cluster set S' is invariant under T, that is, TS' =*= S',

and it is independent of P.

Proof. Let QsS'. Then Q = lim Pjb„, fcn-^ where Pkn^S.
Hence TQ = lim TPk^ = lim Pk^+i == S', and therefore TS' C S'.

Also = lim P'^Pfc^ = lim Pk^-i — QeS', and so T'^'^S' C S'.

Hence T{T-^S') C TS', or S' C TS', proving TS' - S'.

In order to prove that S' is independent of P, the following lemma will

be required.

Lemma. Let P^} Pn e S, and let a and a be the two closed arcs on C with

Pm omd Pn as end points. Then a, a both contain at least one of the trans-

forms Qi of any point QsQ.
Proof. The proof will be deduced for the arc a. It is easy to see that

the arcs a, T^^^a, . . - ,
are adjacent on 6, Since p

is irrational, the arcs which are sums of the form

must cover Q if k is sufficiently large. For if this were not true the set of

points (fc = 0, 1, 2, . . .), would be monotone and bounded
on (B, and thus possess a limit point P. But then

ipm—np * lim _ Unn =- P
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A;
—> 00

,
and therefore P would be a fixed point for which is a con-

tradiction. Therefore, for some 1. Q e or e a, or

Qz(n-w) s oi, which proves the lemma.

To continue the proof of Theorem 3.1, let Sp denote the cluster set

associated with T and defined using the point P, whereas let Sq denote

the corresponding cluster set defined by using any other point Q on 6.

If i? 6 iSp, then there exists a sequence of transforms where v runs

through some sequence of integers. By the lemma, there exists a trans-

form of Q on the short arc joining any two successive Py. Thus there

exists a sequence of transforms of Q such that Q^. iS, where n runs

through some sequence of integers. Hence R e Sq, which proves Sp C /Sg,

and by symmetry this shows S' is independent of P.

Theorem 3.2. The cluster set S' is perfect, and either

(a) S' = (S, or

(b) S' is nowhere dense on 6.

Remark. In the case (a) T is called ergodic; the case (b) is called the

singular case.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since S' is closed, S" = (S')' C S'. To show
S' C S", choose Q in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.1 to be

a point in S'. Then any point P e S' is a limit of transforms of Q e S',

that is, R 6 S". Hence S" = S', and thus S' is perfect.

The set S is either everywhere dense on 6 or nowhere dense on C, for if

S is dense on an arc of C, this arc can be assumed to be the a of the

previous lemma. Then the sum of a finite number of transforms of a

covers e. Further, S is everywhere dense on 6 if and only if S' is, and

this completes the proof of the theorem.

4. The Ergodic Case

From a practical point of view it is desirable to know when the singular

case cannot occur. The following theorem, originally due to Denjoy,

gives a sufficient condition in order that T be ergodic. The theorem

itself was conjectured by Poincar6 in the case where / [of (1.1)] is analytic.

The variation of the Denjoy proof given here is due to van Kampen.
Theorem 4.1, Suppose ^ possesses a continuous first derivative > 0

on 0 ^ 7) ^ I, and \p' is of bounded variation there. If no power of T has

a fixed point, then T is ergodic.

Proof. Let P be a point on <3, and a an arc with P as end point. Let

n be the positive integer such that either Pn or P„n is the only point Pa,

|fc| g n, in the interior of a. Given any integer N > 0, then a can be

taken small enough so that there is such an n ^ iV. Suppose P-n e « ;
the

case Pn e a can be dealt with similarly.
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Lemma. The two finite sequences

Pqj Plj . • . j
Pn—1 O/ndt P—nj P1—m • • • * P—

1

alternate on G.

Proof. Choose the arc P^P—n which lies in a. It has to he shown that

if 0 ^ A: < n, no point of either of the two sequences is in the interior

of the arc P^Pj-n on e that has the same orientation as PoP-n] that is, the

arcs pjjPk-n (k = 0, 1, ... ,n — 1) are disjoint arcs. Suppose the con-

trary; then for someZ = —n, . . . , n — 1, PisPuPk-n- There are two

cases according as

(i) k - n ^ I < n, 01

(ii) —n ^l<k— n<0.

Consider Case (i). Then Pi s P^k-n implies, using the orientation-

preserving nature of T~’‘, that T~^Pi e PoP-n, or Pi_i e PoP_n. But

—n^l — k^l<n, and hence Pi-t e PoP-n has been excluded by the

choice of n. For Case {n),0 ^ I + n < k, and hence by Case (i) Pi+n is

not in P*Pjb_n. Since Pi is and Pi+» is not in PiPk-n, it follows that

and P^k-n overlap and thus Pt s Applying to

this relation, one obtains Pk-i-n s PoP-n. But this is impossible since, by

(ii), 0<k — I — n<—

I

^n. Thus the lemma is proved.

Since is of bounded variation on 0 ^ i? ^ 1, and^' > 0, the function

defined by '^(v) = iog is defined on 0 ^ ^ 1, and is of bounded

variation there. Further, has period 1, for ^ satisfies (1.4). Let the

point P (chosen prior to the above lemma) have coordinate ij. Then

from the lemma it follows that, since the arcs PkPk-n (k = 0, 1, ... ,

n — 1) are disjoint,

n-l

I

y (’®^(„.)
-

-^irivk-n))
I

^ V (4.1)

Jfc-O

w'here V is the total variation of over [0,1]. But

^ ^'(Tjt) = log ^'(l?*)

j
= log^ iv)

Jfc-O *-o

Y^nVk-r.) = -10g^(,)

Similarly,
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and therefore, from .(4.1),

411

or

Now 7j is any number on 0 ^ 77 g 1, and hence (4.2) holds for any 77,

0 ^ 17 ^ 1, and for arbitrarily large integral n.

Now let /S be any arc on C with length 5. Suppose has length Sk.

Then, if we make the nonessential assumption that the radius of C is l/27rj

Sk L dr}
drj S^k =

i
and therefore

Sk + s.

for those k satisfying (4.2) , Hence Sk + s-*, -/-» 0 as A: — «>

.

Suppose the open set e — /S' is not empty. Then consider an open arc

/3 C e - /S', with end points in S'. Since TS' = S', and since T is

orientation-preserving, all the transforms r*/3 (fc = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .) are

in 6 — S'. Clearly no two arcs of {T^fi} can overlap, for the end points

must be in S'. Moreover, no arc can be mapped onto another arc, for

an end point of one would be mapped onto an end point of the other and

thus p would be rational. Thus the arcs are disjoint and so, as

fc —> 00
,
Sk + s-h—^ 0, which contradicts the result of the previous para-

graph. Therefore G — S' must be empty, that is, T is ergodic.

It remains to give sufBcient conditions on / in (1.1) in order that >1/

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2. Let f in the differential equation (1.1) x' = f(t,x) satisfy,

besides the assumptions (a) through (c) below (1.1), the hypothesis that

dffdx eocists, is continuous, and is of bounded variation with respect to x for

0 ^ a: ^ 1, uniformly in t. Then if no power of T has a fixed point, T is

ergodic.

Remark; The assumptions on f are satisfied if (a) through (c) below

(1.1) hold, and if dj/dx^ exists and is continuous.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. It will be shown f/' is positive, continuous, and of

bounded variation.

First, since df/dx exists and is continuous in {t,x), it follows from

Theorem 7.2, Chap. 1, that the solution <p = v(«,»/) of (1.1)_ such that

^(0,ij) = 1
},

is a continuously differentiable function of rj, and in fact
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(4.3)

In particular, at « = 1, (4.3) gives, since {dip/ d-n) 0;n)

4i'{ii) = exp
./„te

i'iv),

(4.4)

Therefore f'(’/) exists.

If

and from (4.4) ^'(ij) > 0.

g{id = ^ {r,<p{T,ri)) dr

then clearly, if g is of bounded variation on 0 g i? ^ 1, i'{ri) = exp giv)

will have the same property. To show g is of bounded variation, let

0 = 170 < i?i < • • • < i7n = 1 be a subdivision of 0 ^ 17 ^ 1 . Then

^ IgiVk+i) - g(Vk)\ S
/g ^ (r,«i(T,i7*+x)) - ^ {rMr.Vk))

k^O *i-0

dr (4.5)

For fixed i, 0 < f ^ 1, the transformation defined by

^t(i7) = v(<,»?) (0 ^ 17 ^ 1)

is clearly a homeomorphism of the interval 0 ^ 17 ^ 1 onto a real interval.

Since ^ is orientation-preserving, so is Thus if

0=170^^1'^ *'* ^ 1771“1

is a subdivision of 0 ^ 17 ^ 1, then

\^'t(0) < V'«(»?i) < • • • < hivn)

or

<p{t,0) < <p{t,rii) < • • • < vit,l)

is a subdivision of the interval <pit,0) ^ x ^ Since df/dx is of

bounded variation in x uniformly in t,

n—

1

X 1
^ "

to
iii<p{t,nk))

k^O

i V

for some constant V, independent of t, 0 ^ t g 1. From this it follows

from (4.6) that g is of bounded variation on 0 ^ 17 ^ 1, completing the

proof of the theorem.
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5. Characterization of Solutions in the Etgodic Case

In the ergodic case the solutions of (1.1) have a particular structure.

In order to see this, the relationship between the rotation number p oi T
and the set of iterates ^”(17) of 17 will be investigated in more detail.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose p is irrational^ and 17 is a fixed real number.

Then the number systems A: {np + m}, and B: {vn + m], where m, n are

arbitrary integers, are in a one-^o-one monotone correspondence.

Proof, linp + m is associated with /jn + m, (i7n = ^”(^7)), then clearly

the correspondence is one-to-one because of the irrationality of p and
the consequent absence of fixed points of T.

Secondly, the order of the elements in B does not depend on the 77

chosen, that is, if 7?n + < 17* + then fn + < ft + Z, for any real f

.

Equivalently, i7n — i7fc < Z — m implies tn — tk < I — 'm. The latter

follows since the continuous function x of 77 ,
defined by

x(^) = ^ Vn - Vk

can never be an integer, for p is irrational.

Hence it suffices to prove the result for 77 = 0. If p,q,r are integers

such that

p (0, = ^«(0)) (5.1)

then it will be shown that

p < qp < r (5.2)

To prove (5.2), apply to (5.1), obtaining ^«(p) S Oza ^ or

Og + p ^ 02q S Oq + r, using (1.4). Thus by (5.1) 2p ^ 02g ^ 2r, and

by repeating it follows for any integer Z > 0 that Ip g ^ It, or

psn^ir (6.3)

Letting I -+ <» in (5.3) one obtains p ^ gp ^ r. But since p is irrational,

neither equality can occur. Hence (5.2) is proved.

Now if On + m < 0* + 1, it is to be shown that np + m < ftp + Z, and

conversely. Applying to the first inequality, one sees that what has

to be proved is that 0*-* < Z — to is equivalent to (n — fc)p < Z — to.

From (5.1) and (5.2) On-js < Z — to implies (n — fc)p < Z — to. If

(n — k)p <l — m, andOn-ft I — m, then by (5.1) and (5.2) (n — k)p >
I
— TO, which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The result of Theorem 5.1 leads immediately to a geometric justification

of the term “rotation number” for p. Indeed, the following theorem

shows that if T is ergodic then T iS'topologically equivalent to a rotation

of the circle C by an angle 2ir,j. By this is meant that there exists a

homeomorphism H oiQ onto © such that HT = RH, where R is the rota-
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tion of e by an angle 2'jrp. In terms of representing real functions, this

means that there exists a continuous monotone increasing real function h

defined for all lesl y possessing the properties

h{y + 1) = hiy) + 1 (6.4)

K^Piy)) = h(y) + p (5.5)

The continuous increasing nature of h combined with (5.4) implies h

represents a homeomorphism H oi Q onto 6, and (5.5) just says that

HT = RHj where 22, which is represented by the real function

r{y) = 2/ + P

is the rotation of 6 by an angle 27rp.

Theorem 6.2. If T is ergodic, then T is topologically equivalent to a

rotation of the circle 6 by an angle 27rp.

Proof, Let be a fixed real number and consider the sets A and B
^defined in Theorem 5.1. If y s J5 and y — rjn + ni, define hoiy) = np + m.

This defines a real function h^ on B with values in A, which is monotone
increasing. Also A is dense on the real line because p is irrational. From
this it follows that ho is continuous on B, Since T is ergodic, B is dense

on the real numbers. Therefore ho can be extended in a unique way to a

continuous increasing real function h = h(y) defined for all real y.

Now suppose
2/ e J5, and y - + m. Then h{y) = np + m, and it is

clear that h{y) + 1 = + (w + 1) must correspond to

2/ + 1 = )7n + (tm + 1)

that is, for yzB, (5.4) must hold. But, by continuity, (5.4) must hold

for all real y. Similarly, if y e B, y ^ tin + ni, then

Ky) + p = (n + l)p + m

must correspond to i7n+i + m —
^(ijn) + m ^ ypirin + m) — ^(y). Thus,

for y s B, (5,5) must be valid, and by continuity (5.5) holds for all real y.

From the remarks just preceding the theorem, it is clear that h represents

a homeomorphism H of Q onto C which establishes the desired topological

equivalence.

The importance of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 from the point of view of

differential equations is that they prepare the way for a simple character-

ization of the solutions of (1.1).

Theorem 6.3 (Bohl). If T is ergodic, there exists a function « = ui{t,z)

which is continuous in {t,z), and periodic

a)(t + 1, z) “ <j)(t, 2 + 1) = ^o(^,2) (5.6)
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mih that every solution <p of (1.1) can be written in the form

<fi{C) = ip "t" c “1“ w(i} tp -t“ c) (5'7)

where c is a constant, and p is the rotation number. Conversely, for any

constant c, (5.7) is a solution of (1.1) and to each c, 0 ^ c < 1, there corre-

sponds a uiiique <p(ff) (mod 1). Indeed, c = h{<p(0))-

Proof. Let ry be any real number, and let == <p{t,rj) be the solution oi

(1.1) with ^(0,1?) = n. Because j(i, ® + 1) = fit,^)

^{t, 17 4- 1) = <p(i>v) + 1

With ^p{ri) = «j(l,T7) and because /(< + 1, a;) = f{t,x)

v(t = vit^n))

Let h(ii) = c. Then, because h is monotone increasing and continuous,

, = g(c)

,

where g is monotone increasing and continuous. Moreover, by

(5.4) and (5.5), /c in\
ff(c + 1) = g(c) + 1 5.10

\p(g{c)) = g{c + p)
(5.11)

Then, by (5.8) and (5.10),

^(t, c + 1) == v(<>c) + 1 (5-12)

By (5.9) and (5.11)

+ 1, c) = <p{t + 1, ff(c)) = v(tMc))) =

+

p)) “ + py

So that /e 1 o\

^(« + 1, c) = <p{t, c + p) (5.13)

Let <cit,z) = v(«, z-tp)-z for all real t and 2 . Then, by (5.12) and

(6.13), , , ,

(o(i + 1, 2) = «(«, 2 + 1) = ojit,z)

Clearly, with z = tp + c,

ip{t,c) = ip + c + w(i, ip + c)

which proves the theorem.
‘

6. A System of Two Equations

With little change in argument, the pair of equations

x'l = fi(.Xi,Xi) x'i = fzixliXt) (6.1)

may be considered, where it is assumed thatyi,/2 are real continuous func-

tions defined for all real xi,xt satisfying

/,(a:i + 1) ®a) = + 1) “ 0 “

/?+/2^0
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Suppose that through each point of the {xi^x^ plane passes a unique solu-

tion of (6.1), except for translations in and that (6.1) has no periodic

solutions.

The coordinates (xi,X 2) may be taken on a torus 3. The role of the

circle 6 in the previous sections is taken by the curve 3C which will now be

defined. Consider the orthogonal system of equations

a:i - x'^ = (6.2)

Let ^ = (i/'ij^2) be a solution of (6.2). If it is a closed curve on 3, it may
be taken as iJC. If ^ is not a closed curve, then the points ^(^), i = 1, 2,

. . . ,
have at least one limit point P on 3. Consider a small curvilinear

rectangle R with P in its interior and with its edges consisting of two arcs

P 1P2 and P 3P4 which are solutions of (6.1) and two arcs P 1P 3 and P2P 4

which are solutions of (6.2). Let the arcs PiP% and P1P3 have equal

length on 3 and let R be taken small enough so that the change in direction

of the vector with components (/i,/2) in R is less than t/IOO. Let the

solution ^ first intersect arc P 1P2 (or arc PzP^ at i and leave R for

increasing t > to. Let it return to R for the first time for t = h when it

meets arc PzPi (or P 1P2). The curve ^(0, U ^ t h, can now be closed

by an arc from ^(ii) to which will be entirely in P, will make an

angle less in magnitude than tt/S with the solutions of (6.2) in P, and
which can have continuous first derivatives at Y(io) and ^(^i) (and also

continuous second derivatives if /i and are of class C^). The closed

curve so defined is called 3C.

3C cannot be continuously deformed to a point since this would imply a

critical point on 3 because the index of JC with respect to the vector

field (/i,/2) is one. Any solution of (6.1) must cut (JC as i increases (or

decreases). For let this not be the case for a semiorbit of (6.1). The
torus cut along 2fC is an annulus. Thus, since C+ does not intersect 3C, it

cannot approach 3C and thus and I/(C+) are in the annulus. The
Poincar6-Bendixson argument can be applied to show that L(C+) is a

closed orbit. But,, by hypothesis, (6.1) has no periodic orbits. Thus all

semiorbits of (6.1) cut X. In particular, all solutions starting on JC

return to 3C. This defines a homeomorphism of 3C into itself and the

previous results proved for C now apply also to 3C.
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Adjacent orbits, 397

Adjoint equation, 84

Adjoint systems, 70

Apparent singularity, 114

A pproximate solutions, 3, 19

nonconvergence of, 41 (Prob. 12)

Ascoli lemma, 5

Asymptotic behavior of solutions, of

linear systems, 91, 98, 99 (Probs.

3-6), 104 (Prob. 29), 105 (Prob. 33),

106 (Probs. 35, 37)

of nonlinear systems, 327, 330, 333,

335, 337, 338, 343-347 (Probs.

1-14)

of nth-order equations, 105 (Probs.

32, 34), 106 (Probs. 36, 38)

of second-order equations, 103 (Prob.

28), 105 (Probs, 30, 31)

Asymptotic expansion (see Asymptotic

series)

Asymptotic orbital stability, 353

Asymptotic phase, 323, 402 (Prob. 2)

Asymptotic series, 148-151, 173 (Probs.

1-6 )

formal solutions as, 160, 161, 163, 168

and Laplace integral, 170

for linear systems with large param-

eter, 178, 179

for nth-order equation with param-

eter, 182-184

Asymptotically stable solution, 314, 322

Attractor, 376

Autonomous system, 342, 362

Bessel equation, 136 (Probs. 8, 9)

Bessel functions, 260 (Prob. 16)

Bessel inequality, 197

Bohl, P., 41^.

Boundary condition, adjoint, 289

Boundary condition, homogeneous, 288

nonhomogeneous, 294

self-adjoint, 291, 297 (Prob. 1)

Boundary-form formula, 288

Boundary forms, 286

complementary, 287

Boundary operators, 286

"Boundary-value problems, adjoint, 291

homogeneous, 291

nonhomogeneous, 294

for nonlinear second-order equation,

38 (Prob. 5)

self-adjoint, 291

for system, of first order, 204 (Prob.

16), 205 (Prob. 17)

of nth order, 206 (Probs. 18, 19),

297 (Probs. 4-6)

(See also Eigenvalue problems)

Brouwer fixed-point theorem, 403

(Prob. 6)

Canonical form of matrix, 63, 106

(Probs. 39, 40)

Carathdodory existence theorem, 43

Cauchy formula for expansion, 299

Cauchy integral method, 298

Center, 374, 376, 381, 382

Characteristic equation of matrix, 65

Characteristic exponents, 80, 321-’323

347 (Prob. 13)

Characteristic polynomial of matrix, 62

Characteristic roots of matrix, 62

Closed set of functions, 200

Cluster set, 408

Comparison theorems, 208-211

Completeness relation, nonsingular case,

198

singular second-order case, 233

(See also Parseval equality)

423
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Complex systems, 32-37

Conditional stability, 330, 333

Confluent hypergeometric equation, 132

Constant coefficients, 75, 88, 100 (Prob.

13)

Continuation of solutions, 13-15, 61

(Probs. 4, 6)

of maximum solutions, 47

of minimum solutions, 47

Convex set, 8

Copson, E. T., 132

Critical point, 371, 375, 376, 389, 400
simple, 376, 400

index of, 400-402

Denjoy, A., 409

Domain, 1

Eigenfunctions, 186, 189

closure of, self-adjoint case, 203
(Prob. 8)

completeness of, self-adjoint case, 203
(Prob. 9)

jenumerability of, 189

of integral operator, 193

normalized, 196

orthogonality of, 189

orthonormal, 196

of singular problems, 252, 256, 257

(Probs. 6, 7)

for system, of first order, 205 (Prob.

17)

of nth order, 206 (Prob. 18)

Eigenvalue problems, 189

nonself-adjoint, nth-order, 308-312

second-order, 305-308

systems of first order, 312-313

(Prob. 2)

periodic boundary conditions, 213-215

for second-order equations, 211-215

self-adjoint, 189

for singular first-order systems, 281-

283 (Probs. 3-6)

for singular nth-order systems, 281

(Prob. 1)

for singular pair of first-order equa-

tions, 260 (Prob. 20)

singular self-adjoint nth-order, 261

singular self-adjoint second-order, 222
for system of first order, 205 (Prob. 17)

Eigenvalue problems, for system of nth
order, 1TO6 (Probs. 18, 19)

Eigenvalues, 186, 189

existence of, 195

for second-order equations, 212

of integral operator, 193

in limit-circle case, 259. (Prob. 15)

for second-order equations, 220, 221

(Probs. 3-5)

£-approximate solution, 3, 19

Equicontinuity, 5

Equiconvergence, 303, 308, 310

Ergodic case, 409

characterization of solutions in, 414,

415

sufficient condition for, 411

Euclidean length of vector, 17

Euler equation, 122, 131

Exceptional components, 361

Exceptional indices, 361

Existence theorems, analytic systems, 34

Banach space formulation, 40, 41

Carath4odory, 43

Cauchy-Peano, 6

implicit equation, 40 (Prob. 8)

initial-value problems, 10

linear systems, 20, 40 (Prob. 7), 97
(Prob. 1), 98 (Prob. 2)

maximum solutions, 45

minimum solutions, 45

Picard-Lindelof, 12

successive approximations, 12, 38
(Prob. 4)

Expansion theorem, Hilbert space

formulation of, 283 (Probs. 7-9)

nonself-adjoint nth-order case, 311

nonself-adjoint second-order case,

303, 307, 311, 313 (Prob. 3)

nonsingular self-adjoint case, 197, 199

singular nth-order case, 264, 283

(Prob. 9)

for singular nth-order systems, 281

(Prob. 1)

singular second-order case, 233, 252
for system, of first order, 205 (Prob. 17)

^ of nth order, 206 (Prob. 18)

First-variation equation, 322

Focus, 374

(See also Spiral point)

Formal Laurent series, 115
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Formal power series, 116

Formal solutions, 117, 142

asymptotic nature of, 160, 161, 163,

168, 173 (Probs. 1-5), 178, 179

for linear systems with large param-
eter, 176, 176

log-exponential sum, 141

matrix, 142

for nonhomogeneous linear system with

parameter, 184, 185 (Probs. 1, 2)

for systems, with singularity of first

kind, 119-122

with singularity of second kind,

142, 143

Fourier coefficients, 187, 197

Fourier integral formula, 263
Frobenius method, 132-135

for systems, 136 (Prob. 13)

Fuchsian type, systems of, 129

Fundamental inequality, 37 (Prob. 1)

Fundamental matrix, 69

associated with nth-order equation,

291

for singularity of first kind, 119, 121

Fundamental set of solutions, 69

Green's formula, 86

Green's function, 192, 295

for adjoint problem, 296

coimection with spectral matrix, 280

expansion for, 202 (Prob. 4)

explicit representation of, 204 (Prob.

12)

for first-order system, 204 (Prob. 16)

in limit-circle case, 244

for Lx — —a;", 300

for Lx * —a;" + q{t)Xy 306

for nonself-adjoint problems, 310-312,

313 (Prob. 3)

for nth-order systems, 206 (Prob. 18),

297 (Prob. 6)

poles of, 202 (Prob. 7)

for second-order problem, 229

singular nth-order case, 278

symmetry of, in self-adjoint case, 202

(Prob. 6)

Halmos, P. E., 68n.

HeUy's theorem, 233

Hermite operator, 263-

Hermite polynomials, 253

Hilbert space, 233n.

formulation of eigenvalue problems,

283 (Probs. 7-10)

Hill equation, 220

Homeomorphism, 405, 413

{See also Topological mapping)

Homogeneous linear systems, 67

adjoint systems, 70

basis for, 69

fundamental matrix for, 69

matrix equation associated with, 69

reduction of order of, 71

Hypergeometric equation, 132, 135

(Probs. 5, 6)

Ince, E. L., 170n.

Index, of isolated critical point, 398

of Jordan curve, 398

of periodic orbit, 400

of simple critical point, 400-402

Indicia! equation, 123, 127

Inequality, fundamental, 37 (Prob. 1)

Initial conditions, dependence of solu-

tions on, 22-32, 40 (Probs. 7, 9),

58-60

analytic case, 35

discontinuous right member, 39

(Prob. 6)

maximum solution, 47

Initial-value problem, 2

existence theorems, 10

for systems of differential equations, 15

uniqueness theorems, 10, 4^52, 60

(Probs. 1, 2)

Inner product, 189, 262

Instability, 317

Inverse of differential operator, 245n.,

258 (Prob. 12), 265, 271, 278

Inverse-transform theorem, singular

nth-order case, 266, 272

for singular nth-order systems, 281

(Prob. 1)

singular second-order case, 233

Irregular singular point, 111, 169

generalization to nonlinear case, 320

Jordan curve, 393n., 398-400

Jordan-curve theorem, 393n.
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Kampen, E. van, 409

8*, space, 187

8* (p), space, 232, 251, 264
Lagrange identity, 86

Laplace integral, 170

Laurent series, formal, 115

(See also Formal solutions)

Legendre equation, 136 (Prob. 11)

Limit circle, 228

Limit-circle case at infinity, 242

Limit-circle type, 226

Limit cycle, 392

Limit orbit, 391

Limit point, 228

of a sexniorbit, 389

Limit-point case, examples, 254-258

(Probs. 1, 2, 4, 10, 11)

sufficient conditions for, 229-231

Limib-point type, 225

Limit sets of orbits, 389

Lindelof
,
existence theorem of Picard-

LindelOf, 12

Linear equations of order n, 81

adjoint equations, 84

analytic coefficients, 91

basis for, 83
constant coefficients, 88

fundamental set for, 83

homogeneous equation, 82

nonhomogeneous equation, 87

periodic coefficients, 100 (Prob. 14)

reduction of order of, 84

variation-of-constants for, 87
Wronskian of, 82

Linear systems, analytic coefficients, 90

asymptotic behavior of, 91

constant coefficients, 75, 100 (Prob. 13)

homogeneous (see Homogeneous linear

systems)

nonhomogeneous, 74, 76

of nth order, 103 (Prob. 27)

periodic coefficients, 78

perturbations of (see Perturbations)

singular point for (see Singular point)

two-dimensional, 371-375

Lipschitz condition, 8

abstract, 41

extended form of, 37 (Prob; 2)

for vectors, 19

Lipschitz constant, 8

Log-exponential matrix, 142

Log-exponential sum, 141

Logarithm of matrix, 107 (Prob. 41)

Logarithmic sum, formal, 116

Mathieu equation, 220

Matrices, series of, 64

similar, 63

Matrix, canonical form for, 63, 106

(Probs. 39, 40)

characteristic equation of, 65

characteristic polynomial of, 62

characteristic roots of, 62

conjugate, 62

conjugate transposed, 62

determinant of, 25, 64

exponential of, 64

formal logarithmic, 117

formal-solution, 142

fundamental (see Fundamental matrix)

log-exponential, 142

logarithm of, 65

norm, 62

reciprocal, 62

singular, 62

spectral (see Spectral matrix)

trace of, 25, 64

transposed, 62

Meissner equation, 220

Multipliers, 80

Nagy, B. v. Sz., 283 (Prob. 8)

Node, 346 (Prob. 8), 376

improper, 373, 384

proper, 372, 376, 378, 379

Nonautonomous systems, 348

Nonhomogeneous linear systems, fun-

damental matrix for, 74

variation-of-constants formula for, 75

Norm, of functions in 3®, 189, 262

of integral operator, 194, 195

of matrix, 62

of vector, 17

Normalized eigenfunction, 196

nth-order equation, existence theorem

for, 22

initial-value problem for, 21

solution of, 21

system associated with, 21
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nth-order equation, uniqueness theorem

for, 22

(See also Boundary-value problems;

Eigenvalue problems)

0 [symbol used in = o(g), i > a/*

meaning //gf —^ 0, < — a], 92

0 [symbol used in — 0(g), t —> a”
meaning //g is bounded as > a],

148, 163

Orbit, 323, 389

adjacent, 397

limit, 391

periodic, 392, 395

index of, 400

of two-dimensional linear system,

371-375

Orbital stability, 397, 402 (Prob. 2)

asymptotic, 323

Orthogonal functions, 189

Orthonormal sequence, 187, 196

Parameter, large, linear systems with,

174

Parameters, dependence of solutions on,

29-32, 40 (Prob. 7), 59

analytic case, 36

Parseval equality, 187, 198

singular nth-order case, 264, 283

(Prob. 9)

for singular nth-order systems, 281

(Prob. 1)

singular second-order case, 233, 252

Pendulum, damped, ^402 (Prob. 3)

Periodic boundary conditions for second-

order equations, *213-216

Periodic coefficients, first-variation

equation with, 322

linear systems with, 78, 283 (Prob. 6)

nth-order equations with, 100 (Prob.

14)

perturbations of linear systems with,

346 (Prob. 4), 370 (Prob. 4)

second-order equations with, 99

(Probs. 7-11), 213-220

singular problems with, 257, 258

(Probs. 10, 11)

stability of systems with, 321

Periodic nonlinear equations, 404, 416

Periodic nonlinear systems, 322, 347

(Probs. 12, 13), 348

Periodic solutions, analytic case, 351,

354, 363, 364, 367, 368

asymptotic orbital stability of, 353

asymptotic stability of, 350

existence of, autonomous case, 362,

367

nonautonomous case, 348, 362, 370

(Probs. 2, 3)

for nonlinear equations, 391, 394,

402, 403 (Probs. 1, 4-7)

on torus, 408

Perturbations, of linear systems, 314-

321, 327-345 (Probs. 1, 2)

with periodic coefficients, 370 (Prob.

4)

with a periodic solution, autonomous
case, 364—369

nonautonomous case, 356-364

two-dimensional case, 345, 346

(Probs. 5-10), 375

of second-order equations, 356, 369,

370 (Prob. 1)

Phragmen-Lindelof theorems, 162

Picard, existence theorem of Picard-

Lindelof, 12

Piecewise continuous derivative, 3

Plancherel equation, 223

Plancherel theorem, 261

Poincar4, H., 138, 409

Poincar^-Bendixson theorem, 391

Polar equations, 376

Polar functions, 372

Power series, formal, 116

{See also Formal solutions)

Product integration, 98 (Prob. 2)

Eegular point, 389

Regular singular point. 111

Rellich, F., 283 (Prob. 8)

Riesz-Fischer theorem, 201

Rotation number, 406-408

Rudin, W., 20l7i.

Saddle point, 346 (Prob. 7), 374, 387, 401

Schwarz inequality, 194

Self-adjoint differential operators,

204 (Probs. 13, 14)
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Self-adjoint operator, 283 (Prob. 8)

Self-adjoint problems, 189

boundary conditions for, 204 (Prob.

15)

examples of, 201 (Probs. 1-3)

limit-circle case, 246

limit-point case, 258 (Prob. 13), 260

(Prob. 17)

for systems, of first order, 281-283

(Probs. 3-6)

of nth order, 281 (Prob. 1)

(See also Boundary-value problems;

Eigenvalue problems)

Self-adjointness condition, 188

Semibilinear form, 285

Semiorbit, 389

^^paration of zeros of solutions, 209, 220
^ (Probs. 1, 2)

Singular case, 409

Singular components, 361

Singular eigenvalue problems (See

Eigenvalue problems)

Singular indices, 361

Singular point, for linear system. 111

apparent, 114

first kind, 111

at infinity, 127-130, 138

irregular, 111

isolated, 109

regular. 111

second kind. 111

at infinity, 138

for nth-order equation, first kind, 122
irregular, 125, 169

regular, 124, 130

for nth-order system, first kind, 135
(Probs, 1, 2)

Solution, 2

in extended sense, 42

maximum, 45

minimum, 45

periodic (see Periodic solution)

stable, 314, 318, 322
subharmonic, 322
trivial, 67

Spectral function, examples of, 254-258
(Probs. 1, 2, 4, 10, 11)

limit-circle case, 242
limit-point case, 233
in nonsingular case, 232
uniqueness of, 232, 259 (Prob. 14)

Spectral matrix, in limit-circle case, 251

in nonsingular nth-order case, 263

in nonsingular second-order case, 247

in singular nth-order case, 263

in ternis of Green’s function, 280

uniqueness of, 269

Spectral resolution, 283 (Prob. 8)

Spectrum, 252, 269

cluster points, 257 (Prob. 8)

continuous, 252, 269

eigenvalues, 252

point, 252, 269

Spiral point, 346 (Prob. 8), 374, 376,

381, 382

proper, 378, 379

Stability, asymptotic, 314

asymptotic orbital, 323, 353

conditional, 330

orbital, 397, 402 (Prob. 2)

of solutions of two-dimensional linear

systems, 375

Stability regions for second-order equa-
tions with periodic coefficients, 218,

221 (Probs. 6, 9)

Stable manifold, 330, 343, 344
Stable solution, 314, 318, 322
Subharmonic solution, 322
Successive approximations, 11-13

in Banach space, 41

convergence of, 54, 60 (Prob. 3)

divergence of, 53

Symmetric operator, 283 (Prob. 7)

Systems of differential equations, 15
complex, 32-37

initial-value problem for, 15

Titchmarsh, E. C., 161n.

Topological mapping, 23, 60, 405, 414
Torus, differential equations on, 404, 415
Transition point, 175

Transversal, 392
Trivial solution, 67

Turritin, H. L., 182n.

Uniqueness, of spectral function, 232
of spectral matrix, singular nth-order

case, 269, 272, 280

^

singular second-order case, 251
Uniqueness theorems, initial-value prob-

lems, 10, 48-52, 60 (Probs. 1, 2)
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Variation, of constants formula, 75, 87
first, equation of, 322

Vectors, 17

Euclidean length of, 17

norm of, 17

Vortex, 374
(See also Spiral point)

Wronskian, 82

Zeros of solutions of second-order equa-

tions, 208-214, 254-256 (Probs.

1-4)


